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INTRODUCTION

LEROY HARDY, ALAN HESLOP, AND GEORGE S. BLAIR

Redistricting of congressional and state legislative
seats is again a burning public issue in many of the 50
states. In the elections of 1990 (as in the elections of
1970 and 1980, but even more intensively) the national
and state party organizations struggled to win guber-
natorial races and state legislative maj orities in an effort
to control (or at least to influence) redistrictings. In
some states, the politics of redistricting was blamed for
unusually bitter struggles over legislative leadership
positions. Since the election of November 1990, the
electronic and print media have devoted increasing
attention to background information about reappor-
tionment and redistricting.

The essays in this volume, produced through the
cooperation of dozens of political scientists and other
researchers from across the United States, are in-
tended to increase public awareness of how redistrict-
ing was accomplished in the redistrictings ofthe 1980s:
these essays set thestagetounderstandtheredistrictings
ofthe 1990s.1

The editors decided that a state-by-state survey was
necessary because, despite the quest of modem schol-
ars for a sphere of comparative state politics, each state
of the Union remains essentially its own political
universe. In an effort to develop fully the unique
circumstances of each state, contributors were asked
to concentrate their attention on the redistricting of
state legislatures rather than on detailing the story of
congressional redistricting, which is frequently cov-
ered by the Congressional Quarterly, the Political
Almanac, and major newspapers.

It should be noted that we consistently use the term
"redistricting", because it presents the basic challenge
ofthe 1990s. To continue to use "reapportionment"
to describe redistricting merely confuses the issue of
representation and deflects attention from the real
problem—unrestrained gerrymandering. In a disci-

pline that aspires to scientific rigor, such terminologi-
cal confusion is hard to justify or explain.

The essays presented here, in conjunction with essays
in an earlier volume,2 should make it easier for scholars
to draw broad generalizations about the redistricting
process, while remaining mindful ofthe diversity of
redistricting history and practice in individual states. A
careful reading ofthe 50 short studies presented here
will yield a wealth of information about redistricting in
the separate states and about the impact of redistricting
on American politics at many levels.

THE "REAPPORTIONMENT REVOLUTION"

Until the mid-1960s, population was only one basis for
apportionment in the United States. Land units (pieces
of territory such as counties or townships) were
another basis.

Debates over the proper weight to be given population
and land in apportionment had long troubled represen-
tative governments. InEngland, the "rotten borough"
became an issue of controversy as early as the seven-
teenth century (the classic example was Old Sarum, a
medieval town that was partially under the sea and had
lost its population, but not its parliamentary represen-
tatives.)

In America, the colonies used both population and land
units as bases for apportionment. Controversies arose,
even then, over the population inequities ofland-based
systems. Thomas Jefferson, for example, sharply criti-
cized Virginia's county-based system for apportioning
seats in the colonial assembly: he noted that while the
lawmaker from the smallest county represented only
951 voters, thelegislator from the largest county spoke
for over 22,000.

The Northwest Ordinance of 1787 established a popu-
lation basis for the apportionment of territorial legisla-
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Page 2 Redistricting in the 1980s

tive seats ("one for every 500 free male inhabitants");
but the U.S. Constitution, guaranteeing two U.S.
senators and at least one member of the House of
Representatives to each state regardless of population,
reflected a comparable commitment to land-based
systems.

After 1787, state legislatures differed widely in appor-
tionment practices. A majority of the states admitted
to the Union employed population as the basis for
apportionment; but several states followed the "fed-
eral" plan of basing one house on population and the
other on land units; the others, while employing
population as the principal basis for apportionment,
modified population-based representation with re-
quirements that each county have a minimum of one
representative.

In the first half of the twentieth century, land-based
systems of representation came under increasing criti-
cism as mass movements of population and the growth
of great industrial centers produced ever greater popu-
lation disparities among counties and other local
electoral units within the states. Yet, state legislators,
perhaps because they owed their election to the exis-
tent system, were often unwilling to reapportion.

The nature of the power struggle and its political
import were highlighted in several states, when rurally
dominated legislatures sought to perpetuate them-
selves by changing over to land-based apportionment
schemes or by freezing existing plans in law, or by
specifying that no county could have more than a
specified maximum number of representatives.

The stalemate between the established powers pro-
tected by the apportionment formulae and the newer,
urban-based groups and interests reached a crisis point
after the 1920 census, which reported for the first time
that a majority of Americans were residing in urban
areas. Then, for the only time in American history,
Congress refused to approve a reapportionment of
congressional seats. And, following suit, the majority
of state legislatures violated provisions in their own

state constitutions to leave the existing state legislative
and congressional district lines in place.

As long as apportionment decisions remained in the
hands of malapportioned legislatures, it seemed, the
system was largely immune to change. Though state
executives in some cases deplored malapportionment,
the state legislatures refused to correct inequities: in
many cases, such correction meant the decimation of
rural legislators. More and morethe third branch—the
judiciary—seemed to reformers to be the only key to
change.

Initially, the courts remained aloof and repeatedly
avoided involvement in the political maneuvering that
surrounded redistricting and reapportionment. As late
as 1946, in the case ofColegrove v. Green, the U.S.
Supreme Court denied relief to Illinois residents chal-
lenging a congressional districting plan that gave one
district nine times the population of another. In dis-
missing the challenge, the Court held that
malapportionment was not "justiciable"—that is, not
appropriate for judicial remedy. "The Courts," said
Justice Felix Frankfurter in presenting his opinion,
"ought not to enter this political thicket."

In 1962, however, in a dramatic turnabout, the U.S.
Supreme Court took jurisdiction over complaints
against malapportionment. The landmark decision
was handed down in Baker v. Can, a case in which
urban residents ofTennessee contested the makeup of
the rurally controlled state legislature and the legisla-
tors' failure to reapportion since 1901. Reversing the
Colegrove decision, the Supreme Court ruled that
complaints against malapportioned legislatures were
indeed justiciable.

The Court refused, however, to specify what levels of
population disparity would be constitutional as it
remanded the case to a lower federal court. It was not
until 1964, in the cases of Wesberry v. Sanders and
Reynolds v. Sims, that the Supreme Court began the
development of population standards. Wesberry struck
down Georgia's congressional districting plan, hold-
ing that "as nearly as is practicable, one man's vote in
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a congressional election is to be worth as much as
another's." In Reynolds, the Court ruled that legisla-
tive districts for both houses of a bicameral state
legislature must be "based substantially on popula-
tion." These decisions mark a watershed in the theory
and practice of representative government in the
United States.

The Trilogy cases, Baker, Wesberty, and Reynolds,
producedaflurryofsuitschallengingmalapportionment
in state legislatures. Suddenly, frenzied efforts were
initiated in many states to makeup for the half-century
of neglect of the apportionment problem. By March
1964, 26 states had approved new apportionment
plans. Alabama, Oklahoma, and Tennessee were re-
districted under court-drafted plans; several states
redistricted under court threats to postpone elections
or to force all legislators to run for reelection at large
rather than in their old districts. Li Delaware, a court
order gave the legislature 12 days to reapportion;
Wisconsin was given 19 days, and Michigan 33 days.
Faced with these examples of judicial severity, most
states undertook to reapportion "voluntarily."

By 1966, legislatures in 46 ofthe 50 states had brought
their apportionments into compliance with the new
judicial standards of population equality. In a few
states, reapportionment had been handed over to
specially created commissions established by statute or
by constitutional amendment. In some states, too,
constitutional provisions requiring geographic or other
modifications to population-based apportionments
were abandoned or amended. Elsewhere, states cre-
ated multimember districts in order to meet population
requirements, while at the same time preserving the
boundaries of traditional political subdivisions in their
districting systems. Anumber of states actually changed
the size of their legislatures in order to accommodate
population-based apportionments.

Intheperiod 1963-65, movements were undertaken in
both Congress and the states to limit the effect ofthe
court decisions on apportionment. These movements
faltered and ceased by the late 1960s. By that time,
nearly all the state legislatures were effectively based

on equal population, and little impetus remained in the
effort to resist "one man-one vote."

The Warren Court had given a remarkable demonstra-
tion of judicial power: the problem of legislative
malapportionment, and the associated phenomena of
rural overrepresentation and urban-suburban
underrepresentation, had been remedied in less than a
decade. Yet, as is so often the case, the solution itself
generated new difficulties.

The collapse of traditional apportionment arrange-
ments and the emphasis on population equality, com-
bined with the availability of new computer technol-
ogy, yielded unexpected opportunities for politicians.
"One person-one vote" was hardly a cure-all for
gerrymandering (redistricting for partisan or other
political advantages). Indeed, population equality served
to undermine the old constraints on gerrymandering.
Soon, districts designed to maximize political advan-
tage, within the confines of population equality, be-
came common.

The first response ofthe Supreme Court was to make
the requirement for population equality even more
stringent, as if more precise equality could somehow
check the reach for political gain. Thus, in Swann v.
Adams and Kirkpatrick v. Preisler, the Court struck
down districting plans that at any earlier period would
have been considered impeccably "equal."

This approach, however, merely produced a further
escalation ofthe competition for political advantage in
redistricting. Legislative majorities (partisan and bi-
partisan) used the judicial emphasis on exact equality
as a justification for drawing bizarrely shaped districts
that cut across county and other subdivision bound-
aries. Challengers, pursuing different political objec-
tives, authored their own slightly more "equal" gerry-
manders. Gradually, some observers came to realize
that equality was not an effective check on gerryman-
dering, but a stimulus to it.

The Supreme Court began to signal a new approach in
1973. The apparently inconsequential distinctioninthe
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Court's earlier decisions between state legislative
districts, which were to be "based substantially on
population," and congressional districts, which were
to be as nearly equal "as is practicable," now became
critical. In a congressional districting case from Texas,
White v. Weiser, the Court favored a plan so closely
based on population that the largest district in the state
had only about 400 more persons than the smallest
district.

"Equality" in congressional districting thus appeared
to be almost an absolute requirement. In two cases
involving the districting of state legislatures, however,
the Court began to permit greater flexibility in the
interpretation of the meaning of'equality." In the first
casQ.Mahanv. Howell, a redistricting plan was upheld
for the Virginia state legislature in which the popula-
tion variance between the largest and the smallest
district was 16.4 percent. In the second case, Gqffney
v. Cummings, Connecticut's 1971 redistricting plan
for the state legislature was upheld despite a popula-
tion deviation of 7.83 percent between the largest and
smallest districts.

The Court's new approach to state legislative redis-
tricting was hailed by commentators as marking a more
mature and realistic perspective on the wide range of
factors involved in districting. JnMahan, for example,
the Court permitted Virginia's large deviations in
district size on the groundsthat the state had attempted
to maintain the "integrity of political subdivision
lines," balancing the benefits of equal-population
districting with enhancing the role of local govern-
ments in state politics. In the same spirit, the smaller but
still significant population variances upheld in Gqffney
were justifiable to the Court in light of Connecticut's
effort to bring about "proportional representation" of
the two major parties in the state's legislature (that is,
representation for each party in proportion to its share
of the total vote cast in legislative contests).

new approach was criticized by those who claimed to
fear that "minor deviations in mathematical equality"
provided an open invitation to legislators to gerryman-
der with impunity.

Perhaps the most reasonable conclusion to be reached
from the first two decades of major redistricting
litigation is that the central problems of redistricting
remain for the most part unresolved. The courts have
provided appropriate relief to the geographical, eco-
nomic, and political interests that had been denied
political power by the malapportioned congressional,
state legislative, and local governmental districts of the
first half of this century. In particular, the "silent
gerrymander" has been eliminated. Some forms of
blatant racial gerrymandering, too, have been out-
lawed. Unfortunately, the courts have been either
unwilling or unable to remedy the other, less obvious
forms of partisan, bipartisan, and racial gerrymander-
ing that continue to threaten our representative sys-
tem. Indeed, the courts, at least to date, have assidu-
ously avoided any direct confrontation with these
more insidious forms of gerrymandering, preferring
instead to tighten or relax the criteria of population
equality as an indirect approach to the problem.

The 1980s brought few major changes in the Supreme
Court's approach to redistricting law. The techniques
of gerrymandering have kept well abreast of the
courts' twists and turns, and with each successive
redistricting experience the political process has be-
come more sophisticated and complex. In 1986,
Thornburg v. Gingles outlined new tests for applying
voting rights law to redistricting; and in 1991 Garza v.
Los Angeles County enforced an ethnically represen-
tative Latino district in place of an incumbent-drawn
plan. At the end of the decade, however, there were
few straws in the wind at which reformers could grasp.3

Yet, in many states evidence of the accumulating
effects of past gerrymanders was mounting.

In relaxing the strict standards of exact mathematical POLITICIANS AND REDISTRICTING

equality, the Court permitted the states to exercise If the history of reapportionment and redistricting in
discretion in selecting the factors, beyond population, the United States teaches us anything, it should warn
fortheir own legislative redistrictings. Yet, the Court's us that redistricting is far more than a routine and
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disinterested exercise in redrawing maps. Where the
lines are drawn—and there are always a great many
choices—affects the careers of incumbents and the
future opportunity of challengers, the party balance in
Congress and the state legislatures, the representation
of minority groups, and even the role of local govern-
ments in state and national politics.4

In most states, redistricting plans proceed through the
legislative process in much the same way as any other
piece of legislation. The details of the plan are usually
prepared by a committee whose membership is deter-
mined by the majority party leader, and the bill is
approved by a simple majority vote of the full legisla-
ture. To become law, it must be signed by the chief
executive of the state, and it is vulnerable to his veto.

Not surprisingly, political considerations play a major
part in the process. Individual legislators struggle to
maintain their incumbencies by drawing "safe" dis-
tricts; legislative leaders seek to strengthen their posi-
tions by rewarding supporters with improved district
boundaries or by punishing their opponents with
"competitive" or elimination districts; majority par-
ties develop plans to perpetuate their majority status
and to shelter their members from unfriendly political
winds in the future. Gerrymandering is widely, almost
universally, practiced, for officeholders nearly always
view redistricting as an opportunity to perpetuate or
add to their power in the legislature.

There are two main types of gerrymander: (a) the
bipartisan, or "incumbent survival," plan; and (b) the
partisan, or "majority party," plan. In bipartisan
gerrymanders, the aim is simply to ensure the reelec-
tion of incumbent legislators, generally by adding to
the number of their party registrants within their
districts. The telltale signs of a "sweetheart" process
are increased majorities for all or most incumbents, a
reduction in two-party competition, or even the elimi-
nation of electoral challenges in many districts.

The partisan redistricting process, for its part, aims to
maintain or add to the number of seats held by the
majority party. The basic technique is to waste the

votes of the opposition party. This may be achieved by
concentration of the voters of the minority party in as
few districts as possible: these districts will then
produce huge majorities for minority party represen-
tatives, but at the price of preventing or severely
limiting effective minority party competition in other
districts.

Alternatively, the wasting effect may be achieved by
dispersal of the voters of the opposition party: by
dividing up concentrations of minority party strength
among a number of districts (while at the same time
assuring that the minority party voters will always fall
short of a majority in these districts), the majority party
wins additional seats. Another technique sometimes
used in partisan gerrymanders is the establishment of
multimember districts that have the effect of submerg-
ing the voting strength of minority parties. The telltale
sign of a partisan gerrymander is that the percentage of
the seats held by the majority in the legislature is
significantly higher than its percentage of the two-
party vote in the preceding election.

Partisan gerrymanders put the skills of majority party
leaders to a severe test, for such redistricting plans
typically require some incumbents of the majority
party to accept a reduction in their electoral "margins
of safety" in order to build up maj orities in neighboring
districts; that is, some of an incumbent' s loyalist voters
must be removed from his district in order to increase
the chances for a party victory in a neighboring district.
Party leaders must find inducementsto win the support
of such incumbents for the party's redistricting plan:
promises may be made of funds or of future legislation
or patronage. If a leader fails to make appropriate
concessions, rivals for the leadership positionmay pick
up support from the threatened incumbents.

The task of minority party leaders is no less demanding
in the case of an attempted partisan gerrymander, for
they must find ways to counter the attractive offers
made to some minority party incumbents of "safe"
districts in exchange for their support of the majority
party plan. Frequently, in legislatures where the margin
of majority control is slim, redistricting will involve a
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complex process of deals, offers, and counter-offers as
each party leadership tries to hold its own party
members in line in support of one plan and in opposi-
tion to other plans. Sometimes, there is a competition
between the legislative majority leaders of one party
and the governor of the other: inducements will be
offered by each to members of the minority caucus,
either to override the governor's veto or to adhere to
"the party line."

Occasionally, the retirement or death of a legislator will
ease the way to agreement on a final plan, for the
district then may be freely dismembered and the pieces
distributed in such a way as to please incumbents from
the surrounding districts. In such a circumstance,
political vultures are quick to swoop down on the
territory of their departed colleague.

Of course, if a redistricting involves intense bargaining
and counterbargaining, a shrewd incumbent who is
willing to risk charges of party disloyalty may benefit
from the process simply by constantly raising his bid to
improve his own district. In some cases, the majority
party finds itself unable to carry its plan through the
legislature, or finds its plan blocked by the veto of a
governor who represents the opposition party. Then,
redistricting may become even more controversial;
typically, the problem is resolved only by court inter-
vention. (The classic example here may be the Califor-
nia redistricting of 1971 -73, which pitted the vetoes of
Republican Governor Reagan against slight but intran-
sigent Democratic majorities in both houses of the
legislature.)

A review of the essays in this volume, however, points
up the fact that complaints about partisan redistricting,
although sometimes soundly based, more oftenmay be
overdrawn. In approximately one-half of the states, the
dominance of one party is so great that "partisan"
redistricting would be superfluous. In such states, the
redistricting process is an intraparty contest, pitting
liberals or moderates of one party against conserva-
tives of the same party (for example, Texas and New
Hampshire), or rural legislators against urbanites (for
example, Kansas), or representatives from one geo-

graphical division of the state against representatives
of another (for example, east vs. west in SouthDakota,
or "upstate" vs. "low state" in South Carolina).

Finally, it must be emphasized that very often the
redistricting process is characterized by great camara-
derie among legislators of both parties. This is a
phenomenon that outsiders—private citizens and non-
office-holding party activists—may find puzzling; but
the explanation is rather simple. Legislators share a
common identity: they are all politicians. As such, they
experience similar political dilemmas even though
their rhetoric may present them as rivals.

Moreover, ease of cooperation among legislators is
facilitated by the similarity of their problems: the
Republican may have too may Democrats in his
district, while the Democrat finds himself with too
many Republicans. What better situation for bargain-
ing and exchange, especially if someone—theboss, the
media, or the public—is not watching?

The ability of party leadership groups and incumbents
to shape state politics for a decade through redistrict-
ing has given rise in recent years to demands for a
nonpartisan redistricting procedure, with the emphasis
usually on some form of commission plan. Many
reformers charge that there is an inherent conflict of
interest in allowing state legislators to draw districting
plans; they call for a solution that would take redistrict-
ing out of the hands of the incumbent legislators and
turn it over to a bipartisan or nonpartisan redistricting
commission. Active and occasionally successful in the
1970s, the movement for redistricting reform stalled
prior to redistricting in the 1980s; but it was renewed
after the 1981 events.

One state, California, has witnessed an astonishing
plethora of referenda and other reform proposals in
response to 1981-1982 partisan and bipartisan gerry-
manders. As the 1991 event approached, California
seemed to abandon the cause of redistricting reform
(Propositions 118 and 119 in June of 1990 were
defeated); in November of 1990, however, the state
enacted Proposition 140 to impose term limitations on
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the legislature. As the next round of redistricting is
carried out in the early 1990s, the redistricting reform
movement is likely to resurface in a number of key
states.

REDISTTRICTING IN THE 1990S

The 1960s produced the beginnings of a "reapportion-
ment revolution" in virtually every state of the Union,
and the 1970s saw that revolution carried forward and
brought to near-completion. While the print and elec-
tronic media gave much coverage to the courtroom
battles ofthose years, the actual redistricting processes
attracted relatively little public attention. This may be
explained partly by their technical character and partly
by the difficulty of interpretation to the general public.
In part, too, the relative lack of attention was due to the
success of many legislatures in restricting public in-
volvement in and understanding of the process.

The redistrictings of the 1980s received little more
critical scrutiny. The aftermath of the 1980s, briefly
sketched in this volume, suggests, however, that
redistricting abuse may not have gone wholly unno-
ticed. Certainly, disenchantment with incumbent leg-
islators has reached an unprecedented pitch, especially
in those states (for example, California and Indiana)
that have practiced the most blatant gerrymanders.

One may safely predict that the redistrictings of1991-
92 will be accompanied by a mounting controversy
over the law, politics, and technology of redistricting.
The reason for this controversy is obvious: the redis-
tricting plans that are finally written—whether by state
legislatures or by commissions, or as the result of a
complex bargaining process involving many official
and unofficial participants—will shape government
for a decade.

Many different groups have already been alerted to
their stake in redistricting, whether their stake be in the
contours of individual districts, in the outcomes of an
entire plan, or in the choice that is made between
legislative and nonlegislative processes. Minority
spokesmen, for example, typically claim that "fair
representation" requires districts that will elect mem-

bers of their own minority group. In line with such
claims, African Americans will certainly lobby in the
1990s, as they did in the previous decades, for districts
that will maintain and increase the number of black
congressmen and state legislators. In the states of the
Southwest, Latinos have shown a determination to
secure more districts that will elect Latinos to national
and state offices. The essays in this volume also make
it abundantly clear that other racial, gender, and ethnic
groups are advancing claims to representation—the
Indians in Arizona and South Dakota; the Puerto
Ricans in New York and New Jersey; the Latinos in
Chicago; gays in San Francisco and Los Angeles;
Asians, especially in California; and women every-
where.

Business groupsmay seekto influence the redistrictings.
Throughout the seventies and eighties, legislative
majorities in a number of states were highly critical of
business and industry, and some of the representatives
of business will not wish to see these majorities
perpetuated or strengthened via the redistricting pro-
cess. Likewise, urban interests will fight in many states
to retain political power that would otherwise be
transferred in redistricting from the declining cities to
the growing suburbs.

The prospect for the 1990s, then, is for many unex-
pected alliances on the redistricting battlefield—for
example, between business groups and minorities,
between Republicans and minorities, and between
Democrats and other minorities. The top story may
well be the role of the minorities in the shaping of
political landscapes in the 1990s. The same minority
group may find itself in a different coalition in Texas,
let's say, than in California.

With such high stakes, a number of state legislatures
and state party organizations are now devoting more
resources to developing the extensive political/demo-
graphic data bases so critical to redistricting decisions.
The new computer technology—which was used in
only a handful of states in the late 1960s and early
1970s, and which was limited largely to urban states in
the 1980s—is certain to be almost universally applied
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in the 1990s. Unfortunately for legislators and party
loyalists, however, sophisticated computer technol-
ogy is now available to many different groups, and it
is likely that legislatures will find their plans subjected
to almost instant analysisby interested parties that have
developed their own data bases and retrieval systems.
Indeed, using today's computer technology, it is
possible to analyze an entire redistricting plan, even for
a large state, in as little as 24-48 hours. This will not
ease the task of the legislators in devising a redistricting
plan that will stand up to scrutiny by many interest
groups, by the public at large, and by the state and
federal judiciary. (Some observers suggest, therefore,
that legislative leaderships will renege on commit-
ments to open the process or to share access to
information with the public; and that we can expect to
see many last-minute plans launched on an unprepared
public.)

In short, the redistrictings of the 1990s promise great
controversy inmany ofthe 50 states. The editors of this
volume hope that its essays will provide a perspective
for all interested parties on redistricting and its impor-
tance in the American political system. In moments of
great optimism, the editors even hope that these essays
will make some contribution toward bringing America
closer to a system of representative government in
which all citizens are given just and fair representation.

A previous volume, published in 1981, brought to-
gether a series of essays on the recent history of
reapportionment and redistricting in the 50 states.5

Those essays substantiated beyond doubt that major
political changes had been produced by the Trilogy
cases, a phenomenon often referred to as the "reap-
portionment revolution." In the wake of those deci-
sions, new legislators, especially from urban areas,
brought in new policies, views, and perspectives. But
as early as 1970 the lure of permanency was exerting
its fascination on the new incumbents. They had the
same desire as the old incumbents—to retain their
positions—and the desire intensified as legislative
salaries, staff assistants, and perquisites increased.

All this is understandable in terms of human nature.
What is less understandable to the present writers,
however, is the apparent anxiety of many political
scientists not merely to accept but to justify and to
rationalize incumbents' self-serving practices in redis-
tricting. In several legislatures, especially in the most
populous states, redistricting has become a key means
by which professional politicians free themselves from
any meaningful electoral competition. Some political
scientists even make the case for this new breed of
tenured legislators, clouding the distinction between
representatives and bureaucrats.

Some brief generalizations can be drawn from the
essays presented in the 1981 and the present volume.
They are:

Incumbency. Politicians typically render rhetori-
cal homage to "good government criteria" in
redistricting; but the protection of incumbents is
the chief factor in most processes. Whatever
doubts are expressed by political scientists con-
cerning the importance of redistricting, incum-
bents treat it as the most important political event
ofthe decade, offering the key to their security.

Rural/Urban/Suburban. Rural-urban disputes
still have importance, although the one person-one
vote rulings have eliminated the most flagrant
examples of discrimination by one side or the
other. Urban incumbents sometimes seek to per-
petuate themselves in power by reaching into
suburban areas sufficiently to pick up needed
population while still maintaining urban domi-
nance ofthe district and preserving their political
base. At the level of population, however, the
silent gerrymander is a vanished species for all
intents and purposes: only the most drastic popu-
lation shifts create silent disparities of any signifi-
cance, and these are generally temporary in nature,
being ended in the next redistricting.

Partisanship and Bipartisanship. Partisan em-
phasis in the analysis of redistricting frequently
distorts the true political picture. What is assumed
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to be a contest between Democrats and Republi-
cans is often something quite different: a liberal
versus conservative struggle, for example, or a
bipartisan accommodation among most of the
members of both parties that is challenged by
recalcitrant members of one or the other party.
Although the Democratic and Republican dimen-
sions are frequently the focal point of press atten-
tion, the record seems to indicate more rhetoric
than substance. In state after state, bipartisan
accommodations seem relatively easy to accom-
plish.6

The real issue is rarely party control, especially in
states where parties are weak. The main concern
is the individual legislator's survival. The key
pressures in the caucus are collegial, as shifting
alliances form around one scheme or another, each
of which advantages or discommodes different
individuals. Except in unusual situations where an
unpopular legislator or members of a shunned
clique may be targeted for elimination, the drive is
generally to find a scheme that will preserve all or
nearly all incumbents. Often, dilemmas are modi-
fied by voluntary retirements, or by agreements to
promote someone to higher office to ease the
pressure. Only in the most drastic cases must
someone go. When that occurs, members ofboth
parties may often agree on whom it should be—
the outsider, the sorehead, the crusader, or the too-
independent: in others words, the person most
disliked within the party or within the legislature,
or the individual who poses the greatest threat to
the bipartisan status quo.

Legislature and Governor. A partisan confron-
tation is more likely when the governor is of one
party and the legislature of another. Often, the
matter eventually devolves to a sweetheart ar-
rangement in which each party accommodates
itselfto some of the demands of the other, but often
not before the legislature has accused the governor
of interference with its self-proclaimed preroga-
tive in redistricting and often not before the gov-
ernor has asserted his party' s monopoly on "good

government." The governor's singular role as
decision maker makes him particularly effective in
a leadership capacity, especially in legislatures
characterized by factionalism.

Minorities in Redistricting. Ethnic claims and
conflicts have come to substitute for the old rural/
urban disputes. Under pressure from the federal
courts and the U.S. Department of Justice, many
states have set themselves to gratify powerful
minorities by creation of ethnically representative
districts—seats tailor-made for minority candi-
dates, virtually assuring the election (and per-
petual reelection) of a member of the dominant
ethnic group. This process, however justifiable in
terms of remedying past injustices, is not without
its problems.

Budding contests between and among different
minority groups trouble the concept of "ethnic
representation." Struggles by minority incum-
bentsto maintain the dominantroleintheir districts
by packing in more minority voters give new
meaning to the term "ethnic gerrymander." And
"affirmative action gerrymanders," applying ex-
treme interpretations of Voting Rights require-
ments, have become a focus of public controversy.

Commissions. Various types of commissions
have been tried—with varying degrees of success.
In many cases, the political nature of the commis-
sions is poorly camouflaged, despite nonpartisan
rhetoric. A prime example is Ohio. Legislative
districts there are carved by a commission made up
of the minority and majority leaders of each house,
plus three statewide office holders. In 1981, the
seven-member board consisted offourDemocrats
and three Republicans. At this writing in 1991, the
opposite ratio prevails. Just as the 1981 result
turned out to be Democratic, one may predict that
the 1991 redistricting willhaveaRepublican tilt. In
some other states, however, commissions have a
rather better record and have moderated both
partisan and incumbent abuses of the redistricting
process.
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The Judiciary. Courts continue to enter the
redistricting fray, but generally with reluctance,
and with varying degrees of success. In some
states, it is hard to resist the conclusion that judges
have used redistricting suits as occasions to per-
form their partisan duty. In other states, the courts
have filled a role as honest brokers, breaking
partisan logjams and initiating reasonably even-
handed solutions. In either case, of course, the
courts typically are charged with malfeasance of
one kind or another, and the political thicket of
redistricting remains a place where judges clearly
fear to tread. What appears urgently needed is an
objective technique that courts can apply in a
standard way to the tasks of line drawing.

Computers. The redistrictings of the 1980s saw
much more general—and, apparently, some much
more sophisticated—use of computer technology
than the redistrictings of the preceding decade; and
the evidence suggests that this trend continues to
accelerate. The growing importance of technol-
ogy has been accompanied by the rise to political
significance of computer consultants in redistrict-

ing. These new professionals appear to be making
more and more key decisions in line drawing. Not
surprisingly, perhaps, the capability of the new
geographic information systems to develop dis-
tricts ofliterally any shape is leading to the creation
of more bizarrely contorted districts than any in
history.

The apotheosis of the computer as an instrument
of control over the redistricting process has not yet
materialized. Despite the availability of inexpen-
sive computers and software, legislative elites
remain jealous guardians of the data bases that are
the real keys to power in high-tech redistrictings.

Each author of the essays in the main body of this
volume was presented with the materials in this
chapter. Although not required to adopt the terminol-
ogy embodied here, many writers found the classifi-
cation system useful to delineate redistricting prac-
tices for both state and congressional districts. Such
standardization of terminology helps to clarify the
nature of the problem.

NOTES
1. Most of the essays were written either in the fell of

1990 or very early in 1991. As an unfortunate but unavoid-
able consequence, most or all of the speculative judgments
on the redistrictings of the 1990s may be out of date at the
time of publication.

2. See Leroy Hardy, Alan Heslop, and Stuart Anderson,
eds., Reapportionment Politics: Redistricting in the 50
States (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1981). We are
grateful for permission to reprint here some of the materials
that first appeared in this earlier volume.

3. For an example, however, see the inconclusive dicta in
Davis v. Bandemer.

4. In most states, drawing new congressional and state
legislative district lines is the responsibility of the state
legislators themselves. Just how the incumbents view the
redistricting process is well illustrated by a story (perhaps
apocryphal) that concerns the redistricting of a state
legislature. It seems that all the incumbents of both parties
in this particular legislature were concerned about the
political future of a long-time lawmaker known affection-

ately as "Old Joe." When the redistricting committee
recessed for the first time, several legislators approached a
committee member to inquire as to how Joe's district was
being reshaped. "How's Old Joe doing?" they asked.
"Fine," was the reply. At each recess, legislators made the
same inquiry, and each time the answer was the same. Then
during a later recess, a concerned lawmaker asked the usual
question of the committee member: "How's Old Joe
doing?" 'To hell with Old Joe," came the reply. "They're
talking about my district now."

5. See note 2. Ifthe 50 essays in the 1981 volumedidnot
substantiate the demise of "reapportionment" as an issue,
these 50 certainly do. One person-one vote dominates the
electoral system; but electoral distortions (gerrymander-
ing) through redistrictings have accelerated, and with
progressively more sophistication and effectiveness.

6. As the late speaker of the California Assembly, Jesse
Unruh, often remarked, give the legislators a few weeks to
play their partisan games, then they will settle down to the
serious business of compromising their differences.



ALABAMA

WILLIAM H. STEWART

In the following pages we will consider the two
subjects of congressional redistricting and state legis-
lative redistricting in Alabama during the 1980s. In the
former area the dominant Democratic policy-makers
acted to improve chances for recapturing adistrict long
held by Republicans. As far as state legislative redis-
tricting was concerned, the dominant concerns have
remained racial, and the much longer process of
working out a system of districts based on the 1980
census figures was basically a struggle to increase the
number of African Americans in the state House and
Senate. This struggle was ultimately successful and, in
the process, black and white politicians found them-
selves working together more closely in a new biracial
alliance of key interest groups.]

CONGRESSIONAL REDISTRICTING

Alabama continued to have seven members in the U. S.
House of Representatives following the 1980 census.
An 18-member committee was set up by the legislature
to develop a plan to make incremental changes in
existing districts, and the redistricting committee de-
veloped a plan prior to the convening of a special
session of the legislature on August 5,1981. With the
state's population placed at 3,893,888, each district
ideally should contain 556,270. In the committee's
plan the smallest district deviated from the largest
district by about 2 percent (also the final margin). The
overwhelmingly Democratic working group made the
most changes in the 6th District, represented by
freshman Republican Albert Lee Smith of Birming-
ham.

Shortly after the special legislative session convened,
the House Judiciary Committee approved the legisla-
tive redistricting committee's plan. On August 11 the
full Housepassed a substitute version of the plan which
had emerged from its Judiciary Committee. This
version was somewhat friendlier to Republican Smith
than the committee plan. The Moral Majority tried to

help Smith. It had been active in his initial election in
1980 and attempted to keep his district electable for
him. The group said legislators were now engaged in
"a blatant, obvious attempt to liberalize the 6th district
[Smith's]."2 On August 13,1981, both the House and
Senate approved the new congressional districting
arrangements for the 1980s.

No effort had been made to draw a district (by
gerrymandering, if necessary) in order to encourage
the election of Alabama's first black member of Con-
gress in modern times. This is expected, at this writing,
to be the key redistricting issue in 1991. Republican
Smith was the only member of Congress from Ala-
bama to be defeated in 1982, losing by about 14,000
votes to a moderate Democrat.

In retrospect, the congressional gerrymandering en-
gaged in by the Alabama Democratic legslature was
pretty typical. It took surplus votes from safely Demo-
cratic territories and added them to what had previ-
ously been a reliably Republican district. The desired
result was the election of a Democrat in place of a
Republican.

STATE LEGISLATIVE REDISTRICTING

With districts drawn for the seven congressional seats,
the Alabama legislature next in 1981 turned its atten-
tion to the infinitely more complicated task of state
legislative reapportionment. It was frequently noted in
news stories related to redistricting that the Alabama
legislature had never successfully accomplished this
task by itself.

On August 26,1981, Governor Fob James announced
that he would call a special legislative session to deal
with state legislative redistricting. It would begin on
September 29, and the special legislative reapportion-
ment committee was expected to have a plan for
consideration at that time. The governor did not

Page 11
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attempt to provide any leadership on this issue, saying
he would go along with whatever the legislature
decided upon.

The procedure used initially to come up with a new
redistricting plan to reflect population changes and
shifts between the 1970 and 1980 censuses was a very
decentralized one. Basically, it was up to each local
legislative delegation, organized on the basis of the
county (in the case of the more populous areas) or the
congressional district. One of the first redistricting
problems reported was in Jefferson County (Birming-
ham). During the 1970s eight state senators (out of3 5)
resided in Jefferson County and 21 House members
did (out of 105). However, instead of having fewer
members of the legislature than it was properly entitled
to, as in the old days, Jefferson now had a surplus. Its
population actually warranted six Senate districts and
18 House districts.

The House of Representatives passed a redistricting
bill on October 6,1981, by a 75-21 vote. The Senate
acted the same day, approving very similar legislative
redistricting arrangements by a similarly lopsided 26-
5 margin. African Americans were upset by the fact
thattwoblackBirminghamrepresentativeswerethrown
together in the same district. They pointed out that the
black population of Jefferson County had been in-
creasing faster than the white population by an 8
percent to 3 percent ratio. This would suggest increas-
ing opportunities for black representation rather than
decreasing opportunities. Other black complaints cen-
tered on the violation of county lines in the construc-
tion of districts. In the 1980s the more the county was
used in setting district parameters, the more African
Americans would be helped.

There were several instances of very trivial kinds of
gerrymandering at this stage of the redistricting pro-
cess. For example, the leader of the Alabama Demo-
cratic Conference (the state's most prominent black
political action group) did not want to be in a white
district, so an amendment was adopted swapping
2,500 people between a predominantly white and a
predominantly black district. On October 8, the House

passed the Senate's previously approved redistricting
plan by a 74-22 margin; it had approved its own
legislation a couple of days earlier. When refinements
were offered, the Alabama House passed the execu-
tive-amended redistricting plan 77-12 on October 20.
The Senate passed it the same day by a 25-5 vote.

African Americans voiced opposition to the enacted
plan. However, close capitol observers sensed that
many black politicians were in agreement with what
the majority of whites were doing. A Montgomery
Advertiser editorial pointed out that "[m]ost black
legislators [had] voiced no strong objections" to the
reapportionment plan passed by the legislature in the
fall of 1981. Indeed, "Blacklegislators... [had] helped
draw the proposed lines." A number of black legisla-
tors were observed demanding "during legislative
deliberations that their own districts be drawn so as to
shore up the black voting maj ority to make it harder for
a white challenger to win." In short, African Ameri-
cans were apparently no different than whites in their
desire above all for incumbent protection.3 A spokes-
person for the League ofWomen Voters said that the
way legislators—blacks and whites—approached re-
districting was "like writing your own job descrip-

" 4tion.

Following legislative approval of a redistricting plan,
the next step was Justice Department review. Its
decision came onMay 6,1982. The Alabama plan, the
Justice officials asserted, "clearly would lead to a
retrogression in the position of black voters."5 Redis-
tricting lines had been drawn that "do not appear to
have been necessary to any legitimate governmental
interest."6 Apparently, protection of incumbents was
not a subject of as much concern to Justice lawyers as
it was to Alabama legislators.

William Bradford Reynolds, chief of Justice's Civil
Rights Division (CRD), indicated that the legislature,
in effect, ought to have engaged in positive gerryman-
dering to enhance black electoral opportunities. The
CRD found 18 of the 105 House districts to be
particularly suspect. Justice's finger-pointing was not
directed exclusively at whites. Government attorneys
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were intrigued by the fact that a district in Mobile was
stacked with additional black voters to facilitate the
reelection ofthe incumbent black senator. The Depart-
ment of Justice also chided legislators for sloppy work,
pointing out that 3,764 residents of a mostly-black
section of Montgomery County weren't put in any
legislative district.

In Alabama, conformity to some commonly identified
districting criteria has not been insisted upon either by
the Justice Department or by the courts. Where there
has been along history of racial discrimination, getting
a better balance between blacks and whites in local and
state decision-making forums is viewed as of much
greater importance than adherence to idealized
districting standards.

The legislative reapportionment committee met a few
days after the Justice Department's ruling. At a session
on May 10, 1982, legislators were reminded by their
consulting attorney that, if federal officials had to draw
up a state apportionment plan as they had in the past,
"the needs of incumbents" would not be not consid-
ered.7

The House and Senate Judiciary Committees ap-
proved reapportionment plans on May 25, 1982.
While it was expected that four of the 35 Senate
districts would haveblackmajorities,itwas considered
unlikely that a black could be elected in the new black-
majority district because it still contained large num-
bers of white voters.

The full House approved a redistricting plan on May
26 by a 70-25 vote. The Senate acted the same day,
approving redistricting 19-9—the exact plan which
had been presented to the Justice Department on May
14. Only vague guidance came from Justice, its reply
being, "Based on our analysis to date, the proposed
modifications, if enacted into law[,] appear for the
most part to address the May 6, 1982, objection."8

Both Senate and House passed further revised redis-
tricting bills on May 28, the Senate acting on a 21-5
vote and thentheHouse on a 56-31 vote. TheHouse's

action amounted to an endorsement ofthe Senate-
passed plan. The House passed acleaned-up redistrict-
ing bill (correcting detected technical flaws) on June 1,
1982, by a 40-32 vote, the Senate by a 21-8 margin.
With these votes this special session on state legislative
redistricting ended.

Alabama state legislative redistricting was now once
again in the Justice Department's lap. It did not take
long for a response. On June 8 state officials received
a detailed letter regarding Justice's reactions to the
latest state redistricting efforts. Ninety-eight districts
were acceptable. Seven were suspect. The element of
uncertainty was present because Justice had not fin-
ished with its evaluation of the seven worrisome
districts.

In an editorial published at this time, the Luverne
Journal, a small-town weekly, complained that "any
plan submitted must be so gerrymandered as to actu-
ally give the black voter an advantage in electing those
of his own race." Unfairly, "whites may not be
allowed to elect all whites, [but] it is perfectly all right
to gerrymander district lines so that blacks may be
assured of electing blacks."9

On June 21, by a 2-1 vote, the federal court gave its
assent to the makeshift redistricting plan for the fell,
1982, elections. However, the federal court did change
three districts in Jefferson County. On July 2 the
Supreme Court was requested to stop the interim
redistricting plan from being used. The Supreme
Court, however, declined to do so and primary and
general elections went ahead as scheduled, the primary
elections coming on September 7 and the general
election on November 2, 1982. As feared, African
Americans did not increase their numbers in the
Alabama Senate, the figure remaining at three. In the
House, the number of African Americans was boosted
from 13 to 16. Republicans elected three senators (they
had none previously) also, including the state's first
woman senator. Republicans doubled their House
membership (from four to eight). Also at this election,
George C. Wallace was elected to his fourth and final
term as governor.
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In Alabama newly elected legislators are sworn in as
soon as the election returns are made official. Thus,
only a few days after the general election, incumbent
and new legislators began working on a "permanent"
redistricting plan. This time progress came rapidly.
What was increasingly recognized as perhaps the
strongest single interest group in the state, the Ala-
bama Education Association (AEA), had been instru-
mental in the election of 40 legislators, of both races.
This group was not as resistant to racially liberal
districting policies as some recently defeated legisla-
tors or legislative aspirants had been.

Governor Wallace called a special session of the
legislature to deal in part with redistricting, to convene
on February 1, 1983. However, after they assembled
they were on their own. "I have no recommenda-
tions," the governor said.10 The executive leadership
vacuum which prevailed in Alabama had heretofore
allowed parochial concerns to be given unreasonable
emphasis. However, broader alliances ofinterest groups
(especially teachers, organized black Democrats, la-
bor, and plaintiffs' trial lawyers) would now assume a
greater role in the redistricting process than individual
local legislators.

Most white leaders in the legislature apparently were
now either exhausted from the previous redistricting
efforts and without the energy to fight further, or else
they had received AEA and/or ADC (Alabama Demo-
cratic Conference) support and sympathized with
these groups' goals. On February 3, the House Judi-
ciary Committee (chaired by African American Rep-
resentative Charles Langford of Montgomery) re-
ported out the plaintiffs' redistricting plan (with some
amendments). Almost simultaneously the Senate
Governmental Affairs Committee reported it out un-
changed. OnFebruary 8,1983, the House adopted its
committee's plan on a 70-27 vote. It promised to
increase the number of black House districts to 18
(from 17) and Senate districts to four (from three).
Marginally better, theunamended plaintiffs' plan prom-
ised 19 black House districts and five black Senate
districts.

There was some filibustering in the Senate over the
plaintiffs' plan but it was of short duration. On the
afternoon ofFebruary 17 the Senate passed the plan on
a21-l 1 vote. The House followed suit about midnight
on a 54-27 vote. The largest House district had 39,230
residents, the smallest district, 3 5,205 residents. Based
on the state population figure apparently used,
3,890,061 (accurate to within 0.0010 of the official
censusfigureof3,893,888), each districtideally should
have had 37,048 residents. This meant that the largest
House district deviated from the ideal by only 5.9
percent, the smallest district by only 5.0 percent.

The largest Senate district is composed of 116,936
people, the smallest district of 106,227. Ideally, each
Senate district should have 111,145 residents. This
means that the largest Senate district deviated from the
ideal by only 5.2 percent, the smallest by only 4.4
percent. (There was, however, a 9.2 percent difference
between the largest district and the smallest district.
The comparable House deviation calculates out to
10.3 percent.)

In the final analysis, despite individual incumbent
legislators' attempts to fine-tune their district bound-
aries so as to ensure their own reelection, the Alabama
Senate and House district maps (see Figures 1 and 2)
reveal markedly little in the way of gross gerrymander-
ing. In part this is because overwhelmingly Democratic
but partisanly undisciplined legislators had no grand
party strategy to maximize the number of Democratic
seats. Instead, as we have seen, the focus was on
boosting black legislative seats.

The most notable example of gerrymandering as far as
the Alabama Senate is concerned is probably District
23, the drawing of the lines of which resulted in the
election of the first senator from the Black Belt since
Reconstruction days. The other, most unusually con-
toured Senate district is District 4, the occupant of
which is the only Republican senator north of the
Birmingham metropolitan area. In the House the least
compact districts, outside of the metropolitan areas
with multiple districts frequently encompassing only
small amounts of territory, are Districts 3 0 and 23, both
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DISTRICT NUMBER
COUNTY LINES
SENATE DISTRICT BOUNDARIES

LINES MAY OVERLAP
IN CERTAIN AREAS

picking of legislative candidates [had] turned into a
blood-letting . . . 11 incumbent lawmakers were
hacked down by the State Democratic Executive
Committee." Those who were ejected were said to be
out of favor with the "powerful coalition of labor,
teachers, trial lawyers and blacks," a coalition which,
it was asserted, now "controls the Legislature and, to
some extent, the party."12

In the November general elections, 67 of the 140
legislative seats were uncontested. In a development
which was unusual for traditionally one-party Demo-
cratic Alabama, five Republican legislators (two of
whom were Democratic converts) went back into
office unopposed. General election contests had de-
veloped in 16 of 35 Senate districts and 57 of 105
House districts. One Senate district was also the
subject of a serious (and ultimately successful) write-
in campaign.

19721

Figure 1. Alabama Senate Districts.

in north Alabama and both represented by whites. The
present generation of districts basically goes back to
1972, when a CUNY statistician grouped census
enumeration districts to form a court-approved, fairly
compact redistricting plan. Changes since that time
have been basically incremental in character. Elections
under the final redistricting plan for the 1980s were
ordered for the fall, 1983.

In a highly controversial move the Democratic state
committee decided to handpick its candidates for the
special legislative elections to be held on November 8,
1983. The AEA, the ADC, the Alabama Trial Lawyers
Association, and the Alabama Labor Council were
reputed to control 50 of the state committee's 132
seats, not all of whom were expected to participate in
the legislative selection process. * * At the September 3 0
committee meeting 11 incumbent legislators, most of
whom were more conservative than the dominant
interest groups preferred, were ousted as its nominees
by the party committee. The state5 s largest newspaper
exclaimed, "The Alabama Democratic Party's hand- Figure 2. Alabama House Districts.
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Election results were widely interpreted as "a backlash
against the Democratic Party and its handpicked
candidates."13 The Democrats lost 13 legislative seats
(from 129 down to 116). Republicans and indepen-
dents now had greater representation than they had
previously had in modern times. Republican seats
increased from 11 to 16, including four Senate and 12
House seats. Independents won eight seats (five in the
House, three in the Senate). Six of the independents
were incumbent Democrats upon whom their state
committee had not looked with favor when handpick-
ing its candidates (five in the House and one in the
Senate). Two ofthe independents were African Ameri-
cans (and were strong Democrats). There were now
nine instead of six women legislators.

Thanks to implementation ofthe plaintiffs' plan, Afri-
can Americans won four additional seats. The legisla-
ture would now have 24 minority members (five
senators and 19 representatives). This included the
first minority representative to be elected north of
Birmingham. The minority Senate seat envisioned by
the plaintiffs' plan for theBlackBelt materialized when
Hank Sanders, a graduate ofHarvard University Law
School, was elected. Thoughit had lost several impor-

tant races, the coalition which engineered the hand-
picking ofDemocratic candidates remained very strong.

CONCLUSION

As we have seen, much more energy was expended in
Alabama in the early 1980s working on state legislative
redistricting than on congressional redistricting. After
the 1990 census figures become available for state
policy-makers to labor with, we can expect just the
opposite. Congressional redistricting will be much
more controversial than state legislative redistricting.
Alabama's present arrangements for legislative redis-
tricting will require only modest changes, and disputes
over gerrymandering by either African Americans or
whites probably will not be very generalized. The
primary objective of black Alabamians in this decade
will be the creation of a district with a sufficiently large
black majority to practically ensure the election of a
black congressperson. In the early 1990s, it is pre-
dicted, the legislature will struggle mightily with con-
gressional redistricting but will be unable to redistrict
the state with a new black district. Ultimately, if
Alabama is to have a black member of Congress, the
federal judiciary will again have to implement a
districting plan.

NOTES
1. For a discussion of reapportionment politics in Ala-

bama prior to the 1980s, see William H. Stewart, "Ala-
bama," in Leroy Hardy, Alan Heslop, and Stuart Ander-
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districting in the 50 States (Beverly Hills: Sage Publica-
tions, 1981), pp. 26-30.
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ALASKA

GERALD A. MCBEATH

Alaska is a new state with limited experience in
redistricting. It entered the Union in 1959 with an
apportionment plan in place, and since then has had
only four decennial censuses. The stateisuniqueinfour
respects which strongly influence redistricting. Alaska
has the largest land area of any state, but is one of the
most sparsely populated. Second, the constitution
limits the size of the House of Representatives to 40
seats, making it the smallest lower house in the nation;
given the large territory covered by a small number of
districts, each redistricting is disruptive. Third, since
1965, Alaska has been one of nine states whose
redistricting plan is reviewed by the U. S. Department
of Justice (but to the present no Alaska redistricting
case has gone to U.S. federal court). Fourth and of
greatest importancetotheredistrictingprocess, Alaska
is the only state in which reapportionment powers are
held by the governor, with the legislature playing no
direct role. This last point reflects an attempt by the
framers of the Alaska constitution to remove "poli-
tics" from the redistricting process.l

REDISTRICTING IN 1980-81
The legislature elected in 1980 was a hybrid, with
Democrats in control of theHouse (22D, 18R, 2L) and
a Republican coalition in the Senate. Independent
Republican Jay Hammond, in the middle ofhis second
term, appointed a Reapportionment Board with a
Republican balance.

The 1970s were a period of explosive growth in
Alaska. Because of an infusion of $900 million in new
dollars from the oil lease sale following the discovery
ofPrudhoeBay oil in 1968, and the 1974-77 construc-
tionboom drivenbythe building ofthe $8 billion Trans-
Alaska Pipeline, population surged from 300,382 in
1970to 400,851 in 1980. The new population settled
in the railbelt corridor, boosting Anchorage and
Fairbanks to nearly double their pre-Prudhoe Bay
sizes. New residents were likely to be nonpartisan

registrants, which obscured somewhat the partisan
interest in redistricting.

Two issues were addressed during hearings of the
Board—the state's nonresident populationand single-
member districts. The Board retained Dr. John Kruse
ofthe state's Institute of Social and Economic Re-
search to survey systematically nonresident workers in
Alaska. Kruse's report concluded that only military
personnel comprised a large and readily identifiable
population of nonresidents. On- and offbase military
personnel were surveyed regarding their interests, and
those without plans for future residence in Alaska were
subtracted from the 1980 census count. (Alaska is one
of only six states that follows this practice.) This
produced an ideal district size of 9,228.

Second, the Board adhered to the single-member
district concept in all but six areas ofthe state (which
accorded with comments at public hearings in all
regions but Fairbanks, where the public preferred
multimember districts). In drawing district lines, the
Board followed equal-population rules where practi-
cal, modified by the provision that new districts should
be composed of "contiguous and compact territory
containing as nearly as practicable a relatively inte-
grated socioeconomic area" as required by the Alaska
Constitution. This produced integrated districts in
nearly all cases, and there was little variance in popu-
lation size. The most overrepresented and underpopu-
lated House district was midtown Anchorage, at 4.17
percent; the most underrepresented and overpopu-
lated House district was Juneau, at 5.8 percent. Their
combined variance was 9.98 percent.2

In one area the Board did a modest amount of
gerrymandering. It created an icicle-shaped district
(called the "iceworm" district) which stretched some
500 miles from Cordova on Prince William Sound to
the southeasternmost point in Alaska, near Dixon

Page 17
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Entrance. The largest city in the new district, Cordova,
was closer to Valdez and Seward in District 6, but the
Board argued that from a socioeconomic standpoint,
Cordova resembled the fishing communities of the
Inside Passage more than the commercialized and
industrialized communities of Seward and Valdez.
The effect, however, was to consolidate precincts
which had narrowly supported Republican candidates
in the past, and advance the number of safe seats in the
legislature.

The 1981 redistricting plan was significant because it
reduced the number of multimember districts in the
state. (Alaska is one of only eight states retaining
multimember House districts.) It also reduced rural
influence, becauseofdisproportionately greater popu-
lation growth in urban than in rural locales. The 1981
plan was challenged in court, leading to modifications
in 1983.

THE 1983-84 REDISTRICTING

In 1982, parties brought suit against the 1981 redis-
tricting formula, alleging that the creation of the
iceworm district violated the state constitutional re-
quirement that legislative districts contain an inte-
grated socioeconomic area. The Supreme Court in
1983 agreed that the redistricting plan improperly
included Cordova in House District 2, and called on
Democratic Governor Sheffield to appoint a new
Board to resolve this issue as well as amend the 1981
plan to satisfy federal and state constitutional require-
ments.3

Sheffield appointed two Democrats, two Republicans,
and one Independent to the Board. It fine-tuned the

1981 plan by making the military exclusion consistent
across the state and by incorporating 1981 census data
corrections. Its major action was to dissolve the
iceworm district by reconfiguring District 2 as a
southeast-islands district, including primarily small
island fishing communities. This resulted in changes to
south-central's representation, as Cordova was ab-
sorbed into a new district called "the donut." This
represented Cordova, Valdez, Seward, Wasilla, and
Palmer—communities at the periphery of Anchorage.

These data indicate no clear pattern of partisanship, in
that legislatures were controlled by Democrats, Re-
publicans, and bipartisan coalitions during each of the
four sessions. During none of the sessions was there a
unified single party in command of the legislature. (See
Table l.)Thus,thejudgmentofpolitical analysts isthat
even if governors had the intention of influencing the
distribution of the legislature through the redistricting
process, they were unsuccessful in accomplishing this
result. From 1982 to 1990 Alaska had Democratic
governors, but this did not bring Democratic party
control to the legislature. As Thomas A. Morehouse
wrote in 1987, "If governors were able to increase the
electoral chances of their party's legislative candidates
through anyformofgerrymandering, theeffectsdo not
stand out in the election results." 4

Nor was there a clear pattern of incumbent reelection
in the 1980s. The Alaska rate of incumbency is only
slightly lower than that of the other states. In the period
from 1962 through the 1984 elections, when incum-
bents ran in eitherHouse or Senate races, they losttheir
seats to the opposition party candidate only about one-
fifth of the time. The vulnerable incumbents were those

Table 1. Organization of the Alaska Legislature, 1982-90.

YEARS

81-82

83-84

85-86

87-88

89-90

HOUSE

REPUB.

16

21

18

16

15

DEM.

22

19

21

24

25

OTHER

2(L)
0

1

0

0

ORG.

Dem (to 6/16), Coalition (R)

Coalition (R)

Coalition (R)

Dem

Dem

SENATE

REPUB.

10

11

11

12

11

DEM.

10

9

9

8

9

OTHER

0

0

0

0

0

ORG.

Coalition (R)

Coalition (R)

Coalition (R)

Coalition (R)

Coalition (R)
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from the largest and fastest growing urban areas, in
Anchorage and Fairbanks—cities which account for
most of the incumbent losses. These are also the areas
typically changed most during redistricting. Thus, the
significant impact of redistricting in the 1980s in
Alaska probably was to reduce the incumbency effect
in urban areas, making their politics more competitive.

ISSUES IN 1990-91
In 1989 Democratic Governor Cowper, who had just
announced his intention to leave office at the end ofhis
first term, appointed aReapportionment Board com-
posed of two Democrats, one Republican, and two
nonpartisans. Board members proceeded to hold hear-
ings in most large communities of the state, and to draft
initial recommendations. This Board's findings were
based on population estimates of the state Department
of Labor, using 1988 data.

The 1990 gubernatorial election brought a significant
change to the Alaska redistricting process. Walter J.
Hickel, Republican governor from 1966 to 1969,
entered the race seven weeks before election day on the
Alaska Independence Party ticket. He won the three-
way race with 3 9 percent of the vote. One of Governor
Hickel's first acts was to replace the members of the
Reapportionment Board with his supporters. The new
Board has four Republicans and one Democrat. The
Alaska redistricting timeline leaves the Board only
three months after the receipt of census figures on April
1,1991, to submit a recommendation to the governor,
who has an additional three months to make changes
before issuing a proclamation establishing new dis-
tricts.

As in previous redistrictings since the mid-1960s,
Alaska remains bound both by equalprotection stric-
tures and by terms of the Voting Rights Act. The one
person-one vote rule insures that changes will occur in
legislative districts, as the state's population has in-
creased about 3 7 percent since 1980, even after the oil
slump and recession of 1986-88; but growth has not
occurred evenly across the state. Those areas with
population in excess of the new 12,000-per-district
average will gain seats, and these areas tend to be in the

railbelt—Anchorage suburbs, Fairbanks-North Pole,
and Matanuska-Susitna and Kenai Peninsula commu-
nities. A large task for the new Reapportionment
Board is redrawing district lines in the Anchorage area,
a task complicated by a significant Native population
and a large number of military personnel and depen-
dents.

Military and dependents represent over 10 percent of
the state's population. The percentage that is counted
as resident, and thus entitled to representation, will
have a major impact on district boundaries. Now there
are incentives to residency—a Permanent Fund divi-
dend of nearly $1,000 a year—which seem likely to
increase the number of military claiming Alaska resi-
dency.5

Rural areas have not lost population, but their rates of
population increase have fallen behind those of urban
areas, which have been augmented by inmigration in
response to economic opportunities. As a result, rural
areas will likely lose representation in the legislature, a
pattern which has been in effect since the 1960s.
Because it appears to violate the Voting Rights Act,
the loss of Native legislative representation will prob-
ably attract the U. S. Justice Department's attention to
the state. As the population of rural districts increases,
they become more unwieldy, violating state constitu-
tional requirements of contiguous, compact, and inte-
grated socioeconomic districts (for the House). Obvi-
ously, territorially vast districts do not encourage the
development of close relationshipsbetween legislators
and constituents prized by Alaskans. One possible
consequence of federal pressure might be consider-
ation of constitutional change to increase the size of the
state legislature and thereby retain Native group rep-
resentation.6

The nature of population change in the 1980s suggests
that redistricting cannot be done in one or two regions
of the state alone. Imbalances in rural and urban
population growth will affect most or all districts in the
state. Alaska's system of redistricting is unlike that of
all other states in that it is solely an executive function
operating under constitutional guidelines. The execu-
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tive process is backed by almost immediate court
review, with any citizen having standing to petition the
superior court to correct reapportionment and redis-
tricting errors. A1991 issue is whether the public will
gain access to the new technology of redistricting.7

Challenges have been made to each of the state's
redistrictings since 1962, and both superior and su-
preme courts have been involved. Given the span of
likely changes, and the potential involvement of the
state courts, court-imposed restricting, on an interim
basis, seems likely during the early 1990s in Alaska.

Notwithstanding the difficulties of redistricting in
Alaska, the process has not led to major calls for
reform. There has been no strong interest in transfer-
ring the function to the legislature. It is not clear
whether the Alaska experience, designed under a
"model" constitution, offers clear lessons to the other
states, but the system of redistricting under executive
powers limited by constitutional constraints (both
federal and state) seems to have reduced the partisan
nature of the process—and the amount of gerryman-
dering.

NOTES
1. For a discussion of reapportionment politics in Alaska

prior to the 1980s, see Richard L. Ender, "Alaska" in
Leroy Hardy, Alan Heslop, and Stuart Anderson, eds.,
Reapportionment Politics: The History ofRedistrictingin
the 50 States (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1981), pp.
31-35.
2. Alaska, Reapportionment Board, "1981 Plan."
3. Carpenter v. Hammond, 667 P.2d 1204 (1983).

4. Thomas A. Morehouse, "Alaska's Elections," in
Gerald McBeath and Thomas A. Morehouse, Alaska State
Government and Politics (Fairbanks: University of Alaska
Press, 1987), p. 132.

5. Personal communication from Allen Vezey, chair,
1991 Reapportionment Board, February 24, 1991.
6. Alaska, Reapportionment Board, "Reapportionment

1990 Overview."
7. PL 94-171.
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DAVID R. BERMAN

"For those of us demented souls who find vicarious
nourishment in the game of politics, the redistricting
morass is an epicurean feast." Thus wrote a political
writer for the Phoenix Gazette in 1981. The redistrict-
ing and reapportionment processes were about to
conclude with, as the columnist saw it, "charges of
unfairness, minority underrepresentation, gerryman-
dering and a general lack of niceness." At the bottom
of all this was a question of political power: "The ins
have it, and the outs want it."l

The reapportionment battles of 1981 were reminiscent
ofconflictsinthe 1960s and 1970s.2Manyoftheissues
of 1981 will, no doubt, resurface in the future. This
essay looks at the nature and effects of the 1980
reapportionment battle. It concludes with commen-
tary on the process and recurring issues.

REAPPORTIONMENT IN THE 1980S

The GOP largely controlled the formulation of the
reapportionment plan employed in the 1980s. In the
legislature that drew up the plan in 1981, Republicans
outnumbered Democrats in the House 43 to 17 and 16
to 14 in the Senate. The governor, however, was a
Democrat. Predictably, Governor Bruce Babbitt ve-
toed both the congressional and legislative plans put
together by Republicans. Babbitt relied on Democrats
in the Senate to prevent an override of his veto.
Republicans were, however, able to override the
governor's veto by enlisting the support of four
conservative Democrats. For going along with the
Republicans, the four Democrats received assurance
that their legislative districts would keep their essential
characteristics.

Disputes over congressional districting influenced the
compromises eventually made on legislative reappor-
tionment in 1981. Most of the conflict over redistrict-
ing had to do withRepublican efforts to alter the district
of incumbent Democrat Morris Udall. Looking over

the situation in May of 1981, Udall attributed this
development to the national effort of the Republican
party to gain control of the U.S. House of Represen-
tatives.3

Democrats placed strong priority on giving Udall a
district he could win. This, reportedly, was part of the
bargain made by the four Senate Democrats, who
voted with the GOP on the legislative and congres-
sional districting measures.4Eventually, the legislature
did come up with a congressional districting plan
which facilitated Udall's reelection possibilities. Udall,
though, was not entirely happy with the districting
changes, especially the splitting of his power base in
Tucson into two districts.

Babbitt, in his veto message, said the legislative map
was "in complete violation of the principles estab-
lished by the Supreme Court" and the 1965 Voting
Rights Act, and would "clearly dilute racial and ethnic
minority interests in an unconstitutional and unlawful
manner." He declared that the congressional map was
a "textbook example of legislative dismemberment"
which would "bifurcate" Tucson to gain unfair and
illegal partisan political advantage."5 Democrats par-
ticularly attacked the GOP legislative plan for diluting
the vote of Indians. Both the Justice Department,
which was required under the federal Voting Rights
Act to preclear the apportionment plan, and a federal
court agreed with this position.

Participants in the federal court suit agreed to a
modified version of the GOP plan on April 2, 1982.
The agreement ended the litigation. "We certainly got
considerably more than we previously had," said
House Minority Leader Art Hamilton (D-Phoenix).
"If we'd been drawing the lines, of course, we would
have done it differently. But everyone had to give."
House Majority Leader Burton Ban* (R-Phoenix) said
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Figure 1. Arizona Legislative Districts.

Figure 2. Legislative Districts in the Tucson
Metropolitan Area.

the compromise had not "damaged anyone politi-
cally."6

On balance, though, the plan was a net gain for the
Republicans. Much of this was due to the ability of the
Republicans to distribute Republican voters among
the districts. Republicans created a new, odd-shaped,
heavily Republican District 21 which effectively di-
luted pockets ofDemocratic strength. Gains made by

Figure 3. Legislative Districts in the Phoenix
Metropolitan Area.

Democrats over the initial Republican plan came
largely as a result of alterations ordered by the Justice
Department and the courts in regard to the voting
power of minorities. Along with changes in Indian
districts, the final plan added some 5,000 people in
Nogales to District 7, thusboostingHispanic influence
and Democratic chances there. (See Figures 1,2, and
3 for the final districting plans.)

Table 1 shows the partisan complexion of the various
districts in 1982 and election results in the districts in
1982, 1984, 1986, and 1988. It is assumed in the
following discussion that the 1982 registration figures
were comparable to estimates available to legislators
in 1981 when they developed the plan. Twelve con-
tests occurred in each district over the 1980s (four for
Senate seats, and eight for House seats).

Registered Democrats outnumbered Republicans in
16 of the 30 districts at the time the legislature drew up
the plan. Democrats were, however, in amuch weaker
position than these figures suggested. Offsetting the
potential strength of the party was the historic tenden-
cies of Democrats to vote at a lower rate than Repub-
licans and to be more willing than Republicans to vote
for candidates of the other major party.

The plan itself, as undoubtedly intended, also had a
discriminatory impact on Democrats. In the districts
where Republicans had at least a majority of the
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registered voters, the Republican per-
centages were commonly in the low to
mid-50s. Where the Democrats had a
majority, the percentages were often
in the high-60s, and in one case, the
high-70s. The plan, in short, effec-
tively distributed GOP registered vot-
ers to maximize the number of districts
which the party could control. This
practice was particularly apparent in
regard to districts inMaricopa County.
On the other hand, the plan tended to
concentrate the Democratic vote and,
thus, limit the number of districts that
party could control. The GOP plan
amounted to a "concentration-of-
them, dispersal-of-us" strategy.7

Democrats had a majority of the reg-
istered voters in only 10 districts under
the 1981 legislation. The GOP had a
majority of registered voters in 12
districts. Republicans outnumbered
Democrats in two other districts.
Democrats outnumbered Republicans
in the sixremaining districts. The GOP,
however, figured to be competitive in
these districts. This was due not only
to turnout and crossover factors but to
the existence of a significant number of
voters not registered with either party.
Observers felt that this swingvotewas
largely conservative in nature and,
because of this, within the reach of Republican candi-
dates. All in all, the GOP could reasonably hope to
control 20 of the 30 districts.

Matching up districts with actual voting patterns for
the 1980s, we find 14 truly safe Republican districts,
that is, ones in which GOP candidates won all the
contests. Two other districts were nearly safe for
Republicans. These were District 12, where they won
83 percent of the time, andDistrict25, wherethey won
95 percent of the time. Included in the 16 safe or nearly
safe districts were all 14 districts in which Republicans

Table 1. Party Registration (1982) and Election Returns (1982-
1988) From Arizona Districts.

DISTRICT

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

REPUB.

REGISTRATION (%)

51.3

44.1

25.8

25.1

35.6

33.1

25.3

25.7

43.8

19.2

27.5

41.3
42.5
43.9

53.6

51.6

58.1

54.9

55.4

43.4

54.9

24.7

18.4

56.1

47.5

56.2

48.5

61.2

59.1

56.4

DEM.

REGISTRATION (%)

41.7

46.4

67.9

70.3

58.6

62.1

67.2

68.7

45.3

69.5

58.0

45.3
44.3

44.7

40.3

40.3

36.0

37.9

36.1

44.8

36.7
69.4

75.7

34.3

44.2

36.6

39.4

28.9

33.5

34.6

CONTESTS (OF 12)
WON BY REPUBS.

12

6
1

0

0

4

0

4

12

0

0
10
7

7

12

12

12

12

12
1

12

0

0

12

11

12

12

12

12

12

outnumbered Democrats in 1981. In Districts 9 and
12, the GOP dominated even though the percentage of
Republican registrants was lower than the percentage
ofDemocratic registrants. Safely Democratic districts
(where Democrats won from eight to 12 of the
contests) turned out to be 11 in number. In the
remaining, three pivotal districts, where no party won
more than six or seven of the elections, Democrats
narrowly outnumbered Republicans.

Over the 1980s the GOP controlled both houses. Its
margin of control in the Senate, however, was not large
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enough to override vetoes fromDemocratic Governor
Bruce Babbitt, who held office during much of this
period. Babbitt's use of the veto forced Republicans to
deal withDemocratic legislative leaders. "As the years
went by," Babbitt noted, "we learned very effectively
how to hold the Democrats together to use their ability
to sustain my veto as a way of bargaining for what we
wanted."8 During the brief tenure of Republican
Governor Evan Meecham, 1987-88, Republican leg-
islators had no reason to bargain with the minority
party. Democrats, as a consequence, were left out of
the legislative process.

REDISTRICTING PROCESS AND ISSUES

Changes made in Arizona's districting since the 1960s
havebenefitedtheRepublicanparty.Republicanshave
usually controlled both houses of the state legislature.
Redistricting changes have also meant that the legisla-
ture as a whole is more representative of the popula-
tion. The principal beneficiaries have been the largest
counties. Before 1966, Maricopa County, a Republi-
can stronghold, sent two members to the 28-member
Senate. It now sends 16 to the 30-member Senate.
Pima County now has six senators compared with two
priorto 1966. Conversely, the remaining counties have
only eight senators, compared to 24 of 28 before 1966.
Though less dramatic, similar changes in regional
representation have occurred in the House.

Districting is a major event in the legislature. Arizona
has not turned the task of redistricting over to a
nonpartisan or bipartisan apportionment commission.
Yet, while the legislature has the first crack at devising
apian, the governor, individual members of Congress,
party organizations, the courts, and the federal Depart-
ment of Justice may greatly influence what the legisla-
ture does in this regard.

The Democratic party, being the minority in the
legislature, has been a principal means by which the
voters, via the initiative and referendum process, and

the courts enter the redistricting process. The mere
threat of going to the voters gives the minority party
considerable bargaining power. A more common
process has been one in which a federal court exerts
pressure, the GOP legislature responds with plans
labeled invalid on several grounds by the Democrats,
and the court requires further reform.

Review of the state's districting plan by the federal
Justice Department is automatically part of the process
because Arizonafailsunderthepreclearanceprovision
of the federal Voting Rights Act. The chief concern
with this review is whether a plan dilutes the rights of
minorities. Compared to a constitutional case in court,
the preclearance process does not require proof of
discriminatory intent. Rather, the Justice Department
only needs evidence of discriminatory effects.

Conflict over redistricting in Arizona occurs on a
regional basis as well as party, racial, or ethnic group
bases. Regional interests and conflicts are likely to
surface because population trends will require that
Maricopa County receive additional representation.
These will come at the expense of the rural counties.
If the past is any sign, legislators are also likely to
protect incumbents. With a few exceptions driven by
partisan considerations (that is, targeting specific mem-
bers of the minority party), the only districts up for
massive recarving have been those held by members
who are not seeking reelection.

Many of the issues that characterize the Arizona
redistricting process also surface in congressional
redistricting. One difference is that the "one person-
one vote" standard is more demanding for congres-
sional than for legislative district boundaries. The state,
thus far, has only experienced the more agreeable
problem of adding representatives. The state now has
five congressional seats and will add at least one more
because of its growth.
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ARKANSAS

DONALD V. WEATHERMAN

The primary focus of this essay is the redrawing of
Arkansas' 100 House and 3 5 Senate districts after the
1980 census. The Arkansas Constitution places the
responsibility for redistricting with a Board of Appor-
tionment which consists of the governor, the attorney
general, and the secretary of state. As in years past, the
courts, both state and federal, will surely play a major
role in Arkansas' redistricting.

THE 1981 REDISTRICTING

The redistricting plan of 1981 created 35 single-
member Senate districts and a mixture of single-
member and multiple-member House districts. (See
Figures 1 and 2.) Single-member districts elect 74 of
the House members with the other 26 members
coming from two- and three-member districts. Pulaski
County, the most populous county in the state, has five
three-member districts. The remaining multiple-mem-
ber districts are two-member districts.

The policies that guided the 1981 apportionment plan
were both reasonable and consistent with those used
in 1971.l The chiefaim oftheBoard of Apportionment
was equality of population. Beyond this, the Board
members wanted to alter the 1971 plan as little as

possible. They did not want to split cities or cross
county boundaries any more than was absolutely
necessary, nor did they wish to place existing incum-
bents in a position of challenging one another. As
usually happens, these policies were not consistently
applied.

CHALLENGES TO THE 1981 APPORTIONMENT

Redistricting has had little effect on the partisan makeup
of the Arkansas legislature. While Republicans have
made some minor gains over the past decade, they still
have no significant impact on the legislative process.
Republicans hold only nine seats in the state House and
four seats in the Senate—but these are the most seats
the Republicans have held in either chamber of the state
legislature in this century.2

The main story behind Arkansas' 1981 redistricting
was the 1982 congressional extension of the 1965
VotingRights Act. More specifically, it was Congress's
desire to overturn the Supreme Court's 1980 ruling in
Mobile v. Bolden, which argued that a finding that the
Voting Rights Act had been violated depended on the
plaintiffs ability to prove intent to discriminate. The
1982 amendment altered the wording of Section Two

Figure 1. Arkansas House Districts. Figure 2. Arkansas Senate Districts.
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of that act so plaintiffs have only to prove discrimina-
tory results. As a consequence of this change, two
district court cases have forced the redrawing of
legislative lines in Arkansas. In Smith v. Clinton
(1988), the court established the guidelines for creat-
ing "supermajority" districts. 3 The court's opinion
stressed the fact that minorities "must have something
more than a mere majority even of voting age popula-
tion in order to have a reasonable opportunity to elect
a representative of their choice."

With this principle set, the court then argued for the 65
percent figure of the total population that is supported
by the Department of Justice. They defended this
figure, arguing that 5 percent would offset the fact that
nonwhite populations tend to be younger, another 5
percent would offset the traditionally lower voter
registration for minorities, and 5 percent more would
offset lower voter turnout among minorities. They
further added: "When voting-age population figures
are used, a 60% nonwhite majority is appropriate."

The ruling in Smith paved the way for the second
important challenge to the 1981 redistricting plan. In
Jeffersv. Clinton(l9$9\ the plaintiffs wanted the plan
of apportionment declared unlawful.4 They requested
new districts for the 1990 elections, and asked that the
state of Arkansas be placed under the preclearance
procedure set forth in Section Three (c) of the Voting
Rights Act.

The court sided with the plaintiffs on all three points
and ordered "affirmative gerrymandering." 5 The dis-
puted districts were all in the Delta region of the state
(primarily the southeastern area along the Mississippi
River). The dispute involved 25 House districts and
four Senate districts. After noting that there is extreme
racial polarization between black and white voters in
this region, the court observed: "With the exception of
House district 82, in Jefferson County, there are no
districts, House or Senate, with a majority-black
voting-age percentage. A number of such districts,
nine in the House and two in the Senate, could have
been created."

RESULT OF COURT RULING

Both the Smith and Jeffers cases ordered the redrawing
of district lines. In Jeffers, the court "suggested" that
the Board of Apportionment give serious consider-
ation to the districts presented by the plaintiffs, because
they demonstrated "a considerable degree of skill in
drawing them." The court also recognized that the
creation of majority-black voting-age districts would
have some ripple effect on adjacent districts, but urged
that this "be limited as much as possible." The judges
further noted that while the law does not require any
particular number of majority-black districts, "[w]e
know, and have found in this opinion, how many such
districts can be created, and we also know that their
lines can be drawn so as to make them reasonably
compact and contiguous." This led to "a sort of
presumption" that any plan the Board of Apportion-
ment submits "should contain that number of major-
ity-black districts."

The approved plan has insured an increased number of
black legislators in the Arkansas General Assembly.
One important side effect of this redistricting plan was
that two of the state's senior senators were placed in
the same district. In the primary race that followed,
Senator Jay Bradford defeated the man who had been
the most powerful member of that chamber, Senator
Knox Nelson.

THE 1991 REAPPORTIONMENT

Redistricting always causes legislators anxiety, but the
waitforthe 1991 planmaybeespecially difficult. Three
factors will be of paramount importance. First, and
most obvious, is the membership of the Board of
Apportionment. Since all threememberswillbeDemo-
crats, there will be a greater opportunity for partisan
gerrymandering than there was in 1981.

The second factor that will clearly influence the 1991
plan is the court rulings in both Smith and Jeffers. The
later case, itmust be remembered, has placed Arkansas
under the preclearance provision of Section Three (c)
of the Voting Rights Act. This will certainly make it
hard for the Board to protect incumbents from being
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placed in the same district. Affirmative gerrymander-
ing will also require that less consideration be given to
political and natural boundaries when drawing new
districts. Equality of population may be the only
criterion of the 1981 Board that will be maintained in
1991.

The third factor that will influence redistricting is
demographic in nature. As in the previous decade, the
main population growth has occurred in the north-
western portion of the state. This is the region within
the state where the Republican party is strongest. The
combined effect of all three of these factors will make
partisan gerrymandering by Arkansas' Democrats
unusually difficult.

CONGRESSIONAL REDISTRICTING

Arkansas' representation in the U.S. Congress will
probably not change numerically in the decade of the
nineties, but this may be where the Democratic party
will have its greatest opportunity. Currently, Arkansas
has one Republican and threeDemocrats in the House
ofRepresentatives. The 1st and 4th Districts are safely
Democratic, the 3rd is increasingly safe for the Repub-
licans, andthe2ndcontinuestobeaswingdistrict. (See
Figure 3.) In fact, the 2nd District was regained by the
Democrats in the November election. The Republican
incumbent, Tommy Robinson, made an unsuccessful
bid for the Republican nomination for governor, and
Democrat Ray Thornton was elected. The state's
other three incumbents were reelected as expected.

Figure 3. Arkansas Congressional Districts.

The plaintiffs in the Jejfers case have already an-
nounced their intention to challenge the new congres-
sional lines if there is not one majority-black district.
The current 1 st and 4th Districts are the logical areas
where this would have to occur. These are also the two
districts that will probably need territorial expansion to
adjust for their shrinking populations. Where and how
these districts cut into the current 2nd and 3rdDistricts
will be decisive.

As with the state legislative districts, the courts will
probably play a much larger role in Arkansas' congres-
sional redistricting in the 1990s than they have ever
played before.
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CALIFORNIA

T. ANTHONY QUINN

For four decades since the Republicans used it effec-
tively in 1951, gerrymandering has been at the heart of
reapportionment practice in California. In 1951, the
Republican party gerrymandered California to keep
itself in power. In 1961 Democrats repaid the deed by
doing the same to consolidate their power. Interest-
ingly, neither party succeeded in holding power forthe
decade. In 1971, the redistrictingprocessdeadlocked;1

in the 1980s, a frustrated minority party took the issue
to the people on four separate occasions.

As a prelude to the impending battle over redistricting,
the California Assembly spent 1980 in a three-ring civil
war. Speaker Leo McCarthy's Democratic faction
squared off against Howard Berman's supporters in a
number of Assembly primaries, and both factions faced
Republican candidates that fall. Electorally the out-
come was inconclusive. The GOP gained only two
seats, opening the 1981 session with 32 of the 80
members. The McCarthy-Berman leadership struggle
continued center-stage and into the breach walked
Willie Brown, a flamboyant San Francisco assembly-
man who put together a coalition of the two parties to
claim the speakership for himself.

Brown had spoken out in favor of a reasonably
amicable redistricting settlement in 1971, so both
parties were hopeful that the 1981 legislative redis-
tricting could occur without a repeat of the bitterness
of the previous decade. With 48 seats and the gover-
norship, the Democrats did not need to gain more
Assembly seats. So 1981 dawned with an odd Repub-
lican-Democratic coalition speakership in the Assem-
bly, the first-ever black speaker having been elected
with more Republican than Democratic votes.

But politics is never so orderly as politicians would like
it and the 1980 elections produced two results that
promised political turmoil. One was the magnitude of
the Reagan victory in California, which added four

Republicans to the congressional delegation and fright-
ened the Democrats. The other was the defeat oflong-
term state Senator Al Rodda after a campaign the
Democrats thought very unfair. A further complica-
tion was the gain of two additional congressional seats
which both parties believed they deserved.

No individual more dominated the congressional re-
districting process in 1981, or better mastered its
complexities, than Congressman Phil Burton of San
Francisco. He first discovered the process when his
own congressman was the victim of a gerrymandered
district in 1951. In the 1960s, he helped shape Demo-
cratic party strategy as alegislator, and in the 1970s and
1980s he personally dominated congressional reap-
portionment politics.

The Burton of 1981 would be far different from the
Burton who drew a plan to save every incumbent in
1971. This was a Burton bent on revenge: he wanted
to showup those Democrats who failed to support him
for majority leader in 1976, to beat the smug Repub-
licans at their own game, and to rid the congressional
delegation of those members he thought were bad for
California. This was Burton's goal stated to party
leaders, and this is precisely what he did.

After months of relative secrecy, Congressman Bur-
ton on September 9 walked into a Sacramento confer-
ence room to discuss congressional redistricting. One
reporter described Burton's two-hour show as a
"virtuoso performance, more than worthy of a man
who aspired to the Speakership of the U.S. House of
Representatives." Dan Walters of the Sacramento
Union described the plan Burton unveiled: "It re-
sembles nothing so much as a jigsaw puzzle designed
by an inmate of a mental institution. Districts dip and
swirl around, picking up a few voters here, and a few
more there."2 Burton himself said of his brother,
Representative John Burton's district, "Oh, it's gor-

Page31
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geous, it curls in and out like a snake," and "It was my
contribution to modern art."3

Passage of the bill detailing the Burton masterwork
was a formality. Speaker Brown had earlier accepted
the Burton plan because it removed potential enemies
from the Assembly. OnFriday, September 1 1, Burton's
redistricting went before a joint Senate/Assembly
conference committee for a hearing which lasted only
an hour and included no maps of the districts. Although
the speaker had announced that no more business
would be conducted on the Assembly floor that night,
at about eight o'clockthe plan was called up for a vote.
Republicans showed a colored rendition of two of the
more blatantly gerrymandered seats in Los Angeles
while roundly denouncing Burton, the Democrats,
Speaker Brown, and Howard Berman. But after an
hour of speeches, the plan sailed out of the Assembly
on a 44-to-29 vote. Two days later the plan passed the
Senate, on another party-line vote, and on September
16 Governor Jerry Brown quietly signed the Burton
plan into law.

The congressional redistricting was passed by a legis-
lature already torn apart by its own line-drawing.
Soothing springtime promises of an "easy" redistrict-
ing had given way to nasty battles in both houses, with
the most heavy-handed partisanship occurring in the
Senate.

In the Senate, the Democratic leadership decided on a
two-prong strategy. First, they would protect and
strengthen the seats of all 23 incumbent Democrats so
there would be no chance of their losing control of the
Senate in 1982. Second, they would take advantage of
a serious cleavage in the Senate GOP caucus and
punish those members deemed instrumental in the
defeat of Senator Rodda.

By mid-summer districts were drawn for the Demo-
cratic senators, and most liked what they saw. All 23
had been drawn winnable districts. But placating the
Republicans was not going to be easy. One bit of
leverage not previously employed was to switch dis-
trict numbers from odd to even, and vice versa, so that

an incumbent would have to seek reelection in the
midst of his term. A second strategy was to threaten
loss of committee chair positions. The threats were
sufficiently convincing to three Republican senators,
causing them to support the Senate redistricting plan
when it came up for a vote on September 11.

Despite all the hopes that the Speaker Brown-Repub-
lican coalition would allow an easy Assembly redis-
tricting, internal pressures soon caused fissures in the
coalition as well as between Brown and fellow Demo-
crats. After months of internal maneuvering, a confer-
ence was held in the speaker's office in late August.
Brown laid out the Democratic objective: create 49
seats for the 49 Democrats and 31 seats for the 31
Assembly Republicans. But that could not be done
without collapsing two GOP seats. From this time on,
conversation went downhill and the partisan bickering
became more fierce, including a reported attempt to
unseat Speaker Brown,4 and Republican strategy not
to cast votes for any bill requiring a two-thirds vote
until redistricting was settled. This strategy killed a
proposed legislative pay raise, which further escalated
the smouldering conflict.

Final passage of the Assembly plan was somewhat
anti-climactic, with all passion spent and the outcome
a foregone conclusion. The most interesting moment
in the Assembly debate came when one Republican
compared the Democratic remapping to the Holo-
caust, and said the Democrats' careful planning to
eliminate some Republican incumbents matched what
the Nazis had done to the Jews.5 The Assembly passed
the plan on a party-line 44-to-35 vote.

The Democrats had now completed the business of
passing three redistricting bills. If the Republicans
wereto stop them, itwouldhavetobedoneoutsidethe
legislative process. GOP warnings that they would do
so were becoming more frequent and louder. By early
September, an all-but-irrevocable decision had been
made by Republicans to put redistricting to the people
through the complicated process of a state referen-
dum. The California Constitution provides that: "The
referendum may be proposed by presenting to the
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Secretary of State, within 90 days after the enactment
date of a statute, a petition... asking that the statute
or part of it be submitted to the electors." The
constitution also strongly implies, and it had been
practiced in other referenda, that a valid referendum
stayed the application of the referred law.6

So the Republican strategy in a nutshell was this:
qualify a referendum, and stop the Democratic redis-
tricting plans until the people had had a chance to vote
on them.

But it wasn't quite that simple. A proponent of a
referendum has only 90 days to gather the nearly half-
million requisite signatures. This would be time-con-
suming and would cost as much as a million dollars.
The media proved a helpful ally to the Republican
efforts by excoriating the Democratic plans and urging
people to sign the referendum petitions. On December
15, the 89th day of the drive, Secretary of State March
Fong Eu announced that the three referenda had
qualified with more than 800,000 valid signatures on
each petition.

That same week, the GOP announced it was joining
with the citizen lobby Common Cause to sponsor an
initiative to remove redistricting from the legislature
and entrust it to a bipartisan commission. The Demo-
crats countered by preparing lawsuits against Repub-
lican efforts. The California Supreme Court handed
down its decision on January 28, 1982. The crucial
finding in the 4-to-3 decision was that the only practical
and constitutional alternative available for use as the
temporary court plan for the 1982 elections was the
1981 legislatively passed plan.7 Justice Richardson
insightfully pointed out an "intolerable anomaly" in
his vigorous dissent. Should the voters reject the
Democratic plans, the new legislature elected under
those same laws would draw districts applicablefor the
rest of the decade.8 Indeed, his warning proved to be
the actual result.

In the June 1982 elections, the voters defeated the
three Democratic plans with referenda votes exceed-
ing 60 percent on each plan. This encouraging citizen

support prompted the GOP to qualify Proposition 14,
calling for a redistricting commission for the Novem-
ber 1982 election. Ineffective leadership and lack of a
campaign accounted for the proposition's defeat by a
55-45 percent vote. In that same election, Democrats
gained six congressional seats but underdog Republi-
can Attorney General George Deukmejian won the
governor's seat over Los Angeles Mayor Tom Brad-
ley in the closest gubernatorial race of this century.

Deukmejian's victory prompted the Democrats to
hurry through a second round of redistricting plans
before Democratic Governor Jerry Brown left office.
Brown called a special session of the legislature in
December to do just that. The Democratic majority
redesigned the districts of 1981 which had been voided
by the voters. In general, the new plans recreated the
districts used for the 1982 elections. The Republican
minority came out somewhat better in the legislature.
Republican incumbents joined the Democrats in the
game of creating districts to give them greater mutual
security. Governor Brown signed these three new bills
on the morning of his last day in office—January 2,
1983.

But redistricting did not end there. In eaiiy 1983,
Republican Assemblyman Don Sebastiani master-
minded an initiative drive challenging the new appor-
tionment laws. The proposal was unique in its compre-
hensive detail, which included maps showing new
boundariesfor eachofthe45 congressional, 40 Senate,
and 80 Assembly districts. Many of the proposed
districts were competitive districts, with a number
threatening the security of the current incumbents.
Democrats appealed to the state Supreme Court to
accept their case that the initiatives were unconstitu-
tional, and the Court agreed to take up the case in
August 1983.

By a 6-to-l vote, the Court rendered its decision on
September 15 by declaring the initiatives unconstitu-
tional, thus removing them from the ballot. The major-
ity ruled that the initiatives were intended to create "an
exception to constitutionally mandated and long es-
tablished rule that redistricting may occur only once
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within the ten year period following the federal cen-
sus."9 The decision prompted Assembly Speaker
Willie Brown to comment to the party faithful that
"Sister Rose and the Supremes took care of that little
matter [the Sebastiani Initiative]."10 The Court's vote
mirrored its composition, since only one of the seven
members had been appointed by a Republican gover-
nor.

Shortly after the Court threw Sebastiani off the ballot,
Deukmejian convened a meeting of Republican lead-
ers and told them he wanted to draw up another
redistricting commission proposal and put it on the
ballot in 1984. Deukmejian had been prodded in this
direction by his political advisor Sal Russo, who
assured him that the legislature then servingwas frozen
in place by the 1982 bipartisan redistricting. This meant
it was likely there would never be a favorable legisla-
ture for the governor to deal with, even ifhe served two
full terms. Deukmejian was unhappy with the attitude
ofDemocratic leaders toward both his administration
and himself personally. Particularly ornery were Sen-
ate Democrats who, for no particular reason, were
keeping him from living in the governor's mansion, and
were unusually hostile on many policy issues.

The resulting product bore a close resemblance to
Proposition 14, with one important difference. Rather
than partisan officeholders, as was the case with the
first commission, the governor's commission would
consist of retired appellate court justices. On Novem-
ber 14, 1982, Governor Deukmejian released his
proposal to the press and sent the initiative to the
Attorney General for titling so it could be circulated.
Like Proposition 14, it was a constitutional amend-
ment, which meant obtaining nearly one million signa-
tures before it could be put on the ballot. The proposal
qualified for the November 1984 ballot and would
have empowered the commission to create new dis-
tricts for use in the 1986 elections. The measure was
defeated by the voters, as the campaign by the Demo-
crats not to "politicize the judiciary" prevailed over
the Republicans' efforts to reform the districting
process.

As a last resort to find a remedy to void the partisan
congressional gerrymandered plans enacted by the
Democrats, Republicans filed suit in federal courts,
challenging the legality of the district lines. As the case
lingered for decision, the gerrymandered districts
continued to produce the intended results. Democrats
maintained thehugemajority ofseats wonin 1982, and
in 1984 claimed 27 of the 45 congressional seats even
though Republican congressional candidates received
a slight majority of the two-party vote. Only one
congressional seat shifted in the four-election period
1982-1988. While a few state legislative districts
shifted occasionally, in the elections of 1986 and 1988,
all 45 incumbent California House representatives
won reelection and only two had victory margins of
less than 15 percent.

Thus, the 1982 districting plans were highly successful
for incumbents. According to one source:

Since 1984, incumbents in the State Senate, As-
sembly and California Congressional delegation
have won 393 races and lost only 7 . . . there have
been 188 races in which the winner collected 70%
of the vote or more, while in only 18 elections has
the margin been as thin as five percentage points.* ]

Finally, in 1989, the United State District Court for
Northern California did render its decision inBadham
vs. Eu, disallowing the Republican challenge.12 This
action insured that the 1982 drawn districts would
continue to work for Democratic and incumbent
advantage through the elections of 1990.

As implied in the descriptive indictment of the 1981
and 1982 redistricting plans for California, the line-
drawers showed unusual skill in creating gerryman-
dered districts. Examples of each species of gerryman-
dering by composition, form, and purpose are clearly
evident in the districts for congressional seats and both
state legislative chambers.

Two striking but not totally atypical examples of
gerrymandered state legislative districts are the 37th
Senate and 38th Assembly districts. The former in-
cludes Imperial County and parts of Orange, River-
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side, and San Diego Counties. This particular concen-
tration of voters gives the Republicans an 8-to-5
advantage. The Assembly district twists and turns to
embrace the city of Hidden Hills, a part of the city of
Los Angeles, and six other cities plus unincorporated
county areas. Here the Republicans hold a 6-to-5
registration advantage. Each district graphically illus-
trates how county and city boundaries were ignored in
drawing district lines.

An early weathervane of the 1990s tested the redis-
tricting impulses of California voters in the June 5,
1990, primary. Two initiatives impacting on the redis-
tricting process went down to decisive defeats after
costly but clever campaigns against them. One, known
as the Flynn initiative, would have retained redistrict-
ing power in the legislature but established strict
criteria for laying out districts. A second initiative was
backed by a nonpartisan coalition known as Califor-
nians for Political Reform. Under this initiative, au-
thority to draw district lines would have passed from
the legislature to a bipartisan commission of 12 mem-
bers.

In the end the Democrats prevailed throughout the
1980s, although they probably would have lost with-
out the crucial assistance of the California Supreme
Court in its two key rulings on the referendum and the
Sebastiani plan. But Republicans cannot blame all their
problems on the Court. Three times they went to the
people with their own reforms, and three times they
were rejected. Had the GOP placed a commission
proposal on the June 1982 primary ballot along with
the referenda, however, the party might have suc-
ceeded in passing that reform. Feelings were still red
hot on the redistricting issue in June, but by November
the passions had cooled; the GOP was busy with other
campaigns, and the redistricting commission initiative
fell through the cracks.

The GOP made other errors. Assemblyman Sebastiani
should have qualified a constitutional amendment
instead of a statutory initiative for his plan. There was
some historical basis for a once-per-decade rule, and
his attorneys had discovered it early in the qualification

process. But Sebastiani was strapped for funds and
could not afford to get the number of signatures
required for a constitutional amendment. But it would
have blocked the Democratic attack on the special
election, and he should have realized the need to make
his initiative "Rose Bird-proof."

In one sense, though, the Republicans did not do too
badly. The second redistricting plans gave them an
opportunity to make safer the districts won from the
Democrats in 1982. (See Table 1 for a summary of
party strength in the California legislature throughout
the 1970s and 1980s.) Assembly Republicans actually
came out of the process a littlebetter off than they were
when they started, with 32 seats made safer for their
incumbents. They had just 31 seats, several of which
were very marginal, when redistricting began in 1981.
In the Senate the overall result was a two-seat loss for
the GOP, but again marginal districts were made safer.
Only in Congress did the Republicans take abloodbath
which radically changed thenumbers.TheBurtonplan
effectively repealed all the gains of the first Reagan
landslide. The gerrymander performed so well in 1984
that Republicans defeated only one Democratic con-
gressman.

The GOP had a final chance to kill the Burton plan in
January of 1983, by qualifying a second referendum
against it. Governor Deukmejian could have called a
special election on that referendum in late 1983, with
far less political heat than was generated by his call for
the Sebastiani special election; and the Burton plan
might have been killed once and for all. With a
Republican Governor, the GOP need not have feared
another Burton-style gerrymander. To do this, how-
ever, would have required leadership from the Repub-
lican establishment in Washington, and none was
forthcoming. Individual congressmen were not in
position to launch a referendum from three thousand
miles away, and thisfinal chance to stopBurton slipped
away.

And finally the future. Much has been said and written
about the need for redistricting reform. Congressman
Burton is dead now, and many Democrats speak with
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Table 1. Party Composition of the California State Legislature,
1972-90.

YEAR
1972
1974
1976
1978
1980
1982
1984
1986
1988
1990

SENATE
REPUB

19
15
14
14
17
14
15
15
15
12

REPUB %
47.5
37.5
35.0
35.0
42.5
35.0
37.5
37.5
37.5
30.0

DEM
19
25
26
25
23
25
25
23
24
25

DEM %
47.5
62.5
65.0
62.5
57.5
62.5
62.5
57.5
60.0
62.5

ASSEMBLY
REPUB

29
25
23
30
32
32
33
36
33
32

REPUB %
36.3
31.3
28.8
37.5
40.0
40.0
41.3
45.0
41.3
40.0

DEM
50
55
57
50
48
48
47
44
47
47

DEM %
62.5
68.8
71.3
62.5
60.0
60.0
58.8
55.0
58.8
58.8

sincerity about wanting to avoid a redistricting imbro-
glio again. But Burton teaches one simple and impor-
tant lesson: it is impossible to remove politics from
redistricting. Whether or not redistricting creates such
a conflict of interest that it must be removed from the
legislature, the fact remains that the people had several
opportunities to take the process away from the
legislature, and failed to do so. Burton, for all his
machinations, had a simple, understandable political
goal in redistricting: to protect the liberal agenda from
the Reagan revolution by loading the California del-
egation with liberal Democrats.

The redistricting battle of the early 1980s pitted two
philosophies and two parties against one another in a
classical political struggle. As Willie Brown once said,
redistricting is the most fundamental and most per-
sonal issue a legislator confronts, and legislators did
indeed act very much as politicians concerned with
their own survival and self-interest—but then who
would have expected them to act otherwise? For
Governor Deukmejian, his initiative was an effort to
reform a process he knew from personal experience to
be flawed. For Assemblyman Sebastiani, it was an
opportunity to challenge the established political order
as only a true maverick can.

The motives of the California Supreme Court, how-
ever, are less clear. One cannot criticize politicians for
being politicians, or mavericks for being mavericks.

But the Court should have heeded the wise advice of
Justice Mosk: redistricting is atthe heart ofthe political
thicket, and only a foolish Court would have entangled
itself the way the Bird Court did. It paid a price in
credibility that was perhaps greater than that paid by
the myriad politicians who played the redistricting
gameinthe 1980s. Anditleavesunclearhowredistrict-
ing will be resolved in 1991, when the time to redraw
the lines rolls around again.

One thing is evident, however, and that is that the
political setting in California has changed since 1981-
82. Republican Pete Wilson was elected governor by
a narrow margin over Diane Feinstein, so the Demo-
crats cannot rush through redistricting bills as they did
a decade ago before a friendly and partisan governor
gave up his office to a successor ofthe other party.
Second, the California Supreme Court hasbeen largely
reconstituted and now has a more conservative major-
ity. Thus, the Democratic-controlled legislature may
prefer to cooperate with a Republican governor to
enact a plan acceptable to both parties, rather than risk
close judicial scrutiny.

The defeat of five incumbent legislators seeking reelec-
tion by the voters in the November 1990 election may
have sent a chilling message to legislators, since these
election results represented the biggest incumbent
defeat in the decade. The passage of Proposition 140
clearly sent such a chilling message, since voters
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approved limiting legislative terms, reducing legisla- Thus, while change in the political setting in California
tive staf£ and cutting back on expenditures by and for
the legislature—despite a costly and often misleading
campaign to defeat the measure. This initiative is
currently being challenged by the lawmakers before
the state Supreme Court.

is certain, its impact on how redistricting will be
resolved in 1991 is still quite unclear.
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COLORADO
R.D. SLOAN, JR.

Colorado is one of the states where reapportionment
of the legislature is now the responsibility of a biparti-
san reapportionment body, the 11-member Colorado
Reapportionment Commission(CRC) created in 1974.l

The CRC first performed this duty in 1981-82, and it
will carry out the same task for a second time in 1991-
92. The size of the state legislature remains the same,
65 representatives and 35 senators. In the 1980s, the
state population will have increased approximately 18
percent, and this is down sharply from the more rapid
growth of nearly 31 percent during the 1970s.2 But
population growth (and decline) during the 1980s is
distributed unevenly throughout the state, so that
extensive changes in state legislative and congres-
sional boundaries will be needed.

For congressional redisricting, the Colorado General
Assembly is itself responsible. With the 1980 census,
the number of congressional seats for Colorado in-
creased to six from five (in the 1960s, Colorado had
just four congressional seats). But with the 1990
census, the number of congressional seats for the state
will remain constant, a result of the somewhat slower
state population growth. As a result, massive changes
in district lines may not happen. But again, because of
uneven population changes within the state, some
adjustments in boundaries will have to be made.

COLORADO REAPPORTIONMENT COMMISSION

We will turn first to the structure and process of
reapportioning the state General Assembly by the
CRC in 1981-82. The 1974 initiated amendment
creating the CRC carefully designed a new structure
and process of reapportionment. The 1974 amend-
ment resulted directly from the widely felt frustration
in 1972 when the state legislature, in reapportioning
itself encountered extreme difficulty in accomplishing
the task. Overall, the new 1981-82 procedure was an
improvement over the traditional method with the
legislature, though the newprocedure was not without

its own problems. The 1974 amendment creating the
CRC was an initiated proposal (ballot proposal no. 9)
sponsored mainly by the state League of Women
Voters; in the general election this measure gained a
strongpopular endorsement, 386,725 yes votes against
255,725 opposed.3

In the summer of 1981, the CRC was first activated
under the provisions of the 1974 amendment (now
Article V, Sections 46, 47, and 48, of the Colorado
Constitution). Of the CRC s 11 members, four mem-
bers are chosen by the majority and minority leaders in
the General Assembly; so, not surprisingly, two Re-
publicans and two Democrats were named. Governor
Richard Lamm, Democrat, chose three members, all
Democrats. Chief Justice Hodges of the Colorado
Supreme Court chose the remaining four members,
and four of his appointees were Republicans, making
the balance on the CRC six Republicans and five
Democrats. Hodges was aRepublican, and he was the
last of the justices to be selected to the state Supreme
Court under the old system of partisan elections.
(Colorado has since shifted to a version of the
nonpartisan Missouri Plan of choosing judges).

From August through October the CRC drew the lines
of all the new Senate and House districts. This was the
preliminary plan, or Plan A. The CRC began with the
somewhat easier task of drawing the district lines for
rural areas. Then it closed in on the more complicated
districts in the main metropolitan areas, where most of
the population was located and where the population
was increasing rapidly in many places (the whole
metropolitanDenverregion, Colorado Springs, Pueblo,
Ft. Collins, and Greeley). Many decisions were made
by 6-to-5 votes, but the CRC did get the lines drawn
by late October.

The next step, as spelled out in the state constitution,
was to hold public hearings throughout the state on the
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Table 1. Party Balance in the Colorado General Assembly, 1976-
1986.

CHAMBER 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986
House 35R, 30D38R, 27D39R, 26D40R, 25D47R, 18D40R, 25D
Senate 18R, 17D22R, 13D22R, 13D21R, 14D24R, 11D25R, 10D

proposed Plan A districts. Subcommittees of the CRC
and staff attended these meetings and took comments
from local officials and citizens. Twenty-one hearings
were held around the state from November 2 through
December 7. A few meetings were sparsely attended
and noncontroversial. But others drew attendances of
100 or more people, and often the input was very
specific and critical of the proposed districts.

Following the testimony at these public meetings
across the state, the CRC returned to the "drawing
boards" to revise its preliminary Plan A to take into
account at least some ofthe numerouslocal complaints
and recommendations. What finally emerged was Plan
B, or the "final plan," incorporating local inputs. The
next step was to submit this revised proposal to the
Colorado Supreme Court for review and approval.

It was at this time (December 1981) that partisan
bargaining on the CRC grew more intense. On a
number of issues, the minority Democrats were quite
dissatisfied, though the Republicans could always
outvote them. However, the Democrats did threaten
to write a minority report to the court, setting out all
of their disagreements with the Republican majority.
The Republicans feared such a result, a divided major-
ity-minority report, would be weak indeed. It would
probably invite a veiy close and critical court scrutiny
of all specific details that were in dispute.

Finally a unanimous report for Plan B was achieved. It
was still a compromise that satisfied no one, and some
ofthe Democratic members continued to have strong
reservations. The Republican chairman, Robert E.
Lee, admitted,

It's been a tough, tough five months. We discov-
ered you can't always do what you want. And it
hasn't been possible to please everyone. But I

think we've got something the state cango through
the next ten years with. I hope the court finds we
acted in good faith.4

The strategy of a unanimous report appeared to
succeed; the court reviewed Plan B and accepted all of
the district lines. The court in effect observed that the
new districts might not be perfect in every respect, but
that they were reasonably acceptable.

With the new procedure, reapportionment was com-
pleted on schedule. Partisanship was not abolished, as
some ofthe supporters ofthe new method had hoped,
but the CRC still managed to produce districts that
were reasonably fair. No really drastic instances of
gerrymanders stood out. The Republicans gained
marginally, but the pattern of population growth in the
1970s (to the suburbs) accounted for most of this. For
example, the city and county of Denver were Demo-
cratic strongholds, but between 1970 and 1980, their
populations remained virtually static. So Denver suf-
fered a relative loss in comparison with the Republican
suburbs, which grew rapidly. In the reapportionment
of 1981-82, Denver lost four of its 15 House seats and
two of its eight Senate seats.

Table 1 shows no significant partisan shift in the
General Assembly from 1980 to 1982 (the elections
before and after reapportionment). No overall change
can be identified as a consequence of gerrymandered
reapportionment.

Also in these years, usually about half a dozen Senate
seats (out of 17 or 18 senatorsupforelectioneverytwo
years) and from about a dozen to over 20 House seats
(of all 65 representatives up for election every two
years) were uncontested, but again there is no pattern
that can be credited to reapportionment. Democrats
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win by default in some blue-collar and Hispanic dis-
tricts; Republicans run unopposed in some suburban
and rural regions.

Passing comment should be made about CRC's work
on deviations of population and percentages of ethnic
populations by district. For district population devia-
tions, theCRC camewithintheColorado Constitution's
standard of no more than a 5 percent deviation (3.98
percentforthe Senate districts and4.94percentforthe
House districts). Ethnic population was tightly con-
fined (not diluted) for African Americans within a very
few districts, sincethatminorityismostly concentrated
ina very few regions of Colorado. However, it was not
possible to do this with the Hispanic population, which
is distributed much more widely across the state.

Finally, there has been no significant effort to change
the CRC to make it more nonpartisan rather than
bipartisan. Also, no movement has surfaced to abolish
the CRC and return to the old system ofreapportioning
of the legislature by the legislature itself In most recent
years, there has been no public discussion or polling
done regarding the CRC, but an educated guess would
be that the general public is reasonably satisfied with
the existing system.

REAPPORTIONMENT OF CONGRESSIONAL DISTTRICTS

The relatively smooth CRC reapportionment of the
General Assembly stands in stark contrast to the
seemingly endless efforts by the legislature (with
vetoes by the governor) to redistrict Colorado's six
congressional seats. In 1981 the Republicans had
strong legislative majorities: 3 9 to 26 in the House and
22 to 13 in the Senate. Significantly, these margins
were insufficient to override vetoes from Democratic
Governor Lamm. As an aside, after the 1984 election,
the Republicans did have what they liked to call a
"veto-prooflegislature" (margins above two-thirds in
both chambers), but they lost that again in 1986.

In 1981, three Democrats and two Republicans repre-
sented Colorado in theU. S. House ofRepresentatives.
But since the 1980 census gave Colorado an additional
seat, six districts had to be drawn, and the old district

lines would change greatly. Again, the direction of
population growth favored the Republicans. Demo-
cratic strategy (from Governor Lamm, the Democrats
in the General Assembly, the three incumbent Demo-
cratic U.S. representatives, and Democratic party
officials) was to protect the three Democratic incum-
bent representatives and to concede that Republicans
would take the remaining three seats; the two Repub-
lican incumbents would be safe and the Republicans
would also carry the new sixth seat. By contrast, the
Republicans had greater ambitions for a 4-2 split, or
even for a 5-1 margin.5

The first Republican reapportionment plan passed the
legislature on almost straight party-line votes on June
6, 1981. Governor Lamm vetoed it on June 12. The
governor did not give precise reasons for his veto other
than to state that "I know it is possible to develop a
better, fairer, and more responsible plan than that
which has been presented to me." And he went on to
predict the possibility of a tedious conflict:

We have a situation in which one party controls the
legislative branch while another party controls the
executivebranch. While the ingredientsare present
for a protracted and divisive partisan battle, and
perhaps even a stalemate, I am very hopeful that
we can now cooperate and compromise to formu-
late a plan which truly represents all of Colorado.6

With increasing exasperation on all sides a second
Republican reapportionment plan went to Governor
Lamm and was vetoed on July 17. Still a third Repub-
lican plan reached him with the same result, a veto on
October 8.

A fourth effort at reapportionment was underway by
late October and into November; some signs of com-
promise (and weariness) in the legislature between
Republican and Democrats could be detected.

But by this time some Republicans were exploring
another option. FiveRepublicans, one from each of the
existing congressional districts, went to the U.S.
district court for Colorado to petition for judicially
imposed reapportionment. The Republican state ex-
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DISTRICT
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 2.

1976
Schroeder (D)

Wirth (D)
Evans (D)

Johnson (R)
Armstrong (R)

Colorado Congressional Representation,

1978
Schroeder (D)

Wirth (D)
Kogovsek (D)
Johnson (R)
Kramer (R)

1980
Schroeder (D)

Wirth (D)
Kogovsek (D)

Brown (R)
Kramer (R)

1982
Schroeder (D)

Wirth (D)
Kogovsek (D)

Brown (R)
Kramer (R)
Swigert (R)

1976-1986,

1984
Schroeder (D)

Wirth (D)
Strang (R)
Brown (R)
Kramer (R)

Schaefer (R)

1986
Schroeder (D)

Skaggs (D)
Campbell (D)

Brown (R)
Hefley (R)

Schaefer (R)

ecutive committee supported and financed this suit.
Their thinking was that Governor Lamm would never
accept any proposal which did not guarantee safe seats
for the three Democratic incumbents, a condition the
Republicans were reluctant to concede. They began to
feel that districts drawn by a federal judge would be
better for Republican fortunes, that the chances for a
4-2 split would be good. It would be something of a
gamble, but one Republicans finally decided to take.

Federal district Judge Sherman Finesilver took the
case in early October. He ordered that the state must
try a fourth time to agree upon reapportionment, but
if that effort also failed, the federal courts would
impose their own plan. Finesilver stated that:

Thelegislatureistheinstitutionbestsuitedtomake
these decisions. The governor and the legislature
are directly reflective of the electorate. They still
remain the best vehicle for accomplishing the
redistricting as mandated. The question is whether
the legislature and the governor are prepared to tell
the people of the state 'we can't decide.' I have
always been impressed with the leadership mani-
fested by the governor and the legislature. I think
that leadership should be manifested and that an
attempt should be made to compromise.7

Judge Finesilver ordered legislative leaders and repre-
sentatives of the governor to meet and to report their
progress to him. Extended negotiating sessions en-
sued, but could produce nothing. Finesilver was at last
convinced of the futility of further efforts: "I believe
there has been a good faith effort and that there is no
point in holding further negotiations."8

The case was heard by a three-judge district court
appointed by the chief judge of the U.S. 10th Circuit
Court. Two of the judges appointed were Republi-
cans, the third aDemocrat. By December 18, the court
had seen at least 11 different proposals, and it finally
concluded:

The court is of the view that none of these plans
fully comports with the objectives and criteria
which we feel should be incorporated in any
judicially approved redistricting plan. As a result
the court is proceeding to develop its own plan
incorporating the most desirable aspects of the
plans presented to the court.9

On January 28, 1982, this three-judge district court
issued its decree; reapportionment had at last been
devised and imposed judicially.10 It was essentially a 3-
3 reapportionment, with all incumbents evidently pro-
tected. Democrats were understandably pleased; Re-
publicans were surprised and displeased, although the
two incumbentRepublican congressmen expressedno
complaints. Table 2 shows that the reapportionment
has apparently resulted in little change.

1991-1992
Following the 1990 census, Colorado will go through
the same state-level processes it did a decade earlier;
what possible involvement federal courts may have is,
of course, unpredictable. The Colorado Reapportion-
ment Commission will be reactivated in July 1991 to
reapportionthe state General Assembly districts. This
next time, with the number of congressional districts
remaining at six, the task of congressional reapportion-
ment may be somewhat less difficult, but that is not a
foregone conclusion. The state will almost surely have
the same divided political balance, a Democratic
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governor facing aRepublican legislature. So the ingre-
dient ofhard partisan bargaining over the new congres-
sional districts is present. Population changes have not
been as extensive in the 1980s as they were in the
1970s, so lines of both the congressional districts and
the state legislative districts will not have to be adjusted
quite as extensively.

On a more technical level, the Legislative Council staff
has been working on the framework and data bases for
reapportionment. The demographic section of the

Division ofLocal Government is also involved. Colo-
rado has participated with the U.S. Census Bureau in
the Census Redistricting Data Program, and under
public law 94-171 the Census Bureau will be providing
population counts for redistricting purposes by April
15, 1991.

The Legislative Council staff is working with a flow-
chart in an effort to piece together the various "whats
and whens" astheprocessmovesforwardin 1991 and
1992.
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CONNECTICUT
TOD J. PRESTON

THE REAPPORTIONMENT PROCESS

In the past three decades, the state constitution has
been amended four times (in 1965, 1976, 1980, and
1990) with regard to the procedure for redistricting.1

Despite the fact that Connecticut is a strong party
state—having only done away with the party lever at
the ballot box in 1986—its constitution nonetheless
mandates a strictly bipartisan approach to reapportion-
ment. The institution provides a three-step process
which places most of the authority with the legislature.

The first step in the process, effective beginning with
the constitutional revisions of 1976, stipulates that an
eight-member bipartisan reapportionment committee
of the legislature draw up a redistricting plan. The
Reapportionment Committee consists of four mem-
bers of the Senate and four members of the House,
equally divided by party. In order to become law, the
plan drawn up by the Reapportionment Committee
must gain approval from two-thirds of each house of
the General Assembly.

If the General Assembly should fail to agree by the
established deadline, the process is transferred to a
nine-member bipartisan commission, appointed by the
governor and designated by the president pro tern of
the Senate, the speaker of the House, the minority
leader of the Senate, and the minority leader of the
House, each of whom selects two members. The ninth
member of the commission, an elector of the state, is
selected by these eight members. The reapportionment
commission must draw up its own plan and, upon
approval by at least five members, submit it to the
secretary of state where it becomes law.

If the reapportionment commission fails to come to an
agreement by the established deadline, the constitution
provides that original jurisdiction shall be vested in the
Supreme Court: ". . . the court may compel the
commission, by mandamus or otherwise, to perform

its duty or to correct any error made in its plan of
districting . . . including the establishing of a plan of
districting if the commission fails to file its p l an . . . " 2

The Court's plan becomes law once it is submitted to
the secretary of state.

1981 REAPPORTIONMENT

Although a number of states experienced tumultuous
legislative redistricting following the 1980 census,
Connecticut'sreapportionmentwas relatively unevent-
ful.3 In fact, it was the first time since 1965 that the
General Assembly reapportioned itself without judi-
cial intervention. With a statewide population increase
of only 2.5 percent during the 1970s, state legislative
districts required only minor changes: namely, the loss
of one representative each from Bridgeport, Hartford,
and New Haven and increased representation to rural
areas in the eastern and western parts of the state and
along Long Island Sound. In order to take in more
population, many existing Senate districts in the largest
municipalities were extended into the outlying areas as
well.

Because the redistricting plan requires the support of
two-thirds of the General Assembly, the districts were
redrawn so as to displace as few incumbents as
possible. Not surprisingly, the General Assembly eas-
ily garnered the votes needed to approve the new plan
for state legislative districts. The only minor contro-
versy centered on concern that the districts divided
representation in too many towns: 50 towns in House
districts and 19 towns in Senate districts. One vocal
critic of the plan in the House asserted that in approving
the new districts the legislature had "sacrificed the
interest of the public on the altar of incumbency."4

Citing these charges, agroup called the Committee for
aRationalReapportionmentunsuccessfully challenged
the House plan in court.
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In 1981, both parties adopted different strategies in
their attempt to maximize the protection of their
incumbent-held seats. Whereas the Democrats sought
to spread their support out and create a few marginal
districts that could be won through hard work, the
Republicans grouped their incumbents in safe, non-
marginal districts. This strategy, after providing initial
gains in thefirst part ofthedecade, hurt GOP prospects
in the legislature later on.

As for reapportioning the state's six congressional
districts in 1981, the legislature deadlocked when
Republican members sought to redraw the map in
hopes of adding one or two seats to the two that they
already held. Disagreement centered primarily on the
boundaries of the 6th District, represented by a four-
term Democratic incumbent. Republicans sought to
move three heavily Democratic towns out of the
district and replace them with three more marginal
towns. Thus, when the August 1 deadline arrived
without any agreement on congressional districting,
the responsibility shifted from the legislature to the
bipartisan commission. The ninth member of the
commission, a lawyer and unaffiliated voter from
Madison, broke the 4-4 deadlock by voting in favor of
the Democratic plan two days before the deadline.
When the reapportionment was finally completed on
October 28, the entire process had taken nearly five
months. (See Figure 1.)

Table 1. Connecticut Election Results, 1980-1990,

YEAR
1980
1982
1984
1986
1988
1990

LOWER
69R, 82D
64Rf 87D
85R, 66D
59R, 92D
63R, 88D
63R, 88D

UPPER
13R, 23D
13R, 23D
24R, 12D
11R, 25D
13R, 23D
13R, 23D

CONGRESSIONAL
2R, 4D
2R, 4D
3R, 3D
3R, 3D
3Rf 3D
3R, 3D

In 1982, Republicans were victorious in the 6th Dis-
trict as Nancy Johnson won that congressional seat,
but their success was offset by the loss of the 3rd
District to Democrat Bruce Morrison. Thus, their goal
to break the Democratic lock on four congressional
seats was not yet realized. In the General Assembly,
Democrats maintained control of both houses.

As part of Ronald Reagan's landslide over Walter
Mondale, in which Reagan won 61 percent of the
Connecticut vote, the Democrats experienced major
losses in 1984. (See Table 1.) Governor William
O'Neill commented at the time that Reagan's support
and coattails effect in the state was "a tidal wave, a
typhoon, and an earthquake all rolled into one."5 First,
the Republicans captured control ofboth houses of the
legislature, withamajority of 24-12in the state Senate
and 85-66 in the House ofRepresentatives. Not since
the Nixon landslide of 1972 had the GOP controlled
both houses of the legislature. Furthermore, Republi-
cans also picked up another congressional seat, mak-
ing it an even 3-3 partisan split, when the Republican
candidate, John Rowland, defeated the Democratic
incumbent in the 5th District.

Two years of preparing for the state legislative and
gubernatorial race paid off for the Democrats in 1986
when the voters gave themback control ofthe General
Assembly and reelected Governor O'Neill to a second
term. Also in the 1986 elections, voters narrowly
approved a constitutional amendment which elimi-
nated the party lever from state ballots and voting
machines. Theparty leverhadbeeninplacesince 1901.

Figure L Connecticut Congressional Districts
(adopted October 28, 1981).

In 1990 Connecticut elected Lowell Weicker as gov-
ernor. The state's first Independent governor since the
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1850s, Weicker had represented Connecticut in the
United States Senate as aRepublicanfrom 1970-1988.
With the creation of Weicker's Independent "Con-
necticut Party," the state now faces the possibility of
becoming a three-party state. As for now, the Demo-
crats continue with control of both houses of the
legislature.

POPULATION GROWTH 1980-1990
Overall, the state's population increased 5.8 percent
from 3,107,576 in 1980 to 3,287,116 in 1990. This
follows a growth rate of 2.5 percent in the 1970s and
19.6 percent in the 1960s. Unlike the 1970s, when the
state's largest cities lost residents, 1990 census figures
show that Hartford, New Haven, Waterbury, and
Stamford grew between 2.5 and 5.5 percent in the
1980s. Only Bridgeport, the state's largest municipal-
ity, experienced a loss of citizens (down 0.6 percent
from 1980). Thus, in 1991 the ideal district size will be
22,000 for House seats, 91,000 for Senate seats, and
548,000 for congressional seats.

Despite widespread acknowledgements of under-
counts across the country in the 1990 census, particu-
larly of minorities in urban areas, the Census Bureau
announced in July 1991 that it would not adjust the
figures to account for having missed an estimated 5.3
million people. In Connecticut, the city of Hartford
(which is roughly 70 percent African American and
Hispanic) is filing suit against the decision, citing the
Census Bureau's own admission that it could have
failed to count as many as 4,000 people in the city.6 If
theundercount figures stand, Hartford could lose over
$25 million in federal funds during the 1990s.

1991 REAPPORTIONMENT

The 1991 reapportionment will operate under the new
timetable established in the most recent constitutional
amendment ofNovember 1990. These revisions were
instituted in the event that the Department of Com-
merce issued new census data to correct for a possible
undercount. Whereas prior to 1990 the Reapportion-
ment Committee of the General Assembly had until
August 1 to pass a district plan, the eight-member
bipartisan committee now has until September 15 to

adopt a plan. If the General Assembly should fail to
agree by the September deadline, the bipartisan com-
mission has untilNovember 3 0 to draw up its own plan
(prior to the 1990 amendment the date had been
October 30). Failure of the commission to come to an
agreement by November 30 transfers the process to
the state Supreme Court which has until February 15
to complete the reapportionment.

With thenewcivilrightsregulationsandU.S. Supreme
Court decisions regarding the creation of minority-
majority seats, it will be exceedingly difficult for the
Democrats to shuffle minority populations in the
central cities and push boundaries out into the outlying
areas as they did the last time. This will permit the
Republicans to creep into the marginal areas and
secure more support now that minority areas will be
more concentrated. This will probably result inRepub-
lican gains in the adjacent areas to Connecticut's
central cities, particularly New Haven, Bridgeport,
and Waterbury. Not surprisingly, a tacit alliance might
be formed between minorities and Republicans, as
each stands to lose from"creative" redistricting on the
part of the Democratic-controlled legislature.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

Despite the election of an Independent governor,
Connecticut is still dominated by strong political
parties—parties which arejealous of prerogatives and
reluctant to relinquish control of the redistricting
process. As aresult, any reform in the reapportionment
process, such as an independent, nonpartisan commis-
sion, is highly unlikely in the near future.

Interestingly, because both parties are so set on main-
taining control over the process, the results are argu-
ably as reasonable and equitable as any redistricting
process in the nation. Particularly in the wake of the
U.S. Supreme Court's 1986 Brandemer decision,
both parties are wary of undertakingblatant gerryman-
dering for fear that their plan will be thrown out and that
districts will be redrawn by the courts. For legislators
on both sides of the aisle, nothing could be worse than
to have the courts wield power over their political
futures.
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DELAWARE

CAROLYN MARE BLACK

Delaware, the nation's 46th state in terms of size of
population, has historically enriched the nation by its
celebrated rank as the First State to ratify the constitu-
tion, and as home to the E.I. du Pont de Nemours
Company, one of the original American family-owned
businesses that has expanded to international distinc-
tion. In fact, in 1982 the Du Pont Company, whose
motto is "Better Living through Chemistry," was the
nation's 12thlargest corporation. Today, Delaware's
chemical manufacturing sector employs over 10 per-
cent of the state's workforce.2

More recently, Delaware can be noted as the home
base of over half of the Fortune 500 corporations and
thousands of small companies as well. These compa-
nies have been enticed to the state by liberal incorpo-

, ration laws and pro-corporate court decisions.3 Dela-
ware is also home to two unsuccessful 1988 presiden-
tial candidates, Republican Pete du Pont and Demo-
cratic Senator Joseph Biden.

Delaware experienced a 12 percent growth rate be-
tween 1980 and 1990, but because of its overall
population of approximately 666,000, Delaware will
continue to have one at-large representative.4 As of
today this seat is held by Democrat Thomas Carper.
Delaware's Democratic party holds a 42 percent
registration majority compared to a Republican 37
percent. The Democrats in this state are often noted as
conservative and thus the state depicts a relatively
balanced political picture, with aRepublican governor,
a Democratic representative, and one senator from
each party.

There are only three counties in Delaware. The largest
county, New Castle, is primarily a wealthy, suburban
territory that houses approximately two-thirds of the
state's population. The suburban sector ofNew Castle
fiimishes a base for the state's Republicans. However,
within the county lies the city of Wilmington, which is

predominantly Democratic. Delawarehasa 14percent
black population, a large portion of which resides in
Wilmington. Besidesthe city'smajority-black concen-
tration, minority Polish, Irish, and Italian groups are
present as well. Wilmingtonhappensto be the only real
urban industrial center in the state. Today the city of
Wilmington casts approximately 15 percent of the
state's vote.5

The remaining counties, Kent and Sussex, are mostly
rural. Kent, representing a conservative Democratic
populace, is balanced by a primarily Republican Sus-
sex.

Delaware has retained a 21 -member Senate and a 41 -
member House since 1970. Redistricting is managed
by the legislature and the respective party caucuses.
Ideally, the House is made up entirely of one-member
districts. Delaware endeavors to have its House and
Senateuse corresponding district lines and attempts to
draw these lines within county boundaries. Each of the
three redistrictings since 1970 have seen violations of
these goals, yet they have remained relatively minor.

The 1980 redistricting resulted in aHouse plan with 27
full seats for New Castle County, five full seats for
Kent, and seven full seats for Sussex. One seat was
shared between New Castle and Kent, with the major-
ity ofthe district falling inNew Castle, and one seat was
split between Kent and Sussex Counties. At that time
the House had 19 Democrats and 22 Republicans.
Senate redistricting allocated New Castle 13 full seats,
with three full seats going to Kent, and two full seats
to Sussex. One seat was split between New Castle and
Kent, and the remaining two seats were shared be-
tween Kent and Sussex. In 1980 the Senate had 13
Democrats and eight Republicans.

The 1990redistrictingwascompletedinAugust 1990.
For the House, New Castle County received 27 full
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seats, while Kent gained one seat and Sussex lost one
seat, thereby leaving each to receive six full seats. New
Castle County and Kent County continue to share a
seat with one another, and although the majority of the
district continues to fall in New Castle territory, the
Kent piece of the district is largerthan before. Kent and
Sussex also continue to share a seat. The greatest
percent deviations in population from the ideal for
House districts are +4.83 and -4.94.6 The Democrats
in the House have lost two seats to the Republicans
since 1980, leaving the House with a 17-to-24 split.

For Senate 1990 redistricting, New Castle County
received 13 full seats, with Kent receiving three full
seats and Sussex receiving two full seats. One seat is
still split between New Castle County and Kent, with
the proportion of the split for each county unchanged
since 1980. Finally, Kent and Sussex still share two
split seats, with Sussex County acquiring additional
territory as a result of the 1990 census. The greatest
percent deviations in population from the ideal for
Senate districts are +4.97 and -4.58.7 The Democrats
gained two seats since 1980 at Republican expense;
there are currently 15 Democrats and six Republicans
in the Senate.

survivability of incumbents. The resulting redistricting
allowed all 21 incumbents in the Senate to retain their
seats, and left 39 of the 41 incumbents of the House
safely within their districts. One of the remaining seats
in the House is presently occupied by two incum-
bents—a problem that is expected to be fought out in
upcoming 1992 elections. The remaining district is
without a representative at this time.

The second controversial issue in the 1990 redistrict-
ing effort had to do with the minority districts in the city
of Wilmington. The Wilmington chapter of the Na-
tional Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) requested that the city ofWilmington
be allocated two Senate districts and four House
districts with 65 percent black majorities each. The
1980 redistricting had two minority House districts
with 83 percent black majorities. The final 1990
redistricting resulted in two minority Senate districts
for the city ofWilmington with one at 68 percent black
and one at 60 percent black, and three minority House
districts with two at 60 percent black and one at 50
percent black. It remains to be seen if this outcome will
be challenged in the courts or the Justice Department.

Two controversial issues were addressed in the recent
redistricting process. One of these focused on the
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FLORIDA
SUSAN A. MACMANUS AND RONALD KEITH GADDE

(WTTH ASSISTANCE FROM DONNA CAMP BLAIR)

Florida's growth in recent decades has been phenom-
enal. Between 1970 and 1980, Florida jumped from
the nation's ninth largest state to its seventh largest.
Between 1980 and 1990, it leaped from the seventh to
the fourth most populous state. Following the 1980
census, Florida picked up four congressional seats
(from 15 to 19). It will also pick up four as a conse-
quence of the 1990 census. The 1990 census showed
Florida's population increased over 30 percent be-
tween 1980 and 1990, to nearly 13 million. With each
census, the stakes of redistricting have become higher
as the state's population makeup and partisan charac-
ter have changed.

Over the past several decades, Florida's population
has become older and more racially and ethnically
diverse than that of many other states. Once a rural-
dominated, one-party Democratic state, the state is
now a more competitive two-party state. Power has
shifted from the rural Panhandle area to Central and
South Florida. Rapid influxes of Midwesterners into
Central Florida and large infusions ofimmigrants from
Latin and South America into South Florida have
altered considerably the state's political landscape.
Many of the newcomers (retirees and Hspanics) are
Republicans.1 As a consequence, there has been a
significant change in the state's voter registration
patterns.

In 1980, 64.9 percent of the state's registered voters
were Democrats, 29.4 percent Republicans, and 5.7
percent other. As of September 1990, the figures were
52.5 percent Democratic, 40.7 percent Republican,
and 6.8 percent other. The percentage of registered
Republicans increased 38.4 percent in just a decade. It
has changed the partisan profile of the state's elected
officials.

The state's rapidly changing demographic, socioeco-
nomic, and partisan makeup, beginning in the 1950s,
have made each successive reapportionment and re-
districting battle more intense.2 The temptation to
"gerrymander" has increased as the stakes have
gotten higher, but the ability to do so (without litiga-
tion) has become more difficult in the two-party,
multiethnic setting.

STATE LEGISLATIVE REDISTRICTING FOLLOWING THE

1980 CENSUS

Reapportionment in 1982 was anything but easy. It
covered one regular legislative session and five special
sessions. Ironically, the biggest controversy was not
over where the lines were drawn, but whether state
senators with unexpired terms would have to run for
reelection following the reapportionment (terms are
four years in Florida). The Senate redistricting plan
called for the retention of20 senators whose terms had
not expired, even though some senators would be
representing radically altered districts. This plan was
supported by 32 of 40 senators but rejected by the
leadership of the House ofRepresentatives. The issue
was ultimately resolved by the Florida Supreme Court.

Secondary in terms of controversy, but far more
significant in its consequences, was the move from
multimember to single-member districts. Support for
the change came from members of both parties, the
NAACP, Common Cause, the League of Women
Voters, and virtually every major daily newspaper in
the state.3

The breadth of support for the switch to single-
member districts became apparent quite early. The
House Select Committee on Reapportionment, cre-
ated in November 1980, held 21 public hearings
throughout the state to allow people to express their
redistricting preferences. Out of 330 citizens testify-
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ing, 271 testified on the issue of the switch from multi-
to single-member districts. Of these, 83 percent advo-
cated single-member districts.4 Advocates of single-
member districts predicted the switch would increase
voter turnout, reduce campaign costs, and increase
minority representation. The overwhelming public
support for the switch led the chairs ofthe reapportion-
ment committees in both houses to support publicly
the move to single-member districts before the begin-
ning ofthe 1982 session.

The coalition of African Americans and Republicans
that emerged in 1982 in the successful push for single-
member districts will no doubt be revitalized when the
lines aredrawnagainin 1992. Much ofthe state's black
population is concentrated in a few urban areas,
whereas Republican strength lies in the suburbs and
outlying counties surrounding the state's metropolitan
areas. Republicans anticipate that plans drawn to
maximizeblack representation will also maximize their
representation—a phenomenon that is recognized on
a national scale.5 However, in the 1982 reapportion-
ment battles, the minorities fared better than the
Republicans, a point to be discussed later in this essay.

Redistricting was a major focus ofthe regular legisla-
tive session which began on January 18,1982. At the
time, Democrats held a comfortable 81-39 margin in
the state House of Representatives; Democrats occu-
pied 27 of the 40 Senate seats. Democrats also
controlled the governor's mansion, occupied by the
reelection-seeking Bob Graham, and all ofthe state's
six cabinet posts.

In spite of their dominance, Democrats within the
Senate were factionalized, primarily as a consequence
of a rift between Senate President W.D. Childers (D-
Pensacola) and long-time Senate power broker
Dempsey Barron (D-Bay County). Barron forged a
working majority of conservative Democrats and
Republicans and managed to become chair of the
Senate Reapportionment Committee. Barron, who
had been in office in the days ofthe Pork Chop Gang
when pine trees counted more than people, was known
to be an opponent of any redistricting which might

threaten his power base. However, Barron was com-
mitted to increasing minority access and improving
district size equity. Legislators in each house had been
well-briefed by the state attorney general on the case
law governing apportionment and redistricting, re-
quirements set forth in the Florida Constitution, and
the preclearance requirements of the U.S. Voting
Rights Act of 1965.6

Barron's goal in the Senate was to protect as many
conservative incumbents as possible, once minority
districts were drawn. His plan was an "ideological
gerrymander" which utilized the technique of "non-
continuous" numbering, among others. To under-
stand his strategy, one must be aware ofthe structure
of Florida's staggered terms. Senators from odd-
numbered districts stand for election in years divisible
by four, while members from even-numbered districts
are up for election in even-numbered years not divisible
by four. To capitalize on this structure, Barron's
Senate apportionment plan did not call for all incum-
bents to stand for reelection in spite ofthe fact that
some of their districts had been radically reconfigured.
The plan featured a noncontinuous numbering system
which allowed as many ofhis allies as possible to avoid
facing their new constituencies until November 1984.
The plan to permit senators with two years left in their
term of office not to stand for reelection in 1982 turned
out to be far more controversial than the placement of
district lines.

Redistrictingin theHouse was farless contentious than
in the Senate. Republican leaders and incumbents alike
expressed satisfaction with the Democratic majority's
plan. Even Republicans from heavily Republican areas
such asPinellas County (St. Petersburg) were support-
ive.7 (The initial vote on the House plan was 115-2.)
However, the longer the issue dragged on, the more
the unity ofthe House was threatened. House Repub-
lican leaders, tiring ofthe continued fight between the
House and the Senate over the question of whether 20
or 40 senators should stand for election in 1982,
threatened to break the House unity by supporting the
Senateplancallingforonly20tostandforelection.But
adiscussion amongDemocratic andRepublicanHouse
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leaders placated theRepublican leadership and averted
a partisan split in the House.8

Ultimately, anapportionmentplanwas passed on April
7, 1982, in the third special session of the year—the
second in one day! Acompromise struck by the House
and Senate Reapportionment Committee chairs pro-
duced a resolution which did not compel all Senate
members to stand for reelection but recognized the
House of Representatives' objections to the plan and
left the issue to be resolved by the Florida Supreme
Court, which has review power over the apportion-
ment process (Art. in, Sec. 16, Florida Constitution).
Inthis capacity, the Court upheld eachhouse' s districting
plan, but also ruled that all 40 senators would have to
stand for election in 1982, thus affirming the House's
position onthe issue. The Court' sMay 12,1982, ruling
cited Article IE, Section 15(a) of the Florida Constitu-
tion, which states that there shall be four-year terms in
the Senate "except at the election next following a
reapportionment, some senators shall be elected for
terms of two years when necessary to maintain stag-
gered terms."9

In fact, Florida's 1982 legislative apportionment was
judged to be one of the fairest in the U.S. by groups
such as theNational Conference on State Legislatures.
In a survey of all 50 states, Florida's House plan was
found to come closer than any other in the nation to the
perfect "one person-one vote" criterion; its Senate
plan was second only to Iowa's.10

The ideal House district population in 1982 was
81,219. (Ideal district population is calculated by
dividing the state population by the total number of
districts, or 9,746,324 by 120.) Under Florida's plan,
the total deviation between the largest district and the
smallest House district was 378 people, or 0.46
percent deviation. The ideal Senate district size was
243,658. The total deviation between the largest and
the smallest Senate districts was only 2,566 persons, or
1.05 percent.

The 1982 state legislative reapportionment plan also
maximized minority representation. An excellent study

by James Ammons concluded that "the Legislature,
using the principle of' affirmative gerrymandering'—
drawing districts tailored to concentrate minority
areas—established 'representative' and 'access' dis-
tricts for blacks and Hispanics."11 '"Representative
districts" were defined as those with black or Hispanic
population majorities. "Access districts" were de-
fined as those with black or Hispanic populations in
excess of 30 percent.

The 120 single-member House plan created seven
black representative districts and five black access
districts; it created seven Hispanic representative dis-
tricts. The 40 single-member district Senate plan
created one black representative district and one black
access district, as well as two Hispanic representative
districts and two Hispanic access districts.

In summary, the plan's close adherence to the one
person-one vote principle and its maximization of
minority representational opportunities made it rela-
tively easy for the Florida Supreme Court to approve
the actual district lines. But of course this does not
mean that there was no gerrymandering in the 1982
plan! In fact, there is plenty of evidence of affirmative
gerrymandering, partisan gerrymandering, and, most
predictably, incumbent gerrymandering.

GERRYMANDERING IN THE FLORIDA SENATE

Despite claims by the chair of the Senate Reapportion-
ment Committee that the new map was drawn "with
incumbents as blank masks," there is plenty of evi-
dence to the contrary! Only three incumbents were left
without districts (two in high-growth South Florida).
To accomplish this feat, "noncontinuous number-
ing," "bacon strips," and "slicing" gerrymandering
techniques were utilized.

Barron's attempt to protect his ideological bipartisan
coalition is evident in his violation of the norm of
continuous numbering of districts.u Tradition and law
both held that Florida legislative districts be consecu-
tively numbered. However, the Pinellas Senate seats
(see Figure 1) are only one of a series of numbering
irregularities evident in the 1982 Senate plan.
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The use of'bacon strips" is evident inFigure 2, which
illustrates the "before" and "after" shape of Senate
districts inNorthFlorida. Prior to 1982, the panhandle
region, as it is called, elected four senators from two
fairly compact multimember districts. After the reap-
portionment, the first and second seats in the
westernmost multimember district were collapsed into
one seat, effectively eliminating theRepublican incum-
bent in the second seat. The 3 rd and 4th Districts were
split into a pair of strips. One ran from the suburbs of
Pensacola along the Alabama and Georgia borders to
suburban Tallahassee, 200 miles away. The 3rd Senate
District ran parallel to the 2nd, tracing the Gulf of
Mexico from 50 miles east ofPensacola to the edge of
Jefferson County, again almost 200 miles in length.

1972

"Bacon Strip"

Other Changed Districts

Figure 1. Noncontinuous Numbering of Florida
Senate Seats in Pinellas County, 1982,

Figure 2. Examples in the Florida Senate of
Protecting Democratic Incumbents Through the
Use of "Bacon Strips" and Split Urban Areas.

An example of "slicing" is shown inFigure 3. At issue
here is the treatment of Pasco County, a fast-growing
area north of Tampa characterized by Republican
strength on its west side and Democratic strength on
its east side. The new 4th District, which contained no
incumbent, resembled a"radical dog-leg-right par 5,"
winding from its "tee" just above Clearwater on the
Gulf Coast, across Pasco, Hernando, Citrus, and
Marion Counties, hooking around Ocala to butt up
against Volusia County, 40 miles from the Atlantic
Ocean. Objections to the shape of the 4th District, as
well as to the 21st and 12th Districts, were raised by
Pasco County residents as well as the editors of the St.
Petersburg Times n The opinion of many was that
Pasco County should have formed the center of a
Senate district, rather than being parcelled among
three districts. This county undoubtedly will be at the
center of the upcoming reapportionment debates both
in the Senate and the House.

GERRYMANDERING IN THE FLORIDA HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES

The switch from multi- to single-member districts,
along with significant shifts in population concentra-
tions, made it much more difficult from the start for
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District 4

District 21

District 12

Figure 3. Slicing Pasco County Into Three Senate
Districts, 1982.

House members to promote an "incumbent protec-
tion plan." The House plan created 28 new seats with
no incumbents; it created three seats where incum-
bents ran against each other. In other instances, an
incumbent's district was so altered that he/she decided
not to run. In all, there were 44 open House seats (no
incumbents running) following the 1982 reapportion-
ment.

In spite of the lesser emphasis on incumbency protec-
tion in the House, there were still examples of line-
drawing to promote safe districts for incumbents in the
1982 House plan. An example of such was the 19th
House District in Duval County. Most ofthe district lay
on the Atlantic coast. But there was an arm only a few
blocks wide which jutted westward off the northern
part ofthe district and ran inland to the bank ofthe St.
John's River that was created to protect the incum-
bent.

From the start, a primary goal in the House was to
achieve representational equity—both racial and geo-
graphical. As already noted, there was a strong coali-
tion between minorities and legislators from heavily

populated areas (Democrats and Republicans). This
explains the much more consensual reapportionment
efforts in the House, compared to the Senate. Thus, the
most obvious type of gerrymandering in the House
was the affirmative gerrymander. The plan created a
number of majority black and Hispanic districts (rep-
resentative districts) and several other access districts
(30-50 percent minority population).

The difficulty the map-drawers had in creating black
districts is thatFlorida' s blackpopulation is much more
dispersed than the black population in other southern
states.14 Forexample, in 1980,onlyfourofFlorida's67
counties (Gadsden, Jefferson, Madison, Hamilton)
had a black population larger than 35 percent, com-
pared to 57 of 159 counties in Georgia and 24 of 46
counties in South Carolina. The same problem will
exist in the next redistricting round. (It is not as difficult
to draw a representative Hispanic district, especially in
South Florida where most of the state's Hispanic
population is concentrated.)

THE 1982 PLAN'S IMPACT ON REPUBLICAN

REPRESENTATION

The immediate impact ofthe 1982 reapportionment on
Republican representation in the Florida legislature
was negative. Republicans lost three seats in the House
(from 39 to 36) and five seats in the Senate (from 13
to 8). While only one Republican incumbent senator's
seat was eliminated, the altered constituencies ofthe
others obviously contributed to their losses. The
House plan only eliminated the seats of six House
Republicans. But, again, the new constituencies of
another four resulted in their defeat in the 1982 House
elections.

With each election after 1982, however, the Republi-
cans have gained seats in both the House and Senate.
The state's rapidly changing population base, espe-
cially in the Central Florida districts whereRepublicans
had lost seats in 1982, and the influx of Republican
Hispanics into South Florida, helped the party over-
come its losses in 1982.
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Table 1. Women in the Florida Legislature, 1980-1988,

CHAMBER
SENATE

HOUSE

PARTY / RACE OR ETHNICITY
Democrat

Black
Hispanic

Republican
Black
Hispanic

Total
Democrat

Black

Hispanic

Republican
Black
Hispanic

Total

1980
2
0
0

2
0
0
4

9
1

0

4

0
0
13

1982
7
1

0
2
0
0
9

11
1

0
9
0
1

20

Mote: Figures reflect the results of special elections held
'esignations.

1984
7
1

0
2
0
0
9
11

1

0

11
0
2

22

due to

1986
6
1
0
4
0
1

10
13
1

0

10
0
1

23

1988
7
1
0
4
0
1

11

8
2

0

8
0
0
16

deaths or

THE 1982 PLAN'S IMPACT ON MINORITY

REPRESENTATION

The most significant immediate gains in representation
were evident among African Americans and women.
The former gained five seats in the Florida House of
Representatives (from five to 10). The first two Afri-
can Americans since Reconstruction were elected to
the Senate. The open seats created as a result of the
switch from multimember to single-member legisla-
tive districts were a major factor in increasing black
representation. However, black representation levels
did not increase in the decade following the 1982
reapportionment—in contrast to Republican, His-
panic, and female representational levels. The black
population actually declined as a percent of Florida's
total population in the mid-1980s, which explains
some of this, as does the continued relative dispersion
of the state's black population.15

Hispanic representational levels doubled from two to
four seats in the House following the 1982 reappor-
tionment. Again, the switch from multimember to
single-member districts promoted this gain by opening
up seats. Three of the Hispanic House members
elected in 1982 were elected from open seats where no
incumbent was running.

Hispanic Senate representation did not increase until
the 1986 and 1988 elections. As previously noted,
seven of the eight Hispanic House members and all
three of the senators are from the SouthFlorida (Dade
County) area and all are Republicans. Rapid popula-
tion gains and increasing political activism levels of
Cuban Americans in that area explain the gains.

The number of women in the Florida legislature also
increased significantly following the 1982 reappor-
tionment. It jumped from 14 to 20 in the House and
from three to eight the Senate. Eight women captured
open seats created by the switch to single-member
districts. But a major part of the gain by women was
due to an increase in the number of women candi-
dates—paralleling national trends showing more
women running for elective positions at all levels of
government. As the figures in Table 1 show, the
number of women in the Florida House actually
declined in 1988 but increased in the Senate.

The literature examining the determinants of female
representation overwhelmingly concludes that
districting configurations have far less impact on the
election of women than on racial and ethnic minorities
(due to the fact that women are not residentially
concentrated or cohesive in their party affiliation). But
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the 1982 Florida case suggests that when reapportion-
ment created open seats, it encouraged more women
to run for office and increased the likelihood that a
woman would be elected. Equity concerns were also
evident in the reapportionment of Florida's congres-
sional districts in 1982, though less so than protection
ofincumbents.

CONGRESSIONAL REAPPORTIONMENT IN 1982

Florida gained four new seats in Congress following
the 1980 census (from 15 to 19). In the 97th Congress
(1981), Florida sent 11 Democrats and four Republi-
cans to the U.S. House ofRepresentatives. Following
the 1982 reapportionment, it sent 13 Democrats and
six Republicans to the House (98th Congress, 1983).
Thus, Democrats and Republicans alike gained two
seats as a consequence of the 1982 reapportionment.
Not unexpectedly, incumbent Congress members pres-
sured state legislators to protect them and, in fact, 14
of the 15 incumbents were protected in the plan finally
adopted.16 The 15th incumbent, L. A. "Skip"Bafalis,
was the Republican candidate for governor.

Nonetheless, there were heated debates, especially
regarding the shape of congressional districts in Cen-
tral and South Florida. Congressional incumbents had
to "fight off' ambitious state legislative opponents
casting their eyes toward Washington. For example,
three incumbent Congress members all fought reap-
portionment plans that would have deprived them of
large parts of their old constituencies, or possibly even
thrown them into the same district.

But in spite of what appears to be an "incumbent
gerrymander," the congressional redistricting effort in
1982 actually produced a more logical, compact
districting scheme than the previous redistricting effort
10 years prior. Among the improvements to the map
was the breaking up of the monstrous 10th Congres-
sional District, which priorto redistrictinghad touched
WestPalmBeach, Orlando, Sarasota, andFortMyers.

REDISTRICTING IN THE 1990S: A PRELIMINARY

FORECAST

The dynamics of the state's growth, namely the in-
creases in Republican registration levels and a more
multiethnic population, mean that the redistricting
battle in 1991 and 1992 will be hard-fought. Early
forecasts predict litigation by the loser(s). 17Democrats
are anxious to hold on to what they have got and
Republicans want to have "their turn" at redistricting.
Exemplary of the Republican perspective are the
remarks of one state legislator fromBroward County
who for 12 years "has seen districts zigzagged to split
Republican strongholds and give Democrats the
edge."18

Republicans recognized that they would have had a
better chance of having "their turn" if Republican
Bob Martinez had hung on to the governorship and if
Republicans had gained four more seats in the Florida
Senate, necessary to give them a majority in that
chamber. Both the national and state Republican party
organizations worked hard toward accomplishing
each of these goals in the 1990 state elections. The
stakes were obvious. As one analyst noted: "If Repub-
licans gain control ofthe Senate, as they arethreatening
to do, the GOP will have more clout than it has had
during any previous reapportionment, since it has
never controlled either house ofthe state Legislature
during a redistricting in modern history."19 Unfortu-
nately forthem, DemocratLawton Chilesbeat Martinez
for governor and the number of Senate seats held by
Republicans stayed the same.

In Florida, the governor has a veto power over any
congressional redistricting plan drawn up by the legis-
lature but not over state legislative redistricting plans.
Those plans are under the purview of the Florida
Supreme Court.

CONGRESSIONAL REDISTRICTING FORECASTS

The chair ofthe House Reapportionment Committee
(Wallace, D-St. Petersburg) predicts significant changes
in the congressional districts, especially since the state
will get four new seats. He predicts the most change in
the area around Palm Beach and other cities on the
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lower east coast.20 Democrats are also anxious to
redraw several districts in Central Florida which have
elected Republicans in recent years. Republicans un-
doubtedly will fight hard to make these districts safer
seats for Republican candidates.

Other forecasts are that one of the state' snew congres-
sional seats will be carved out of the Orlando area,
another out of the area between West Palm Beach and
Ft. Lauderdale, one from the Tampa area, and one
from the Jacksonville area.21 But another scenario
forecasts that of the four new seats, two will be
squeezed into the South Florida area, one into Tampa,
and one into Orlando.22 Naturally, several ambitious
state representatives from those areas are already
being touted as likely candidates for these new dis-
tricts. Certainly their ambitions will affect the way the
legislature draws the plans.

STATE LEGISLATIVE REDISTRICTING FORECASTS

EariypredictionsforthereapportionmentoftheFlorida
legislature are that Pinellas, Dade, andBroward Coun-
ties will likely lose seats. In March 1990, the chair of
the House Reapportionment Committee estimated
that Pinellas County will lose one seat in the state
House of Representatives, Broward County will lose
one seat, and Dade County will lose three seats. The
winners will beMarion, Brevard, Lee, Orange, Osceola,
Seminole, Palm Beach, and Hernando Counties. Ac-
cording to Wallace: "It's apparent that there is a
shifting of the population base from the older urban
areas to emerging urban areas." He has hinted that the
issue of multimember versus single-member districts
will be revisited, but few observers expect there to be

any serious consideration of proposals to return to
multimember districts.

Fewer changes are predicted in the Florida Senate. The
most tangible predictions are that Pasco County,
currently divided among three Senate districts, will get
its own district. In the Senate, the major struggle is
likely to be over altering the district lines to make
districts safer for each party's banner carriers. How-
ever, if the population trends of the past decade
continue, Republicans might very well be advised to
adopt a strategy of trying to maximize access districts,
especially in the areas of high growth and immigration
of Midwestern Republicans.

There is likely to be a coalition between Republicans
and black leaders for reasons cited earlier in this essay.
Both African Americans andHispanics are prepared to
use the courts to challenge any plan they judge to be
dilutive of their maximum strength. Five Florida coun-
ties (Collier, Hardee, Hendry, Hillsborough, and
Monroe) are subject to preclearance requirements
under the language extension of the Voting Rights Act
of 1975. Their plans must be approved by the U.S.
Department of Justice. The difficulty in affirmative
gerrymandering is that significant proportions of the
state's black and Hispanic populations are located in
the same metropolitan areas, setting the stage for some
fierce battles between the two minority groups.

With the stakes so high, there can be little doubt that
Florida's next round of redistricting will be difficult for
all parties involved.
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GEORGIA

CHARLES S. BULLOCK, HI, AND RONALD KEITH GADDIE

Since 1930 approximately one-third of Georgia's
counties have lost population. The 1970s were atypi-
cal of this pattern with only 10 of 159 counties failing
to add population. Despite the broad distribution of
growth, many countiesfailed to match the 19.0percent
growth statewide. The fastest growing areas tended to
be suburban and it was in these counties that the
Republican party was rebounding fromWatergate and
Jimmy Carter's presidential campaign.

African Americans, who had little success in winning
new districts during the 1970s, also entered the reap-
portionment process looking for gains. As in many
other states, Georgia's racial minority found an enthu-
siastic ally in the state's partisan minority.1

THE SETTING

Democrats dominated the special session convened in
August of 1981 to redistrict the state, holding 157 of
180 House seats and 51 of 56 Senate seats. Governor
George Busbee was also a Democrat. As the session
opened, the work of the Senate Reapportionment
Committee was supplanted by a plan devised by the
chamber's majority leader, Tom Allgood, working in
conjunction with lobbyist Cheatham Hodges. Despite
criticism from reapportionment chair Senator Perry
Hudson, Allgood had commitments from 44 sena-
tors,2 more than enough to ratify his handiwork.
Hudson sought to stir up opposition by telling his
colleagues, "I can't help [but] be sad to think that this
plan was drafted by a lobbyist. Can you imagine a
lobbyist drawing your district lines? That is what
happened."3

REPUBLICAN DEFEATS

Republicans wereloo few to do more than cry "foul"
from the sidelines. For example, suburban Atlanta's
Gwinnett County failed to maximize its influence. The
Gwinnett House delegation objected when more than
15,000 county residents were divided between a rural

single-member district and a three-member district
dominatedbyHall County (Gainesville). TheGwinnett
GOP chaircharged that splitting offthese two areas "is
an attempt by Speaker Tom Murphy to dilute what he
perceivesasRepublicanstrength in Gwinnett County." 4

When GOP efforts in Gwinnett and elsewhere were
rejected, Republicanlegislators threatened to file com-
plaints with the U.S. Justice Department. (Georgia is
subject to Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act and
therefore reapportionment plans must receive federal
approval prior to implementation.) RepublicanRepre-
sentative Tom Phillips of Gwinnett noted that the
Republican party at the state and national levels had
"encouraged us to file a complaint when the reappor-
tionment plan is submitted to the Justice Department
for review."5

Because of the strong preference of the JusticeDepart-
ment for single-member districts, many multimember
districts had been eliminated in the early 1970s. In
sections of the state having few African Americans,
however, some multimember districts remain, with the
largest concentration being in Cobb County, located
on Atlanta's northwest flank. In 1981 Cobb was
divided into two five-member districts in a display of
packing and stacking. The eastern district was surren-
dered to the GOP while having a five-person western
concentration, it was hoped, would keep Republicans
at bay there. The plan worked as anticipated in 1982,
with Democrats winning all five of the western seats.
Even as late as 1986, Republicans won only one
western seat; in 1988, the dike collapsed and the GOP
captured four western seats, only to fall back to three
in 1990.

AFRICAN AMERICAN CONCERNS

While Republicans threatened to complain to the
Justice Department, their alliesintheLegislativeBlack
Caucus were better positioned to seek federal inter-
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vention. The black perspective was captured by Rep-
resentative Billy Randall, who said that, "The bottom
line is that where black districts could be created, they
should b e . . . " 6 Such efforts to maximize the number
ofmajority-black districts collided with theattempts of
the white Democratic leadership to protect incum-
bents.

The GOP leadership was drawn to support the Black
Caucus because, when minority voters are concen-
trated in some districts, the remaining overwhelmingly
white districts may be more receptive to GOP efforts.
Moreover, given the Democratic hegemony in the
legislature, any disruptions in incumbency would help
the Republican party, which often has difficulties
inducing challengers to take on incumbents.

The Caucus's efforts to increase the number ofheavily
black districts were generally unsuccessful. As shown
in Table 1, majority-black House districts remained at
30, while in the Senate an additional black district was
created, which raised the total to eight. Not only were
there problems in increasing the number of black
districts, the success in making some districts more
heavily black was modest at best. In each chamber an
additional district more than 60 percent black was
created while there were two fewer districts in the
House in the 50-5 5 percent black range and one fewer
in the Senate. Blacks sought to create five blackHouse
districts in suburban Atlanta' sDeKalb County, where
they claimed that only three of the county's districts
had black concentrations sufficient to ensure the elec-
tion of a black legislator.7 The Justice Department
promoted black interests in one DeKalb Senate dis-

trict. The Allgood plan removed minority voters from
a district in which they constituted 69 percent of the
populationand 57 percent oftheregistrants, to protect
one ofhis allies.8 Justice objected to this proposal, since
even though the receiving district would be 65 percent
black, blacks would be only 42 percent ofthe regis-
tered voters.9

In Savannah, two black incumbents sought to create a
third black House district by reducing the minority
proportions in their own districts from 83 and 98
percent to 73 percent. This would allow the creation
of a third district about 70 percent black.10

Fulton County, which includes most of Atlanta, lost
fiveHouse seats in 1980. Most Black Caucus members
endorsed the elimination of countywide seats. In a
maneuver supported by a senior member ofthe Caucus
with close ties to the speaker, an amendment was
adopted to maintain two at-large seats. The head ofthe
Atlanta chapter oftheNAACP saw this action as a stab
in the back.* * These at-large seatsremained in the hands
of whites until 1988, when both were captured by
African Americans.

While the bulk of the General Assembly saw no
obligation to maximize black districts, it did carry out
some affirmative action gerrymanders. A notable ex-
ample occurred in Dougherty County, where, al-
though the House delegation was reduced from four
to three, asecondblack district wascreated. Thesitting
black member's reconfigured District 132, as seen in
Figure 1, was given an hourglass waist which was
approximately 1000 feet wide.

Table 1. Majority-Black Legislative Districts Before and After
the 1982 Redistricting.

CHAMBER

House

Pre-1982

Post-1982

Senate

Pre-1982

Post-1982

% BLACK

50.0-54.9

7

5

C
O

 
C

N

55.0-59.9

3

4

0

1

60.0-64.9

1

3

0

0

OVER 65

19

18

4

5

TOTAL OVER

50 % BLACK

30

30

7

8

OTHER FEATURES

Two other features in the state legislative
redistricting were the rural wrap and the
incumbent incursion. Multiple examples of
each exist.

The rural wrap occurs when a rural or
suburban district arcs around an urban
area. The best example, which appears in
Figure 2, comes from northwest Georgia
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Figure 1. Affirmative Action Gerrymander for
District 132.

where the city of Rome in House District 16 is
completely surrounded by a two-person district. Less
extreme forms are found elsewhere.

In the incumbent incursion a tentacle extends from a
largely rural district into an urban area in order to bring
the rural district up to the needed population level and
save the seat of the incumbent. The Macon area, which
had hoped to dominate two Senate districts, found
itself split among four with only one district wholly in
Bibb County. Similarly, population from Athens was
used to flesh out two rural districts, and, as previously
mentioned, fingers from two less urban districts ex-
tended into Gwinnett.

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTING

Since Georgia neither gained nor lost a congressional
seat, the general outlines of its 10 districts remained
largely intact. The 8th District maintained its reputa-
tion as perhaps the longest district in eastern America
stretching 260 miles from the Florida border to the
edges of metropolitan Atlanta, Athens, and Augusta.
An editorial writer said of the 8th, "It resembles a
nightmare brought on by alate dinner of pizza, chili and
onion rings and a bottle of tequila." n The same writer
observed that the district was so narrow that to
campaign, "All you'd have to do is drive through the
district and shake hands with folks on both sides of the
road."

Figure 2. District 16, Showing the Rural Wrap of
District 75.

The serious conflicts from the 1981 legislative session
involved three Atlanta-metro counties. The struggle in
one county was partisan, while in the other two it was
racial.

Disagreements over where to draw the line between
Districts 4 and 5 in the Atlanta area produced the only
litigation to come out of the 1981 remapping. District
5 had sent Andrew Young (D) to Congress in 1972 as
the first African American to be elected from a Deep
South state in this century. When Young won the
district, it was 44 percent black in population but only
38 percent in its registered voters.

Black state Senator JulianBond wanted a district more
than 70 percent black. His proposal would have placed
the Democratic incumbents for Districts 4 and 5 in one
90 percent white district, where they would have been
endangered, since the population leaned Republican.
The Senate, allegedly at thebehest of Majority Leader
Tom Allgood, proposed a 69 percent black district.13

The conference committee produced a 57 percent
black district, to which the Justice Department ob-
jected. The state challenged the Justice Department
objections before the District of Columbia District
Court. The three-judge panel supported Justice and
concluded that the state had intentionally diluted black
political influence.14 At a special session late in the
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summer of 1982, the General Assembly increased the
5th to 65 percent black by reducing the 4th to 13
percent black. The Justice Department approved this
plan.

In the remainder of the state the population concentra-
tion in the Atlanta area loomed large. In addition to the
4th and 5thDistricts, which were wholly within metro-
Atlanta, another five districts contained one or more
counties of the Atlanta Metropolitan Statistical Area
(MSA). An eighth district abutted the Atlanta MSA,
although it included none ofthe counties. Only the two
districts which lie wholly in South Georgia were clearly
outside ofthe Atlanta penumbra.

CONSEQUENCES OF THE REDISTTRICTING

In the immediate aftermath ofthe redistricting, African
Americans gained two Senate but no House seats.
Table 2 shows that the 1982 elections also saw
Republicans pick up two Senate but no House dis-
tricts. During the decade, there were further gains for
both sets of challengers ofthe plans devised by white
Democrats. In the Senate, white Democrats lost six
seats to each group of challengers during the decade,
while in the House Republicans added 12 seatsto eight
for African Americans.

LOOKING TO 1991

Georgia is projected to have been the eleventh fastest
growing state during the 1980s. Most counties which
have exceeded the state's average rate of growth are
in metropolitan statistical areas in North Georgia, with
particularly explosive growth coming in several At-

lanta-area counties.15 It is projected that at least two
Senate seats will be moved to North Georgia, along
with six House seats.

The most rapidly growing counties are ones in which
Republican candidates have done well. With addi-
tional seats going to Gwinnett and Cobb Counties, it
seems likely that Republicans will score further gains.
Republican advances, stemming from the allocation of
more suburban seats, will be accelerated by the GOP-
Black Caucus coalition. Representatives of black and
Republican interests have begun mapping their strat-
egy. The well-heeled Republicans bring to this union
financial resources needed to obtain the most sophis-
ticated computer hardware and software with which to
produce alternatives to the plans crafted by the
legislature's Reapportionment Committees.

The Republican-African American alliance is not a
majority in either chamber and Georgia continues to
have aDemocratic governor. If African Americans are
dissatisfied, they can object when the Justice Depart-
ment reviews Georgia's plans as required under Sec-
tion 5 ofthe 1965 voting Rights Act.

The JusticeDepartment preclearance office now seems
to be operating under the premise advanced by Rep-
resentative Randall a decade ago—if a black district
canbe drawn, it must be. With state-of-the-art technol-
ogy, it is unlikely that the Black Caucus will miss many
opportunities to identify such potential majority dis-
tricts. While maximizing the number of majority-black

Table 2. Partisan and Racial Composition ofthe Georgia
Legislature, 1981-91.

CHAMBER

House

Black Democrats

' White Democrats

Republicans

Senate

Black Democrats

White Democrats

Republicans

1981-82

19

138

23

2

49

5

1983-84

19

138

23

4

45

7

1985-86

22

132

26

5

42

9

1987-88

22

130

28

6

40

10

1989-90

25

119

36

7

38
11

1990-91

27

118

35

8

37
11
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seats may not inevitably maximize Republican seats,
the two usually increase together.16

It is likely that after the next redistricting, urban
legislators will be more heavily black than before. The
suburbs will return mostly white Republicans, while
whiteDemocratswillpredominateinruralareas. Thus
the three sets of players in the legislature—black
Democrats, white Democrats, and white Republi-
cans—may come from quite distinctive constituen-
cies, which may affect coalition patterns in subsequent
sessions.

Georgia is assured of an eleventh congressional seat
and has a shot at a twelfth. The new seat(s) would go
to the Atlanta area. The most likely scenario for an
eleventh seat would be to pack Republicans into a
district on the north side of Atlanta to provide short-
term relief for the Democrats from whose districts
Republicans were removed.

African Americans hope to create one or even two
additional majority-black districts. One avenue to
explore links black populations in Columbus and
Albany via the heavily black rural counties along the
Alabama border. A second possibility combines black
populations in Macon and Augusta by going through
black belt counties in middle Georgia. Each of these
four cities has traditionally dominated its own district.
Should it prove possible to create one or both of the
districts desired by black legislators, the outlines of
Georgia's congressional districts would undergo their
most substantial changes in this century. Black objec-
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tives will be promoted if Georgia gets a twelfth seat so
that each district will have relatively less population,
since in order to demand black districts, it must be
demonstrated that a majority of the voting age popu-
lation in the district would be black.17

CONCLUSION

The 1991 redistricting session seems destined to be a
reprise of 1981. Republicans and blackDemocrats will
square off against white Democrats. The most signifi-
cant factor whichmightalterthe outcome in 1991 is an
improved bargaining position for African Americans,
who will almost certainly be able to extract additional
majority-black districts. One member of the Black
Caucus predictsthat redistricting will produce 15 to 20
new majority-black seats.18

Most observers believe that the new reapportionment
will eliminate the few remaining multimember dis-
tricts. One former representative of a two-person
district says, "The issue will not even be a big debate
on whether or not we will continue to have multiple
districts, but it will be how the single-member districts
will be drawn."19 A member of the Black Caucus
indicates that his group may bring suit if necessary to
make single-member districts universal. As suggested
in the context of Cobb County earlier, if there is a
partisan outcome to eliminating these districts, it may
be pro-Democratic. While the number of whiteDemo-
crats elected in 1992 will be fewer than currently serve,
they will, nonetheless, constitute at least a plurality in
both chambers.
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ANNE F. LEE

Over the years Hawaii, like many other states, has
faced a considerable number of challenges to reappor-
tionment plans. From statehood in 1959 through the
mid-1970s, Hawaii was reapportioned by the legisla-
ture (1965), by constitutional convention (1968), and
by commission (1973); and while it witnessed six court
cases regarding the various maps, no plans were
upset.1

As did many states, Hawaii faced a court battle over its
1981 map but was unusual in that the case centered on
whether registered voters can be used as the popula-
tion base for redistricting. Use of registered voters as
the base was not unique to the 1981 maps; that base
was used in all earlier plans. This time, however,
challengers were successful, dramatically changingthe
complexion of the state's districting. Because very few
jurisdictions have used this base and few courts have
ruled on the issue, the 1981 redistricting and litigation
hold a special significance.2 As the 1981 redistricting
got underway, Hawaii continued to be heavily domi-
nated by the Democratic party, a domination existing
since the early 1960s.

The increase in population from 769,913 in 1970 to
964,691 in 1980didnotwarrantanadditional congres-
sional seat and did not have an immediate impact, since
Hawaii's law required basing redistricting on regis-
tered voters. In spite of an increase in voter registration
from 291,681 (1970) to 402,795 (1980), the 1981
reapportionment commission did not alter district lines
significantly.

Hawaii's geography has always played a role in reap-
portionment. Based on long tradition, the state is
divided into the four counties reflective of its island
nature: Kauai County (the islands ofKauai andNiihau);
Maui County (the islands of Maui, Molokai, and
Lanai); Hawaii County (the "Big Island"); and the
City and County ofHonolulu (the island of Oahu). The

state constitution requires using the basic island units
(counties) as the starting point for all reapportion-
ments, containing all state legislative districts within
each island unit, and giving each unit at least one
member per chamber.

Roots of the challenge to the 1981 plans are found in
the U.S. Supreme Court's 1966 ruling on a Hawaii
case: Burns v. Richardson.3 In Burns, the Court held
that state legislative reapportionment could be based
on either of these "permissible" bases: (1) total
population or (2) total population minus any or all of
the following categories: aliens, transients, short-term
or temporary residents, or felons.

The Court also held that the number of registered
voters alone is not a permissible base and can be used
only if there is a showing that its use results in a
substantially equivalent distribution of legislators as
would occur with a permissible base. According to the
Court, Hawaii, as a young state with high voter
registration and turnout figures, satisfied this test.
However, the decision included a strong caution: "We
are not to be understood as deciding that the validity
of the registered voters basis as a measure has been
established for all time or circumstances, in Hawaii or
elsewhere."4

With the appointment, on March 1, 1981, of eight
members of the nine-member commission, Hawaii's
latest experience with redistricting began.5 Represent-
ing both political parties equally, they could not agree
on a chairperson and the state Supreme Court, as
required by law, made the appointment. Following the
constitution as well as certain provisions inthe statutes,
the commission reapportioned the state and the con-
gressional districts on the basis of 402,795 registered
voters.
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Table 1. Single- andMultimember Districts Under the 1973 and 1981 Redistricting Plans.

REDISTRICTING
1973
1981

HOUSE DISTRICTS
1-MEMBER

5
6

2-MEMBER
20
21

3-MEMBER
2
1

SENATE DISTRICTS
1-MEMBER

1
1

2-MEMBER
1
1

3-MEMBER
2
2

4-MEMBER
4
4

Based on the Report and Reapportionment Plan of the 1973 Reapportionment Commission (Honolulu: State
of Hawaii, 1973) and the Report and Reapportionment Plan of the 1981 Reapportionment Commission
(Honolulu: State of Hawaii, 1981)

Table 1 compares type of districts used in the 1973 and were dispersed into several surrounding districts.
1981 plans and shows that both relied heavily on an Democrats on the whole were satisfied with the
almost identical multimember districting distribution. minimal changes to the districts.

Additionally, to maintain the status quo, the commis-
sion was willing to accept very high deviations. Maxi-
mum deviations found in the 1973 plans were 30.0
percent in the Senate and 29.2 percent in the House.
The 1981 plan's deviations were 41.18 and 16.02
percent, respectively. One needs to be aware, how-
ever, that all these percentages are based upon the
numbers of registered voters.

Unfortunately, figures are not available for analyzing
the districts in terms of total population or other
permissible bases, because Hawaii's voter precincts
and census tract boundaries did not coincide. Never-
theless, it is not difficult to conclude that deviations,
based on a permissible base, would be considerably
higher.6

The state's two congressional districts, based on
registered voters, had a deviation of 0.2 percent. The
line separating the 1st District (urban Honolulu) and
the 2nd (suburban/rural Oahu and the other islands)
remained fairly intact.

Charges of gerrymandering, put forth by Republicans,
focused on the redrawing of lines on Oahu. They
maintained that the 8th House District (Waialae-
Kahala), alongtimeRepublican stronghold, was inten-
tionally turned from a two-member district into a
single-member district by dispersing major parts into
surrounding Democratic areas in order to eliminate
one GOP representative. They also argued that the
potentially strong new Republican areas in Mililani

The commission reduced Oahu's House seats by two
due to population shifts, and some believed that a deal
was struck. According to an account at the time: "The
tradeoff, the deal theory goes, is that if the GOP gains
onthe Neighbor Islands, it has to giveup something on
Oahu."7 Thus, the dispersion of Waialae-Kahala (a
GOP loss) and the combination of traditional Demo-
cratic rural areas with a GOP-leaning urban area—
resulting in a huge West-Hawaii County district (a
GOP gain). The second seat Oahu lost came from
Manoa-Makiki, Oahu's only three-member House
district, which was changed to a two-member district.

Approximately one month after the commission filed
its report and plans with the lieutenant governor,
members of the Republican party filed suit in federal
district court. Their complaint challenged the state
legislative map on five major grounds:

1. Deviations in the plan far exceeded tolerable
limits and were not justified by an overriding state
policy.

2. The multimember districting was unconstitu-
tional.

3. Gerrymandering resulted in favoring Demo-
cratic party candidates.

4. Areas with distinct socioeconomic interests
were split and submerged.
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5. The use of registered voters as a base was
unconstitutional.8

Hawaii County Democrats joined the case to challenge
the districting there, and three members of the League
ofWomen Voters ofHawaii, representing both politi-
cal parties, intervened on the registered voter and
deviation issues. The court also allowed the League to
challenge an issue not originally included: the regis-
tered voter basis of the two congressional districts.

A three-judge federal panel heard oral argument in
Travis v. King on March 24,1982, on the registered
voter base and deviation issues, choosing not to
address the other allegations. The next day the court
handed down an order which held the plans for state
legislative and congressional districts invalid. Shortly
thereafter the court appointed special masters to draw
maps.

In directions to the masters the court specified guide-
lines which were to have a profound impact on the
state:

1. Congressional districts had to be based on total
population and the legislative districts on apermis-
sible base.

2. Population deviations had to be kept to a
minimum.

3. Single-member districts had to be used unless
there were persuasive reasons for multimember
districts.

On May 4,1982, the court ordered implementation of
the masters' plan. The congressional map, based on
total population, had a deviation of 0.012percent. The
legislative plan, based on total population minus non-
resident military personnel and their dependents (a
figure estimated from various state statistical data) had
a House deviation of 8.6 percent and a Senate devia-
tion of 18.6 percent.

In order to keep deviations to a minimum, two districts
crossed county lines. These first bicounty districts in
Hawaii's history brought forth audible groans from
some state officials and a cartoon in a local newspaper
showing rental canoes for candidates, thus initiating
the phrase "canoe" districts. But all became relatively
quiet as soon as campaigning got underway.

The court-ordered plan also brought another first: all
single-member districts. Wailing was heard from some
in the state, primarily incumbent legislators. Being
used to running in multimember districts, they were
understandably worried about the impact of a new
political map. But again, once campaigning started,
few complaints were heard.

In October, 1982, the three-Judge panel handed down
its written opinion in Travis v. King.10 While the court
found the state's policy of providing each basic island
unit with meaningful representation a rational one, it
concluded that deviations in the 1981 state legislative
plan bore no relationship to implementing that policy
and that the state failed to show the registered voter
base was substantially equivalent with a permissible
base.

In ruling that congressional districts must be based
upon total population, the court said that "pursuant to
article I, [section] 2 of the Constitution states must
depend on total federal census figures to apportion
congressional districts within their boundaries." The
state's argument that a high military population made
use of total population inappropriate did not persuade
the judges because "the presence of this large military
population certainly aided the state in achieving its two
congressional seats" and "[e]quity alone argues that
it therefore should be included in the base used to draw
the congressional districts within the state."

The federal district court allowed the state to reconsti-
tute the commission and present new plans; these were
implemented for the 1984 elections and continued in
effect through the 1990 elections.
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Four important decisions were made by the reconsti-
tuted commission.11 First, it decided that the popula-
tion baseforthe state legislative districts would be total
census minus military personnel and their dependents,
who were located in the state but who had declared
their residence to be in other states. A survey carried
out for the commission showed that 97 percent of the
military personnel were nonresidents and could be
excluded. The figure used as a base was 848,678 (out
of 964,795 total population), a very different figure
from the 402,794 registered voters first used.

Second, the commission decided to stay with single-
member districts even though their map could have
used multimember districts and many observers were
convinced that this would happen. Third, the commis-
sion decided it preferred to follow the constitutional
mandate to keep basic island units intact, but it would
also split districts if necessary. In the end, four canoe
districts were drawn, two House and two Senate,
because, fourth, the commission determined to make
every effort keep deviations for the state districts to 10
percent or below.12 The splits brought the Senate
deviation to 9.63 percent and the House deviation to
9.8 percent. The deviation for the congressional plan,
based upon total population, was 0.0096 percent.

Travis v. King brought a number of significant, but
totally unexpected, changes to the state of Hawaii—
changes which will have an impact on the work of the
next reapportionment commission. Recent attempts
to bring constitutional and statutory provisions in line
with federal guidelines did not succeed. Legislative
proposals for constitutional amendments relating to
reapportionment came before voters on the 1988 and
1990 ballots, but they failed to pass. Though corre-
sponding statutory amendments were enacted in 1990,
they are not effective since they were to become
operative only on ratification of the proposed 1990
constitutional amendments. Since the constitution was
not amended, the commission has various options, and
whichever strategy is adopted will have an impact not
only on where lines are drawn but also on how
vulnerable the state legislative plans are to legal chal-
lenge. As to the options: (1) The commission could

ignore Travis and Burns by simply using the constitu-
tionally required registered voter base; or (2) it could
ignore the state constitution anduse apermissible base;
or (3) it could go through a multistep process to show
whether a map based on registered voters is substan-
tially equivalent to one based on a permissible base. If
substantial equivalency is demonstrated, a map based
on registered voters could be adopted. If an equiva-
lency is not evident, the registered voter base should be
dropped and a permissible base used.13

The commission must also make decisions regarding
bicounty districts. There may be pressure to do away
with bicounty districts and abide by the constitutional
mandate to keep districts within basic island unit
boundaries. Yet in all likelihood, any determined effort
to keep deviations to a minimum will require the use of
bicounty districts.14 Furthermore, the commission will
no doubt consider single-member versus multimember
districts. While the constitution allows up to four
members per district, areturn to multimember districting
seems unlikely.

Census information will probably show considerable
growth in three parts of the state that demonstrate
increasing Republican strength. No areas have actually
declined in populationbutsomehave lost in proportion
to those which have grown most. This is essentially the
same trend as ten years ago, although the trend has
accelerated and the changes may result in significant
adjustments to district lines and perhaps party for-
tunes.

The commission must also make a policy decision
regarding the population base to use in drawing
congressional district lines. If total population is used,
as Traw's requires, state law is violated; if a registered
voters base is used, as the statute still requires, legal
challenge is almost certain.

Hawaii will continue to have two members of the
House of Representatives, and there are no apparent
rumblings in the state regarding possible 1990 census
undercount problems. Because of population shifts,
especially the growth in Leeward Oahu, the line
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Table 2. Party Membership of State Legislators, Governor,
Congresspersons, and Senators, Elections of1982-90.

ELECTION

YEAR

1982

1984

1986

1988

1990

HOUSE*

43D, 8R
40D, 11R
40D, 11R
45D, 6R
45D, 6R

SENATE'
18D, 7R
21D, 4R
20D, 5R
22D, 3R
22D, 3R

GOVERNOR
D
D
D
D
D

U.S. HOUSE
2D
2D

1D, 1R
1D, 1R
2D

U.S. SENATE
2D
2D
2D
2D
2D

*Hawaii's legislature has 51 House and 25 Senate members.
Mote: The decrease in Republican strength in the state legislature in 1988
was partly due to three Republicans running, and winning, as Democrats
n reaction against a conservative, fundamentalist surge in the state GOP.

separating the two districts will need adjusting. This
will present some interesting political questions.

The state's experience with two commissions (1973
and 1981) shows that the bipartisan makeup neither
removed politics from the process nor had any impact
onthelongstandingDemocratic control overthe state.
It is not likely that the 1991 commission will differ.

As the 1991 reapportionment approaches, Hawaii
continues to be dominated by the Democrats. Table 2
shows that the Democrats control the state legislature,
governorship, and congressional delegation.

The 1990 elections did not bring about a change even
though the Republicans made an effort at offering
serious competitive candidates. In fact, that party may
be in an even weaker position, given the 1990 loss of
two-term Republican U.S. Representative Patricia
Saiki, who gave up her House seat to run unsuccess-
fully against Democratic SenatorDaniel Akaka. At the
state level, GOP strength remains at six of 51 House
and three of 25 Senate seats. After the 1988 elections
Republicans held three of the four county mayoral
offices, but the 1990 elections reduced that number to
two.

It would not be surprising, however, if the Republicans
again claim partisan gerrymandering. The recent U. S.
Supreme Court decision in Davis v. Bandemer15 is
likely to give hope that such charges will at least be

heard, if not actually upheld, as was not the case in
1982, when the judges in Travis chose notto hear gerry-
mandering allegations. Whether Hawaii Republicans
c^satisfyDavis'sstrmgent requirement
termdamage, andthusbesuccessfldonthisba^isuncertm

The state constitution sets up what could be consid-
ered a gerrymander in favor of the neighbor islands, to
protect them from being overwhelmed by urban Oahu.
This is because the constitution requires the apportion-
ment of seats among the basic island units, containing
districts within those units, and allocating no less than
one member per unit in each house. Two factors have
influenced this built-in overrepresentation: (1) strong
feelings in favor of preserving the individual identities
of the island units (a tradition going back to the
monarchy), and (2) thoughts that maintaining county
integrity will protect Democratic strength that tradi-
tionally comes from rural-agricultural (i.e., neighbor
island) sectors.

Additionally, "[r]eapportionment on the basis of reg-
istered voters tends to give the neighbor islands a
distinct advantage in that both the percentage of
registered voters and the rate of voter turnout are
[traditionally] higher than in the urbanized Oahu."16

Such a base almost guarantees, as well, that certain
ethnic and income groups will be either over- or
underrepresented.
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Will the 1991 commission ignore federal requirements

tutional and statutory provisions—thus inviting litiga-
tion on these issues? The answer will set the stage for
Hawaii's next venture with reapportionment.
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The redistricting experience in the 1980s for the Idaho
legislature was a particularly tortuous one. It involved
(1) a special session of the state legislature, (2) two
gubernatorial vetoes, (3) the filing of a suit by Repub-
lican lawmakers, (4) the withdrawal of the suit by the
GOP, (5) a series of state district and state Supreme
Court cases (known as Hellar I, n , and HI), and, (6)
finally, the implementation of a controversial court-
ordered plan which included the creation of floterial
districts. This eventually resulted in a 1986 amendment
to the Idaho Constitution which will have very impor-
tant consequences for the reapportionment of the
1990s.

The history of the last redistricting in Idaho begins in
July of 1981, when an 11-day special session produced
a redistricting bill that passed (on near-perfect party-
line votes) 25-10 in the Senate and 50-20 in the House
of Representatives. Republicans held substantial ma-
jorities in both houses of the legislature, 23-12 in the
Senate and 56-14 in the House. Governor John Evans
was, however, aDemocrat. He vetoed the redistricting
bill.

This first attempt at redistricting in Idaho in the 1980s
was characterized by three factors. First, substantial
readjustment of the district lines was required because
of relatively large population increases in some areas
of the state, coupled with the decision not to add any
new seats to the legislature. This forced the drawing of
boundary lines which crossed over traditional regional
and county boundaries in several instances. Because of
geographical, historical, and religious factors, Idaho is
a state characterized by regional politics. The creation
of districts crossing some of the regional lines was an
early source of conflict.

Second, a definite urban-rural conflict existed in the
1980s redistricting process. Idaho is basically a rural
state, with the exception of several urban centers. One

of these, the Boise metropolitan area (Ada County),
contained 173,000 people, equivalent to 18.3 percent
ofthestate'spopulation,accordingto the 1980 census.
There were 3 5 legislative districts in the state, with one
senator and two representatives elected from each
district. After the 1980 census, it was determined that
the "ideal" population for each district was about
27,000 residents. The Ada County delegation argued
that at least six legislative districts should be contained
wholly within the county. The eventual plan, however,
retained only five districts.

The third and most important factor in the eventual
veto decision was the charge of political gerrymander-
ing. It is important to understand that Idaho has been
characterized by divided government since 1970,
when the Democrats gained control of the governor's
office, while the Republicans have held majorities in
both houses of the state legislature. In 1981 the
Republicans were one Senate seat shy of a "veto-
proof legislature. It is this issue that led to the
governor's veto. While Governor Evans justified his
veto on several grounds, the key issue was the manner
in which District 33 (part of Bannock and Oneida
Counties) was redrawn in "a conscious effort to
gerrymander."] District 33 had been marginally Demo-
cratic, and the new district lines would have replaced
several Democratic precincts with Republican ones,
making the district marginally Republican.

After the veto, the question of redistricting was set
aside until the 1982 legislative session. This session
began with theRepublican majority determined to pass
virtually the same bill again and "dare" the governor
to veto it again in light of impending May primary
elections, and the governor's own reelection bid. This
is precisely what occurred. In February 1982, the
Idaho legislature passed HB 530, a bill very similar to
the one vetoed the previous year. On March 2, after
claiming the Republicans were trying to gerrymander
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the Democrats out of at least one seat in the Pocatello
area, Governor Evans vetoed HB 530.

Republican legislators, frustrated by the governor's
action, persuaded the state attorney general (a Repub-
lican) to file suit, asking a U.S. district court to
reapportion the state's 35 legislative districts accord-
ing to the provisions of the rejected HB 530. Mean-
while, legislators began working on yet another reap-
portionment plan which would satisfy both the Repub-
lican majority and the Pocatello Democrats. Compro-
mise was finally made and on March 24,1982, a new
reapportionment bill (HB 830) was passed. This time
Governor Evans signed the bill into law—Idaho finally
had a redistricting plan acceptable to both parties. The
overall population deviation from the largest to the
smallest districts was about 5.4 percent. At this point
the Republicans dropped their lawsuit.

Then, on March 31—one week after the bill was
signed—a suit was filed in state district court, seeking
an injunction against the implementation of the redis-
tricting plan. The rationale for this action was that the
plan was in violation of Article ID, Section 5, of the
Idaho State Constitution, which prohibited the viola-
tion of county boundary lines in creating legislative
districts.

This type of state constitutional stipulation is not
unusual, and exists in many states. It often poses a
conflict between federal constitutional requirements
of equipopulous districts and state constitutional re-
quirements protecting county boundaries. States have
tried various approaches to reconciling these conflict-
ing mandates, from ignoring the state constitutional
stipulation to allowing significant population deviation
between problem districts in "pursuit of a rational state
policy" of protecting county lines.2 In the redistricting
of the Idaho legislature in the 1970s, the former
strategy was undertaken; there were many instances of
county boundaries being crossed to create legislative
districts.3 The 1982 redistricting plan to be imple-
mented by HB 830 followed the same approach. The
Idaho Supreme Court later noted that in this plan,
almost two-thirds of the legislative districts "join all or

a portion of one county with portions of one or more
other counties, in apparent direct violation of the
constitutional prohibition against dividing counties

" 4

The primary elections, utilizing the new districts cre-
ated by HB 830, were held on May 25, while the suit
was still pending. Two weeks later, on June 8, First
District Court Judge Dar Cogswell declared the redis-
tricting plan in violation of the Idaho Constitution.
While Governor Evans hailed the decision, it caused
considerable confusion among state legislators. Al-
though Cogswell declared the redistricting plan un-
constitutional, he refused to invalidate the recently
held primary election, or to halt the pending 1982
November general election. Instead, he ruled that the
"unconstitutional" districts could stand for the No-
vember 1982 general election. In June of 1983, the
Idaho state Supreme Court agreed that HB 830 was
unconstitutional (Hellarl) and remanded the case to
Judge Cogswell's district court for further proceed-
ings. After reviewingnumerous plans, Judge Cogswell
selected a redistricting plan known as "14-B". This
plan, one of numerous plans submitted by the original
plaintiffs to demonstrate that both the U.S. Constitu-
tional "one person-one vote" mandate and the Idaho
StateConstitutional mandateto preservecounty bound-
ary lines could be achieved, was eventually accepted by
the Idaho State Supreme Court in Hellar II?

It was a complicated plan that diverged from the
previous plan in three significant ways. First, it estab-
lished 21 new seats in the legislature (seven in the
Senate, 14 in the House of Representatives). Second,
it established several relatively large multimember
districts. Historically, all districts were multimember,
in that two representatives were chosen from each; but
Plan 14-B created several districts with four to six
representatives in each (as well as two to three senators
in each). Third—and most importantly—the new plan
created seven floterial districts.

The floterial is a relatively complex electoral mecha-
nism. A floterial is an electoral district which "floats"
over several smaller districts, and "is intended to
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provide additional representation for two or more
electoral districts that are otherwise
underrepresented."6 There are several drawbacks to
the use of floterials, but such districts do have one
important advantage: they facilitatethepreservation of
county boundary lines in the creation of legislative
electoral districts.7 Consider the hypothetical example
that we will discuss below:

Say that the ideal population for a legislative district is
30,000. There are three adjoining counties (Counties
A, B, and C), each with a population of 40,000. The
total population of the area, then, is 120,000, and
should be allotted four legislative districts. In order to
create these four districts, we are going to have to
"cut" all three counties. Thirty thousand people in
County A form one district, but the other 10,000 must
be placed in a district in combination with 20,000 from
County B. The remaining 20,000 people in County B
must be placed in a district with 10,000 people from
County C, and the last district will contain the remain-
ing 30,000 from County C. This example meets the
U.S. Constitutional requirement of "one person-one
vote," but in so doing it violates county boundary lines.
The floterial solution is to create one legislative district
in each county, and then combine the three counties to
form a floterial district for the election of an additional
representative. Thus four legislative districts are cre-
ated, representing a total population of 120,000, but
without violating county boundaries.8

Plan 14-B, with its system of multimember and floterial
districts, was adopted by Judge Cogswell. The legis-
lature immediately appealed to the Idaho Supreme
Court (Hellarll) arguing that 14-B was too compli-
cated, and that the method used to compute deviation
from the ideal population was inappropriate. In He liar
//the Idaho Supreme Court determined that 14-B met
the standards of both the U.S. Constitution and the
Idaho State Constitution. Hellar II was decided in
January of 1984. While accepting the validity of 14-B,
the Court did permit the state legislature (about to
convene for the 1984 session) one last effort to draw
its own plan. The Court declared, "The 1984 election
shall be conducted under Plan 14-B unless the legisla-

ture enacts a constitutional alternative reapportion-
ment plan."9 The Court retained jurisdiction over the
case so that it might quickly review any new reappor-
tionment plan devised by the 1984 Idaho legislature.

The state legislature did devise a new plan in HB 746.
This particular plan did not split counties, nor did it
make use of floterials. The maximum population
deviation between the largest and smallest districts,
however, was 33 percent. Legislators argued that this
was permissible deviation in pursuit of a rational state
policy, in light of the U.S. Supreme Court decision in
Wyoming the previous year.10

In a decision marked by very heated dissent, the Court
decided on a 3-2 vote that the legislative plan was (1)
a violation of the "one person-one vote" criterion and
(2) that there was evidence of partisan gerrymandering
in several districts.11 The Court also stated that, "It is
noteworthy that either by pure chance or by design the
scheme of H.B. 746 does not put one incumbent
legislator against another in either Ada, Canyon, or
Twin Falls counties, the three counties as to which
evidence of gerrymandering was presented." u The
Hellar III decision was handed down on April 16,
1984, and Plan 14-B has served as the reapportion-
ment plan for the remainder of the decade.

REDISTTRICTING IN THE 1990S

Nothing remotely resembling the present redistricting
scheme will exist for the 1990s.13 This is due to a state
constitutional amendment, passed by the 1986 Idaho
state legislature and approved by the voters inNovem-
ber of that year. This amendment, to Article HI ,
Sections 2,4, and 5 of the Idaho State Constitution, has
three important provisions. First, it eliminates the
constitutional prohibitionon "cutting" county bound-
aries in redistricting. Instead, the language now reads,
"a county may be divided in creating districts only to
the extent it is reasonably determined by statute that
counties must be divided to create senatorial and
representative districts which comply with the consti-
tution of the United States."14 Whilethiswillmakethe
redistricting task somewhat easier, it does increase the
possibility that gerrymanderingwill occur. It especially
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increases the opportunity for splitting urban counties
to dilute their strength.

A second provision of the 1986 state constitutional
amendment was the specific elimination of the use of
floterials in the future. Floterials were unpopular with
the legislators themselves, and may have led to some
confusion on the part of the voters who were asked to
vote in both a "regular" district and a "floterial"
district. This means that the 21 legislators representing
floterials will find their present districts eliminated in
the next reapportionment.

Finally, the amendment eliminates a number of seats in
the legislature. Presently, there are 42 Senate and 84
House seats. The amendment calls for "not less than
thirty nor more than thirty-five members" in the
Senate, and "not more than two times as many
representatives as there are senators."15 In other
words, the maximum number of seats will be 3 5 in the
Senate and 70 in the House (a total of at least 21 fewer
seats than presently exist). It is possible, but unlikely,
that reductions could be much greater. The amend-
ment allows for as few as 30 senators (which would
mean a maximum of 60 representatives). With this sort
of constitutionally mandated reduction in seats, the
redistricting controversies undoubtedly will be in-
tense.

The other important change is the increased strength
of the Democratic party. The Republican party had
controlled both houses of the state legislature for over
a quarter-century (and was therefore the majority
party in each of the last three reapportionments in
Idaho). The Democrats gained ground in the 1980s,
however, and the 1990 election resulted in a tied
Senate (21 Republicans, 21 Democrats). The lieuten-
ant governor, C.L. "Butch" Otter, is a Republican,
and has the constitutional authority to cast the tie-
breaking vote in the Senate. On the other hand, the
governor (with veto power over reapportionment
plans) is Cecil Andrus, a Democrat. The implication of
all this is that the partisan balance in the Senate and
executive branch is so even that a blatant partisan
gerrymander is very unlikely. The House remains
solidly in Republican control.

Finally, congressional redistricting in Idaho likely will
be much less contentious than the state legislative case.
There are only two congressional districts in the state,
and historically the adjustment between the two runs
along a north-south dimension through the state,
splitting the city of Boise.
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ILLINOIS
JAMES L. MCDOWELL

Illinois, as is the case of most urban-industrial states,
has found the problem of decennial redistricting diffi-
cult to solve. This was not always the case, but it has
been a continuing controversy in the twentieth cen-
tury.1

As noted by many observers, Illinois redistricted both
chambers of its General Assembly in conformity with
population increases and internal relocations as sched-
uled from its entry into the Union in 1818 through
1901. At the same time, legislators treated the state's
congressional delegation fairly— at least as regards
population equality. To be sure, the legislature drew
districts for partisan advantage, which afforded the
dominant Republicans considerable benefit at both
state and national levels.

When the 1910 federal census data became available,
partisan considerations ceased to be the prime ingre-
dient in drawing boundary lines. The rural leadership
realized that if the legislature continued to reallocate
districts equitably, Cook County (Chicago) eventually
would come to hold a majority of seats in both houses
of the General Assembly—at the expense of down-
statemembers. The Illinois legislature, thereforejoined
many other state assemblies in adopting the technique
of the silent gerrymander, ignoring its constitutional
mandate to redistrict in 1911 and thereafter for more
than four decades. Indeed, the legislature was so
adamantly opposed to redrawing any lines that when
the state received an additional congressional seat in
the 1940s, the General Assembly refused to redistrict
and forced candidates for the new seat to run from the
state at large.

The legislature's failure to act during this period
resulted in the 1901 districts becoming flagrantly
unequal in population. For example, the most popu-
lous district in the 1950s contained nearly 18 times as
many people as the least populated; 28 of the 51

districts contained less than the constitutionally per-
mitted minimum of 80 percent of the population mean;
and, theoretically, by 1952, as few as 26.4 percent of
the state's residents could elect majorities in both
houses of the General Assembly. If legislators ap-
peared indifferent toward maintaining equality of rep-
resentation, the public seemed even more apathetic.
With only a few pleas for relief from "good govern-
ment" groups, occasional condemnations of the situ-
ation by governors, and but a smattering of legal
challenges to confront, assembly members were free to
continue the status quo.

END OF THE SILENT GERRYMANDER

It was at the urging of newly elected Republican
Governor William Stratton in 1953 that the legislature
initiated the first change in Illinois districts in more than
a half-century. Over the strident opposition of legisla-
tive leaders of both parties in both chambers, the
governor persuaded the General Assembly to submit
a reapportionment amendment to the voters in 1954.
This amendment, with widespread political, civic,
interest group, and newspaper support, was approved
by an overwhelming 4-to-l margin. In ratifying the
amendment, Illinois voters broke two longstanding
state political traditions.2

First, the amendment ended the 80-some-year-old
practice of choosing three representatives and one
senator from each legislative district. Senators particu-
larly welcomed this change. For some time, members
of the upper chamber had argued that sharingthe same
geographical area with three representatives gave
these members of the lower house a built-in advantage
in mounting a political challenge. Accordingly, the
amendment increased the number of districts from 51
in each chamber to 59 in the House ofRepresentatives
and 58 in the Senate. The difference in numbers
virtually prevented congruent districts between the
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chambers, thus insulating senators from direct compe-
tition with representatives familiar with their entire
constituencies.

Further, the amendment provided that the new
177-member House should be chosen on the basis
of population, with districts allocated among Chi-
cago, suburban Cook County, and the remaining
101 downstate counties. Redistricting of the House
was scheduled for 1963 and every 10 years there-
after. However, the amendment made no provision
for redistricting the Senate, thus creating presum-
ably "permanent" districts. While the amendment
did not establish a classic "little federal" system, it
did provide that area be the "prime consideration"
in drawing district boundaries. In creating 18 Sen-
ate districts in Chicago, six in suburban Cook
County, and 34 downstate, the amendment ap-
peared to ensure continued downstate control of
the upper chamber. Rural areas might lose House
seats to Cook County due to population shifts and
urban growth, but this would be more than com-
pensated for by permanent control of the Senate.

Two additional provisions in the 1954 amendment,
coupled with federal judicial intervention, materially
affected redistricting in Illinois in the 1960s. The
amendment required redrawing of House boundaries
in 1963; directed that a 10-memberbipartisan commis-
sion attempt the task should the legislature fail; and
ordered that should neither the General Assembly nor
the redistricting commission succeed in fashioning
new lines, the entire 177-member House should run for
election at large in 1964. These latter two conditions
were widely viewed as sufficient incentive for the
legislature to act. In fact, they were not.

Unexpectedly, redistricting became an insurmount-
able problem in Illinois in 1963. While there was
divided control of state government—Republicans
held majorities in both houses of the legislature and
Democrats controlled the governor's office—only the
House was actively involved in the process. The
Senate maintained the state's tradition of not getting
involved in the internal affairs of the other chamber,

and the governor took no active role. House Repub-
licans, however, were beset by internal dissension and
could not hold their coalition together, while Demo-
crats consistently voted as a bloc. Only after months of
intense negotiation over howmany districtsto transfer
from the southern part of the state to the Cook County
suburbs was the House able to pass a redistricting plan;
the Senate gave the new lines its almost casual con-
sent.3

Governor Otto Kerner then became active in a nega-
tive fashion: he vetoed the bill, noting that two-thirds
of the new districts fell below the average population
figure per district. Republicans challenged the validity
of the veto, but the state Supreme Court upheld the
governor's action. The state then prepared to use the
redistricting commission mechanism for the first time.

The attempt to redistrict with abipartisan commission,
on which no legislators could serve, was a continuing
disaster throughout the agency's four-month tenure.
Heavily weighted with professional politicians from
both parties, the 10-member group disagreed princi-
pally over two topics: whether to move one district or
two districts from the southern end of the state to the
populous northeastern sector; and, more importantly,
whether to ignore the boundary between Chicago and
suburban Cook County and permit some city districts
to "overlap" so that Chicago could continue to
control 23 districts instead of the 21 to which census
figures entitled it. The two opposing sides could not
come to grips with either major issue, particularly the
latter, and the time period expired before the panel was
able to effect a compromise.

The election of the entire 177-member House in 1964
was unusual in several respects. First, each party was
limited to 118 candidates, chosen in special party
conventions rather than the traditional direct prima-
ries. Next, the practice of cumulative voting was
suspended for this election. Finally, the election was
conducted on special "bedsheet ballots"—paper bal-
lots over three feet in length—because there were no
voting machines capable of handling so many candi-
dates. An overwhelming Democratic vote in Cook
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County (principally, of course, in Chicago)—the last
county tallied in the month-long count of the paper
ballots—gave Democrats a 118-to-59 margin in the
House while Republicans retained control of the
Senate. The Democratic governor was reelected,
giving the party two of the three elements involved in
redistricting in 1965. However, the Reynolds v. Sims
decision, requiring that the seats in both houses of a
state legislature be apportioned solely on the basis of
population, meant that the composition of the Senate
would be at issue as well in 1965, suggesting that the
next redistricting would be an extremely difficult task.

Redistricting proved more than difficult; it was impos-
sible. Each chamber approved plans for both houses,
then steadfastly refused to consider the bills passed by
the other. Consequently, the General Assembly ad-
journed without enacting a redistricting measure,
placing control of the process in the hands of
nonlegislative agencies. The Illinois Supreme Court
(with a federal district court panel watching closely)
took responsibility for senatorial redistricting, and
another bipartisan commission was charged with draw-
ing House districts.

By combining elements from the divergent legislative
proposals, the judicial panel devised a senatorial plan
that was grudgingly accepted by both political parties.
The court-ordered plan allowed no overlapping dis-
tricts between Chicago and its suburbs but did assign
30 of the 58 districts wholly within Cook County,
giving the state's most populous county a Senate
majority for the first time in history. The state Supreme
Court concluded its work in relatively short order, but
again things did not go smoothly in the bipartisan
redistricting commission. Appearing to be hopelessly
deadlocked after three months, commissioners finally
broke the logjam when Democrats accepted a Repub-
lican proposition that Cook County districts be iden-
tical to those devised for the Senate. In return, Repub-
lican members agreed to a Democratic plan for down-
state districts that gave Democrats the opportunity to
control the lower chamber in most elections. Although
district populations varied by as much as 7 percent

from the mean, the commission's map received federal
court approval.

The redistricting turmoil ofthe 1960s was but aprelude
to the dissension ofthe 1970s. The political situation
wasmuchthesameasin 1965, only in reverse. In 1971,
Republicans controlled the House and the governor's
office, while Democrats organized the Senate as the
Democratic lieutenant governor cast the tie-breaking
vote in an equally divided (29-to-29) upper chamber.
Further complicating the situation was the fact that
legislators were operating under provisions ofUlinois'
new state constitution, which returned the districting
scheme to the pre-1954 method of electing one senator
and three representatives from each of 59 legislative
districts.4

While the combination of divided political control and
senatorial fears of built-in electoral opposition served
to muddy the redistricting waters, the real problem—
as in 1965—was what to do about Chicago. City
Democrats wanted to control 20 districts (a loss of only
one) instead ofthe 18 that census figures indicated
would be proper. They proposed to do this by adopting
the now infamous "overlapping" districts, extending
some city districts far enough into the suburbs to meet
population standards but not far enough to risk losing
political control. Late in the session, the Republican
House speaker convinced his party to go along, but
Senate Republicans balked. Once again the legislature
failed to redistrict prior to adjournment, and once again
this chore was handed over to a redistricting commis-
sion.

The new Illinois Constitution provided for a redistrict-
ing commission different from those that operated in
1963 and 1965. Instead of a 10-member bipartisan
commission appointed by the governor, the new
system provided for an eight-member bipartisan body,
with one legislator and one public member appointed
by each ofthe four principal legislative leaders. Three
ofthe four followed the letter if not the spirit ofthe new
constitution by appointing themselves and their prin-
cipal aides. Since the Senate minority leader could not
participate because of a serious illness, he selected
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former Governor Stratton and the deputy minority
leader. The new commission achieved success within
a month, adopting a plan very much like the one
adopted earlier by the House. All four Democrats
supported the plan, as did the Republican speaker
(who had backed the proposal during the session) and
his aide. This provoked bitter dissent from Senate
Republican appointees, who protested that the over-
lapping districts in Cook County "sold out the sub-
urbs." But the General Assembly did have a districting
system—one that dislodged relatively few incum-
bents, yet deviated by no more than 0.5 percent from
the population mean.

THE 1980S: MORE OF THE SAME

The decade of the 1970s had proven extremely frus-
tratingforlllinoisRepublicans, particularly those serv-
ing in the General Assembly. Democrats controlled
both chambers for three consecutive sessions during
this period, for the first time since the Roosevelt-
dominated politics of the 1930s. However, most
political observers agreed with the Republican leader-
ship that the party was in its best position in more than
a decade. Republicans held the governorship—in the
person of James Thompson, one of the state's most
popular chief executives—and controlled the House
by a 91-to-86 margin. Democratic control of the
Senate had been reduced to the minimum majority of
30-to-29. Republicans hoped to entice at least one
Democrat to defect and support their redistricting
proposals.

Further buoying Republican hopes were two popula-
tion factors. The western and northern suburbs and the
collar counties (especially DuPage), long Republican
strongholds, were the fastest growing areas in the
state. At the same time, Democratic-dominated Chi-
cago had lost over 360,000 residents from 1970 to
1980. This suggested that the city control oflegislative
districts would drop from 20 to 15—and these five
districts would undoubtedly wind up in Republican
territory.

Although very optimistic, Republicans were also rea-
sonably cautious. The former speaker, who had joined

the Democrats in approving the commission-drawn
districts in 1971, had done so at least partly because he
thought the new boundaries would favor Republicans.
He was correct for the first election under the 1971
map, but Democrats, beginning with a 101-to-76
margin in the 1974 'Watergate" election, won three
of the next four House elections and swept all four
Senate elections over the rest of the decade. (See Table
1.) The former speaker was among the Republican
casualties of the districting he helped approve.

The Republicans' political euphoria was further tem-
pered by a significant constitutional change. Using the
constitutional initiative, a group labeling itself the
"Coalition for Political Honesty" succeeded in plac-
ing on the 1980 ballot a proposed amendment to
reduce the number of representatives from 177, all
chosen from three-member districts, to 118, all chosen
from single-member districts. Subsequent approval by
voters by a 2-to-l majority meant not only an abrupt
halt to the legislative careers of a guaranteed one-third

Table L Illinois Legislative and Congressional
Representation, 1971-91.

YEAR
1971*
1973**
1975**
1977**
1979**
1981**
1983***

1985
1987
1989
1991

HOUSE
DEM.

87
86
101
94
89
86
70
67
68
67
72

REPUB.
90
91
76
83
88
91
48
51
50
51
46

SENATE
DEM.

29
28
34
34
32
30
33
31
31
31
31

REPUB.
29
30
25
25
27
29
26
28
28
28
28

U.S.
DEM.

12
10
13
12
10
10
12
13
13
14
15

HOUSE
REPUB.

12
14
11
12
14
14
10
9
9
8
7

"The lieutenant governor's tie-breaking vote allowed the
Democrats to organize the Senate.
**The Democratic total in these sessions includes one
nember elected as an Independent but who voted with
:he Democrats in the election for speaker of the
***This was the first session following adoption
'cutback
Sources

amendment."

House.
of the

Compiled by the author from Illinois Bluebook
(Springfield: Office of the Secretary of State, published
biennially); and Jack R. Van DerSilk, ed., Almanac ofIllinois
Politics -
1990).

-1990 (Springfield: Sangamon State University,
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of the House members, but also the demise of the
state's unique system of cumulative voting. This
device, in place for 110 years, was created to foster
minority party representation and overcome a north-
south schism in the state caused by Civil War loyalties.
The system was overwhelmingly effective as voters
consistently elected two representatives from one
political party and one from the other in all but the most
partisan districts.

The change to single-member districts posed an addi-
tional problem. It was all but a foregone conclusion
that the legislature would create 59 senatorial districts,
then divide each of these to establish two single-
member representative districts in the same territory.
Not only would this return the General Assembly to the
pre-1954 situation where senators faced built-in com-
petition, but population shifts either could result in
open seats or could produce occasions where two,
three, or even more incumbents might wind up in the
same district. Legislators, especially Republicans who
appeared to be in the driver's seat, had to come up with
some means of accommodating this possibility.

As in the past, however, the overriding concern was
what to do about Chicago. House Republicans, in
particular, were determined to limit the city to 15
districts as suggested by census figures; Democrats, on
the other hand, were equally stubborn in insisting on
retaining control of 20 districtingsby overlapping city-
suburban boundaries. While both Republicans and
Democrats combined the latest in computer technol-
ogy with traditional "hands-on" politics in attempts to
gain political advantage, virtually all of their efforts
took place behind the scenes during the first five
months of the regular session. As a result, the first
redistricting plan was not made public until the second
week in June.

The product mainly of Senate Republicans, the pro-
posal reduced Chicago's districts to 17, wholly within
the city limits, and shifted three districts to suburban
Cook County. This plan took care of incumbents to a
fault: while it enhanced the chances of Senate Repub-
licans, it endangered the futures of more than a few

House Republicans by placing two or more of them in
the same district in several instances.

House Republicans entered the fray the following
week, making an overt appeal to minority voters in
Chicago. While reducing the city's share of legislative
districts to the equivalent of 15 1/2, the plan proposed
14 black House seats and three Hispanic seats among
the total of 31 city seats. Districts outside city limits
were generally compact and contiguous but carefully
crafted to assure Republican success. Forty-one dis-
tricts were placed in the heavily Republican suburbs
and five surrounding counties, and 44 districts stretched
across the remaining 96 counties downstate. Senate
Republicans could expect to benefit from this creative
map-making as well.

Senate Democrats waited until the final two weeks—
and waited too long—to introduce their proposal. Not
surprisingly, their plan sought to preserve 20 Chicago-
oriented districts by employing the overlap technique
and attempted to throw as many Republican incum-
bents together as possible in downstate districts.

That none of these plans was adopted is not surprising.
While compromise had hardly been a significant ele-
ment in this acerbic session, the lateness ofintroduction
of the redistricting proposals (and Senate Democrats
were especially tardy) did not permit an adequate time
frame for serious negotiations. But the failures can be
summed up succinctly: patronage, politics, and pugi-
lism.

The House Republican map was the first to fall. Since
it was not unusual at this time for Chicago Republicans
to hold patronage positions through the Democratic
organization (for example, in or around City Hall or in
the Chicago ParkDistrict), it came as no surprise when
five Chicago Republicans defected and voted against
their party' s plan. The redistrictingbill failed of passage
byasinglevoteasRepublicanpleasforminority-group
support produced only two black Democratic cross-
overs.
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Senate Republicans were counting on at least one
Democrat to cross party lines to provide the necessary
one-vote margin for their redistricting measure. But
their hopes were dashed when the author of the Senate
bill, frustrated by what he considered delaying parlia-
mentary tactics by the Democratic presiding officer,
questioned the ancestry of the Senate president on the
chamber floor. He was quickly physically attacked by
another Democratic senator and a brief but fierce
exchange of punches tookplace in front ofthe rostrum.
This incident appeared to solidify Democratic ranks;
there were no defections and the Republican plan failed
on a party-line vote. Senate Democrats then passed
their plan, but it was a case of too little, too late. There
was insufficient time remaining before the constitu-
tional deadline for the House to consider the measure.
As in 1963,1965, and 1971, a nonlegislative commis-
sion would oversee redistricting ofthe General As-
sembly.

The 1981 Legislative Redistricting Commission was
put together in the same fashion as the one a decade
earlier, except this time legislative leaders did not
appoint themselves and their principal aides. The
leadership—the House speaker, the Senate president,
and the two minority leaders—each appointed a vet-
eran legislator and a private citizen, although two ofthe
latter group (one representing each party) were former
legislators. This group had until August 10 to formu-
late a redistricting plan. At first affairs moved smoothly,
but negotiations soon broke down, again over the
question of what to do about Chicago representation,
and the commission conceded its failure shortly before
midnight on its deadline date. Following the constitu-
tional procedure, the Illinois Supreme Court then
nominated two candidates for the ninth slot on the
commission: former Republican Governor Richard
Ogilvie and former Democratic Governor Samuel
Shapiro. In a blind draw, the Republican secretary of
state drew the name of Governor Shapiro, giving the
Democrats a 5-to-4 edge.

Following nearly a month of intense and increasingly
acrimonious discussions, Democratic commission-
ers—-just four days before the October 5 deadline—

Figure L Illinois Representative Districts.

produced a redistricting plan rather similar to what
their party's proposal had been in the legislative
session. The new map was adopted October 2 on a
party-line vote, with Governor Shapiro—the "wild
card"—providing the decisive vote. Although the
districting plan had a distinct Democratic bias, there
was no overt gerrymandering, unless one considers the
extensive use of overlapping districts to be such. Not
only did districts extend from Chicago to the Cook
County suburbs in order to allow city Democrats to
control as many as 20 districts, but districts also
crossed the Cook County line into surrounding coun-
ties as Democrats employed the time-honored tactic of
concentrating as many Republican voters as possible
into as few districts as possible. Indeed, the Demo-
cratic map not only produced legislative districts that
were contiguous and reasonably compact (seeFigures
1,2, and 3) but districts that came remarkably close to
the ideal population average throughout the state. All
59 Senate districts and all but one ofthe 118 House
districts came within 1 percent ofthe mean.

Republicans, Hispanics, and African Americans chal-
lenged the commission plan in an expensive and futile
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Figure 2. Cook County Legislative Districts.

plea to the federal district court for northeastern
Illinois. The three-judge panel (two Democratic ap-
pointees, one Republican) ordered modifications in
several Chicago districts to provide an additional
black-oriented constituency and another with a His-
panic-majority population. The court also made addi-
tional boundary adjustments downstate, but it did
nothing to alter the Democratic flavor of the overall
map.5

The combination of circumstances that had made
Republicans so optimistic in January 1981 had turned
into a worst-case scenario by January 1982: Demo-
crats would dominate legislative elections during the
decade of the 1980s, winning all five House elections
and controlling all five Senate sessions.

Legislative redistricting dominated the attention of the
General Assembly from the 1960s to the 1980s, but
legislators also had to redraw congressional district
boundaries. As noted earlier, this had proved to be no
problem through the 1950s as the legislature refused
to redraw any lines until forced to do so by the 1954
reapportionment amendment. However, in the wake
of the U.S. Supreme Court decision in Wesberry v.
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Figure 3. Northeastern Illinois Representative
Districts.

Sanders, applyingthe"oneman-one vote" principle to
the U.S. House of Representatives, the General As-
sembly hadto adjust congressional boundariesin order
to meet population standards. This proved far easier to
achievethanlegislativeredistricting. Likewise, in 1971,
Republicans, unable to effect a legislative redistricting
plan, succeeded in drawing congressional districts
(subsequently approved by a federal court panel) that
enabled the party to pick up two seats and gain a 14-
to-10 majority of the Illinois delegation in the 1972
elections. In feet, Republicans dominated three of the
five elections of the decade, managed one 12-to-12
deadlock, and lost control only in the "Watergate"
election of 1974 whenDemocrats eked out a 13-to-l 1
margin. The Republicans of the 1970s found it was
easier dealing with someone else's problems than
determining their own political fates.

The 1980 census, however, indicated the extent to
which the migration from the "rustbelt" to the
"sunbelt" had affected Illinois. Although the state's
population increased about 3 percent, it did not grow
asmuchasthatofthenationasawhole(l 1.4 percent).
Consequently, Illinois lost two seats in the U.S. House
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ofRepresentatives. Further, approximately 70 percent
of the state's 11.4 million residents lived in northeast-
ern and northern Illinois. This suggested that when the
time came to cut districts, the underpopulated areas of
southern Illinois would be prime targets as the General
Assembly attempted to meet the population average of
approximately 519,000 per district.

The political factors which promised good fortune for
the Republicans in legislative redistricting in 1981—
control ofthe House and the governor's office and just
a one-vote deficit in the Senate—also applied to
congressional districting. Likewise, the combination
of rapidly growing suburban Cook County and adja-
cent counties and the sharply declining population in
Chicago suggested that Republicans could maintain if
not improve their hold on the congressional delega-
tion. But, as in the case of the General Assembly
redistricting effort, this was not to be the result.

Curiously, neither political party tried to eliminate any
southern Illinois district, despite that area's loss of
residents over the previous decade. Instead, both
parties attempted to gain advantage solely within
Cook County. House Republicans suggested dealing
with the two-seat loss by combining four veteran
Chicago Democrats into two city districts. Senate
Democrats countered by abolishing two suburban
Republican seats. Each chamber passed its own plan
but took no action on the proposal ofthe other, even
though the legislature remained in session two days
beyond its constitutional deadline.

Once again, as in 1971, a three-judge federal district
court panel would decide the composition of Illinois'
congressional districts. The panel received three pro-
posals: the Republican map, which combined four city
Democratic districts into two; the Democratic map,
which made up for city population deficiencies by
extending three Chicago districts into suburban Cook
County; and a "neutral" map submitted by former
GovernorOgilvieandformer Secretary ofStateMichael
Howlett, a Democrat, which took one "safe" district
from each party. The judges did not seriously consider
the "neutral" plan, and they rejected the Republican

proposal as overly partisan. By a 2-to-1 vote, the panel
ordered theDemocraticmap into effect on the grounds
it contained the smallest variations from the population
mean and best reflected the partisan sympathies ofthe
state's electorate. Interestingly, the two votes in the
majority were cast by a Republican appointee and a
Democratic choice, while a Republican appointee was
in the minority.

As in the case of General Assembly elections in the
1980s, Democrats dominated congressional balloting
during the decade. Beginning with a 12-to-10 edge in
the 1982 election, Democrats increased their majority
to 13-to-9 in 1984 and 1986, and to 14-to-8 in 1988.
In one ofthe most stunning upsets in state political
annals, Democrats captured a Republican stronghold
in northwestern Illinois (District 16) to gain a 15-to-7
advantage. The seat had been left open when the
longtime incumbent made an unsuccessful bid for the
U.S. Senate.

Thejudicially approved congressional districting placed
13 seats across the northern one-quarter ofthe state
and the remaining nine districts throughout the remain-
ing three-quarters ofthe state's geographical area.
(See Figures 4 and 5.) Figure 4 in particular illustrates
the difficulties of devising congressional districts in
Illinois. With about 70 percent ofthe state's residents
concentrated in six northeastern counties, the remain-
der ofthe population is widely dispersed across the
remaining 96 counties and about 90 percent ofthe
state's land area. Of necessity, the downstate districts
may be contiguous but they can hardly be compact.

Consider District 15, which begins at the southern
boundary of Cook County and extends southward to
include distinctly rural Piatt County (Monticello) and
all of 10 counties and parts of two others. More
widespread isDistrict 22, ranging fromFayette County
(Vandalia), which straddles U.S. 40, to Alexander
County (Cairo) at the confluence ofthe Mississippi and
Ohio Rivers, a district length of more than 140 miles.
Even more elongated is District 19, which borders
Indiana for more than 160 miles from Vermilion
County (Danville) to White County (Carmi). Not only
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Figure 4. Illinois Congressional Districts.

does this district contain more counties than any
other—17 plus part of another—but its area encom-
passes both small towns and small farms and the
metropolitan areas ofDanville and Champaign-Urbana
(Champaign County), home of the University of Illi-
nois. Some observers question whether such a far-
flung district as this one can reflect a community of
interest.

Finally, voting patterns under this districting system
showed interesting concentrations of party prefer-
ence. Over the decade of the 1980s, Democrats
consistently won eight districts in Chicago and gener-
ally carried allfourdistrictsfromSpringfield(Sangamon
County) south. Republicans generally dominated cen-
tral and northwestern Illinois and the Cook County
suburbs.

_4

4

15

13 U-A
^ 1

Figure 5. Northeastern Illinois Congressional
Districts.

CONCLUSION

In reviewing the history of legislative districting in the
state of Illinois over the past four decades, two facts
stand out with stark clarity. First, with the exception of
the 1955 redistrictingunder terms of the 1954reappor-
tionment amendment, the General Assembly has not
drawn its own district boundaries since 1901. The
redistricting of 1955 was relatively easy because the
legislature, rather than being faced with the unpleas-
antness of displacing a lot of incumbents or breaking
up voting coalitions, was actually able to add seats
under terms of the constitutional amendment: from 51
to 59 districts in the House, for 24 new seats; and from
51 to 58 districts in the Senate, for atotal of seven new
members.

Redistricting in 1963 was not so simple a task. The
House majority party was beset by internal dissension,
and when at last the members of the Republican
majority were able to compromise their differences
and pass a redistricting bill, the Democratic governor
vetoed the measure, citing population inequities. The
ensuingredistricting commission remained deadlocked
along partisan lines throughout its four-month tenure
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and failed to enact a redistricting plan, resulting in the
election of the entire House membership from the state
at large in 1964.

The legislature again failed to redistrict in 1965. Each
chamber passed its own maps but refused to consider
the product of the other chamber, so that the legislature
adjourned without drawing new lines. The Illinois
Supreme Court then redrew Senate boundaries, and a
redistricting commission finally agreed on a redistrict-
ing plan for the House after being stalemated for more
than three months. The final compromise was reached
because neither party wanted another at-large elec-
tion.

Again in 1971, neither house of the legislature would
or could pass the redistricting bills proposed by the
other chamber. Very late in the session, the Republican
speaker was able to convince members of his party to
accede to aDemocratic plan, but Democrats still could
not muster sufficient votes in the Senate. A redistrict-
ing commission, acting with unusual rapidity, ap-
proved a redistricting measure, with two Republicans
joining four Democrats in passing the proposal. The
state Supreme Court approved the plan.

Finally, in 1981, Republicans seemed to have a tremen-
dous political advantage, but politics turned out to be
their downfall. Five Republicans in the House defected
to the Democrats and voted against their party's bill,
while Democrats held their ranks in the Senate to
defeat another Republican proposal. The resulting
deadlock gave rise to another redistricting commission
which, with its original composition of four members
from each political party, could not complete its
redistricting task in the time allowed. A ninth member,
chosen by lot, proved to be a Democrat; and, on a 5-
to-4 party-line vote, a Democratic plan was enacted.

There is an ironic twist to the redistricting story in
Illinois. Most observers believed that relinquishing
control over their own political destinies was the last
thing legislators would allow to occur. However, since
1963, General Assembly districting has always ended
up either in the hands of a nonlegislative commission

or under the direction of some level of the judicial
system.

The second thing to note about Illinois redistricting—
besides the utterfutilityoflegislators'attempts to draw
their own district boundaries—is the fact that all recent
redistricting attempts, since 1955, have been made
under conditions of divided government. (The Repub-
licans controlled both houses of the General Assembly
and the governor's office in 1955.) In 1963, Republi-
cans controlled both the House and the Senate, but a
Democrat occupied the governor's mansion. In 1965,
Democrats controlled the House and the governor's
office, but the Republicans held the House of Repre-
sentatives. In 1971, Republicans controlled the House
and the governor's office, but Democrats were able to
organize the upper chamber of the legislature (which
was evenly divided, 29-to-29) by virtue of the tie-
breaking vote accorded the Democratic lieutenant
governor. Finally, in 1981, Republicans again con-
trolled the House and the governorship, but Demo-
crats clung to a slender 30-to-29 edge in the Senate.
Certainly the obvious problems caused by divided
partisan control of the policy-making branches of
government played a significant role in the General
Assembly's continuing failure to redistrict itself.

It was widely feared that the two factors of divided
government and irresolvable differences among legis-
lators would again come into play when the Illinois
legislature convened in 1991. Democrats controlled
both chambers of the General Assembly, as they had
in seven of the previous eight House sessions and all
eight previous Senate sessions. And, as had been the
case since 1976, Republicans held the governorship,
although this year it was a newcomer, former Secre-
tary of State James Edgar, who occupied the state-
house. Many observers anticipated a replay of 1963
when the legislature, controlled by one party, ran afoul
of a veto by a governor of the other party. The party
alignment was reversed in 1991, but the political
conditions were the same.

Political considerations aside, the 1991 redistricting
again would be complicated by the question: what to
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do about Chicago? The 1990 census figures indicated
the city again had lost substantial numbers, while the
suburban areas continued to post significant increases.
Although Democrats had the votes to override a veto
in the House, they were five votes short in the Senate.
Therefore, it was widely expected that the task of
revising legislative district boundaries would again
become the duty of a redistricting commission.

To complicate matters further, Illinois5 population
grew so littlebetween 1980 and 1990 that the statelost
another two congressional districts. Not only did the
reduction of districts to 20 threaten the state's overall
political clout in Washington, it also particularly en-
dangered the influence of the Chicago Democratic
organization, especially on important U.S. House
committees such as Ways and Means.

Two other items also evoked concern. Southern
Illinois also had undergone an outward migration, and
this area faced the prospect of its districts extending
even further north of U.S. Route 36 in order to
approach the approximate population average of

571,500 residents. Adding Republican-oriented cen-
tral Illinois territory to these far-southern districts
(assuming one district was not simply eliminated)
could also alter the state's political complexion.

The other politically sensitive matter involved a con-
certed effort by Hispanic groups to create a "Latino"
district in Chicago. Hispanic representatives argued
that without the increase in "Latino" population
between 1980 and 1990, Illinois would actually have
lost population in the latter census. They suggested
that Hispanics made up almost 8 percent of the state's
population, entitling this group to at least one congres-
sional seat. To create aLatino district, however, would
further impinge upon the influence of the Chicago
Democratic organization.6

Given these conditions, few would be surprised if the
General Assembly again failed to redistrict either
legislative or congressional districts, thus calling into
play again a state redistricting commission and federal
court action for U.S. House seats.
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INDIANA

JAMES L. MCDOWELL

Indiana lawmakers confront the twin necessities of
redistricting their General Assembly districts and the
state's congressional constituencies in 1991 under
circumstances different from those which had previ-
ously prevailed in the twentieth century. Earlier modi-
fications of district boundaries all had taken place with
the same political party in control ofboth the governor's
office and the two assembly chambers. The 1990
elections, however, produced a divided legislature (a
52-to-48 Democratic House ofRepresentatives and a
26-to-24 Republican Senate) to negotiate these politi-
cally tense issues with Democratic Governor Evan
Bayh.

The 1990s redistricting situation is also complicated by
minority group insistence on greater black representa-
tion in the House and Democratic desires to eliminate
multimember representative districts in Indiana's ma-
jormetropolitan areas. Democratswill seek 100 single-
member districts in hope of continuing their House
majority (a position they had gained only two times in
the previous 11 sessions) while Republicans will want
to retain the two- and three-member districts to aid
them in regaining their customary advantage.

Senate redistricting is expected to cause less difficulty,
not only because of the anticipated firm control exer-
cised by the veteranRepublican leadership but also due
to the fact that the upper chamber already consists
entirely of single-member districts. Observers expect
new alignments in the northwestern part of the state,
which had experienced significant population losses,
but relatively minor boundary changes in the rest of the
state except for the fast-growing South Bend area.

As the 1991 session convenes, congressional redis-
tricting appears likely to offer the greatest challenge.
Three Democratic districts lost population according
to the 1990 census, and five of the state's ten seats
ordinarily were closely contested. Thus, the final

decision on which areas to add to or subtract from
existing districts could have a profound effect on the
composition of the Indiana delegation to the U.S.
House ofRepresentatives.

Whatever the outcome of the 1990s remapping—
whether the divided General Assembly could adopt a
bipartisan approach and effect a political compromise
on the new districts, or whether political rancor would
undermine the entire process and invite federal judicial
intervention—one conclusion was inevitable: the dis-
tricts created in 1991 (or perhaps 1992) would be only
a snapshot of Indiana at that point in time. The
experience of the 1980s indicated districts did not
necessarily retain the partisan cast intended when
originally drawn.

Indiana residents may have felt disfranchised by the
legislature's silent gerrymander from 1921 to 1963,
although, frankly, there is little evidence of protest
against the districting system other than dissatisfaction
voiced periodically by various "good government"
groups.] Some at least might have been angered by the
obvious political approach toward districting in the
1960s but, again, publicly stated opposition was mini-
mal. More than a few appeared to believe they were
denied equal protection of the law by the General
Assembly's concentration tactics of the 1970s, the
decade in which the seeking oflegal redressbecame an
integral part of the Indiana districting process. Cer-
tainly during this period, many voters/residents were
confused as to who represented them in Indianapolis
as the legislature often dipped beneath county and
township lines to use voting precinct boundaries in an
effort to achieve both population equality and partisan
advantage. In urban areas, it was not uncommon for
across-the-street neighbors to be represented by dif-
ferent individuals in the General Assembly. All this set
the stage for the controversial redistricting of the
1980s.

Page 91
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Table 1. Indiana Legislative and Congressional
Representation, 1971-91.

YEAR

1971

1973

1975

1977

1979

1981
1983

1985
1987

1989

1991

HOUSE

DEM.

46

27

56

48

46

37
43

39
48
50

52

REPUB.

54

73

44

52

54
63
57

61
52
50

48

SENATE

DEM.

21

21

23

28

21
15
18

20
20
24

24

REPUB.

29

29

27

22

29

35

32
30

30
26

26

U.S.

DEM.

5

4

9

8

7
6
5

5

6
7

8

HOUSE

REPUB.

6

7

2

3

4

5
5

5
4
3

2
Sources: Compiled by the author from The Book of the
States (Lexington, KY: Council of State Governments,
published biennially); and CongressionalDirectory(V\fash-
ington: Government Printing Office, published bienni-
ally).

The 1980 elections produced total Republican control
of Indiana state government. (See Table 1 for a
summary of Indiana legislative and congressional
representation in the period from 1971 through 1991.)
Not only did Republicans dominate the General As-
sembly (63-to-37 in the House and 35-to-15 in the
Senate), but they also held all nine statewide elected
offices, headed by anewgovernor, Robert Orr. If there
had been any doubt that Republicans would employ
their tremendous political advantage, it was quickly
dispelled by Senator Charles Bosma, chairman of the
Senate Election Committee: "They [the Democrats]
are going to have to face the political reality that we are
going to do everything we can to hurt them."2

In some ways, Republicans were almost too strong for
their own good. Although individual preservation was
the primary concern of most incumbents, Republicans
had too many sitting members to protect. Further,
every major city lost population according to the 1980
census. The internecine feud among Republicans in
both the House and Senate continued throughout the
1981 session, delaying the introduction of the redis-
trictingplan until two days prior to adjournment. There
were no hearings where the public could offer com-

ment, and Democratic members were not permitted to
participate in the deliberations. The intraparty com-
promise appeared to live up to the promise of Senator
Bosma, but ultimately it would damage the Republi-
cans.

The districts created in 1981 continued the pattern
established in 1971-72—a combination of single-
member, two-member, and three-member districts for
the House and 50 single-member districts for the
Senate. The 1981 redistricting did contain some modi-
ficationsfortheHouse, however, in that the legislature
increased the number of single-member districts from
53 to 61, while reducing the number of two-member
districts from 13 to nine. The number of three-member
districts remained at seven.

In drawing districts in 1981, Republicans were able to
work with more sophisticated information and more
sophisticated tools than ever before. Republicans,
using computers supplied by their state central com-
mittee and furnished with software by a Michigan
consulting firm, created new maps. However, Repub-
licanswerethwartedby internal dissensionwithin their
own legislative caucuses, as members wanted to have
their say on district boundaries. Thus, the 1981 dis-
tricts continued to reflect political instinct and human
influence. Or, as an outside commentator noted later,
"Computer software can't account, for example, for
a lawmaker who insists that his mother's grave be in his
district."3

While the computer-generated maps were not actually
used, these plans undoubtedly influenced the final
districts devised. TheRepublican-controlled districting,
not only for the Indiana House and Senate, but also for
the state's congressional districts, ranks among the
finer examples of creative cartography as well as the
more blatant gerrymanders of this century. The legis-
lative district populations did vary less than 2 percent
from the ideal figures of 54,902 for representative
districts and 109,804 for senatorial districts. Republi-
can mapmakers were forthright, however, in introduc-
ing the redistricting proposals. They estimated the
creation of 58 to 60 "safe" Republican districts in the
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House and 30 "secure" districts in the Senate; they
suggested there were 30 to 33 certain Democratic
House districts and eight to 10 guaranteed Democratic
Senate seats; and, finally, they indicated 10 to 15
House districts and 10 to 12 Senate seats might be
classified as "marginal." 4

For the Indiana Senate, Republicans employed the
tactics ofboth concentration and dispersal (see Figure
1). Senate District 10 (heavily Democratic South
Bend) became an island surrounded by Republican-
oriented District 11. Fort Wayne was divided between
an inner-city district (15) and a city-suburban district
(16), the latter decidedly Republican in character.

The most obvious gerrymandering, however, took
place in Democratic-dominated Vigo County (Terre
Haute), where, for example, Democrats hold 39 of 43
city- or county-elected offices. This district (39), as
shown in Figure 1, became known euphemistically as
the "finger district" (although referred to behind the
scenes in more scatological language); it stretched 87
miles in length from north to south and was no more
than 16 miles wide at any point. Republican mapmakers
then attached the remainder of Vigo County, a horse-
shoe-shaped configuration, to largely rural counties to
the north and east to create a district favoring their
party. This strategy worked in 1982, but Democrats
reclaimed the seat in 1986 and retained the position in
1990.

Similarly, in drawing House districts, Republicans
conceded most urban areas, except Fort Wayne and
Indianapolis, to the Democrats by compacting inner-
city voters into a relatively few districts, while absorb-
ing fringe-area Democrats into Republican-leaning
constituencies with a rural/small-town orientation.
The majority party granted solid Democratic seats to
the Gary-Hammond area, South Bend, Muncie,
Kokomo, Terre Haute, Jeffersonville, andEvansville,
and recognized theDemocratic leanings of most of the
sparsely-populated rural areas in the southern portion
of the state. In the northern part, however, Republicans
createdasetofmostlycompactdistricts(exceptforthe

Figure 1. Indiana Senate Districts.

elongated District 22 and the U-shaped District 25, as
shown in Figure 2).

For all of the dissension expressed over the previously
described House districts, the major controversy con-
tinued to be over the five three-member districts in
Marion County. As in 1971, Republicans created four
"safe" districtsin suburban areas andrelegatedDemo-
crats to a single district in downtown Indianapolis.
And, as in the 1970s, Republicans consistently won 12
of the 15 Marion County seats.

There was one other redistricting problem confronting
the General Assembly in 1981, that of congressional
boundaries. Traditionally, thelegislature had paid even
less attention to the lines for U. S. House of Represen-
tatives districts than to those of its own constituencies.
While the 1980 federal census indicated Indiana had
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Figure 2. Indiana House Districts.

experienced a modest population increase, the state
fell some 6,800 persons below the figure needed to
keep its 11 U.S. House seats. The loss of one member
required a wholesale reshuffling of congressional dis-
trict lines. Here again, Republican legislators em-
ployed creative cartography.

Democrats were an anomaly in Indiana politics in the
1970s. While Republicans dominated state govern-
ment and provided substantial majorities for their
presidential candidates, they could not control the
state's congressional delegation. Not only did Demo-
crats hold both Senate seats until the 1976 election and
one until the 1980 balloting, but they also claimed a
majority of the state's U.S. House delegation, dating
from the 1974 'Watergate" election (when the party
captured nine of 11 seats) through the 1980 voting.

In one of the most innovative gerrymanders in any state
in the 1980s (if not for many years in the past), Indiana
Republicans succeeded in placing three Democratic
incumbents in the same district.5 In spite of being in
total control ofthe congressional redistrictingprocess,
Republicans were able to manage only a five-to-five
split in both the 1982 and 1984 elections, lost one seat
in 1986, dropped another in 1988 which Democrats
continued to hold in 1990, and lost yet one more in
1990. Thus, Democrats forged an eight-to-two con-
gressional majority by the end ofthe decade—on the
basis of a Republican-inspired map.

Not unexpectedly, the Republican redistricting of
1981 was challenged in federal court. However, it was
neither the flagrant gerrymandering of Indiana Senate
districts nor the obvious manipulation of congressional
districts that brought about the legal dispute. Rather,
the legal battle focused on the 16 multimember House
districts. As in the earlier Chavis case, plaintiffs argued
the multimember districts diluted the political power of
blackvoters. Acompanionsuit alleged the multimember
districts diminished the political influence of a "recog-
nized minority group"—thelndianaDemocraticparty.
The first suit, filed by the NAACP, argued the 1981
redistricting grouped more than 82 percent of the
state's 414,000 black residents into multimember
districts, thus abridging their political impact. The
second suit alleged the 1981 districting was discrimi-
natory in that it divided up Democratic voters by
placing them in districts with enough Republicans so
only the latter party could hope to win the election.
Plaintiffs in this suit cited election statistics indicating
that in 1982, Democrats won 51.9 percent ofthe
stateside vote for the Indiana House but could win only
43 ofthe 100 seats.

A special three-judge panel, consisting of two Demo-
cratic-appointed U.S. District Court judges and a
Republican-nominated judge from the Seventh U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals, heard the suits in 1983. The
panel dismissed the initial challenge, ruling that no
racial discrimination could be found and, further, the
voting efficacy of African Americans "was impinged
upon because of politics and not because oftheir race."
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However, the lower court panel ruled two-to-one
(reflecting partisan sentiment) that a political gerry-
mander did, in fact, exist and that Democratic voters
were entitled to redress under the equal protection
clause of the 14th Amendment.6

If there was any question whether "politics makes
strange bedfellows," the result of the lower court
decision provided an affirmative answer: yes, it can—
and in this situation, it did. As the Republican party
prepared to appeal the decision, it received the support
oftheDemocraticNational Committee, which did not
want a precedent established which might be used in
suits challenging Democratic-influenced partisan re-
districting in other states—particularly in California.
Likewise, the California Democratic delegation, Cali-
fornia State Assembly Democrats, and California
State Senate Democrats (separately) filed amicus
curiae briefs on behalf of Indiana Republicans. On the
other hand, theRepublicanNational Committee, much
to the displeasure of the Indiana Republican state
chairman, intervened on the side of Hoosier Demo-
crats, reasoning that if Indiana's legislative plan was
ruled unconstitutional, thenCalifomia's congressional
districting could be struck down as well.

The U.S. Supreme Court held seven-to-two in 1986
that some political gerrymanders might be unconstitu-
tional but, nevertheless, overturned the lower court
decision involving Indiana's multimember districts in
the case of Davis v. Bandemer. While conceding
plaintiffs' original arguments that Democrats received
51.9 percent of the stateside vote but could win only
43 seats in 1982, and accepting the fact Democrats
carried 46.6 percent of the vote for House candidates
in Marion and Allen Counties in 1982 but won only
three of 21 seats, the Court held (1) "a group's
electoral power is not unconstitutionally diminished by
the fact that an apportionment scheme makes winning
elections more difficult..." and (2) "relying on a single
election (1982) to prove unconstitutional discrimina-
tion, as the District Court did, is unsatisfactory."7

The Davis decision meant the 1981 districts would
remain in place for the remainder of the decade.

However, the 1986 election results indicated a change
in political fortunes was on the horizon. The incumbent
Republican governor gained only a modest reelection
victory (52 percent to 47 percent), while Democrats
improved their standing in the House by nine seats,
maintained 20 seats in the Senate, and picked up a
congressional district (5). Most significantly, Evan
Bayh, son of former U.S. Senator Birch Bayh (1963-
1981), defeated Rob Bowen, son of a former gover-
nor, for the mostly ministerial but highly visible posi-
tion of secretary of state—only theDemocrats' second
state office election victory in more than a decade.

The 1986 election results would prove to be a harbin-
ger of things to come. Secretary of State Bayh was
elected governor in 1988, defeating an all-Marion
County Republican ticket. The new governor's suc-
cess not only providedDemocrats with their first major
statewide election win in 24 years but also aided his
party in coming close to parity in the Senate (now a 26-
to-24Republican majority, with aDemocratic lieuten-
ant governor as the presiding officer), and forged a 50-
to-50 partisan division in the House, the first such tie
in Indiana political history. The House attempted to
function with co-speakers (presiding on alternate
session days), co-committee chairmen, and equal
party division on all committees. The 1989-90 General
Assembly was not an unmitigated disaster, but it
received few positive reviews, Perhaps the best assess-
ment was provided by a New York-based writer who
referred to the Indiana arrangement as "the Noah's
Ark approach to state government."8

While the 1988 election did produce legislative confu-
sion, conflict, and consternation, it also provided
Democrats with a formidable base for the crucial 1990
balloting. Democrats did gain a 52-to-48 majority in
the House for the 1991 -92 sessions in which redistrict-
ing would be a mandatory agenda item, and they
maintained their 24 seats in the Senate. The combina-
tion of a divided General Assembly and a Democratic
governor (the first such situation since 1961, when the
legislaturedidnotconsiderredistricting)suggestedthe
need for political accommodation and compromise, a
condition rarely present in Indiana politics.
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^DISTRICTING IN THE 1990s

The General Assembly does not have to complete the
redistricting process in 1991, as it can defer action until
the following year. However, the legislature must
complete action by the end of January 1992, prior to
the opening date of candidate filings for legislative and

congressional offices . . . or defer the date of the
primary elections. Further, there is no backup agency
for redistricting, such as a nonpartisan commission. If
the General Assembly fails to redistrict, the only
recourse appears to be action by a federal judicial
panel.
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IOWA

REX HONEY AND DOUGLAS DEANE JONES

Fair procedures are no guarantee of fair results, par-
ticularly in the area of electoral districting. In 1980
Iowa Republicans, fearing loss of control of the state
legislature, movedto protect themselves from aDemo-
cratic gerrymander by enacting a"fair" processforthe
redistricting to take place in 1981. The process, as we
shall explain, succeeded in distancing politicians from
the design of districts. Indeed, politically neutral bu-
reaucrats designed the districts using "just" proce-
dures and criteria, eschewing such conventional con-
siderations as party registration, voting history, and
incumbents' residences. It did not, however, yield a fair
system in the sense of correspondence between votes
and representation.

BACKGROUND TO REDISTRICTING IN 1981

Two factors made redistricting after the 1980 census
particularly important to Iowa politicians. The highly
competitive nature of the state's two-party system in
the 1970s was one. The importance of fairness, or at
least its appearance, in Iowa politics was the other.1

Iowa political culture called for fair play. Political
leaders might want the benefits of a proficient gerry-
mander, but they did not want the costs of too blatant
a gerrymander. The Republicans lost goodwill—and
control of the legislature—when their relatively mild
gerrymander led to a successful court challenge in the
1970s. They shunned a replay in the 1980s.

Even more, the Republicans shunned a Democratic
gerrymander. Iowa's population had grown modestly
in the 80s, barely enough to retain its six congressional
seats. Notably, though, the population shifted consid-
erably, especially from rural areas to metropolitan
ones. The 1970s congressional and legislative districts
had been drawn to almost perfect numerical equality.2

By decade's end the largest district was larger than the
smallest by 8.5 percentfor Congress, 34 percentforthe
Iowa Senate, and 72 percent for the Iowa House.

Clearly, new districts would have to be considerably
different from the old, especially in the 50-member
Iowa Senate and 100-memberIowaHouse. The scale
of change meant maneuverability would be available
for an artful electoral cartographer. The Republicans
feared aDemocratic gerrymander because they antici-
pated losing control of the legislature in the 1980
election. To force the Democrats to suffer loss of
public support if they adopted highly partisan districts,
the Republicans enacted their neutral, nonpartisan
electoral law, House File 707 (1980).

IOWA'S ELECTORAL DISTRICTING LAW

House File 707 removes, at least for a while, the
redistricting process from legislative control. Under
the law the Legislative Service Bureau (LSB) prepares
the district plans. The LSB serves the legislature,
writing bills and conducting research, and enjoys a
cherished reputation for probity. Under the redistrict-
ing law the LSB generates districts following closely
defined rules. In decreasing order of importance these

are:

1. Population equality, "as far as is practicable."

2. "Convenient contiguous territory," meaning
places actually connected to each other by road
rather than just next to each other on a map.

3. Maintaining the unity of counties and cities
when possible, and when division is necessary
doing so in more populous jurisdictions in prefer-
ence to smaller ones.

4. Compactness, measured by: (a) ratio of length
to width; and (b) population dispersion, defined as
the difference between the geometric centroid of
a district and the centroid weighted by the district's
population distribution.
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In addition, the law explicitly prohibits consideration
of politically relevant data in the determination of
districts. The prohibition covers addresses of incum-
bents, voter registration, voting history, and demo-
graphic data other than the population count.

The law also requires nesting, with each Senate district
consisting of two House districts, and, as far as
possible, each legislative district falling wholly within
a single congressional district. These requirements
impinge on the others. First, putting two House
districts in each Senate district means that one of the
levels cannot have districts maximizing compactness,
whether measured by the ratio of length to width or
population dispersion. Likewise, 50 and 100 legisla-
tive districts cannot be spread evenly among six
congressional districts. In the 1990s, when Iowa will
have five congressional districts, the nesting require-
ment will not necessarily conflict with other require-
ments.

The Iowa legislature retains approval rights over the
LSB' s district plans, but only after a series of public—
and well-publicized—hearings. The legislature must
accept all three sets of districts—House of Represen-
tatives, Iowa Senate, Iowa House—or reject them. If
the first plan is indeed rejected, the LSB provides a
second plan, which again must be accepted in toto or
rejected, at which point the LSB would be directed to
provide a third plan. The legislature is authorized to
accept, amend, or replace the third plan. Hence, the
legislature retains power over electoral districting,
subject to gubernatorial veto.

THE 1981 REDISTRICTING PROCESS

Facing the 1980 election with foreboding, Iowa Re-
publicans emerged from it with exultation. As they
expected, they delivered the state's electoral college
votes to Ronald Reagan; as they hoped, they knocked
off a Democratic incumbent in the U.S. Senate race;
and as they only dreamed, they retained control ofboth
houses of the legislature. This did mean, however, that
they had to live with their electoral districting legisla-
tion, either accepting the product of their creation or

suffering the possibly severe political consequences
for political hypocrisy.

Gary Kaufman, withboth engineering and legal exper-
tise, led the LSB's redistricting effort He noted that
thousands of combinations were possible as he used
computer algorithms to manipulate Iowa's 2400 town-
ships and census tracts. After weeks of operating in
great secrecy, the LSB published his three sets of
proposed districts in 1981.

The result jolted the Republicans and jollied the
Democrats. The most attention-grabbing feature was
a congressional district including the homes of two
congressmen, only two Republicans rather than their
hoped-for pair of Democrats. In addition, 52 legisla-
tors—more than a third of the membership—found
themselves sharing districts with colleagues. Worse,
from the Republicans' perspective, most were their
incumbents. In terms of the legally mandated criteria,
the proposed districts were marked improvements
over the past. Deviation from population equality was
minuscule, less than a tenth of a percent: 0.0975
percent for the Iowa House; 0.0612 percent for the
Iowa Senate; and 0.0392 percent for the House of
Representatives. This accuracy far surpassed the accu-
racy of the U.S. Census, but, in the absence of a
correction formula, it provided fairness. Taken to-
gether, the proposals were also almost as compact as
those districts in use at the time.

These districts could not, however, survive political
muster. Public hearings elicited a range of complaints.
A common one was of "fugitive" townships, i.e.,
townships separated from their counties in order to get
closer to population equality. This and other com-
plaints clearly fell outside the realm of the law, and
therefore outside the LSB's legally defined task, but
they did not fall outside of politics. On the other hand,
considerable testimony supported the plan and the
whole philosophy behind neutral redistricting.

The Republicans, using the argumentthat they wanted
to see alternatives, defeated the plan on a straight
party-line vote in the Iowa Senate, 29-21. Advising the
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LSB that they thought better plans could be devel-
oped, the Senate asked the LSB to try again.

Try again the LSB did, publishing its second redistrict-
ing plan in June. In some ways this plan outperformed
the rejected one, examples being average population
for congressional districts and population variance
ratios for the House. More objectively, this plan was
almost as good as the first one in terms of the legal
criteria.

Politically, the second plan was both better and worse.
It was better in that each congressman was in a separate
district, though not good enough for some Republi-
cans in that no Democrats found themselves sharing a
district. It was worse in that fully 56 legislators were in
the same districts as colleagues. Some Republicans
praised this plan; others sought an alternative of more
direct advantage for their party. Three Republican
senators did break ranks with their colleagues, but the
Senate still rejected the plan on a 26-24 vote.

As the LSB began work on its final plan the Republi-
cans mapped their alternative, which would be more
favorable for incumbents and therefore the Republican
party. Meanwhile the political flak was flying. Demo-
crats had a winning issue inRepublican hypocrisy if the
third plan wasalso rejected. TheLSB and Republicans
presented their plans on the same day in July. In terms
of the legal criteria, the LSB plan did improve some-
what on the other two with regard to congressional
districts, but it was not as good, especially in compari-
son with the first plan, in terms of legislative districts.
The third plan was more palatable to the Republicans
in two significant ways. First, it gave them their desired
congressional district with two Democratic incum-
bents. Second, itforced only 42 legislators against each
other, still a sizable number but a substantial improve-
ment on the previous plans.

The Republicans clearly designed their plan to protect
legislative incumbents while helping Republicans in
congressional races. Only 16 incumbents were to
square of£ most of them Democrats, and the Demo-
crats were to be hurt in two congressional districts by

concentrating Democratic voters in a single central
Iowa district, a classical case of opponent concentra-
tion gerrymanders.

In an effort to protect their party's image, Republican
leaders backed the third LSB plan. Most of the eight
Republicans and both Democrats who opposed the
plan in the Iowa Senate did so because they would have
to run against colleagues to retain their posts. The Iowa
House also passed the plan, sending it to the governor,
who signed it into law.

TheDemocrats supported each ofthe LSB plans. They
did not fear losing a congressional seat with the third
plan because one ofthe Democratic incumbents simply
planned to stay in his old district by moving back to his
boyhood home in southwest Iowa, thwarting Repub-
lican strategy at least for a time. One Democratic
spokesman said: "There are three things the Republi-
cans can't do in southwest Iowa. They can't give it to
Missouri, they can't give it to Nebraska, and they can't
beat Tom Harkin"3 Republicans conceded the seat to
Harkin but planned to capture it and the northwest
Iowa seat if the incumbents decided not to run.

IOWA ELECTIONS USING THE 1981 DISTRICTS

The consequences of electoral redistricting have been
very different for congressional and legislative races.
The biggest factor in congressional races has been
incumbency. In the four elections since redistricting,
incumbents have won everytime they have run for
reelection, and they have done so with consistently
largemargjns. On the other hand, the challenging party
has won all three open seats, the Republicans indeed
taking the two in western Iowa (when Harkin ran for
the U.S. Senate and when Berkley Eedell retired for
health reasons) and the Democrats an eastern seat
when Cooper Evans retired. On balance, electoral
districting helped Republican congressional candi-
dates when popular Democrats vacated seats that
were safe only for them personally. Redistricting
clearly affected the balance in Iowa congressional
districts. Thanks to the advantage of incumbency,
Democrats found themselves losing two-thirds ofthe
seats with almost half the votes. Arguably, the Repub-
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Table L Democratic Vote Percentages and Percentages of Seats Won
in Iowa Elections, J980-88.

YEAR
1980
1982
1984
1986
1988

HOUSE
VOTE(%)
44.9
53.3
53.2
51.0
53.5

SEATS (%)
42.0
60.0
60.0
58.0
62.0

SENATE
VOTE(%)

50.5
50.5
53.7
55.8
53.7

SEATS (%)
55.6
55.2
60.0
60.0
60.0

U.S. HOUSE
VOTE{%)

54.0
52.7
47.0
48.1
48.9

SEATS {%)
50.0
50.0
33.3
33.3
33.3

licans got what they wanted in the redistricting of
congressional districts in 1981. The results, though
from a supposedly fair process, favored the Republi-
cans, who would likely win ahigher percentage of seats
than votes.

Republicans did not get what they wanted from
redistricting in legislative races. The 1982 election
decimatedtheRepublicanleadershipastheDemocrats
won a sizable majority. Throughout the decade the
Democrats have won a majority of votes, but never a
really overwhelming one. As shown in Table 1, their
totals have ranged from a high of 53.5 percent in 1988
toalowof51.0inl986intheHouseandahighof55.8
in 1986 and a low of 50.5 in 1982 in the Senate. The
electoral consequence has always been a massive
victory for the Democrats, whether their voting edge
was moderate or marginal. Democratic membership in
the Iowa House has ranged only from 58 to 62 in the
four elections. In each of the last three Senate races the
Democrats have won 15 of the 25 seats, and in 1982,
when 29 seats were contested because redistricting left
some seats open, they won 16. The sets of legislative
districts have clearly favored the Democrats.

Politically controlled redistricting usually benefits in-
cumbents. That was not the case in Iowa in 1981. The
difficult election, of course, was the first one under the
new districts, 1982 (Table 2). Fully 23 Republicans and
13 Democrats who sat in the Iowa House in 1982 did
not do so in 1983, many because they decided not to
seek reelection. Six incumbents lost to challengers in
the Iowa House that year, another five to fellow
legislators. Eight of the losing incumbents were Re-
publicans. Furthermore, the Democrats dominated the

vacant seats, i.e., seats with no incumbents because of
redistricting, winning 13 of 17.

After the 1982 election, incumbent success returned to
normal, i.e., approaching 100 percent. Democratic
incumbents did better than Republicans through the
decade, losing only five legislative seats compared
with 16. The Democratsalsofaredbetterholding open
seats. Thirty-one times a Democrat did not run for
reelection in the general election; twenty-one times the
Democratic candidate held the seat for the party.
Republicans were able to win open Republican seats
on nine of 21 times in the three elections.

ISSUES FOR THE 1990S

Given the split in control ofTowa government between
a Democratic legislature and Republican governor,
major changes in Iowa's redistricting law are unlikely,
so Iowa is likely to go through a second round of
redistricting with a politically neutral process. This
does not mean politicians will be disinterested. Indeed,
their interest will again be captured by changes in the
population distribution of the state and nation. On the
national level, Iowa will actually experience reappor-
tionment in the 1990s, losing a congressional seat. At
the statelevel, differential migration willforce substan-
tial realignment of legislative districts.

The major growth in the state has been in the area
dominated by Des Moines, the capital, and the univer-
sity towns of Iowa City and Ames. Metropolitan Des
Moines, arguably including Ames, is in the 4th District,
which has in fact grown enough to be retained as an
electoral district. Given the overwhelming Demo-
cratic advantage in that district, its retention would
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Table 2 Electoral Stability in the Iowa Legislature Since the 1981 Redistricting.

CHAMBER AND ELECTION RESULTS

House

Incumbents reelected (%)*

Repub. incumbents defeated**

Dem. incumbents defeated***

Repub. open seats (%)****

Dem. open seats (%)**** *

Senate

Incumbents reelected {%)*

Repub. incumbents defeated**

Dem. incumbents defeated***

Repub. open seats (%)****

Dem. open seats (%)* * * * *

1982

90.6

4

2

12.5

66.7

93.8

1

0

33.3

No open seats

1984

96.7

3

0

100.0

40.0

90.0

1

1

0.0

100.0

1986

95.1

2

2

33.3

73.3

100.0

1

0

66.7

100.0

1988

96.7

3

0

75.0

80.0

94.7

1

0

66.7

33.3
* Percentage of incumbents winning when they contested the general election (not
counting the five seats, four of which were won by Democrats, contested by a House
incumbent from each party in 1982, or the two contested seats won by Senate
Democrats).
* * Republican incumbents contesting and losing general elections.
***Democratic incumbents contesting and losing general elections.
****Republicans holding seats vacated by Republican incumbents.
• • • • •Democrats holding seats vacated by Democratic incumbents.

effectively constitute an opponent concentration ger-
rymander. Iowa City is in the 3rd District. Its growth
has about balanced the loss of population in metropoli-
tan Waterloo, the economy of which was badly bat-
tered in the 80s. Members of Iowa's congressional
delegation will have to be very nervous about the
surprises redistricting in 1991 will hold for them.

Redistricting will be worrisome for Iowa legislators,
too. The genuinely rural portions of the state have lost
ground to the metropolitan areas, and rural legislators
are concerned about a continuing diminution in rural
political power. Coupling population shifts with the
neutral procedure is bound to put many incumbents in
districts with colleagues, ensuring another sizable
change in the legislature, just as the 1981 redistricting
did.

CONCLUSIONS

Two sets of plans, each equally well fulfilling the
criteria of the Iowa law, could have grossly different

political consequences, one giving a sizable advantage
to one party, the other to the opposing party. By
precluding the consideration of political data, the
authors ofHouse File 707 may have created a neutral
process for generating electoral districts. They de-
signed a process immune from gerrymandering in the
sense of purposive distortions. They did not, however,
design a system that would guarantee fair results. The
results are for all practical purposes random, with any
type of advantage possible.

Given that the party controlling the legislature is the
only one having veto power over the process, the Iowa
redistricting process can not be seen as being totally
fair. Nevertheless, it is surely agreat advance over what
Iowa had before and what most states retain. The use
of the process yielded electoral districts fulfilling the
legislative mandate for population equality, contigu-
ity, and compactness.
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NOTES
1. Foradiscussionofreapportionmentinlowabeforethe 2. The architect of these districting plans was Professor

1980s, see John M. Littschwager, "Iowa," in Leroy John Littschwager of the University of Iowa, under direc-
Hardy, Alan Heslop, and Stuart Anderson, eds., Reappor- tion of the courts.
tionment Politics: The History of Redistricting in the 50 3. DesMoines Register, July 25, 1981.
States (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1981), pp. 116-
20.



KANSAS

ALLAN J. CIGLER AND JAMES W. DRURY

Like so many other states, Kansas has struggled with
reapportionment over the last quarter of a century.
Major disagreements among the federal and state
courts and the state legislature over reapportionment
dominated the 1960s and early 1970s, resulting twice
in court-imposed reapportionment plans. In 1974,
however, the state approved a new constitutional
provision that represented a deliberate attempt by the
state to keep reapportionment controversies out of the
federal court system by providing for a mandatory
review of apportionment plans by the state Supreme
Court, and requiring the state legislature to reappor-
tion every ten years, beginning in 1979. The 1979
reapportionment, based on the state agricultural cen-
sus, was relatively noncontroversial.1 Thus, Kansas
entered the decade of the 1980s with a new apportion-
ment and a requirement to reapportion the state
legislature in 1989.2

APPORTIONING THE KANSAS STATE LEGISLATURE

IN 1989
The combination of the 1974 constitutional provi-
sions, and the fact that in 1978 the state legislature
decided to discontinue the annual agricultural census,
created a problem for the state as the decade of the
1980s drewto a close. Since the last agricultural census
had been conducted in 1978, and the 1980 federal
census would be nine years old, reapportioning on the
basis of either census was unlikely to be approved by
thecourts. Though the establishment ofareapportion-
ment commission was urged by some legislators, the
1974 resolution, as adopted, clearly kept the authority
in the hands of the legislature—at least in the first
instance. The plan called for reapportionment of the
legislature in 1979 and every ten years thereafter, and
was envisioned as a way of ensuring that the state
agricultural census would be used, because the decen-
nial federal census would be considerably dated. The
constitutional provisions called for the state attorney
general to present each reapportionment law to the

Kansas Supreme Court within 15 days after passage of
the legislation, with his or her comments as to its
constitutionality. Within 30 days after receiving the
plan, the Court was to rule on the "validity" of the
reapportionment action. Should the Court find the
reappointment invalid, the legislature would get a
second and then a third opportunity to pass a valid
reapportionment plan before the Court acted to im-
pose its own plan.

What was unique about the Kansas reapportionment
procedure was the use of a state agricultural census
instead of the federal census. The constitutionality of
itsusehadbeenupheldin the federal courts; indeed, the
federal district court used the state census as the basis
of its court-imposed reapportionments of the Kansas
Senate in 1968 and 1972.

The agricultural census was conducted by county
clerks and assembled by the State Board of Agricul-
ture. The Board, however, did not consider the census
as one of its more important functions, and it was
widely regarded as having been conducted under rules
that varied by county. It differed from the federal
census in two important ways—college students were
to becounted by their home counties unless it was clear
that they had established a residence away from home,
and military persons were to be counted not at their
military installations, but at their permanent home
addresses. Sincethere was no real quality control to see
that the census was properly conducted, and since
some state funds were distributed on the basis of the
agricultural census, county clerks had a great incentive
to count as many individuals as was possible.

The abandonment of the state census in 1978, coupled
with the 1974 constitution provision necessitating
reapportionment in 1989, posed a real dilemma for
state officials. The initial response of the legislature
was to consider doing nothing, and awaiting the results
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of the 1990 federal census in preparation for a reappor-
tionment prior to the 1992 state Senate and House
elections. The attorney general, among others, how-
ever, advised that population changes had been too
substantial to survive a judicial test, necessitating
reapportionment in 1989.

Obviously, the state constitution had to be changed to
get away from the requirement of regularly reappor-
tioning in the ninth year of the decade. In 1987 the
legislature drafted a proposal requiring it to reappor-
tion legislative districts in 1989, and from then on early
in each decade. The judicial review procedures were
not changed, and House and Senate districts were to
be reapportioned in 1992 and every ten years thereaf-
ter. The new basis for the reapportionment would be
the federal census, but adjustments to the census
would still be required to accomplish the results
previously accomplished through the use of the state
agricultural census (regarding the counting of student s
and military personnel). But since state senators were
elected in 1988 for four-year terms, it soon became
clear that this requirement really only applied to the
House. Voters approved the new reapportionment
guidelines, including a one-time state census which
was to be conducted in 1988. The census task was to
be conducted by the secretary of state, whose office
received $3.4 million to conduct the census.

In 1989, the Kansas legislature redistricted the House
usingthe 1988 state census as abasis. The need forthe
new reapportionment was confirmed by the new
census, which showed one House district with 36,942
people and another with 11,141 people, and 91 of the
state's 125 House districts deviating by more than 5
percent from the ideal district size of 18,348.3

As a matter of comity between the two legislative
chambers, the reapportionment process essentially
was conducted in a manner that let the House come up
with a plan which both the Senate and governor
approved. The House Apportionment Committee
early in the session held hearings on the subject of
reapportionment, and adopted a number of guidelines
dealing with the need to have compact and contiguous

districts that deviated by less than 10 percent from the
population ideal. The leadership ofboth parties played
a major role in the final House plan. The plan passed
the House 97-27 and the Senate 32-7, with relatively
little debate and an absence of gerrymandering charges.

A good part of the plan's legislative popularity was due
to the fact that few incumbent-versus-incumbent dis-
tricts were created, and Republicans, who controlled
both houses and the governor's seat, did not seek
unduepartisan advantage. Under the plan, Democratic
incumbents would run against each other in only three
districts, while two Republican incumbents in western
Kansas would be forced to run against each other—
resulting in the loss of one Republican seat. In one new
district in northeast Kansas and one district in
northcentral Kansas, Republican and Democratic in-
cumbents would have to face each other. Apparently,
the minority Democratic leadership considered this an
acceptable political arrangement, and did not chal-
lenge the reapportionment either during the House or
Senate proceedings or during the later review by the
Kansas Supreme Court.

Due to population shifts over the past decade, the rural
areas of northwest Kansas lost the most seats under the
House apportionment plan, but still the loss was a
rather marginal one of four seats. Some of the larger
urban counties, like fast-growing Johnson in the Kan-
sas City metropolitan area, and Sedgewick, where
Wichita, the state's largest city, is located, gained a
number of additional seats. Because of Republican
domination of many suburban areas, however, Demo-
crats are unlikely to gain appreciably by the decline in
rural seats in western Kansas, and Republicans may
actually do better because of population growth in the
Kansas City suburbs that has translated into additional
seats. Rural domination of legislative leadership posi-
tions is likely to remain even after the new redistricting.
Currently, all of the four top House posts—speaker,
speakerpro tern, majority leader, andminority leader—
are held by rural representatives, and 21 of the 26
House committee chairmanships are held by rural
legislators.
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The Kansas Supreme Court upheld the 1989 House
reapportionment plan.4 The Court found that the plan
met the equal protection guidelines set by the federal
courts. The average deviation of the population of
districts among the 125 House districts was less than
3 percent. The most populous district was 5.3 percent
above the ideal, while the least populous district was
4.7 percent below the ideal, well within constitutional
guidelines.5

Opposition to the 1989 reapportionment, both in the
legislature and during the judicial review process,
focused almost entirely upon the validity of the 1988
state census, the basis of the reapportionment. Cities
and counties where universities were located and/or
which had large military installations joined in a series
of suits in federal and state courts challenging the
results of the new census. The challenges raised
questions about the accuracy of the census figures,
particularly since they differed so much from the
figures of the last agricultural census, completed in
1978. In the 1988 census, Douglas County lost more
than 15,000 persons, Leavenworth County 10,000
persons, and Riley County 7,000.

Although the litigants have charged that the 1988
census undercounted the residents of many areas, the
major problem may lie with the lack of quality control
that characterized the earlier state agricultural cen-
suses. Two of the counties that are involved in litiga-
tion, Douglas and Riley, are home to large college
towns, and Riley has a large military base. There seems
to be good circumstantial evidence that both counties,
during the years of the old state agricultural census,
probably improperly counted students and military
personnel in a manner at variance with the intent of
state law.

The 1988 agricultural census has also been challenged
by a number of critics who contend that certain racial
minorities have been undercounted in the course of the
census operation. While even census officials indicate
that some undercounting of minorities probably did
take place, the state did make a major effort to assess
the minority population, including employing a total of

106 workers who spoke Spanish and four who spoke
a variety of Southeast Asian languages.6 No districts
with large minority population concentrations were
eliminated by the 1989 reappointment plan.

Questions of the validity of the state agricultural census
as a basis for reapportionment will ultimately be settled
by the courts. It is worth noting, however, that in the
Kansas Supreme Court's upholding of the redistrict-
ing law for the House, it devoted several paragraphs to
the question of the 1988 agricultural census, saying
"We presume, for the purposes of this action alone,
that the census is accurate and valid."7

An interesting related question has arisen over the
failure of the Senate to reapportion during the 1980s.
In Kansas, each often members of the State Board of
Education are elected from districts based on four
senatorial districts. Five members of the Board are
scheduled to be elected in 1990 from districts that are
based on significantly unequal populations, and the
attorney general has raised the issue of whether or not
the present districts are constitutional. Thespring 1990
session of the Kansas legislature must deal with the
issue before the fall 1990 elections.

A NOTE ON U.S. HOUSE SEATS

After the 1980 federal census, Kansas was able to
retain its five U.S. House seats. There had been a
sufficient rearrangement of the state's internal popula-
tion, however, that the state legislature was in general
agreement that the district boundaries had to be
changed. At the time a Democrat in the governor's
chair faced alegislature with both houses controlled by
Republicans. During the 1982 session the legislature
tried on two occasions to devise a redistricting plan
that the governor would accept, but twice the gover-
nor vetoed the legislature's efforts. With the June filing
date rapidly approaching, legislators fromboth sides of
the aisle joined formally and informally in a court
action. A three-judge panel accepted a Democratic
plan which had been urged on the legislature by a
leading Democratic senator.8
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After the 1990 federal census, the state legislature may
face an even more formidable redistricting challenge.
While the population of Kansas has increased roughly
3 percent in the past decade (according to federal
estimates), the faster growth of other parts of the
nation will likely cause Kansas to lose one congres-
sional seat starting in 1992.

Because of internal population shifts during the 1980s,
with declining rural and expanding urban and suburban
populations, the loss of one congressional seat for the
state may lead to some dramatic congressional district
boundary changes. The 1st District, in rural western
Kansas, is expected to encompass even more counties
than presently, and the 5th District, in southeast
Kansas, is expected to be the one likely to be carved up.
The currently constituted 5th District, which is expe-
riencing a decline in population, is sandwiched be-
tween two districts growing in population in northeast
Kansas, and a growing congressional district to its
immediate west which encompasses the major popu-
lation center of Wichita.

Right now the five congressional seats in Kansas are
held by incumbents who are electorally safe. The
design of the four new districts could do much to alter
this situation. While Republicans today hold both the
governor's chair and both houses of the legislature, it

is by no means assured that such will be the case after
1990, with Democrats currently given a chance to
control the lower house and elect a governor in 1990.
It is expected that the redistricting of the likely four
U. S. House seats will be a highly intense, partisan issue
early in the decade.

CONCLUSION

Kansas, of course, will again have to reapportion both
houses of the state legislature as well as deal with a
redistricting of U.S. House seats prior to the 1992
elections. Assuming the state census conducted in
1988 is relatively compatible with the 1990 federal
census results, there should be few important changes
that differ from those discussed in this essay.

With a relatively small and rather scattered minority
population, and a seeming bipartisan consensus on
reapportionment issues as we enter the 1990s, the
danger of gerrymandering to disadvantage various
minority groups and population categories seems
rather minor compared to the problem in many other
states. Future apportionments are likely to be formu-
lated asinthepast, through thelegislativeprocess, with
all its attendant political trappings and compromises.
Protection of incumbents is likely to remain something
all legislators will agree to as a major priority of
reapportionment.

NOTES
1. For a discussion of reapportionment in Kansas prior to

the 1980s, see Allan J. Cigler and James W. Drury,
"Kansas," in Leroy Hardy, Alan Heslop, and Stuart
Anderson, eds., ReapportionmentPolitics: The History of
Redistricting in the 50 States (Beverly Hills: Sage Publi-
cations, 1981), pp. 121-28.

2. Kansas Constitution, Art. X, para. 1.
3. KansasLegislativeResearchDepaitment,mernodated

January 20, 1989.
4. The Kansas Supreme Coxxriln reSubstitutefor House

Bill No. 2492,245 Kansas 125, noted that no one appear-

ing before it challenged the apportionment legislation "on
the basis that it dilutes the vote of rural or urban voters, or
other specific groups of voters . . . "

5. The ideal or perfect population size was 18,348
persons. The least populous district contained 17,482
persons and the most populous district, 19,317 persons.

6. Wichita Eagle-Beacon, February 6, 1989.
7. In re Substitute for House Bill No. 2492,245 Kansas

125.
8. Pat O]'Sullivan et al v. Jack Brier, 540 Fed. Supp.

1200 (1982).



KENTUCKY
J. ALLEN SINGLETON

The Kentucky Constitution creates a General Assem-
bly composed of 38 senators and 100 representatives.
The Constitution further provides that districts be
"approximately equal" in population. Although the
Constitution provides that no more than two counties
shall be combined to form a representative district, this
provisionhasbeeninterpreted to beread "ifpossible."
There are no other Kentucky provisions.

The state legislature is responsible for redrawing
Kentucky' sU. S. congressional and General Assembly
districts.1 The history of the redistricting process in
Kentucky may be highlighted by noting that as the
decade of the 1970s opened, Kentucky's constitution-
ally mandated system of apportionment was not in
conformity with the 1960 reapportionment cases.

The post-1980-census plan was drawn during the
regular 1982 session of the General Assembly, which
convened on January 5,1982. The three redistricting
laws (that of the Kentucky House, the Kentucky
Senate, and the U.S. congressional districts) were
enacted before the end ofFebruary 1982. None of the
plans was challenged in the state or federal courts. The
success of the 1982 session was due to the activities of
the 1981 Interim Committee on Government and the
Constitution of the Legislative Research Commission.
During 1981 this joint House and Senate committee
considered proposals for redistricting and drafted a
proposed bill which was immediately introduced when
the regular session met. This allowed the bill's rapid
consideration and disposition.2

Historically the Democrats have maintained a substan-
tial majority in both chambers of the General Assem-
bly. Despite their minority position, Republicans were
often reluctant to challenge the state's apportionment
structure. Although several factors were involved, this
reluctance was often based on the common practice of
rotation of seats amoung counties in the instance of

rural multicounty districts, or on other similar types of
special arrangements.3

As the decade of the 1990s opens, it should be noted
that the General Assembly has undergone a number of
changes during the past two decades. Specifically, the
list of changes would include: (1) an increase in the
importance of the committee in the legislative process;
(2) an increase in tenure among both senators and
representatives (see Table 1); (3) a redefined relation-
ship of the General Assembly with the governor; and
(4) a change in the election period for senators and
representatives so that newly elected members of the
General Assembly serve for one year in the interim
after their election and before the regular session of the
General Assembly (i.e., representatives are now elected
in even-numbered years to serve in the subsequent
even-year session of the General Assembly, e.g.,
members elected in 1986 served in the 1988 General
Assembly). None of these changes was precipitated by
the redistricting process. However, these changes will
directly affect the 1990 apportionment process. This
will be true if for no other reason than that the greater
number of incumbent General Assembly members,
coupled with population shifts within the state, will
necessitate a number of district boundary changes in
both the House and Senate.

Throughout the 1980s the Democrats controlled both
the office of governor and both houses of the General
Assembly. Democratic dominance is illustrated by the
data shown in Table 2. It should be noted that Repub-

Table 1. Incumbency in the Kentucky General
Assembly.

SESSIONS
1971-77

1979-86

1990

HOUSE

66%

79%

84%

SENATE

46%

70%

73%
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Table 2. Kentucky General Assembly Political Party Affiliation.

YEAR

1980
1982
1984

1986

1988
1990

HOUSE

DEMOCRATIC

75
76
74
74
71
71

REPUBLICAN

25
24
26
26
29
29

SENATE

DEMOCRATIC

29
29
29
28
30
30

REPUBLICAN

9
9
9
10
8
8

lican membership increased in the House during the
decade of the 1980s. This increase, too, is illustrated in
Table 2. Most authorities agree that these gains are
district-specific, i.e., they are not a reflection of shifts
in population or voting alignments.

The 1992 legislature will convene in early January. The
filing date for the 1992 election primariesto beheld that
May is January 27. This has prompted some people to
suggest that a 1991 special session of the General
Assembly should be called to deal with the question of
apportionment, particularly if major redistricting of
U.S. congressional seats is necessary. In any event,
there is a dilemmafor those involved in the redistricting
process. If incumbency proves decisive in the 1990
elections, there will be opportunity for incumbents to
insure their certain future reelection. On the other
hand, if new representatives and senators are elected
in the 1990 elections, and a special session is called for
1991, the newly elected members of the General
Assembly will be lacking the experience generated by
the interim session process and will likely have less of
an input into the redistricting process.

Figure 1. Districts of the Kentucky House of
Representatives, 1982 Redistricting (1990
Republican Districts Shaded).

One additional feature of recent House elections is the
partisan nature of contested elections. The data in
Table 3 clearly reflect that Republican candidates will
more likely face contested elections (i.e., will have
opposing-party opponents who will receive at least 25
percent of the votes in the general election) than will
Democratic candidates. These data indicate a substan-
tial association between contested seats and party
affiliation.

Statewide, 29.5 percent of the registered voters are
registered as Republicans. Thirty-nine of Kentucky's
120 counties (32.5 percent) have 30 percent or more
registered Republicans. These counties are concen-
trated primarily in the south-central to southeastern
part of the state. The four counties which have a
Democratic majority, but contain at least 10,000
registered Republicans, are: Campbell (35 percent),
Fayette (31 percent), Jefferson (30 percent), and
Kenton (31 percent). All four are urban counties.

The type of data reflected in Table 3 do not of
themselves indicate the presence of gerrymandering.

Figure 2. Districts of the Kentucky Senate, 1982
Redistricting.
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Table 3. Contested Elections and Party Affiliation.

CONTESTED/NONCONTESTED
Contested elections
NJoncontested elections

1984 SESSION
REPUBLICANS

18
8

DEMOCRATS
29
45

Q = .55

1988 SESSION
REPUBLICANS

15
14

DEMOCRATS
13
58

Q = .65

However, there is some basis for expressing concern
over the structuring of some General Assembly dis-
tricts. (See Figures 1 and 2.) Examples can be drawn
from both urban and rural districts. For example, there
are only two counties with a majority of registered
Republicans which were not represented by a Repub-
lican representative in the 1988 session of the General
Assembly. (See Figure 3.) In one of these, Lewis
County, it is noteworthy that part of the 74 percent
Republican majority of this district is combined with
Carter County's 62 percent Democratic registration to
form District 96. The remainder of Lewis County's
voting population is then combined with all of Rowan
County (75 percent Democratic), Morgan County (97
percent Democratic), and a portion of Lawrence
County (61 percent Democratic) to form the 71st
District. The shape of the 71st District, viewed as a
single factor, would almost indicate massage, espe-
cially since three of the adjoining four counties are split
as a part of the creation of adjoining districts.

What may sometimes "look" likeagerrymanderisnot
an actual case of gerrymandering. Geography must be
considered in evaluating rural Kentucky legislative
districts. Connecting transportation networks gener-
ated by topographic considerations often dictate the
string-like dimensions of a legislative district. For
example, the pattern of the 80thDistrict is made logical

Figure 3. Kentucky Counties.

by the topography, whose sole uniting force is U.S.
Highway 27 which runs north-south through the
district.

House District 36 is an example of concentrating
minority voters. Garrard County, the only complete
county in the district, is Republican (57 percent).
Combined with it are an approximately equal number
of voters in each of the other two counties in the district
(Jessamine, 77 percent Democratic, and Madison, 75
percent Democratic). In actual fact the Madison pre-
cincts included in the district (Valley View in the
northwest part of the county, and the southernmost
precincts of the county) maintain the strongest Repub-
lican voting records of the county. Theoretically, the
3 6thDistrict could become Democratic. However, the
unified vote generated by the whole of one county with
supplemental voting units from adjacent counties may
exert a particularly strong impact on the representa-
tive-selection process.

The influence of partisan issues is also reflected in the
structuring of Senate districts in theGeneral Assembly.
An example which gives the visual appearance of this
influence would include the keeping intact of the three
counties which comprise the 22nd District, while a
number of other counties are split, e.g., in the 5th, 1 lth,
23rd, and 34th Districts.

BothHouse and Senatemembers are willingto discuss
the redistricting process. Incumbents and challengers
alike are strongly aware of the partisan nature of the
structuring of General Assembly districts. This is
particularly true of Jefferson (Louisville) and Fayette
(Lexington) Counties, where district lines often reflect
a variety of "interest" patterns. In any event, it seems
likely that the traditional pattern of strong leadership
input into the redistricting process in Kentucky will
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hold true for the 1990s apportionment. In the 1990s it
seems likely that this strong input will come predomi-
nantly from within the legislature.

It appears certain that Kentucky will lose one congres-
sional seat. During the 1982 redistricting session the
congressmen generally indicated what they wanted,
and the General Assembly accepted their requests. The
pattern for the 1990 redistricting of congressional
seats will be somewhat different. Reduction of the
number of congressional districts from seven to six has
unleashed not only partisan competitiveness, but clashes
of regional and urban/rural interests. Reduction of the
congressional delegation means that each of the six
"new" districts probably will be larger both in area and

population. Conventional wisdom indicates that the
present 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, and 7thDistricts will each be
expanded, with a "new" district being created from
those portions of the present 4th and 6th Districts
which are not allocated to the other districts. The 4th
andthe6th happen to be the districts oftwoofthe three
Republican congressmen from Kentucky (the other
Republican representative is from the solidly Republi-
can 5th District). This pattern results from the strongly
entrenched "rural" segments of the state being able to
exert their influence. This leaves the Bluegrass and
northern Kentucky interests locked in a battle to
protect their own interests from encroachment by the
surrounding districts and the attempts of metro Lou-
isville to maximize its interests.

NOTES
1. For a summary of twentieth century reapportionment

activities in Kentucky, see J. Allen Singleton, "Kentucky,"
in Leroy Hardy, Alan Heslop, and Stuart Anderson, eds.,
Reapportionment Politics: The History ofRedistrictingin
the 50 States (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1981), pp.
130-33.
2. During the interim between regular biennial sessions

of the General Assembly, the standing committees of the

two chambers meet as a Joint Committee of the Legislative
Research Commission.

3. Joyce Honacker, "Reapportionment," in Issues Fac-
ing the 1982 General Assembly (Frankfort: Legislative
Research Commission, 1981), pp. 120-31. SeealsoMalcolm
Jewell and Penny Miller, The Kentucky Legislature (Lex-
ington: University Press of Kentucky, 1990), especially
chapters 1 and 2.



LOUISIANA

RONALD E. WEBER

The Louisiana redistrictings of the 1990s were to
prove as troublesome as had been the redistrictings of
the previous two decades. As in the 1970s, the work
of the legislature on both state legislative and congres-
sional plans provoked controversy, resulting in a U.S.
Department ofJustice objection to the plan forthe state
House ofRepresentatives and a federal court rejection
of the plan for the U. S. congressional delegation.* The
principal issue that caused the U.S. Department of
Justice and a federal court to reject the plans drawn by
the state legislature involved the question of whether
or not the plans provided fair representation to black
minority voters in the state. The rejected plans were
then redrawn to provide fairer representation to black
minority voters, resulting in preclearance of the revised
state House ofRepresentatives plan and in federal
court approval of the revised U.S. congressional plan.

In responding to the mandates contained in the U.S.
Voting Rights Act of 1965, as amended, the state of
Louisiana found it necessary to create "affirmatively
gerrymandered" districts in order to improve the
degree of representation provided to black minority
voters of the state. Whereas the state in the 1970s had
been able to satisfy claims for enhanced black minority
representation in the state legislature by drawing
reasonably compact districts, it was impossible in the
1980s to meet the mandate of the U. S. Voting Rights
Act without creating districts that were non-compact.
The compactness criterion had already been given little
attention in the congressional redistricting of the 1970s
when the legislatively created 8th District was given a
narrow, elongated shape in order to bring together
Democratic-leaning parishes along the Mississippi
River so as to ensure the election of a Democratic
congressman from that district. Since partisan politics
had dictated that geographical compactness should be
ignored in the 1970s, it was hard in the 1980s for
legislators to argue that compactness had to be ad-
hered to when it came to drawing districts in which

black populations and voters would be concentrated,
in order to guarantee additional amounts of black
minority representation. The result was that the "affir-
mative gerrymander" became the acceptable way in
which to create black minority districts in which black
voters would have an equal opportunity to elect
representatives of choice in Louisiana.

Louisianainthe 1980s also was the site ofmajor federal
court litigation over whether or not judicial election
districts must meet the mandate of the U.S. Voting
Rights Act of 1965, as amended. With Louisiana
electing almost all of its judges on a nonpartisan ballot
from at-large electoral districts, the focus of litigation
has been upon an attempt to subdivide those electoral
districts in a way to create some subdistricts with black
population and voter majorities. Along the way, the
litigation has forced the U.S. Supreme Court to
determine whether or not judges are "representatives"
within the meaning of the word as used in the U.S.
VotingRights Act, as amended, and the federal circuit
and district courts to wrestle with the questions ofhow
to judge whether or not at-large judicial electoral
districts violate the VotingRights Act and whether or
notthe"oneperson-one vote" doctrine shouldapply in
the drawing of electoral districts for judges. The type
ofjudicial election litigation evidenced inLouisianahas
also been brought in several other states, forcing state
legislatures to grapple withjudicial districting issues as
well as the normal issues of state legislative and
congressional districting.

THE REDISTRICTINGS OF THE 1980S—

THE STATE LEGISLATURE

The state legislative reapportionments of the 1980s
were the first to be governed by the provisions of
Louisiana's new constitution, which had gone into
effect in 1975. For the first time, the legislature was
required to create single-member district plans for
each chamber. Under the state constitution, the num-
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ber of senators is not to exceed 39, while the number
of representatives is limited to 105. The legislature is
also required to complete its reapportionment by the
end of the year following the year the U.S. Census
Bureau reports the final censusfigures to thePresident.
This provision meant that the legislature had to com-
plete reapportionment of its seats by December 31,
1981. Under the constitution, if the legislature failed to
reapportion itself within that time period, any regis-
tered voter could petition the state Supreme Court,
requesting that the Court carry out the reapportion-
ment.

The 1980 U.S. Census of Population figures for
Louisiana indicated that the state Senate and House of
Representative districting plans used during the 1970s
were severely malapportioned and had to be redrawn.
Most of the parishes in the northern part of the state had
not been growing as rapidly as the state as a whole, and
hence the new districting plans had to shift represen-
tation in the direction of South Louisiana. The suburbs
ofNew Orleans and the parishes along the Mississippi
River, between Baton Rouge and New Orleans, had
been growing relatively rapidly and would gain several
seats. The city ofNew Orleans had lost population and
would have to lose representation in both legislative
chambers.

The first state legislative reapportionment action of the
1980s took place at a special session of the legislature
inNovember 1981. Acting on a"call" limited largely to
state legislative and congressional reapportionment,
the legislature adopted new single-member district
plans for the state Senate and House of Representa-
tives that remedied the malapportionment problem of
the 1970s districts. The Senate plan had a mean district
population of 107,794, with the deviations from the
mean district ranging from a low of-4.62 percent to a
high of+3.81 percent, foratotal spread or 8.4 percent.
The House ofRepresentatives plan had a mean district
population of 40,038, with the deviations from the
mean population ranging from a low of-4.81 percent
to a high of+4.81 percent, for a total spread of 9.70
percent.

The Senate plan was adopted with the support of the
two black senators of the time, because the plan
created three new black majority districts for the
Senate—one in East Baton Rouge Parish, one in
Caddo (Shreveport) Parish, and one in New Orleans.
Although not all of these districts had black voter
registration majorities at the time of their creation, it
was expected that all three of them would probably
elect black senators right away or later in the decade.
Because the state Senate's plan was viewed as a
serious attempt to enhance black minority representa-
tion in the chamber, the two senators supported the
plan whenit was sentto theU. S. Department of Justice
for preclearance, and thus the plan was precleared
under Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, as amended,
without any difficulties.

Where the state Senate had been able to develop a plan
that would receive black minority group support at the
U.S. Department of Justice, the state House ofRepre-
sentatives plan was created over the objections of most
of the ten members of the House's Black Caucus.
Because the House districts were smaller in size than
the Senate districts, the Black Caucus felt that it would
be easier to create more black House districts than
Senate districts. When the final adopted House plan
created five new black population majority districts,
with only three of them having black voter registration
majorities(oneinShreveport, one inLake Charles, and
one in New Orleans), most of the House's black
members voted against the plan and filed a protest with
the U.S. Department of Justice, raising questions
about the racial fairness of the plan. Questions were
raised about whether or not black voters had been
packed into districts inBatonRouge andNew Orleans,
while at the same time white districts had been created
in those two cities that contained sufficiently large
black populations so that these populations could have
been combined with adjacent black populations to
create new black voter registration majority districts.
Allegations were also made that black population
majority districts could have been created in Alexan-
dria (Rapides Parish), Lafayette (Lafayette Parish),
and in the river parishes of Ascension, Assumption,
Iberville, St. James, and St. John. After reviewing the
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state House of Representatives submission and the
black minority group objections to the plan, the U.S.
Department of Justice objected to the plan in all of the
areas in question except Lafayette Parish.

TheU. S. Department of Justice objections to the state
House plan came in the spring of 1982, and hence
reapportionment of the House of Representatives
districts was on the agenda for the 1982 regular session
ofthelegislature.Atthatsessionthelegislatureadopted
two bills related to the House of Representatives
districts. The first act was designed to meet the U.S.
Department of Justice's objection to the plan adopted
in 1981. The amendments to the plan called for the
creation of a new black population and voter registra-
tion majority district in Baton Rouge and new black
population majority districts in Alexandria and the
river parishes area between Baton Rouge and New
Orleans. These four new black population majority
districts, when coupled with the four new districts
created by the original plan, resulted in an overall plan
calling for eight possible black majority districts for the
House ofRepresentatives. The second act of the 1982
regular session that was related to House districting
made minor changes to several districts without affect-
ing any of the black majority districts. Neither of the
acts had any impact on the overall population deviation
of the first House plan. These two acts received
preclearance from the U. S. Department of Justice later
in 1982.

The new Senate and House districting plans were first
used in the primary and general elections of 1983.
Under the new Senate plan, only two sets of incum-
bents were paired, with two veteran senators deciding
to retire rather than run for reelection against col-
leagues. New districts without incumbents were cre-
ated in Baton Rouge (a black population and voter
registration majority district) and alongthe north shore
ofLakePontchartraininSt. Tammany and Tangipahoa
Parishes. Thirty-seven ofthe incumbent senators sought
reelection, with 32 being returned to office and only
five defeated. Black senators were elected to two seats
(one inBatonRouge and one in Shreveport), bringing
the total number of black members ofthe Senate to

four. The Republican membership ofthe Senate re-
mained unchanged at one member after the 1983
elections. The new district along the north shore of
Lake Pontchartrain in St. Tammany and Tangipahoa
Parishes had been expected to be fertile territory for
Republicans, but the voters in the district chose a
Democrat over several Republican candidates.

In the new House ofRepresentatives plan, six sets of
incumbentswere paired. In only two of districts did the
incumbents face each other in the 1983 election, with
retirements, changes of residence, or pursuit of higher
elective office ensuring that the other four incumbents
would not have to run against colleagues for reelec-
tion. New black majority districts without incumbents
were created in the Shreveport, Lake Charles, and
Baton Rouge areas. The other new districts were
created in Jefferson Parish and along the north shore
ofLake Pontchartrain in St. Tammany parish. Eighty-
nine ofthe 105 House incumbents sought reelection
under the new plan, with 79 of them being successful
and tenbeing defeated. Four additionalblackmembers
were elected—one from Shreveport, one from Lake
Charles, one from Baton Rouge, and one from the
River Parishes area. The three new black population
majority districts in New Orleans and one new black
population majority district in Alexandria continued to
return white members. In none ofthe four districts did
black voters constitute a majority of the registered
voters after the redistricting. The Republican member-
ship ofthe House increased by one in the 1983 election,
with the one additional seat coming in a new district in
Jefferson Parish that had been created through reap-
portionment.

Overall, the Senate and House redistrictings ofthe
1980s did not have much impact on changing the
membership ofthe two legislative bodies. Compared
to the major changes ofthe previous decade, whereby
single-member districting plans had replaced combi-
nation multimember and single-member schemes, the
redistrictings ofthe 1980s involved only reallocations
of population from district to district without changing
the number of districts. Hence, few incumbents had to
face each other in the 1983 election, yielding a high
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return rate for incumbents who sought reelection. In
subsequent special and regular elections, later in the
decade, one additional black member was elected to
both the Senate and the House from New Orleans.
Republicans also made gains in both chambers in the

1980s, largely through party switches, some of which
can be attributed to the redistrictings of the 1980s that
had made the districts in question more favorable,
electorally, for Republicans.

NOTES
1. For a discussion of redistricting in Louisiana before Politics: The History of Redistricting in the 50 States

1980, seeRonaldE. Weber, "Louisiana,"inLeroyHardy, (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1981), pp. 134-40.
AlanHeslop, and Stuart Anderson, eds.,Reapportionment
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G. THOMAS TAYLOR AMD KENNETH PALMER

The reapportionment of the state legislature was not
completed until 1983, when the legislature was con-
trolled by Democrats, by a margin of 93 to 58 in the
House and23 to lOinthe Senate. Democrats had been
in control of the legislature since the mid-1970s. The
governor in 1983 was Joseph Brennan, a Democrat
who had first been elected in 1978, and was reelected
by a large margin in 1982. Brennan was a moderate-
to-liberal Democrat who was known to be closely in
tune with mainstream thinking in Maine. His lack of
flair was more than compensated for by his detailed
knowledge of the intricacies of Maine politics. A
former attorney general, he had been a career politician
for nearly two decades.

To facilitate future reapportionment, the legislature in
1975 proposed a constitutional amendment to create
an Apportionment Commission.] Under its provisions,
the legislature must adopt the commission plan or its
own plan by a two-thirds vote. The commission
performed its first task shortly after its creation. In the
same election that approved the Apportionment Com-
mission, Maine voters ratified another constitutional
amendment that abandoned multimember House dis-
tricts, which were in use in cities having more than one
representative. The commission carved single-mem-
ber districts from the 11 multimember districtsthat had
existed, and apparently did so in an effective manner.
Thomas Lapointe of Portland, a Democratic member
on the 1977 commission, characterized its work in this
way: "It was very, very smooth. It was not highly
charged, relatively speaking. But anyone who doesn't
think partisanship enters into reapportionment is na-

" 2
ive.

The Apportionment Commission was designed to
begin work after the 1980 census. The provisions in the
amendment stipulated that the commission would be
composed of three members of each party from the
House and two members from each party in the Senate,

the chairmen of both state political parties, and three
public members. Two of the public members were to
be selected by each group of party members. The third
was to be selected by the two public members. For the
1983 Apportionment Commission, the third member
(and eventual chairperson of the commission) was
Roger Mallar, a former commissioner of the Depart-
ment of Transportation and a widely respected engi-
neer and civic activist who was acceptable to both
parties.

The commission's work was fairly harmonious. The
Democratic leader on the commission, Edward
Kelleher, observed that "Suspicions evaporated after
the second meeting, and respect began to build."
Senator Charlotte Sewall, who headed the Republican
contingent, commented that the Senate reapportion-
ment was "relatively harmonious," but that in the case
of the House reapportionment, "it was very hard to
reach agreement."3 The legislature approved the plan
by a vote of 28 to four in the Senate without debate.
Three Republicans from widely scattered parts of the
state voted against it, as did one Democrat. The House
approved the plan 101 to 45. The vote was along party
lines, but not exclusively so. Democrats nearly all
supported the commission's recommendation (by a
vote of 83 to seven), while Republicans opposed it by
a vote of 38 to 18.

Debate in the House was extended, but largely favor-
able to the actions of the commission. One reason was
that the commission regularly discussed changes in the
districts with the members as the commission was
considering alternatives. Representative Gregory
Nadeau, a member of the commission, stated that
"both parties worked hundreds and perhaps thou-
sands of extra hours discussing individual districts with
every legislator who wished to discuss their district.
The result of that exchange of information was an
understanding of local concerns in apportionment."4
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Citizens were able to present their ideas in two public
hearings that the commission held during the course of
its work.

Of course, not all legislators were happy with the
results of the commission's efforts. Mostly the com-
mission was able to comply with the state constitu-
tional mandate that apportionments respect the terri-
torial integrity of towns and cities in assigning them to
legislative districts. However, in a few instances,
compromises appeared to be struck that did not meet
that standard. Representative Robert Dillenback of
Cumberland complained that the commission chopped
up communities and he preferred that the matter go to
the courts.5 Another legislator, Representative Darryl
Brown, from the central Maine community of
Livermore Falls, said that his district now resembled
"a horseshoe-shaped arrangement," and "included
parts of three counties, several school districts, and
two congressional districts."6 He agreed with Repre-
sentative Dillenback that the issue should be taken to
court.

Only one legislator made explicit reference to what she
perceived as partisan behavior on the part of the
commission. Representative Mary MacBride of
Aroostook County found her service on the body to be
"an excellent learning experience," and believed that
the commission "was a diligent group, working long
hours and working hard, trying to find compro-
mises. . ."Nonetheless, she voted against the plan on
the floor of the legislature because it was "so unfair to
Aroostook County Republicans.7 That county lost
two seats and in her view the Republicans took the
burden of the loss. On the other hand, several Demo-
crats who were actually hampered by the commission
plan supported it.

Generally, Democrats endorsed the plan. From the
profile of the House vote (the number of 101 was the
minimum number necessary for passage), it appeared
likely that the Democratic leadership in that chamber
played an important role in lining up support for the
reapportionment plan. The complaints that were voiced
came mostly from Republicans. The tone ofthe debate

was moderate, and even critics were generally lauda-
tory toward the work ofthe commission. As noted
earlier, both parties in the Senate gave overwhelming
approval to the plan without debate.

Following approval ofthe commission report, some
partisan wrangling took place in the media over the
expenses that body had incurred. The legislature had
originally appropriated $25,000 for the reapportion-
ment task; the final expenses were about $110,000.
Speaker John Martin noticed that despite the overrun,
the reapportionment process had cost much less in
Maine than in most other states.8

The results of legislative elections in 1984 and 1986
produced little overall change in the partisan compo-
sition ofthe House and Senate. HouseDemocratsheld
92 seats in the 1983 legislative session, which number
fell to 85 in 1985 and remained at the same level in the
1987 session. Republicans slightly improved their
margin in the same period, from 59 members in 1983,
to 66 in 1985, and 65 in 1987. Likewise, Republicans
gained one seat in the Senate in 1985, and another four
seats in 1987, bringing their total in that year to 15
senators. Democrats, however, continued to control
the Senate, though their margin fell from a 23 -10 ratio
in 1983 to a20-15 ratio in 1987. Theelection statistics
fairly well put to rest any lingering ideas that the
Apportionment Commission had engineered a sharply
partisan gerrymander for Maine Democrats.

RESULTS OF REAPPORTIONMENT

The Maine legislature had to approve the Apportion-
ment Commission's plan by a two-thirds vote by
March 31, 1983 or once again it would be up to the
courts to determine boundaries. New district lines
would be first used in the 1984 elections. Before this
reapportionment, each member ofthe House of Rep-
resentatives represented 6,580 persons, while after
reapportionment, eachmember would represent 7,450
persons. Each senator would represent more than
32,000 persons on the average, which was an increase
of 2,000 constituents from 1970.
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The commission report to the 111th Maine State
Legislature was made on March 1,1983, and began as
follows:

Reapportionment of the State of Maine in 1983
involves the redistricting of the State Senate and
House seats as well as Maine's two congressional
seats, to reflect the population changes recorded
by the 1980 federal census.9

Accordingly, the plan contained the following basic
elements:

1. The northern congressional district received
20,000 Waldo County voters, who had been
previously voting in the southern congres-
sional district.

2. The state Senate was enlarged from 33 to 35
seats (by adding two new districts in York and
Sagadahoc counties).

3. Boundary lines for 151 House seats were
redrawn.

In addition, the commission's guiding objectives were
outlined as follows in its report:

1. Substantial equality of population among dis-
tricts of each type, which supports the one
person-one vote principle.

2. Districts should be as contiguous and compact
as possible.

3. District lines should minimize the crossing of
political subdivision lines.

4. Districts should be sensitive to communities of
common interest.

The commission also concluded that: "Deviations
from mathematical exactness or' ideal districts' that do
occur must be within the limits recognized as tolerable
by judicial precedent." An ideal district was defined as

the total state population (1,125,030) divided by the
number of districts allowed. An ideal House district
wouldhave(l, 125,030 dividedby 151) 7,451 people.10

The general guidelines used by the commission that
governed deviations from equality in legislative dis-
tricts were that the overall deviation of districts was to
be less than 10 percent and the mean deviationless than
2 percent. More stringent standards of population
equality were considered for congressional districts.

There were differences of opinion about who actually
benefited. While Maine's population had increased by
13 percentto 1,125,000, the trend toward Democratic
supremacy in the Maine House had begun well before
the 1983 Apportionment Commission Report. (For
example, in 1980 there were 73 Republicans and 77
Democrats in the House.) Moreover, as was observed
in the state's largest newspaper, the Bangor Daily
News: "Few Senateincumbents, RepublicansorDemo-
crats, are really hurt by the new districting configura-
tion .. . although many will see a host of new faces,
should they seek re-election." n

Most of the immediate change appeared in the
multimember districts of the largest cities. The Maine
Sunday Telegram reported that: "There are sure to be
some losers, mostly in the cities where population
losses have folded districts into each other." u How-
ever, partisan leaders differed on their own assessment
of the overall results. For example, Maine state GOP
Chairman Loyall Sewall concluded thatthenewHouse
boundaries left 62 district seats tilting toward Repub-
licans and 21 seats up for grabs.13

The collapse of the at-large districts meant that the
cities' legislative seats could become more competi-
tive. For example, Democratic slates ofHouse candi-
dates had become virtually unbeatable in the cities of
Lewiston, Portland, andBiddeford. Infact, in 1977,87
of the Democratic legislators had resided in these
multimember districts, while only eight of 63 Repub-
licans had been elected from multimember districts.14

The ideal population size for a Senate district hovered
around 32,000, while a House district was about
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7,500, as the Apportionment Commission continued
its deliberations. Specifically, it was decided that the
House of Representatives would have 151 districts
with anideal district of 7,451 persons. Theseproposed
House districts ranged from a low of 6,936 to a high
of 7,884, and deviated from the ideal by -6.91 percent
and +5.81 percent, respectively, for an aggregate
deviation of 12.72 percent.

The commission concluded that:

This problem is also compounded by Maine's
peculiar geography and demography such that the
House Plan could be created with an aggregate
deviation of less than 8%, even if population
equality was the only objective.15

Under the 35-single-member-district plan, the ideal
Senate district was determined to have a population of
32,144. The districts recommended by the commis-
sion ranged from 30,550 to 33,171, with deviations
from the ideal of-4.959 percent and +3.194 percent,
respectively. The overall aggregate deviation was,
therefore, 8.153 percent, whichis within the lOpercent
tolerance for population equality suggested by judicial
precedent.

The Apportionment Commission went on to report
that except as required by population size in Maine's
largest cities, no municipalities were divided in this
Senate plan. County boundaries were followed "to
the greatest extent practicable, considering the com-
peting objectives for compactness, contiguity and
sensitivity to communities of common interest."16

However, the adopted reapportionment plan reflected
a judgment that it was more important to preserve city
and town boundaries than county boundaries.

Maine's minority population is very low (African
American < 1 percent, Hispanic 1 percent, and Native
Americans 1 percent). However, Franco-Americans
are a prominent ethnic group in Maine and were
aflfected to some extent by the losses previously
reported for safe Democratic seats in multimember
districts in Lewiston and Biddeford.

As regards congressional redistricting, the 1980 cen-
sus revealed that the 1 st District was top heavy (with
580,492 people, as opposed to 543,178 in the 2nd
District), creating, a gap of 3.3 3 percent. Much of this
growth had occurred in York County at the southern-
most boundary. York was the only urban center to
experience major growth in the 1970s, when its
population increased by 27,896, or 25 percent.17

Thus, in 1981 a bill was enacted that required the
House and Senate Apportionment Commission also
to deal with congressional districts in 1983 and every
year thereafter.18

In apportioning Maine's two congressional districts,
the commission determined that the ideal district
would be 562,515 in population. The 1st District
population was to be 562,511, and the 2nd District
population would be 562,519, with an overall devia-
tion for recommended districts of 0.001490 percent.

Thus, the more sparsely populated northern congres-
sional district gained 20,000 Waldo County voters,
who had previously been in the southern congressional
district. Congressional districts used a deviation ofless
than 1 percent as a standard.

A COURT CHALLENGE

After the legislature enacted the commission plan, its
foes submitted an alternative model to the Maine
Supreme Judicial Court. The group was called the
Citizens for Constitutional Apportionment, led by
former East Millinocket Representative Walter E.
Birt, who headed a 1972 reapportionment committee.
While most of individuals associated with the group,
including Birt, were prominent Republicans, the party
itself did not become a party to the litigation. The
C AC' s plan had a slightly greater deviation in districts
than the commission plan (the difference between the
largest and smallest Senate districts was 9 percent in
the new plan, as against 8 percent in the commission
plan). However, the new arrangement reduced the
number of multicounty districts from 19 to nine. Birt
also said that the plan reduced the number of districts
with portions in two counties from 15 to eight, and
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those with portions in three counties from four to one.
One of the arguments focused on Representative
Brown' sDistrict 58, which was horseshoe-shaped and
contained towns from three different counties. The
Court thought that the district might approach "the
limits of what is constitutionally permissible under the
state compactness-and-contiguity test," but that the
district situation did not show improper judgment. The
Court also believed that attempts to alter District 58
would have a ripple effect on many other districts. It is
important to note that the commission plan paid
greater attention to municipal lines than to county
lines, partly because adherence to county boundaries,
required in the state constitution prior to 1975, had
been removed.

The Court held that petitioners had "failed to show
that the legislature used improper judgment in the
choices that it made" in "its attempt to harmonize the
standards imposed by the state and federal constitu-
tions." 19 Therefore, the Supreme Court rejected the
challenge to the statewide redistricting plan in a unani-
mous vote in December 1983. The Court said that
while the new districts may be "less than perfect, they
are the product oflegitimate judgmental choices made
by the legislature in its attempt to harmonize the
standards imposed by the state and federal constitu-
tions"20

SIGNIFICANCE AND CONCLUSION

The 1980 census revealed a population decline in
several of Maine's largest cities (Portland, Bangor,
Lewiston), while moderate growth was occurring in
the outlying suburban areas. For example, Portland

declined by about 3,500 persons during the 1970s,
while the neighboring town of Windham almost
doubled its population to 11,238.

Another major demographic trend that affected the
apportionment issue was that the northern section of
the state lost population and the southern tip of the
state and the suburban communities around Portland
gained in population. As reported here, the
commission's plan passed the legislature by a two-
thirds majority during the spring of 1983 and was
implemented after a brief citizen's group challenge in
the courts. It is significant to note that this was the first
time that reapportionment had been completed in 30
years without direct intervention by the courts to
implement the apportionment plan. It was also the first
time in the state's history that state House, state
Senate, and U.S. House of Representatives districts
were redrawn at the same time.

Overall and in a comparative context, political reac-
tions were likewise slight. Nor did the apportionment
results affect the balance of power in the legislature.
Republicans gained very slightly in the two elections
immediatelyfollowingapportionment,thenlost ground
in the 1988 election to the Democrats. The apportion-
ment system itself appeared to have little to do with
those tides. Suburbs had gained representation be-
cause cities had lost marginally in population, a pattern
carefully manifested in the 1983 apportionment sys-
tem. However, the partisan outcomes were shaped by
the political events of the particular election year, not
the design of the districts.
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MARYLAND

M . MARGARET CONWAY

For much of its history, Maryland's legislature was the
epitome of malapportionment.1 The Maryland consti-
tution requires that legislative districts be contiguous,
compact, and of equal population, while giving due
regard to the boundaries of political subdivisions and
to natural boundaries.2 In some areas of the state, and
particularly in rural areas, these latter provisions may
present obstacles to having districts which are contigu-
ous and of equal population. If geographic areas are
separated by a bay or river which is not crossed by a
bridge, they are not considered contiguous. This
presents substantial problems in redistricting that part
of Maryland which is on the Eastern Shore of the
ChesapeakeBay and many areas on the western shore.
The political subdivisions whose boundaries must be
considered are the counties and incorporated munici-
palities.3 Maryland follows a southern pattern of local
government, with most or in some counties all local
government responsibilities accruing to the county.
Baltimore City is an independent governmental unit,
not contained within theboundaries of any county, and
performing all local government functions.

A district may be subdivided into three single-member
districts or one single-member and one two-member
district for the purposes of electing members of the
House of Delegates. This facilitates representation of
different jurisdictions (especially rural counties) and
maximizes representation of different interests within
the legislature, whether they are political subdivisions,
economic interests, the protection of a particular
partisan interest, or the maintenance of incumbents.

Within the legislature, the dominant Democratic party
has for many years split into various coalitions, the
patterns changing over time and with different issues
and candidacies for statewide office. These multiple
dimensions of conflict are reflected at times in conflict
between Baltimore City and the rest of the state, at
other times in Baltimore City alliances with Prince

George's County Democrats or with those from other
areas of the state. Conflict has also existed within the
more populous jurisdictions, based on economic,
religious, and racial and/or ethnic divisions, as well as
on rivalries between political leaders or well en-
trenched clubs.

THE 1982 REDISTRICTING PLAN

In 1982 the governor and legislature confronted a
changed population distribution within the state, with
Baltimore City and the suburban counties closer to
Washington and Baltimore having lost population and
the outer rim of suburban counties surrounding Balti-
more and adjacent to Washington having experienced
considerable population growth. On April 13, 1981,
Democratic Governor Harry Hughes appointed afive-
member Advisory Committee on Reapportionment
and Redistricting to assist him in developing a redis-
tricting plan.4 The committee was chaired by William
James, state treasurer and former president of the state
Senate, and included as members the presiding officers
of the state Senate and the House of Delegates. The
committee, having conducted hearings throughout the
state, submitted its proposals to the governor on
December 8,1982. After two hearings chaired by the
governor on the proposal, the plan was introduced in
the House ofDelegates as House Joint Resolution 32
(HJR 32) on January 13, 1982. The governor's plan
was approved by the legislature onFebruary 26,1982.5

S everal distinct interests were served by the plan which
was adopted. Representation in Baltimore was set at
nine districts, a decrease of two from the 1970s
redistrictings. In the 1982 plan, eight of the nine
Baltimore City districts were below the absolute
population mean of 89,723, although inno case did the
divergence exceed 5 percent. Four of the districts had
a black majority, four had a white majority, and one
was almost equally divided between black and white
residents. In this plan, none of the district boundaries
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crossed over into Baltimore County.6 The plan pro-
tected the interests of a number of ethnic, racial, and
religious groups, which could remain assured of rep-
resentation in the legislature. It also reflected the
interests of incumbents in the legislature, many of
whom were leaders of local political clubs which
represented ethnic, racial, or religious groups in the
city. To summarize, the legislative districting plan for
Baltimore City was a carefully crafted compromise
among a number of competing political interests.

In Prince George's County, the boundaries of new
districts were drawn so as to create one black-majority
district and two which had an almost even split
between black and white citizens7, guaranteeing for the
first time black representation in the legislature from
that county. Two of these Prince George's County
districts elected African Americans to the legislature in
1982, and in 1986 three elected black legislators.

Both the Baltimore City and Prince George's County
redistrictings are examples of concentration gerry-
mandering, serving in both cases to promote minority
representation in the legislature. These districts also
reflected the interests of the political clubs and party
factions dominant in particular geographic areas. The
nine districts withinBaltimoreCity are showninFigure
1.

As with previous redistrictings, the drawing of lines
began at one end of the state (the west) and proceeded
across the state. In orderto accommodate the interests
of the major jurisdictions, one outer suburban county
had to be carved up to provide the necessary number
of citizens (89,723) for a few legislative districts in the
larger suburban jurisdictions. In 1982, the outer sub-
urban county carved to pieces was Howard County,
which lies between the Baltimore and Washington
metropolitan areas. It was divided between two dis-
tricts and among four subdistricts, with one subdistrict
being joined to part of Montgomery County, one to
part of Prince George's County (both these counties
are suburbs ofWashington, DC), and one with parts of
another outer suburban county (Carroll) which is part
of the Baltimore metropolitan area. The fourth

Figure 1. Baltimore City Districts.

subdistrict consisted entirely of residents of Howard
County.8

The legislative districting plan required that in any
district in which members of the House of Delegates
are elected at large from more than two counties or
parts of two counties, no county may have more than
one resident delegate.9 Three districts were covered by
those requirements. This requirement maximizes rep-
resentation of separate, rural counties in the legislature
through having a delegate residing in each county in the
district, provided of course that the district contains no
more than three counties. For example, one Eastern
Shore district consisting of four counties elects del-
egates from three of the four counties.

LEGAL CHALLENGES TO THE 1982 REDISTRICTING

Ten petitions were filed in opposition to the 1982
redistricting act with the state Court of Appeals. 10Four
were consolidated into two cases which focused on the
same challenged districts.

Decisions in federal court cases have established a
definition of equality which presumes that state legis-
lative district population size will be within plus or
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minus 5 percent of the population mean. In addition to
the equal protection clause of the federal constitution,
challenges to the state legislative redistricting were
based on the equal population size, compactness, and
respect for natural boundaries and for the boundaries
of political subdivisions requirements of the state
constitution. In addition, violations of "communities
of interest," which might be one interpretation of
natural boundaries, and of the reapportionment and
redistricting procedures specified in Maryland law
were also alleged.

The state Court of Appeals appointed Judge Albert
Menchine, a retired judge of the Court of Special
Appeals and prior to that a Baltimore County court
judge, to serve as a special master, hearing the argu-
ments, examining the evidence presented in each of the
ten challenges to the 1982 redistricting law, and
preparing a report for the Court.

Two petitions challenged the districting ofMontgom-
ery County, one of the five largest jurisdictions in the
state which is located adjacent to Washington, DC.

Another challenge was filed by citizens of Howard
County, who objected to the dismemberment of their
county into four legislative subdistricts in order to
accommodate the interests and maximize the repre-
sentation of other suburban counties.

Three challenges to the law focused on the districting
plan for the City of Baltimore.

The drafting of districts forBaltimore County was also
challenged on the grounds that the districts were not
compact and ignored natural boundaries and the
boundaries of political subdivisions within the county.

Several residents of southern counties on the Western
Shore ofChesapeakeBay (an area known as Southern
Maryland) challenged the plan as it related to Districts
28 and 29 and their subdistricts for the House of
Delegates.

One individual petitioned to have the entire plan
contained in HJR 32 overturned because it used
multimember districts forthe House ofDelegates. The
petitioner argued that these violated the equal protec-
tion clause.

After considering the oral arguments and the evidence,
Judge Menchine concluded that the only challenge
which had merit was that to the composition of
Districts 43 and 44 in Baltimore City. He proposed
alterations to those districts which would remedy the
supposed constitutional defect in the plan. After con-
sideration of the special master's report and the oral
arguments presented before the Court on June 1,1982,
the Court decided that none of the petitions established
any violation of the state or federal constitutions.11

Drafting of a congressional redistricting was largely
left to the incumbent members of Congress (six Demo-
crats andtwo Republicans). Of course, preservation of
the incumbents was a primary concern.

OTHER ELECTORAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE 1982

REDISTRICTING

The 1982 election resulted in an overwhelmingly
Democratic legislature. In 1978, 15 Republicans had
been elected to the House ofDelegates and eight to the
state Senate. In 1982,17 Republicans were elected to
the House and six to the Senate. In 1986,17 Repub-
licans were victorious in House elections and seven in
Senate elections. In 1990, Republicans elected 25 to
the House and seven to the Senate. The poor perfor-
mances ofRepublicans are a consequence of a number
of factors, including the overwhelmingly Democratic
voter registration in the state, weak local Republican
party organizations, and the lack of viable Republican
candidates with local office-holding experience.

BACK TO THE FUTURE

Redistricting as a consequence of the 1990 census
presents no unusual tasks. The size of the legislative
chambers will remain the same, with 47 districts each
containing one senator and three delegates. The state
has, however, experienced some growth in population
since 1980. More importantly, it has experienced a
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significant redistribution of population. Preliminary
estimates are that Baltimore City will lose two state
legislative districts and that the outer suburban areas
will gain several legislative seats. Estimates also indi-
cate that the white population in Prince George's
County decreased by 100,000 while the black popula-
tion increased by a like amount. As a consequence, at
least one additional black-majority district, and prob-
ably more, will be created in that suburb of Washing-
ton. Howard County, carved into four parts in the 1982
redistricting, has grown sufficiently in population that
it will not be used to accommodate the interests of
other suburban counties in the 1991 redistricting. The
probable candidate for dismemberment is Carroll
County, an outer suburban county northwest of Bal-
timore. Some of the dislocations within the legislature

made necessary by population shifts will be accommo-
dated by retirement of several senior members of the
legislature, particularly within the Baltimore City del-
egation. Respecting political boundaries of counties in
drawing legislative districts will present a greater
challengethan in the past; for example, some legislative
districts in the Baltimore area will probably include
both Baltimore City and Baltimore County precincts.

An examination of reapportionment and redistricting
in Maryland provides clear evidence that the creation
of legislative districting rules, whether in the state
constitution or in public laws, is a political act. The
implementation of those rules in aparticular planis also
very much a political act, brought into being by
numerous interests pursuing different goals.
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MASSACHUSETTS

JOHN C. BERG

Massachusetts gave the term "gerrymander" to the
world in 1812, and the state's politicians have contin-
ued to practice the art of drawing district lines for
political purposes. However, the nature of those
purposes has changed over the years. The original
gerrymander was a partisan animal, part of a plan to
bolster the Democratic-Republicans against the Fed-
eralists. In the 1980s the Democratic party dominated
the legislature and the congressional delegation so
thoroughly as to make partisan gerrymandering sec-
ondary; instead, incumbent protection and race be-
came the dominant issues. This was the pattern in each
of the three major redistrictingsofthe 1980s, including
redistrictings for the state's congressional districts in
1981, the state Senate in 1987, and the state House of
Representatives in 1988.

The 1980 census cut the Massachusetts share of the
U.S. House of Representatives from 12 to 11 mem-
bers, and all 12 incumbents—10 Democrats and two
Republicans—wished to keep their seats. In the event,
the district of one of the Republicans, Margaret Heck-
ler ofWellesley, was eliminated; ironically, it is gener-
ally agreed that this was not the legislature's intention.
However, the legislature intended to create a district in
which Heckler could defeat first-term liberal Demo-
cratBarney Frank, who had antagonized the legislative
leadership whenhe served in theMassachusettsHouse.
The resulting 4thDistrict was certainly agerrymander.
(See Figure 1.) In shape, it resembled a performing
seal, with the liberal suburban enclave ofBrookline and
Newton—Frank's official residence—held aloft at the
tip of the tail, joined by Heckler's Wellesley to the
column of the body, all carefully balanced on one
flipper—the town of Westport on Massachusetts's
southern coast. Frankhad served one term to Heckler's
eight, and only 30 percent of the voters had been in
Frank's old district, 70 percent in Heckler's. But Frank
campaigned tirelessly, made ties to industrial workers
in Fall River, won the endorsement of the National

NOTE: ^T
District Eight contains wards 1 , 2 , 4 , 5 , 2 1 , and 22 in the city of Boston. *
District Nine contains wards 3 , 6 , 7 . 8 , 9 . 1 0 , 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 9 , and 20 in the city of Boston.
District Eleven contains wards 15,16,17, and 18 in the city of Boston.

Figure 1. 1982 Massachusetts Congressional
Districts.

Organization for Women against the state's only
woman in Congress, tied Heckler to the Reagan
administration (at its low point in popularity in 1982),
and beatHeckler by 40,000 votes.] This, too, was in the
Massachusetts tradition; the original gerrymander,
created by the Democratic-Republicans in 1812, was
won by the Federalists in 1813 }

Aside from the Frank-Heckler confrontation, other
1981 changes in congressional districts aroused little
controversy. However, this does not mean that there
were no gerrymanders. For example, the 9th and 1 lth
Districts both began in working-class city neighbor-
hoods and fanned out to the suburbs, enabling two
urban Democrats, Joseph Moakley of South Boston
and BrianDonnelly ofneighboringDorchester, both to
serve. The resulting districts were neither compact nor
the embodiment of a community of interest. If the 4th
District resembled a performing seal, the 9th looked
like nothing so much as a donkey. However, these
were not new gerrymanders, but simply the continua-
tion of the previous pattern,3 and so they aroused little
attention in 1981.

Redistricting of the state legislature has been more
controversial. It has been more frequent, more has
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been at stake, and there has been more room for
political chicanery. However, it has not been strongly
partisan. There have not been enough Republican
legislators for attempts to eliminate them to be worth-
while, and Republican incumbents have often chosen
to ally with their Democratic colleagues for mutual
preservation of safe seats, sometimes over the objec-
tions of their fellow partisans on the Republican State
Committee.

Like one of its early citizens, Henry David Thoreau,
Massachusetts marches to the beat of a different
drummer. Most states apportion their own legislatures
on the basis of the decennial federal census; but
Massachusetts conducts its own state census in years
ending in five. Legislative districts based on this census
go into effect on "the first Wednesday in the fourth
January following the taking of said census,"4 and
remain in effect for ten years. Thus, a census was taken
in 1985 and elections held in the new districts in 1988,
with those elected taking office in 1989. The state
census had been criticized as expensive and inaccurate,
but was required by the state constitution until the
census pro vision was repealed by constitutional amend-
ment in 1990.

The situation was complicated further in the 1960s and
1970s by a number of constitutional changes. The
Massachusetts House of Representatives was redis-
tricted in 1963,1967,1973, and 1978. Except for the
first, which should have been the regular 1957 redis-
trictingbutwhichwasdelayedbypolitics,eachofthese
redistrictings was required by a change in the constitu-
tion: in 1967 the basis of representation was changed
from the number of legal voters to the number of
inhabitants; in 1973 multimember districts were elimi-
nated; and in 1978 the size of the House of Represen-
tatives was reduced from 240 to 160, making for the
most painful redistricting of all.

Meanwhile, the 40-member state Senate was redis-
tricted in 1960, 1970, and 1973. After the 1973
redistricting, the dominant issue was the successful
attempt to create a Senate district for the black
community in Boston. Opposition to the black district

cameprimarilyfromDemocraticincumbents, all white,
whose seats would be safer if the city's black voters
were divided up among them; the black district was
created only afterRepublican GovernorFrancis Sargent
had vetoed one plan and asked for amendments to
another; Sargent actually wrote the plan finally adopted
by the Democratic legislature.5

The state census of 1985 thus marked something of a
return to normalcy; for the first time in at least four
decades, both houses were to be redistricted more or
less on schedule. However, normalcy is arelative term;
the census and redistricting were anything but smooth.

Massachusetts Secretary of State Michael J.
Connolly—himself a former state representative from
Boston—set the tone when he refused to accept the
City of Boston's census figures. The state census is
actually conducted by city and town officials. They
report their findings to the state, which certifies them
and adds them up. Boston reported a population of
620,889, but Connolly, citing a 1984 federal estimate
of570,719, claimed that the city had inflated its count.6

The dispute was only resolved when the legislature
created a commission, appointed by the governor, to
come up with an official figure. On May 15,1987, the
commission concluded that Boston's real 1985 popu-
lation had been 601,095, a figure which would cost
Boston at least one House seat; the commission's
conclusion was immediately attacked as a political
compromise by the Republicans, who asserted that the
real total had been between 580,000 and 590,000. The
newBoston figures changed the state total to 5,746,441,
or35,915perrepresentativeand 143,661 per senator.7

The Massachusetts Constitution required the new
districtstobeinplaceintimeforthe 1988 election. This
left the redistricting committees, headed in the House
by Democrat James Brett of Boston's Dorchester
section, and in the Senate by Democrat John Brennan
of suburban Maiden, with about nine months to come
up with a plan and get it enacted.

At this stage, and throughout the redistricting battle
which followed, there were four major issues: party,
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region, race and ethnicity, and incumbency. For the
press and the public (at least that relatively small
portion of the public which pays attention to such
matters), each of the first three was to become impor-
tant at some time and for some people. However, for
the legislature itself there was never any question that
incumbent protection was to be the overriding impera-
tive. As Brennan put it, "The one common bond that
runs across the ideological spectrum is that we are all
very concerned about what our districts look like and
want a reasonable expectation of getting reelected."
The speaker of theHouse, Democrat GeorgeKeverian
ofEverett, openly discussed the desirability (as he saw
it) ofa"buyout." "It doesn't matter who will lose their
seat.Iwouldpreferthatpersonmoveuptoanotherjob.
F d be happy to know that person would be a judge. I'd
prefer that but I can't control that."8 As we shall see,
Keverian' s preference—widely shared by other legis-
lators, of course—corresponded closely with the re-
sults of the redistricting.

Among the other three major issues, party and region
were related. Boston had lost population to the sub-
urbs to its southeast, particularly in Plymouth County,
and to Cape Cod abit further south. Coincidentally, the
area which had grown was one of the state's few
Republican enclaves. Of course, many of these new
suburban and exurban voters were themselves Demo-
crats—in fact, the same Democrats who had moved
out ofBoston—but theRepublicans still hoped to gain
at least two House seats from the redistricting. This
had given a partisan tinge to the dispute over Boston's
census count, and raised Republican suspicions over
any attempt to help theBoston representativeshang on
to their seats.

In the Senate, redistricting chair JohnBrennan had one
and only one goal, incumbent protection. As he ex-
plained his plan to a reporter from the Boston Globe,
"it was a political decision. I did not want two
incumbent senators running against one another for
the same seat."9 Despite the need to reduce Boston's
delegationfrom eight senators to seven, and to accom-
modate population shifts elsewhere in the state, B rennan
achieved this goal. In several cases he managed to go

a little further, ridding incumbents of troublesome
nests of opposition within their old districts, and
adding lumps of voters expected to be more compat-
ible. This strategy paid offin practical terms. Although
Brennan's plan contained some extraordinary gerry-
manders and blatant political manipulations, only one
of the 40 senators objected to the plan, and it was
enacted quickly. Moreover, because Brennan had
adhered to strict mathematical guidelines, his plan
withstood a court challenge (unlike that for the House,
as we shall see later on).

The sole objection within the Senate came from the
state's only black senator, Boston Democrat Royal
Boiling, Sr. Boiling represented the black Senate
district created after long controversy in 1973. While
his seat was protected under the new plan, he objected
to the loss of "the heart of the black community"—
precincts 1,2, and 3 ofWard 9, which were transferred
to the Senate President, Democrat William Bulger of
South Boston. The loss would not hurt Boiling, who
got equally supportive voters to replace those lost; but
he and other black leaders argued that the precincts
would not be well represented by Bulger, who was not
perceived as sympathetic to black concerns. While
Boiling's complaint got some media attention, the plan
was not changed; ironically, Boiling himself lost his
seat (to another black candidate) when he forgot to file
his nomination papers in time.

Brennan's real ingenuity came in cutting Boston from
eight Senate districts to seven without eliminating any
incumbents. This was only possible because one of the
city's eight senators, Democrat WilliamKeating, actu-
ally lived in suburban Sharon. Brennan gave Keating
some new territory in the south (where the population
had grown the most), and divided his 53,000 Boston
constituents among the other seven Boston senators.
Brennan was also able to help out a couple of conser-
vative Boston Democrats who were in trouble for
injudicious, if not homophobic, statements they had
made during the debate on a gay rights bill.

Brennan's political machinations drew some critical
comments from the press, and even provoked some
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public outcry. However, his plan had two essential
characteristics. First, it protected the seats of the
senators who would have to vote for it; and second, it
passed the constitutional test of numerically equal
districts. Thus it was enacted quickly, and was upheld
in a later court challenge. Critics could criticize the
plan, but they could not defeat it.

The House leadership, too, sought to protect incum-
bents. But redistricting there did not go as smoothly.
The Democratic leadership moved quickly to defuse
Republican concerns about partisanship. One month
before the final House plan was ready, Brett made it
clear that he had every intention of creating the two
new southeastern districts the Republicans wanted.10

Perhaps more significantly, incumbent Republicans
found their needs attended to. This was simply practi-
cal politics. With 126 of the 160 seats held by Demo-
crats, ] l Brett and Keverian did not need to worry about
increasing their margin of control in the House, but
wished to minimize opposition there. They did this
very successfully; on July 13,1987, theHouse adopted
Brett' s proposed new district lines by a vote of 151 -1 ,
with the only "no" vote coming from a Democrat,
William Galvin ofBoston (whose district had been cut
in two).

The House plan was passed routinely by the Senate,
out of reciprocity, and signed by the governor. But all
was not well. The Black Political Task Force (BPTF),
supported by the Rainbow Coalition, the Massachu-
setts Latino-Democratic Committee, and the Asian
Political Committee, sued in federal court, claiming
that the plan was gerrymandered against racial minori-
ties;12 the Republican State Committee sued as well,
claiming that the "new districts were mathematically
unbalanced."13

The plaintiffs made three arguments. First, they main-
tained that the Boston census, even as revised by the
commission, was inaccurate, with the BPTF also
asserting that the census had overestimated the popu-
lation of white precincts and underestimated minority
precincts. Second, the BPTF and its partners argued
that Boston's population was about one-third nonwhite,

but that the 18 districts were gerrymandered so that
only two or three black candidates, and no Asians or
Latinos, were likely to be elected. The Republicans
joined in enthusiastically, pointing out that Latino
districts could also be created in the heavily Demo-
cratic cities ofLawrence and Springfield. Finally, both
sets of plaintiffs claimed that the plan violated the
Supreme Court's one person-one vote rule in that 62
of the 160 districts were more than 5 percent above or
below the median population.

The legislative leadership, nowjoined in defense by the
secretary of state and the attorney general, argued that
this degree of population variance was necessary in
order to keep communities together, that—in the
words of a subsequent editorial in theBoston Globe—
"it is not faceless blocks of numbers that are repre-
sented, but actual people who are identified as mem-
bers of political communities."14 Given the New
England tradition of town government, it was argued
that these political communities corresponded to cities
and towns; however, this was essentially the same
argument that had been made unsuccessfully against
the original Supreme Court decision on the one man-
one vote doctrine.

The alliance among black, Latino, and Asian organiza-
tions on the one hand and Republicans on the other is
part of what appears to be a national policy on the part
of the Republican party.15 Typically, the Democratic
party has sought to spread black and Latino voters,
who tend to vote Democratic, over several districts.
This improves the overall prospects of the Democrats,
but also makes it more likely that the Democrats
elected will be white. Black and Hispanic organiza-
tions have sought to concentrate minority group
voters in order to create districts in which their candi-
dates are likely to win. This usually means taking blocs
of solid Democratic voters away from Democratic
incumbents, and creating new districts which may be
80 to 90 percent Democratic. The advantages of this
for the Republicans are often great enough to over-
come that party's usual aversion to affirmative action,
and to bring them into coalition with their ideological
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opposites, as was the case in the Massachusetts law-
suit.

However, the Republicans were not firmly united
themselves. The party's state committee saw itself
very badly outnumbered in both houses of the legisla-
ture, and with little prospect for improving its position.
As a party, the Republicans stood only to gain from
radical changes in district lines, which would lessen the
advantage of incumbents, and therefore ofDemocrats.
Thus the state committee called for rigid adherence to
mathematical equality among districts, which would
reduce the flexibility ofBrett and Brennan in protecting
incumbents.

But things looked different to the Republican legisla-
tors. No doubt they too would have liked to become
the majority party, but this was at best a remote
prospect. Meanwhile, the immediate goal of most was
to keep their own seats, and this could be done most
easily through the Democrats' incumbent protection
plan; hence most Republican legislators had actually
voted for the plans the Republican State Committee
was suing to overturn. This was to require delicate
negotiations as the suit progressed.

On February 2,1988, a panel of three federal judges
invalidated the redistricting plan for the House (the
Senate's redistricting was upheld), ruling that the
variations in population were "inordinate," "intoler-
able," "pervasive," and therefore unconstitutional.
Secretary of State Connolly was ordered not to release
House nomination papers on February 16, as previ-
ously scheduled.16

The court rejected the claim that minority voters were
undercounted and gerrymandered against. However,
the minority plaintiffs had also joined in the purely
mathematical arguments; as a result, the court on
February 8 ordered the BPTF to propose its own
districting plan for the City of Boston. The Republi-
cans were ordered to propose a plan for the rest of the
state. This order came at the request of the Democratic
House leadership, and was opposed by the plaintiffs;

but it was to become an important resource in bargain-
ing for another minority district.17

Significantly, while the plaintiffs hailed their victory,
the House Republican leadership was more ambigu-
ous. The State Committee, whichhad at first said there
would be no difficulty in submitting the alternative plan
ordered by the court, drafted a plan but asked the court
for an extra ten days after consulting some of the
Republican incumbents. This request was denied, and
no Republican proposal was submitted.18

The BPTF and its allies responded aggressively to their
part of the court's order. They submitted two plans:
one had 17 districts entirely within the Boston city
limits, while the other allowed for districts which
crossed the city line. However, the highlight of both
proposals was the creation of six districts in which
black, Hispanic, or Asian candidates might stand a
good chance of winning. Although the BPTF had lost
its case on the issue of minority underrepresentation,
it hoped to use the issue on which it had won—
numerical equality—to give it bargaining power on
behalf ofthe other goal. AlanRom, theBPTF's lawyer,
announced, "If the plan is adopted, then the lawsuit is
over. If they don't, we will have a trial.19

Brett released his second plan on Saturday, March 12.
He asserted that the new plan had only five districts
more than 5 percent above or below the state mean
population, and called for quick action in order not to
delay the fall election. The plan was released at a public
hearing, with no advance distribution, on a Saturday,
and scheduled for a vote two days later.20 Brett got his
quick action from the House, which passed the new
plan, 141-11, on Monday, March 14;21 but the new
plan fared even worse than the first as it ran into heavy
opposition and ultimately failed to pass the Senate.

Brett had continued to make incumbent protection his
primary goal, and had pursued that goal by fine-tuning
his previous plan, shifting precincts and breaking up
towns and cities in order to come closer to numerical
equality. Otherwise, the new districts were much the
same. The BPTF claimed that, under the new plan,
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candidates who were not white would still be likely to
win only the two seats already held by black incum-
bents, with some chance of picking up a third if a black
candidate could defeat Thomas Finneran, a white
Democrat from Dorchester whose district would
become slightly over 50 percent black. The BPTF and
its allies continued to argue that one-third ofBoston's
districts should be winnable by racial minority candi-
dates, if the city's delegation was to reflect the racial
composition of its population, and announced their
intention to sue a second time.22 Meanwhile, the
Republican State Committee insisted that the new plan
had 33 districts outside the permitted 10 percent
variation in population, despite Brett' s claim that there
were only five.23

Federal Judge Douglas P. Woodlock hinted that the
second plan, too, might be thrown out by the court;24

but as it happened, it never got that far. The leaders of
state Senate, embroiled in an unrelated controversy
with House Speaker George Keverian, decided to
drop the principle of reciprocity and use the redistrict-
ing bill as a political hostage. Senator Brennan began
to voice doubts about the plan's constitutionality, and
gleefully pointed out that one town, East Brookfield,
had not been put in any district, while another,
Petersham, was listed in two different ones.25 After a
week of negotiations, Democratic Senate President
William Bulger declared, "They want us to embark on
a course of passing a measure that everyone knows is
unconstitutional. Well, they're asking too much. We
won't be put into this terrible position we find our-
selves in."26

The House gave in. Brett's third plan, which accom-
modated Republican and BPTF objections, sped
through both houses of the legislature onMarch 31; on
Friday, April 1, it was signed into law by Lieutenant
Governor Evelyn Murphy, and the federal injunction
against the release of nominating papers was lifted later
that day, giving aspiring candidates slightly over one
month to collect the necessary 150 signatures.27

The final plan met the mathematical objections which
had been the basis of the lawsuit, but another change

had more political significance. The BPTF negotiated
a drastic redrawing of the 5th Suffolk District, in the
Dorchester section of Boston, which increased its
blackpopulationfrom29to 44percent and itsHispanic
population from 13 to 20 percent. The BPTF, recog-
nizing the need to build coalitions, tacitly agreed that
it would support a Hispanic candidate for the new
district.28

This agreement cleared the way for the elections.
House candidates need only 150 signatures on their
nominating papers, so the delay did not impede getting
on the ballot.29 The results were more orless expected:
little change in the partisan balance, a slight increase in
the number of representatives from racial minorities,
and strong protection of incumbents. The Democrats
went into the election leading the Republicans 127-33
intheHouse, and 32-8 in the Senate.30 They gained one
seat in the House, while the balance in the Senate
stayed exactly the same.

The new district designed for a Hispanic was won by
a Latino, Democrat Nelson Merced. Merced faced
two white and three black candidates in the Demo-
cratic primary, and a black independent in the general
election, but got the endorsement of the BPTF and the
Rainbow Coalition. He got a 40 percent plurality in the
primary, 400 votes ahead of his nearest opponent, and
won with 64 percent in the general election.

The legislative leaders had made it clear from the start
that they wanted to protect incumbents, and they
succeeded. Brennan's record in the Senate was per-
fect; every incumbent who filed for reelection won, a
total of 28 of the 32 Democrats and six of the eight
Republicans. Brett did not do quite as well in the
House. Still, 110 of the 127 Democratic incumbents
kept their seats, as did 30 of the 33 Republicans. Of
these, 83 Democrats and 14 Republicans—61 percent
of the House membership—did not have to face an
opponent from the other major party. Although the
Republican/BPTF lawsuit had caused a few perturba-
tions, the ability of legislative leaders to gerrymander
for incumbent protection had been firmly demon-
strated once again.
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The 1990 federal census will not be used for the state
legislature, since it has just beenredistricted. However,
the lines for congressional districts will have to be
redrawn, and the state will probably lose one of its
eleven seats. For a time, the legislative leadership had
hoped that Barney Frank, who has been under inves-
tigation for charges involving homosexual prostitu-
tion, would resign—thereby making their task easier.
However, Frank is running for reelection in 1990, and
is expected to win. Their next best hope is that the
state's only Republican representative, Silvio Conte,
will retire. If worst comes to worst, they may actually
have to eliminate an incumbent—but so far no one is
even speculating about that.

In 1990 Massachusetts voters elected William Weld
the state's first Republican governor since 1974, and

voted out a larger number of legislative incumbents
than usual—although preliminary analysis suggests
that this was due more to the state's fiscal crisis than
to the 1988 redistricting. They also voted to amend
their state constitution to eliminate the state census;
this will require another redistricting in time for the
1994 election. Predicting Massachusetts politics is
always risky; but increased partisanship seems likely.
The Republicans, buoyed by their success in 1990, are
likely to put more stress on gaining seats, and less on
protecting their incumbents; and Weld will be able to
veto any plan the party finds unacceptable. On the
other hand, the Democrats still hold majorities in both
houses, and incumbents will still want to keep their
jobs. A return to electoral competition is possible, but
it is far from certain.
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MICHIGAN
WILLIAM P. BROWNE AND DELBERT J. RINGQUIST

Michigan, when it comes to questions of who repre-
sents whom and what, is best thought of as a four-part
composite. What constitutes that composite, how-
ever, is located halfin seven southeastern counties and
half in the state's remaining 76—or outstate—coun-
ties. This division, because it causes political conflict,
is very important to understand at the onset when
considering Michigan apportionment.

The urban center ofthe state remains Detroit, acity that
has lost significant population percentages for over
three decades. From 1980through 1990, that loss was
14.6 percent. This included a more than 50 percent loss
of white residents, an already existing minority in the
city. Nonwhites in Detroit increased at an 8.3 percent
rate, accelerating the city's status as a political enclave
for people of color.1 Despite these changes, Detroit's
11.2 percent of Michigan's population keeps the city
politically prominent.

The growing seven-county suburban area surrounding
Detroit, with approximately 38 percent ofthe state
population, has taken on even more political impor-
tance, though. The concentration of population in just
seven southeastern counties leaves about 51 percent of
the state's population living outstate, on more than 90
percent of Michigan's land mass.

The unevenness characteristic of urban Michigan
produced an overall decline of 0.2 percent in metro-
politan populations over the 1980s. The state's 61
rural counties grew at a 4.1 percent rate, in contrast.
But, like with cities, this average is also deceiving.
While 24.7 percent of the population lived in the
predominantly whitesmall towns and low-population-
density countryside, growth was concentrated in much
higher percentages in the northwest lower peninsula.
In effect, less than 10 percent ofthe state population
was made up of rural residents living in moderate to
high growth areas. Other rural counties, like many

urban ones, were either stable or lost residents in the
last decade.

What these figures suggest geographically is a very
fragmented and divided Michigan. Citizens are repre-
sented as a part of one of four regional types; but,
within each ofthe regions, except today's Detroit,
great internal diversity exists. This helps explain why
reapportionment politics is of special consequence
within Michigan. Reapportionment is not just a parti-
san battleground. It is also a series of contests where
powerful urban, suburban, and rural interests still
struggle as they have historically for a representative
voice in state government and, to a lesser degree,
within Congress. Their struggle is made all the more
intense because both political parties and interest
groups, especially geographically based ones, are
relatively strong and competitive within the state.2

Michigan politics, as a consequence, produces an
uncommon interplay of influential parties and equally
influential interests.3 Control of a state Senate or
House district is always, but not only, of partisan
concern. While obvious attempts are made by both
Democrats and Republicans to maximize their seats in
the legislature, more subtle efforts aim at winning seats
for specific interests.

Black leaders target seats in Detroit and surrounding
Wayne County because winning a larger Detroit
delegation brings more policy rewards home from
Lansing. Suburban contests aim at securing safe seats
for labor Democrats, development-minded business
leaders, or moderate-income tax resisters. Traditional
agricultural and extractive industries, newly settled
rural emigrants, emerging rural employment centers,
and environmentalists are all examples of Michigan
interests that look to the value of creating a district
whereafriendlylegislator—often regardless of party—
can best be cultivated.
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It was for these reasons, as well as the changing
partisan alignments that havebeen shifting between the
state's urban and rural areas, that the authors of this
essay once discovered what we initially felt to be a
peculiar legislative preoccupation. In doingresearch in
the Michigan legislature in the mid-1980s, we found
the attentions ofindividual legislators divided between
the problems of current policymaking, positioning
themselves for the next election, and securing a longer
term district constituency for coming reapportion-
ment.4 We, after reflection, were not surprised by the
inclusion of this third component. The Michigan leg-
islature is, after all, a highly professional one where
incumbents stay or move through to the upper legis-
lative body, often for decades. They must, of course,
plan for such longevity; and careful legislative careerists
do attempt to influence how reapportionment will
affect them. In Michigan, present reapportionment
rules, or more precisely what we will showto bealack
of such rules, allow them to do so. This adds a
personalized incumbency dimension as well as the
already mentioned partisan and interest group ones to
Michigan's politics of redistricting in the 1990s.5

INTO THE 1980S: FOLLOWING THE BOUNCING BALL

The 1980s began with population trends and reappor-
tionment commission politics both seeming to dupli-
cate the 1970s. But, in a surprise move, the partisanly
balanced Michigan Supreme Court backed even fur-
ther away from exercising leadership on reapportion-
ment. In seekingto reflect an image of professionalism,
independence, and nonpartisanship, justices simply
said no when the commission deadlocked again. They
would not decide.

Specifically, in a May 21 order, the Court ruled all
remaining reapportionment provisions of the 1963
constitution invalid.6 This action abolished the reap-
portionment commission and charged the state legis-
lature, with gubernatorial approval, with the task of
developing a reapportionment plan. A subsequent
decision on May 24, in Agersteard v. Austin, ruled
congressional districts in conformity.7 But with the
executive and legislative branches split between par-

ties, no plan for the state legislature was developed
within the court's allotted time.

Because the 1982 elections were drawing near, the
Court turned to a single agent for drawing district lines.
Appointed as Special Master was Bernard Apol, a
retired state elections director. Apol's task was at least
made easier in that the court set forth eight clear
guidelines for judging district lines and, in review, his
performance. Guidelines, which were to remain in
effect no later than 1990, mandated that: (1) districts
be compact and contiguous; (2) districts have no more
than a 16.4 percent population variance; (3) districts
not break county lines unless necessary to stay within
that population variance; (4) the plan shift the fewest
possible number of cities and townships whenever
county lines were broken; (5) the Court approve the
plan with the fewest county line breaks as long as the
population variance was assured; (6) counties with
two or more districts break city or township lines only
for reasons of population variance; (7) the plan create
equal-population districts whenever city or township
lines were broken; and, finally (8) the plan divide cities
or townships with two or more districts for maximum
compactness and a population range of 98 to 102
percent for each.

Apol, with mandated urgency, began by reworking the
1972 Ryan plan. When completed, the 1982 plan met
all criteria and, after hearings, was approved by the
court. Apol totally disregarded incumbency in his plan,
an approach that explains the hostility still directed
against the use of a Special Master.

Political leaders, under those conditions, were not
content to see Apol's compromise as an acceptable
one for the long term. The legislature, with an open
invitation from the Supreme Court to reapportion at
any time, spent 1983 attempting to do so. With
Democratic control of the legislature and with Demo-
crat Blanchard in the governor's office, a new plan
seemed likely.8 Political events proved difficult, though,
even when work began in the spring. Black legislators,
angered by the loss of four House and two Senate seats
under Apol, lobbied their Democratic caucus hard and
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long. Other Democratic senators in turn wanted spe-
cial concessions for their votes. The governor's eco-
nomic plans to revitalize the state economy and in-
crease taxes became an added factor. Not only did that
set of concerns consume time, Blanchard also chose
not to prioritize reapportionment because of the need
to maintain bipartisan support on those critical issues.
But public reaction to the successfully passed tax
increase eventually proved fatal to the second reappor-
tionment of the decade. Two Democratic state sena-
tors who voted for the governor's tax package were
recalled by district votes. The illness of a third effec-
tivelyprovidedaRepublicanSenatemajorityof 18-17,
with the likely prospect of two new Republicans being
elected in January 1984.

Only in the final hours of the 1983 legislative session
was a Democratic plan passed, the measure being
appended to a bill on Detroit election law.9 To pass it,
however, numerous concessions were made to Senate
Republicans, protecting their incumbency, enhancing
their constituent bases, gerrymandering their district
lines, and trading votes on future legislation. Nine
Republicans subsequently voted for the bill. The gov-
ernor quickly signed it. While the legislature's bill cut
Apol's population variance from 16.24 percent in the
House and 16.34 percent in the Senate to less than 10
percent overall, it did not make for compact and
contiguous districts. It did, however, minimize incum-
bent losses as proposed by Apol.

But to complete this frenzy of events, the state Su-
preme Court again intervened. In June 1984, the
reapportionment bill was ruled unconstitutional after
being challenged by dissenting Republican party lead-
ers. All seven of the justices voted against.10 Ironically,
questions of propriety and fairness played no part in
their decision. The Court ruled that the procedures
followed were illegal; that a nongermane boundary
provision could not be passed when appended to an
unrelated bill.11 Eventually, the Court reinstated the
Apol plan. Legislators, for the rest of the decade, with
the Senate the lone state institution in Republican
hands, waited and positioned themselves for the next
federal census.

STATE POLITICS IN THE ' 8 0 S

Redistricting Michigan for the 1980s produced some
intriguing and consequential state politics. First and
foremost, it increased the intensity of political conflict
within the state. Reapportionment, when brought to
the legislature, gave first consideration to the needs of
incumbents and, in so doing, triggered angry reactions.
The series of deals struck at the end of the 1983
legislative session required that Democrats gain sup-
port from a large number of Republican legislators in
order to put the bill into immediate effect. Individual
incumbent Republican legislators were willing to go
along with a bill that left statewide advantage to the
Democrats in exchange for enhanced electoral majori-
ties in their own districts. Republican party leaders
were obviously unhappy and worked throughout the
rest of the decade to restore party discipline. The
perception of many Democrats was that the Republi-
can party had broken faith by either encouraging
incumbents to back out on their final votes for the
compromise or by allowingthe leadership to challenge
the agreement in court. Democrats felt they had a
commitment for no court challenge on the technicality
of germaneness. Thus Democrats, like Republicans,
were irritated by the Grand Old Party's lack of cohe-
sion. On the whole, the 1980s reverted to the most
decidedly partisan decade in Michigan since the '50s.

The second observation to be made about 1980s
reapportionment is that it produced more a regional
than a partisan impact. The court order allowing a
variance of 16.4 percent resulted in some significant
regional winners and losers. The 17 House districts
within the city of Detroit had an average population
size of 77,700, or 92.3 percent of the average-size
district (84,210). This meant that, collectively, these
districts represented 110,670 fewer citizens than if
their population had been divided equally statewide.
The 7th House District had the lowest population of
any in the state, 91.8 percent of the statewide average.

The best evidence of gerrymandering can be seen by
looking at victory margins and what they mean to the
distribution of seats by party for each house. (See Table
1.) The Supreme Court guidelines in 1982, leading to
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Table 1. Comparison of Democratic Vote and Democratic Seats Won in the
Michigan Legislature, 1982-90,

ELECTION YEAR
1982
1984
1986
1988
1990

DEM. VOTE
58.2
47.9
55.2
51.2
52.4

HOUSE

(%) DEM. SEATS(%)
58.1
50.9
58.2
55.5
55.5

DEM. VOTE
57.7

54.7

52.0

SENATE

(%) DEM. SEATS (%)
52.6

47.4

47.4

the 16.24 percent variation in Senate district sizes and
maintaining local unit boundary lines, meant that
outstate districts wereusually won by margins of about
15 percent. Democrats won inner-city Detroit districts
by margins exceeding 80 percent, though. In 1982, this
meant that a 57.7 percent vote for Democrats state-
wide meant a 52.6 percent Senate margin in seats for
the Democrats. In 1986, after reapportionment, the
Democrats had a 54.7 percent majority vote statewide,
while losing a majority of the Senate seats (18-20) to
the Republican party. In 1990, the same Republican
majority was elected while Democrats dropped to 52
percent of the popular vote. The landslide electoral
majoritiesconcentratedinurbandistrictsbytheDemo-
crats diluted the effect of their voting strength.

The data for the House in the 1980s' elections suggest
that Democrats were not as adversely impacted by
court guidelines after districts were reapportioned as
they were in the Senate. They even gained an advan-
tage. In each election following the imposition of the
court-ordered reapportionment plan, there were more
seats won than the percentages of statewide vote
would suggest would happen. In 1984, Democrats
won 47.9 percent of the vote but 50.9 percent of the
seats in the House. In the 1988 and 1990 elections,
Democrats won 51.2 and 52.4 percent popular majori-
ties and captured 55.5 percent of House seats in both
years.

But despite the resurgence of the Democratic party,
and despitethe renewed partisan intensity ofthe 1980s,
the district data indicate that incumbents and the
unique character of districts are more prized today than
is party competition. Michigan voters get to choose

very little. An examination ofthe competitiveness of
districts following the 1982 reapportionment (Tables
2 and 3) suggests that competition was greatest
immediately following the adoption of new bound-
aries. The number of House seats won by less than a
10 percent split in the popular vote declined by nearly
half over the decade (23-12). Competitiveness de-
clined by nearly 50 percent, to less than 11 percent of
all House districts in 1990. Yet, at the same time, the
number of landslide elections, defined by the winner
gaining more than 70 percent of the votes cast,
remained relatively stable. In the four elections from
1982 through 1990,47, 51,48, 51, and 48 seats were
won in landslide elections. This means that approxi-
mately 45 percent of House seats appear incredibly
safe ones.

The Senate is similar, if less pronounced, in these
tendencies. The number of Senate seats won by less
than 10 percent dropped from 12 to 5 from the 1982
to the 1986 election. Only 13 percent of district races
were truly competitive in 1986, while 18 percent were
competitive in 1990. Meanwhile, the number of land-
slide elections increased from lOto 13, orto34percent
of all districts, from 1982 to 1986, and back to 10 seats
in 1990. So far, into 1990, it seems that much ofthe
democratizing spirit of the reapportionment revolu-
tion has been left unfulfilled by changes in Michigan
politics.

PROSPECTS FOR THE 1990S

The stage has been set for reapportionment battles
without much new room to maneuver. Two congres-
sional seats will be lost. Reason suggests that they will
be from Detroit adjacent areas as West Michigan
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Table 2. Competitiveness of Michigan House Districts, 1980-90.

ELECTION YEAR

1980
1982
1984
1986
1988
1990

COMPETITIVE

45 TO 55
10
23

20
12
12
12

40 TO 44
AND 56 TO 60

11

16
15
8
5
11

NONCOMPETITIVE
35 TO 39

AND 61 TO 65
19
12

12
14
17
17

30 TO 34
AND 66 TO 70

18
13
13
28
25
22

boundaries squeeze east. However, the need to protect
black seats and those of powerful committee chairs
makes that a problematic result. Mid-Michigan legis-
lators may be targeted for losses. Detroit does stand to
lose one of its five state Senate seats and, in all
likelihood, four of 16 in the state House. The outer
suburbs ofDetroit, the greater Grand Rapids region of
Southwest Michigan, and the northwest corner of the
lower peninsula could at best make nominal gains in
representation. All are generally Republican pockets
of strength.

Without extensive population shifts outside Detroit,
future reapportionment is most likely to operate incre-
mentally. If Democrats had won control of both state
houses and the governorship in the 1990 elections, a
legislative plan quite clearly would have emerged in
1992 based on past Democratic party demands. Popu-
lation variance would have been minimized; and com-
pact and contiguous district characteristics would
have been de-emphasized. New areas of population
growth would have been benefited in ways that their
residents would have liked. Few gains would have
been forthcoming for Republican areas. But, even with
a once hopeful chance, that scenario will not occur.

A Democratic plan, however, would not have been
easily negotiated even with that party in control. Black
legislators from Detroit would have insisted on special
consideration, perhaps even some redetermining of
census figures. Their interests were already well posi-
tioned to obtain favors and at least avoid a heavy loss
of seats. Not only did Detroit members delay action in
1983; Detroit Mayor Coleman Young and the Na-

tional Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) sought and secured judicial standing
on reapportionment issues before the state Supreme
Court in 1982.12

The near certainty ofDemocrats controllingthe House
always made it all but impossible for aRepublicanplan
to be implemented. Even withRepublican retention of
Senate control and a Republican gubernatorial victory
in the 1990 election, that will prove impossible. The
state Supreme Court probably will find itself with two
or more plans but no certainty as to who will arbitrate
them. Without a reapportionment commission as an
option, and with bipartisan dissatisfaction with the
work of a Special Master, no one knows for certain
what will be decided or even what rules and guidelines
will be given to whoever arbitrates. The only certainty
is that incumbency and interest politics will be impor-
tant in some way, perhaps even with Republicans
offering Detroit legislators gains that Democrats can-
not meet.

That situation createsconsiderablediscomfortinMichi-
gan with the future of state reapportionment. Deal-
making is suspect—and openly complained about—
by anyone who may lose in the bargain. Intense
partisan activity to control the state Supreme Court by
1992 generates equally great dissatisfaction in a state
that prides itself on an independent judiciary.13 Those
feelings have generated considerable discussion of
reapportionment options from state political leaders,
but few proposed reforms. Public Sector Consultants,
a respected state policy consulting firm, has raised the
alternative of returning to proportional representa-
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Table 3. Competitiveness of Michigan Senate Districts, 1982-90.

ELECTION YEAR
40 TO 44

45 TO 55|AND 56 TO
1982
1986
1990

COMPETITIVE

12
5
7

35 TO 39
601AND 61 TO 65

4

8

6

NONCOMPETITIVE

6
2
7

30 TO 34
AND 66 TO 70

7
11

8

tion.14 As with other, less publicized, alternatives,
however, little support has been found. Almost no
public attention has yet been focused on reapportion-
ment problems in a state where the economy and social
issues dominate media reports.

Despite their complaints and expressed fears, it ap-
pears that most state partisans, interests, and legisla-

tors will prefer to immerse themselves in minipolitics.
That means getting whatever they can from the long
series of deals that will be cut and court cases that will
be raised before reapportionment is settled for Michi-
gan in the 1990s. It promises, in this regard, to be a long
decade having plenty of political scares but no grand
or consensual reapportionment plan.15
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MINNESOTA

CRAIG GRAU

The state of Minnesota, like many other states, gives
the state legislature power to redistrict state legislative
and congressional districts. To reapportion these dis-
tricts in the 1980s, however, federal judges were
needed to complete the task.

Section 3 of Article 4 of the Minnesota Constitution
empowers the state legislature to reapportion. It reads:

At its first session after each enumeration of the
inhabitants ofthis state made by the authority ofthe
United States, the legislature shall have the power
to prescribe the bounds of congressional and
legislative districts. Senators shall be chosen by
single districts of convenient contiguous territory.
No representative district shall be divided in the
formation of a Senate district.1

Federal judges, however, have been very much in-
volved in reapportionments in Minnesota. This was
trueinthe 1950sand 1960s, anditwastrueinthe 1970s
as well.2

THE LEGISLATURE TRIES

In 1981 political power inMinnesota was divided. The
Democratic-Farmer-Labor party (DFL) had a major-
ity of seats in the two houses ofthe state legislature, 70-
64 and 45-22. The Independent-Republicans (IRs)
held the governorship, bothU. S. Senate seats, and five
ofthe eight U.S. House seats. These five U.S. House
seats included one (of the three seats) in the major
metropolitan area ofMinneapolis-St. Paul and four (of
the five) seats outside the major metro area in greater
Minnesota. Any plan passed by the DFL-controlled
legislature required approval ofthe IR governor.

By early March of 1981, two reapportionment plans
had emerged in the Minnesota House of Representa-
tives for the congressional districts. But the legislature
adjourned its 1981 session without taking any action

on redistricting either the U. S. House seats or the state
legislature. By mid-July a federal panel of three judges
had been appointed to step in if needed. The judges
gave the legislature until March 12, 1982, to redraw
the state legislative and U.S. congressional district
lines.3 Republican Governor Quie suggested that the
legislature draw the congressional lines during its
December 1981 special session. He favored making
only slight changes to the districts that had a 5-3
Republican advantage.4

The Minnesota House passed a congressional bill in
January 1982, making only slight changes to the
districts (as the governor suggested) with bipartisan
support, 104-24. The Minnesota Senate, however,
passed a bill mainly along party lines (40-23), setting
up four districts in the major metropolitan area and four
in greater Minnesota.5

Reapportioning the state legislature was proceeding
more slowly. With central cities declining in popula-
tion, DFLers favored finger districts out to the suburbs.
Some Republicans were maintaining that DFL leaders
did not want "to go through the painful job of
reapportioning themselves."6 The court panel of two
Democratic appointees and one Republican was stand-
ing in the wings.

THE COURT DECIDES AGAIN

On March 11,1982, the federal panel presented their
reapportionment plans fortheU. S. House and the state
legislature. The two plans the court maintained were
related. Community and compactness seemed to be
important criteria.7

Judges Gerald Heaney and Harry MacLaughlin set
forth the four-four U.S. House plan, which was
conceptually similar to that adopted by the state
Senate. The seven-county major metro area was
essentially allotted four seats, as was greater Minne-
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sota (64,129 people were added to the metro area
districts for equality purposes).8 Minneapolis and St.
Paul were the centers of two districts, as had been the
case in the past, but the northern suburbs obtained one
seat, as in the southern suburbs. The court argued that
its decision "reorganizes to the extent possible the
community of interests that metropolitan residents
share."9 The districts were drawn very tightly. The
maximum deviation from the ideal was 36 people, or
0.00706 percent.10

Judge Donald Alsop dissented on the congressional
reapportionment plan. He contended that the new plan
deviated from those made by the legislature and
approved by the governors in 1961 and 1971. Apian
similar to those of the past, he noted, had been passed
in a bipartisan manner by the Minnesota House, in
which neither incumbents nor a large number of voters
would be removed from their districts.11

All three judges agreed to the reapportionment of the
state legislative districts, but Alsop filed a concurring
opinion. 12

As presented by the court, districts were drawn "where
practicable, to include residents of the major metro-
politan area within districts entirely in [the] seven-
county metropolitan area which consisted of people
with a community of state legislative interests different
from those in nonmetropolitian Minnesota."13 The
areas outside the declining central cities in the major
metro area increased their number of seats by three in
the state Senate and six in the state House. Boundaries
of Minneapolis, St. Paul, and Duluth were respected
for state House districts,14 but that also meant their
populations could not dominate districts by slicing into
suburban areas.

The court concentrated minority population in four
Twin Cities districts. The district of Minnesota's only
African American legislator remained much the same.
So that he would not be running against another
incumbent, there was "a jog about six blocks long by
three blocks wide."15 to exclude the other incumbent.

The court stated that it did take incumbents and the
districts they served into account. Judge Alsop ob-
jected to this in a separate opinion. He felt that this
criterion was added late in the procedure. (He had
questioned why it was not similarly important in the
opinion on the U.S. House reapportionment.) He also
noted that although a "politically fair" test had been
suggested by some parties, it was not enunciated.16

The state legislative reapportionment found positive
reaction among some Independent-Republicans, es-
pecially legislators in the state House of Representa-
tives. They were reported as being "elated by the new
plan."17 Drawing of the boundaries around the Twin
Cities wasn't going to help DFL fortunes, but with
some reflection DFL House leaders were more up-
beat.18

It was the congressional districts that drew the most
lightning—from the Independent-Republicans. The
reported consensus was thatthenewreapportionment
would result in three DFL districts, three IR districts,
one leaning IR, and an open district leaning DFL.19

Prior to reapportionment, however, the Republicans
had a 5-3 advantage. Under the new districts, two
incumbent Republicans were in the same district.
WilliamFrenzel, dean of the congressional delegation,
declared in a reference to Judge Gerald Heaney:
"Elbridge Gerry lives and his name is Heaney. . ." 20

The congressional plan was appealed by the Republi-
can House delegation.21

In an editorial the Minneapolis Tribune found the
congressional plan fair. The paper argued,

It recognizes the realities of the state's population
pattern by giving the metropolitan area its own
representatives in Congress, who can effectively
concentrate on metropolitan issues and needs. At
the same time, it maintains an equal voice for rural
Minnesotans.22

The U.S. Supreme Court affirmed the lower court's
design two months later in a three-sentence decision.23
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INITIAL RESULTS

The worst fears of the Republicans were realized in the
1982 congressional elections, but not all of their
troubles could be blamed on the new districts. They
carried the one leaning to them, and so did the DFL
carry the new district leaning its way. TheRepublicans,
however, lost one of their solid districts. So the U.S.
House delegation that had had a 5-3IR majority was
now 5-3 DFL. All congressmen elected in 1982 were
reelected in 1984,1986, and 1988.

The state legislature has been more fluid. When the
1983 session began, the DFL not only had the gover-
norship but sevenmore seats in the House and two less
in the Senate than in 198124 In 1984, only the House
was elected and the IRs gained control, 69-65. They
sustained severe losses, though, in 1986, and the DFL
once again controlled both houses by 1987,83-51 and
47-20. They were still in controlin the 1989House,but
their margin had dropped to 80-54. (The DFL-con-
trolled Senate was not up for election in 1988.) From
1982 through the rest ofthe 1980s, theDFL controlled
most ofthe statewide government offices as well, but
not the U.S. Senate seats.

THE 1990S

The 1990 elections in Minnesota contained some
surprises. The Independent-Republicans gained the
governorship, but lost a U.S. House seat and a U.S.
senator. The DFL maintained control of both houses
ofthe state legislature. They now had a 6-2 majority of
the U.S. House seats. As in 1981, the IRs held the
governorship while the DFL controlled the state leg-
islature.

With control of state government split, it might be easy
to foresee court redistricting in Minnesota's future.

Unlike the 1970s and 1980s, the Reagan-Bush era
court appointments, though, may makeDFLers more
hesitant to turn to the courts for redistricting.

Redistricting will be necessary. Shifts in population
occurred during the 1980s. Preliminary 1990 figures
indicate that the suburbs of the Twin Cities grew
substantially. Given eight districts in the U.S. House,
the two districts that reflect the suburbs ofthe Twin
Cities had populations 22.2 percent and 19.4 percent
in excess of the ideal district population. All other
districts were below the ideal, especially the northeast-
em Minnesota district which contains the Mesabi Iron
Range (10.3 percent below the ideal) and the south-
western district (12.2 percent below the ideal), which
is heavily agrarian.25

If the legislature does perform its constitutional task in
1991, one might hope that the legislative parties would
compete over an objective criterion of partisanship as
suggested by political scientist CharlesBackstrom and
others.26 In the 1990s it's time for competing plans on
partisan neutrality. The people, the media, and aca-
demics should encourage legislative political parties to
offer partisanly neutral reapportionment plans. The
parties should be judged on their fairness. Otherwise,
the elected officials will continue to be portrayed as
simply perpetuating their self-interest.

Alternatively, the legislature could continue to allow
the federal judges to reapportion the state. Backstrom
found them to be fair in their 1970s reapportionment
ofthe state legislature,27 and the 1980 state legislative
reapportionment plan drew little partisan criticism.
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MISSISSIPPI
CHERYL BONNER

CONGRESSIONAL REDISTTRICTING

The congressional redistricting of Mississippi is
marked by much litigation. Twice in the 1980s,
Mississippi's congressional districts had to be adjusted
as a result of lawsuits by African American residents
attempting to establish African American representa-
tion in the Mississippi congressional delegation.

Although African Americans composed 36 percent of
Mississippi's statewide population in 1980, not a
single African American had occupied a Mississippi
congressional seat since John R. Lynch during the
1880s.1 Of particular concern was the "Delta district."

The Delta area contained the largest concentration of
African American people in the State,2 but no political
representation was provided for them. Historically,
from 1966 to 1980, the Delta region had been divided
horizontally across three of the five congressional
districts during reapportionments conducted by the
state legislature. Thus, while the population of the
Delta region was always a majority African American
population, the reapportionment practice of dividing
this region did not give African American voters a
majority in any of the state's congressional districts,
and no African Americans were elected to the congres-
sional delegation. It was this lack of political represen-
tation which led to the litigation in the 1980s.

THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT AND MISSISSIPPI REDIS-

TRICTING

In accordance with the Voting Rights Act, Mississippi
was required to submit its 1980 redistricting plan to the
U.S. Department of Justice. As this plan had made few
changes from the court-drawn 1966 plan and Depart-
ment of Justice-endorsed 1972 plan, approval seemed
assured.3 In the spring of 1982, however, the U.S.
Attorney General's office issued an objection to the
plan, stating that the plan had diluted African Ameri-

can voting strength by carving three white districts out
of the Delta region.4

Soon after the Justice Department's objection, several
African American Delta residents filed two class-
action lawsuits requesting an injunction against the
implementationofthereapportionmentplan.In5roofo>

v. Winter,5 the plaintiffs petitioned for a court-drawn
plan with a Delta district that was at least 60 percent
African American in voting-age population and 65
percent inoverall African Americanpopulation.6 Known
as the "65 percent rule," this guideline had been used
in other jurisdictions to effect proper representation of
a minority community: it did so by accounting for the
discrepancy between minority and white voters in
registration and turnout for elections via a 65 percent
threshold of minority population.7

The court issued a plan keeping the Delta district in-
tact, but refused to follow the 65 percent rule. The
Simpson Plan,8 as the court plan soon became known,
constructed two African American districts, but di-
luted the African American voting strength with white
regions. The 2nd or "Delta" Congressional District
combined the African American Delta area with six
white counties, creating a district with a 53.77 percent
African American population, and 48 percent African
American voting-age population.9 The 4th Congres-
sional District contained a 45.25 percent African
Americanpopulation.10

In issuing a plan which contained two "high impact"
districts—districts with at least 40 percent African
Americanpopulation—thecourt believed that African
Americans would have substantial influence in the
election of two representatives, although an African
American representative would not be elected in either
district.11 (See Figure 1.) The Simpson Plan proved
acceptable to neither side, however, and both the
plaintiffs and defendants appealed to the United States
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Figure 1. The Simpson Plan: Court-Ordered
Interim Redistricting for the U.S. Congress in
Mississippi.

Supreme Court. The plaintiffs argued that the court
had erred in not adopting the 65 percent rule as a
guideline in the plan; and the state argued that the court
should have used either the 1981 plan or the 1972 plan
for the 1982 congressional elections.12 Also interven-
ing in the appeal was the U.S. Department of Justice,
which filed an amicus curiae brief. In its brief, the
Justice Department stated that the Simpson Plan was
in line with the requirements of the Voting Rights Act,
but that the case could conceivably be remanded for
reconsideration in light of the 1982 Section 2 amend-
ment to the Act, which prohibits any voting lawthat has
a racially discriminatory intent.13 Following the advice
set forth in Justice's brief, the Supreme Court sent the
case back into district court—but it maintained the
Simpson Plan for the 1982 elections.

REMANDED DISTRICT COURT DECISION

Upon hearing the case a second time, the district court
ruled in favor of the plaintiff Delta residents, holding
that the SimpsonPlan did indeed dilute African Ameri-
can electoral strength by attaching predominantly
white counties to African American Delta regions.
With hs finding that the SimpsonPlan violated Section
2 of the Voting Rights Act, the court adopted a new
plan that attempted to redress the electoral problems
by using criteria geared to increase African American
representation, including the creation of a rural Delta
district with a African American voting age population
majority, and the achievement of high impact districts
without splintering cohesive African American popu-
lations. 14 Thus, the resulting plan increased the African
American voting age population of the 2nd District
from 48.05 percent to 52.83 percent, and increased the
overall African American population from 53.77 per-
cent to 58.30 percent.15

Upon the publicizing of the decisions, still another
objection from a previously silent party, theMississippi
Republican Executive Committee, was made.16 The
Republican Executive Committee charged that the
amendment to Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act was
unconstitutional.17In apreviousdecision, the Supreme
Court had held that under the 14th and 15th Amend-
ments and Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, proof
of discriminatory intent was required.18 Thus, the
Republican Executive Committee charged, the Sec-
tion 2 amendment eliminating the requirement of
showing proof of discriminatory intent exceeded the
powers of Congress under the enforcement clause of
the 15th Amendment.19

The district court refused to hear the Executive
Committee's suit, and all three parties—the Republi-
canExecutive Committee, the plaintiffDelta residents,
and the defendant Mississippi state officials—decided
to file individual appeals to the Supreme Court. The
Mississippi state officials joined the Republican Ex-
ecutive Committee in contesting the constitutionality
of the amendment to Section 2 of the Voting Rights
Act. Both groups wanted a return to the earlier
"Simpson Plan." The plaintiff Delta residents again
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appealed for a 65 percent African American voting-
age district.

The Supreme Court, however, without oral argument,
put an end to all litigation when it summarily affirmed
the district court's decision. Mississippi then adopted
the second district court-drawn plan.20 (SeeFigure 2.)

Through all the litigation, then-current officeholders in
four of the five Mississippi districts were not affected:
JamieWhitten, SonnyMontgometyWayneDowdy21,
and Trent Lott22 maintained their seats. In 1986, under
the new plan, Democrat Mike Espy, the first African
American representative to be elected to Congress
fromMississippi since the late 19th Century, wasvoted
into the Delta district seat.

During the decade of the 1980s, Republicans, at one
time or another, held seats in three of the state's five
districts.23 By 1990, however, Democratic incumbents
occupied all five districts, and there is now little chance
of a Republican joining Mississippi's delegation, par-
ticularly givenMississippi' s new congressional district
map. The 1990 redistricting made little appreciable
change in current boundaries and is not expected to
have any impact on the 1992 elections. Itwas approved
by Mississippi's legislature in December 1991, and
then by the Justice Department in February 1992.24

STATE LEGISLATIVE REDISTTRICTING

Litigation also set the stage for state legislative redis-
tricting during the 1980s. Prior to the 1980 reappor-
tionment, Mississippi used a multimember districting
system. A series of lawsuits during the late 1970s,
however, saw the state change to a single-member
districting process.

MULTIMEMBER TO SINGLE-MEMBER

Congressional redistricting dilemmas of the 1970s and
1980s were replicated in the redistricting of state
legislative districts: the key problems were created by
the demand for political equality and additional African
American districts.25

Figure 2. Mississippi Congressional Districts:
Final Judgment, January 6, 1984.

In 1975, Mississippi submitted its reapportionment
plan to theU. S. Department of Justice for review. The
Justice Department, citing Section 5 violations of the
Voting Rights Act, subsequently rejected the plan:
"We are unable to conclude, as we must under the
VotingRights Act of 1965, that the implementation of
[the state legislative plans] does not have the purpose
and will not have the effect of denying or abridging the
right to vote on account of race or color." * After the
rejection of the plan, the Mississippi district court then
directed the implementation of several single-member
districts in regions with high African American popu-
lation for the 1975 elections. And in 1976, the district
court provided for a plan which saw single-member
districts implemented for the entire state.27

Though African American litigants saw the court's
action as a major victory, focus now turned from
African American vote dilution to racially discrimina-
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tory gerrymandering. Litigation was sponsored in an
effort to achieve African American representation in
the legislature. The rest of the decade saw much
conflict over district lines, a struggle which was to
continue into the 1980s.

The state legislative problems, however, were compli-
cated by numbers—both the number of districts and
the population variations between districts. Ideally,
from a population equality perspective, lower-house
districts in 1981 should have contained 20,660 persons
and upper house districts 48,480 persons. In contrast
to congressional districts, with their hundreds of thou-
sands of residents, state legislative redistricting re-
quired much finer tuning of the balances between
African Americansand whites. Congressional districting
with whole counties and large populations (504,200-
person ideal district population for congressional dis-
tricts) was difficult; but the state legislative districting
was even more challenging. The single-member dis-
trict requirement, however, gave license to the splitting
of counties, which opened up new perspectives.

During the 1970s, the pressures for change were
controlled by multimember districts and the dispersal
gerrymanders which served to dilute the African
American vote.28 After single-member districts were
established for the 1979 election, however, these key
mechanisms were weakened. And then, the 1980
census mandated that the single-member districts be
adjusted.

African American representation slightly increased
when special elections to fill vacancies were called in
1979. The significant change occurred with the regular
four-year elections with single-member districts in
1979.29 Suddenly, the Mississippi legislature had 17
African American members (two state senators and
fifteen representatives).30 By the 1987 elections the
number of African American representativeshad edged
upto22.31

The total number of districts per region had not
changed significantly, but analysis reveals not only the

creation of single-member districts with concentration
of African Americans in former multidistrict counties,
but often a shift of the once-horizontal districts of the
Delta area to vertical districts. To meet Department of
Justice standards, the districts ran vertically (to con-
centrate African Americans to meet affirmative action
standards), whereas previously the districts were hori-
zontal (to balance strategically the western Delta
counties with more white voters in the more easterly
counties). Thus, the dispersal gerrymanders were
replaced by concentration gerrymanders.32

The status quo nature of the reluctant incremental
change is revealed by the basic stability of African
American representation after the major adjustments
of the late 1970s. District representation did not
change significantly, or in any way approach numbers
that the total African American population would
seem to require. The composition of the districts partly
explains the problem: safe districts do not encourage
competition or encourage "established" politicians to
appeal to reconciliation. This has long been true of
most white incumbents; today, it appears to be true, as
well, of many nonwhite incumbents.

As the 1991 adjustments approached, the same repre-
sentative dilemmas existed. Demands for more repre-
sentation continued, often couched in unrealistic terms
and justified on the grounds of proportional ethnic
representation. The legislative status quo, the product
of the intense judicial-political struggles of the 1960s
and 1970s, proved as resistant to change as ever.

Felix Frankfurter once told reformers that if they
wished to achieve their goal of fair representation, they
must take their case to the public and sear legislative
consciences. Perhaps it was always unrealistic to
expect incumbents to surrender power out of con-
science. Certainly, in the 1990s as in earlier decades,
there was abundent evidence of incumbent self-inter-
est in Jackson's redistricting politics, but little sign of
legislative conscience.
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MISSOURI

JOHN J. CARTER AND DAVID A. LEUTHOLD

Prior to 1966 the two chambers of the Missouri
General Assembly contrasted sharply in the equity of
their apportionment, but the House ofRepresentatives
was malapportioned since each county was guaran-
teed at least one member.1

THE STATE SENATE

The comparatively equitable apportionment of the
state Senate reflected a decisionby authors ofthe 1945
constitution which established a bipartisan commis-
sion system for apportioning the Senate. The state
central committees ofthe two major political parties
each submit to the governor lists of 10 nominees to
serve on the Senatorial Apportionment Commission.
The governor then selects five commissioners from
each party's list to compose the 10-member commis-
sion. Seven votes are required to approve a redistrict-
ing plan. If a commission fails to agree on a plan within
six months, the task is turned over to a panel of six
judges appointed by the state Supreme Court, which
selects two judges from each of the state's three
appellate circuits.

Republican senators met and agreed upon a list of
names for the party's state central committee to submit
to the governor as potential appointees for the com-
mission. This action indicated the close relationship
that came to prevail between Republican senators and
Republican commissioners. SenatorRichard Webster,
senior Republican in the chamber, took an active role,
closely supervising the work of a Senate employee
who served as staff assistant for the Republican com-
missioners. This close relationship asserted by sena-
tors probably denied the Republican governor the
gubernatorial role that had helped previous commis-
sions build the necessary seven-vote coalition.

SenatorPhil Snowden won the nomination for the pro
tern post over the more conservative Senator Norman
Merrell. On the floor, however, Merrell accepted
Republican votes to win the post over Snowden,
leading to a situation in which Democrats distrusted
each other. The Snowden forces won all nominations
for the Senatorial Apportionment Commission.

The tasks facing the commission were formidable. St.
Louis city had lost population, so that the city's share
of Senate seats, all Democratic, would drop from
about 4.5 to about 3.1. Similarly, Jackson County
(Kansas City), with almost all Democratic senators,
would lose about half a seat. New seats would need to
be established in suburban areas and in central Mis-
souri.

In addition, party expectations would make agreement
difficult. Democrats had controlled the Senate con-
tinuously for 32 years, usually by margins of 2-to-l or
better, and continued to hold a 23-to-11 advantage.
Republicans, however, had been winning half the
statewide elections, so they felt that they were entitled
to a higher proportion of Senate seats. Thus, Repub-
licans were trying to get many more seats, perhaps 17
or 18 ofthe 34 (at least 14), but Democrats were only
prepared to concede 12 seats, plus some swing dis-
tricts.

When the commission failed to agree, the Supreme
Court picked a panel of six judges, selecting one
Republican and one Democrat from each ofthe three
appellate court circuits. The judges held three public
hearings, then drew up and submitted a plan. The
judges clearly were not as oriented as commissioners
had been to helping certain prospective senators.

Democrats were badly divided by a fight over the In the subsequent elections, 22 of 34 senators were
election ofthe president pro tern, the principal Senate reelected, eight did not run again, and four were
leadership post. In a closely divided caucus, liberal defeated. Democrats won two ofthe three open seats.
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The four senators who were defeated included two
Democrats who lost to Republican opponents in
Republican-leaning districts, and two weaker Demo-
crats who lost in their own primary. Republicans had
hoped to pick up the two latter seats against the
stronger challengers. Throughout the decade, Repub-
licans held only 11 to 13 seats, despite the redistricting
and despite a major effort in 1982 to win many more
legislative seats. The number of African American
senators was unchanged, remaining at three.

THE STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

House reapportionment commissions are composed
of two members—one Democrat and one Republi-
can—appointed by the governor from each United
States congressional district. Each party's congres-
sional district committee nominates two persons from
whom the governor selects one. Adoption of a reap-
portionment plan requires the assent of a seven-tenths
majority. If a commission fails to agree to a new set of
districts within six months, the task is turned over to a
panel of six judges selected from the three Missouri
courts of appeal by justices of the state's Supreme
Court.

The House Reapportionment Commission accom-
plished more in its first meeting than the 1971 commis-
sion had in six months, agreeing immediately to select
a chairman by the flip of the coin, with the Republicans
winning. A second major move by the 1981 commis-
sion was to hold all meetings except public hearings
behind closed doors. Despite protests by newspapers,
the attorney general ruled that the decision to exclude
the press and public was not a violation of the state's
open meetings law.

The final plan announced by the commission included
13 districts—seven in St. Louis city—in which two
incumbents were pitted against each other. In 12 of
those 13 districts two incumbent Democrats were
pitted against each other, and in the 13 th a Democrat
and Republican incumbent were forced to run against
each other. Thirteen districts had no incumbent. Afri-
can Americans in St. Louis County complained that
their 130,000 population should have entitled them to

control of four seats, but that they could only win one
ortwo seatsunderthecommissionplan. Acommission
member responded by saying that there was "no way
you can start creating African American districts
there," because they were too integrated in St. Louis
County. Kansas City African Americans complained
that six of their Kansas City African American legisla-
tors were thrown into three districts, thus eliminating
three of the incumbents. One oddity of the plan was the
Boone County "doughnut," a district formed when
the commission created a new district of all the
suburban areas surrounding the city of Columbia.

In 1982, Republicans won seven and Democrats won
six of the open seats. In the one contest between a
Republican and a Democratic incumbent, the Repub-
lican won. After the 1982 election, the 163 represen-
tatives were distributed as follows:

• 73% returned to office.
• 10% ran for higher office.
• 4% lost to another incumbent.
• 5% lost to a nonincumbent.
• 8% retired from politics, at least for 1982.

Democrats, who had held 111 seats before redistrict-
ing, held 110 afterwards, despite a major effort by
Republicans to win additional legislative seats. During
the rest of the decade, Democrats held between 104
and 109 of the 163 seats. African Americans had held
16 seats prior to redistricting, and 12 afterwards,
increasing to 15 by the end of the decade.

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS

The state General Assembly is responsible for redis-
tricting the congressional seats, with the state House
of Representatives traditionally taking the leadership
role. The redrawing of districts by the Democratic
legislature often resulted in a Democratic advantage.
For example, in the period from 1954 through 1972,
Republican congressional candidates received 37 to
46 percent of the statewide vote in every election, yet
Republicans were elected in fewer than 20 percent of
the congressional races. Part of the reason for the
Democratic success was that several of the Demo-
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cratic congressmen were sufficiently conservative to
hold on to seats with conservative constituencies.

The General Assembly found itself faced with the task
of redrawing Missouri's congressional districts in such
away as to reduce the number of total districts from ten
to nine. Democrats, who controlled both chambers of
the state legislature by 2-to-l margins, found them-
selves in disagreement over how best to redraw the
three St. Louis metropolitan districts to take account
of the 24 percent loss in population there since 1971.
On the other hand, Republican state legislators were
rallied by the need to protect the districts of two first-
term Republican congressman.

After much debate during the spring of 1981, the
Senate's reapportionment committee voted to recom-
mend a plan which provided for only two St. Louis
metro districts. This plan would have forced William
Clay (D), the state's only African American congress-
man, into a primary race against the popular Richard
Gephardt (D) in a new district which most observers
believed would favor the white Democrat. The Senate
declined to act on this proposal after St. Louis-area
African American leaders organized publicforums and
letter-writing campaigns critical of the plan, and two
African American St. Louis area senators threatened
to filibuster the plan on the Senate floor.

Within a week of the close of the regular legislative
session, the Missouri Farm Bureau filed suit in federal
court, asking that a panel of judges be appointed to
reapportion Missouri's congressional districts. On
June 29 the Eighth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
appointed three federal judges to redraw Missouri's
districts. Two Democrats and one Republican were
appointed.

Republican Governor Christopher Bond, possibly
concerned about the work of a judicial commission
composed of a majority of Democrats, called the
legislature into a special redistricting session in Octo-
ber. OnNovember 17 the House adopted another plan
which would have preserved the existing three St.
Louis metro districts, with the 1st District carefully

drawn to ensure inclusion of enough African American
and other traditionally Democratic voting groups to
protect the political future of African American con-
gressman William Clay.

However, the Senate's leadership, which had failed to
endorse any plan during the regular session, now
publicly endorsed the idea of allowing the already
appointed judicial commission to redraw the districts.
With no drive by the Senate leadership to adopt a plan,
the Senate went onto defeat the House-approved plan
and also voted down two different versions of the
Senate committee's plan, which would have reduced
the number of St. Louis metro districts from three to
two. The special session ended on December 17 with
no approved redistricting plan.

Less than one month after the end of the legislature's
unsuccessful special session, the judicial commission
ratified a plan which was very similar to the one
previously adopted by the House. Dividing along
partisan lines, the federal judges voted 2-to-l to adopt
a plan which preserved three St. Louis metro districts
and achieved the required reduction in the size of
Missouri's congressional delegation by dismembering
the 8th District of freshman Republican Wendell
Bailey.

Overall, nine of the state's incumbent congressmen
sought reelection in 1982 and eight were reelected.
Richard Boiling (D) retired and the 5th District (Kan-
sas City) was won by Democrat Alan Wheat, giving
Missouri a second African American congressman.
Sixofthe eight incumbents reelected in 1982 won with
over 55 percent of their district's vote. The exceptions
were Gene Taylor, who got only 51 percent ofthe vote
in the largely unaltered 7th District, and Bill Emerson
(R), who received 53 percent ofthe vote in the heavily
modified 8th District.

Having failed to complete the remapping ofthe con-
gressional districts in both 1971 and 1981, the General
Assembly proposed an amendment to the state consti-
tution in 1982 which would have turned future con-
gressional redistricting duties over to a bipartisan
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commission similar to those used for the redistricting
ofstate House and Senateseats. Despite the lack of any
organized opposition, the amendment was defeated,
receiving the support of only 44 percent of the Mis-
souri voters. The most likely explanation is that the
proposal was surrounded by too many unpopular
amendments on the ballot. At the November 1982
election, voters were faced with 13 statewide propos-
als, and approved only three. Two of the rejected
proposals were resubmitted and passed two years
later, and a third was passed later in a revised version.

1981 GERRYMANDERING

Were the 1981 districts gerrymandered? The pros-
pects that partisan gerrymandering occurred were
slight in the case ofHouse reapportionment, since lines
were drawn by a bipartisan commission with 19 of the
20 members approving, or in the case of the Senate,
since lines were drawn by a bipartisan judicial commis-
sion with all six judges agreeing. On the other hand,
some people felt that the congressional redistricting
designed by the federal judicial panel was gerryman-
dered. The panel was composed of two Democrats
and one Republican, and the result of the first election
was the elimination of one of the state's Republican
congressmen.

One measure of gerrymandering is the distribution of
seats compared with the distribution of votes. During
the 1982through 1988 elections, Republicans won the
following proportions of the votes and seats, respec-
tively:

• For the Missouri House - 41 percent and 33
percent

• For the Missouri Senate - 40 percent and 36
percent

• For the congressional seats - 44 percent and 3 9
percent.

The data indicate that the Republican proportion of
seats in the case of congressional seats was compara-
tively close to the proportion of votes, suggesting that
there was little partisan gerrymandering by the federal
judicial panel.

A possible form of gerrymandering by bipartisan
commissions would be the drawing of noncompetitive
districts heavily favoring one or the other party,
thereby leaving voters without an effective general
election choice. The election results indicated such
patterns in Missouri. A common measure of competi-
tiveness is the proportion of districts in which the
winning candidate received 55 percent or less of the
vote. In elections from 1982 through 1988, only 9
percent of the state House races and 6 percent of the
state Senate races were competitive, using this mea-
sure. In contrast, 25 percent of congressional races
were competitive.

REDISTRICTING IN THE 1990S

Reapportionment ofthe Missouri House ofRepresen-
tatives will again be complicated by the unwieldy size
of the commission itself, the limited coalition-building
role available to the governor, and the continuing loss
of population by the state's urban centers. In 1981,
Jackson County (Kansas City) was entitled to 21 seats,
with an additional seat divided between Jackson and
Cass Counties. Based on 1987 data, it appears that
Jackson County will lose between one and two seats.
Under the 1981 plan, St. Louis city held 15 seats, but
the 1987 population would entitle it to only 13.

Redistricting the Missouri Senate should probably be
less difficult in 1991, but will still present substantial
problems. The likelihood of Senate Democrats being
divided by a battle over the president pro tern's office
seems remote, reducing that reason for conflict. The
population changes are not as great as in 1981, but even
so, St. Louis city and county together will lose about
0.4 of a Senate seat and Jackson County (Kansas City)
will lose about 0.1 of a Senate seat. More important
will be the loss of population among rural districts in
the northern part of the state, and the gain in population
by rural districts in the southern part of the state. This
statewide pattern will require the redrawing of many
districts.

A factor which may prove important in the 1991
reapportionment concerns the judicial commission
system which now serves as a backup procedure for
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both the House and Senate reapportionment commis-
sions. The appellate court judges who would redraw
the districts if either bipartisan commission failed to do
so are appointed by the Missouri Supreme Court, and
the membership of that court is rapidly shifting in favor
ofthe Republican party. By the fall of 1991, at least five
of the seven judges serving will have been appointed
by Republican Governor John Aschroft. This fact may
turn out to be a powerful incentive for Democratic
commissioners from all regions and factions to work
harder to build successful coalitions within the redis-
tricting bodies, but it may also increase the demands
made by Republicans, who would find their bargaining
positions within the commissions strengthened.

A similar question may arise with regard to the
composition of the panel of federal judges which
would do the congressional redistricting if the General
Assembly again failed to agree. In 1981, two ofthe

three judges appointed by the Eighth Circuit Court
were Democrats, but a large percentage ofthe federal
judges serving Missouri in 1991 will have been ap-
pointed by Republican presidents. If the general as-
sembly fails to redraw successfully the state's congres-
sional districts in 1991, the partisan balance ofthe
judicial panel which would redistrict the state is much
more likely to favor the Republican party.

Reapportioning Missouri's congressional districts in
1991 promises to be a difficult undertaking for the
Democratic-controlled General Assembly. At this
writing, it appears that the state will retain nine con-
gressional seats. However, the case of 1971 illustrates
that even stability in the congressional delegation does
not insure that the General Assembly will be able to
redraw the districts. Nevertheless, not having to re-
duce the size of the congressional delegation will
certainly improve the legislature's chance of success.

NOTES
1. For a history of redistricting in Missouri before 1980, Reapportionment Politics: The HistoryofRedistrictingin

see John J. Carter and David A. Leuthold, "Missouri," in the 50 States (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1981), pp.
Leroy Hardy, Alan Heslop, and Stuart Anderson, eds., 181-85.





MONTANA

JERRY W. CALVERT

AsMontana enters the 1990s, it remains one of the few
states in which the state legislature does not have the
authority to draw political district lines. Rather, as
provided for by the 1972 state constitution, redistrict-
ing is under the authority of the Montana Districting
and Apportionment Commission.1 The commission is
composed of five members. Two members (one each)
are appointed by the majority and minority leaders of
the House of Representatives and two are appointed
by the same leaders in the state Senate. Consequently,
appointment of the initial four insures a partisan
balance, since the Democratic and Republican legisla-
tive leaders will appoint supporters of their respective
parties. The constitution provides that the four com-
missioners thus appointed will select the fifth and final
member, who will also serve as chairperson. If the four
cannot agree by majority vote in selecting the chair, a
majority of the Montana Supreme Court will make the
selection.2

Once installed, the Montana Districting and Reappor-
tionment Commission is charged with the task of
drawing the two congressional and 150 state legisla-
tive district boundaries and is bound in doing so by
criteria set forth in the 1972 Montana constitution,
which requires that the commission form only single-
member districts that are "compact and contiguous"
and which are as nearly as equal in population as
practicable.

After it completes its work, the commission submits its
plan to the next regular session of the Montana
legislature for review and comment. The legislature,
however, has no authority to change or modify the
commission's reapportionment plan. After the com-
mission has reviewed legislative input, it must submit
a final plan to the secretary of state within 30 days.
Upon the formal filing of the plan with that office, the
plan becomes law and the commission is dissolved.3

With the creation of the second Districting and Reap-
portionment Commission in 1980, partisanship sur-
faced once more as it had in 1973-74. The Democratic
and Republican legislative leaders had each selected
their two appointees to thebody. But the four commis-
sioners could not agree on the fifth person, who would
serve as chair, and after the time limit had passed, the
Montana Supreme Court exercised its authority to
select the fifth commissioner. The Court selected
Eugene Mahoney, a Thompson Falls attorney, as the
chair. What made the Mahoney appointment contro-
versial was the fact that he had been a candidate for the
Democratic nominationforgovernorin 1968, and thus
had an established partisan record. Nonetheless,
Mahoney's appointment did not violate the limiting
criterion set forth in the constitution, which only bars
currently serving public officials from appointment.4

In deciding where to draw legislative district lines, the
1980 commission said it would build districts accord-
ing to the criteria of compactness, contiguity, and
equality laid out in the 1972 constitution. To meet the
standard of equality, the commission agreed that the
average deviation from equality should not exceed
±5.00 percent. The ideal House district would there-
fore have 7,867 inhabitants (a range of 8,260 to 7,474)
and the ideal Senate district would have 15,734 (a
range of 16,520 to 14,947).

In trying to achieve the ideal of population equality,
however, the commission said it would be guided by
several modifying criteria. First, the commission would
give consideration to maintaining existing government
boundaries. Second, an attempt would be made to
respect natural geographic boundaries. Third, where it
was possible, the commission would try to preserve
current state legislative district lines. And finally, the
commission would consider the variable of "commu-
nity of interest" in creation of legislative districts.5 In
defending its plan, the commission said:
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The Commission never formally attached a rela-
tive weight to the individual criteria, although
constitutional and legal requirements obviously
took precedence. Rarely did a district satisfy all the
criteria, and districting decisions often required the
application of a balancing test among competing
interests. Often it was necessary to apply this
balancing test not only to choices for individual
districts but to regional and statewide repercus-
sions of district choices.6

The plan submitted by the commission showed an
average deviation from perfect equality for the 100
House districts of ±3.06 percent, with the range from
the largest to the smallest for the 100 House districts
being 10.94 percent (from+5.78 percent above perfect
equality to -5.16 percent below). For the 50 Senate
districts, the mean deviation was +2.14 percent, with
the maximum from +5.14 percent to -5.04 percent.
Only seven House districts and three Senate districts
exceeded the +5.00 percent deviation standards set by
the commission.7

Even though the 1980 plan had small population
deviationsfromtheideal, partisanfireswerekindled by
a GOP appointee to the commission, who charged that
EugeneMahoney' s presence had created a 3-2 Demo-
cratic advantage on 57 out of 61 divided votes during
the commission's deliberations. Further, some resi-
dents ofGallatin County in southwestMontana charged
that the county had been shortchanged in the process.
It was alleged that the county, which tended to be a
swing county with a Republican tilt, was entitled to
more representation based on its increasing popula-
tion, but that it had been denied its fair share because
the commission had decided to allow heavily Demo-
cratic Silver Bow County to keep its current number
of state legislators even though the area had suffered
a decrease in population. Gallatin County plaintiffs
also alleged that the commission had violated its own
community-of-interest criterion by joining the south-
ern half of the county to an adjacent rural county in a
new legislative district in which there was no commu-
nity of interest.8

Those who saw a partisan bias in the commission's
redistricting plan now attacked on two fronts. First, in
the state legislature, Senate Bill 286 was introduced.
The bill called again forthe abolition of the commission
and its replacement in this instance by a 12-member
legislative committee composed of six legislators from
each party. The committee would submit a plan to the
legislature as a whole, which would have the power to
approve, modify, or reject any or all of the proposed
plan. Senate Bill 286 passed the Senate by a margin of
28 to 20, and then was killed in the House by a vote of
43 to 55.9

Following closely on the heals of the abortive attempt
to abolish the commission, a group of residents of
Gallatin County filed suit in federal district court,
charging that the plan submitted violated their rights
under the equal protection clause of the 14th Amend-
ment. Rather than asserting that an alleged gerryman-
der had taken place, the plaintiffs took the more
cautious course of complaining that the population
disparities in the plan were sufficiently great to violate
the principle of "one person-one vote."

On October 4,1983, a three-judge federal court panel
ruled against the plaintiffs. The court believed that the
commission had made a good-faith effort in trying to
meet the standard of equal districts, given the quality
of the census data available to it. Responding directly
to the plaintiffs' allegation that alternative plans would
have been less skewed, the court said it was its
conclusion that any alternative plan, including the one
being pushed by the petitioners, would have produced
greater deviations from equality than the one approved
by the commission.10 The decision was not appealed.

Since the 1983 decision, control of each house of the
state legislature from election to election has never
been certain. In the three elections following that case,
in the House of Representatives each party won
control once, and in the third election the results
produced a 50-50 split in the chamber. In the Senate,
the 1986 election produced a 25-25 partisan split, that
session being preceded by one of Democratic control
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afterthe 1984 election. After 1988, Republican control
was reasserted.

Atthe timeofthis writing, theDistrictingandReappor-
tionment Commission for 1990 has been created. At
the end of the 1989 session of the Montana Legislative
Assembly, the House and Senate party leaders selected
the four commissioners allocated to them. These four
finally settled on a chairperson, retired Montana Su-
preme Court Justice FrankHaswell. Haswell had been
nominated by the two GOP appointees, and after all
other nominees were rejected on 2-2 votes, one of the
Democratic appointees joined the two Republicans,
reasoning in part that Haswell appeared to have a
reputation of nonpartisanship and that it would be
preferable to decide on a chair instead of giving the
choice to the Montana Supreme Court by default. In
March 1990, however, Justice Haswell died before the
commission could begin serious deliberations, and
once more, the four partisan-appointed commission-

ers had to select a chair. Once again, one of the two
Democrats on the commission joined with the two
GOP commissioners to appoint another retired Su-
premeCourtJustice,L.C.Gulbrandson.LikeHaswell,
Justice Gulbrandson had along career of service on the
bench and appeared to have kept his distance from any
overt political party connections.11

In summation, redistricting will always be a political
process to a greater or lesser extent. Montana has tried
to minimize the influence of self-interested partisan
considerations by removing the authority to redistrict
from the state legislature and giving it over to an
"independent" commission. This body's authority
and independence is centered on the fact that its plan,
once submitted, cannot be altered by the legislature.
The legislature can give advice, make suggestions, or
threaten retaliation, but it cannot change the plan. On
balance, this has proved be a workable system for the
state of Montana.

NOTES
1. For a description of reapportionment politics in Mon-
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Leroy Hardy, Alan Heslop, and Stuart Anderson, eds.,
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the 50 States (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1981), pp.
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NEBRASKA

ROBERT SITTIG

In late May 1981, the two major reapportionment laws
passed the Nebraska legislature on nearly unanimous
(44-3 and 37-6) votes. This degree of agreement on
such a contentious matter is quite unusual in American
legislatures. Much of the reasonfor this in Nebraska is
its nonpartisan election system for legislators, first
adopted in 193 6. * And after the elections, a nonpartisan
attitude carries over in the organization and operation
of the body. Another factor which complicates reap-
portionment matters—protection of incumbents—in
American legislatures was of considerable evidence
and importance in Nebraska in 1981}

Nebraska's population during the 1970s lagged be-
hind national growth rates. The 1980 census had the
state at 1.57 million, up some 90,000 from 1970. This
was sufficiently high to keep the state's three-member
U.S. House delegation the same; it was last reduced
(by one) in 1960, and prior to the 1930s it numbered
six. The growth and migration patterns in the state did
not seem to affect significantly the relative size of the
congressional districts, so only minimal alteration of
U.S. House lines became necessary. The basic demo-
graphic changes were these: in the outstate (central and
west) area, a continued drift from the countryside to
nearby towns and cities; a steady population increase
in the second largest city, Lincoln; and sharp central-
city to suburban migration in the state's largest metro-
politan area, Omaha/Douglas-Sarpy Counties.3 Taken
together these shifts had offsetting impacts between
and among the congressional districts. Initial popula-
tion variance between the largest and smallest U.S.
House districts was only 2.37 percent, and this was
reduced to 0.23 percent by merely shifting one entire
county (Thayer), and a portion of another (Cass), from
and to the central-Lincoln district. There was some
conflict between two of the incumbents, some of the
affected residents, and partisan adherents inside and
outside the legislature, but the final product was
achieved quite easily.

The redistricting of state legislative seats presented a
much stiffer challenge to the legislature, because the
disparities in population were much greater, and the
legislators were rearranging electoral units from which
they would be running. Legislators number 49 in
Nebraska, and they serve four-year staggered terms.
The 1980 census showed the population of the largest
district (Omaha suburbs) at 115 percent above the
"ideal," and the smallest one (Omaha central) to be 3 5
percent below the norm. At the same time, however,
many districts were quite close to the average needed;
for example, only 19 of the other 47 districts fluctuated
as much as 15 percent above or below the ideal size.
Change was needed, but for many districts, only
slightly adjusted boundaries were in order.

The official process began with the referral of the
reapportionment bills to committee.4 This precipitated
a rare challenge and an unsuccessful floor fight. Dis-
agreement came largely from two sources: sitting
members of the Government Committee, who ex-
pectedtoreceivethebillastheyhadinthepast,butwho
were denied in 1981 when it was assigned to the
Miscellaneous Subjects Committee (MSC); and a
number of Democrats who were apprehensive about
the unusual involvement by state and national Repub-
lican party leaders in the 1980 election in overt ways.
(The effort apparently paid dividends because twice
the average number of incumbents were defeated
[five] and all were Democrats.) To allay Democrats'
concerns, the MSC chair pledged that all plans submit-
ted, regardless of source, would be considered, and the
leadership's recommendation was upheld, with parti-
sans in each party splitting on about 2-1 lines.5

About a dozen different plans—some partial, some
complete—were submitted to the MSC and discussed
in a series of public hearings. Nebraskais one of the few
states which requires standing committees to hold a
public hearing on all legislative bills; this uses up large
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amounts of legislative time but it has become hoary
tradition. The profferers included: legislative staffers;
both political parties; one large interest group (the
Chamber of Commerce); and some half-dozen ad hoc
legislator caucuses. TheMSC had adopted guidelines
affirming such goals as compactness, population bal-
ance, and adherence to community boundaries and
character. Nearly all disagreements were resolved
before the calendar deadline for the committee report.
One persistent dispute came in the Omaha delegation,
where an entire district needed to be transferred from
the central city to the suburbs, and the equivalent of
another shifted in the same direction; the timely retire-
ment of a central-city senator eased such transfer.
Another continuing quandary involved six outstate
incumbents in two adjacent areas, as they sparred over
the marginal shadings of their otherwise nearly intact
districts; in the end, they reluctantly agreed to a
"compromise" negotiated by the leadership. Turn-
over is higher than average in the Nebraska legislature
(nearly 25 percent), and since most is due to voluntary
withdrawal or retirement, the reapportionment pro-
cess has some artificial flexibility.

The MSC proposal sailed through its floor tests with
but a single small alteration. Among its provisions
were: nearly all of the medium-sized cities were kept
intact; no incumbents were placed in the same district;
and there was an overall improvement in district
compactness even though a few districts were bla-
tantly gerrymandered to accommodate incumbents or
to satisfy other political realities.

More specifically, population in the new districts
ranged from 34,668 (Omaha metro) down to 29,885
(Omaha central city), a variance of 14.8 percent; this
was nearly six times greater(2.5 percent) than in 1971,
and migration trends are such that the smallest district
should be in the suburbs and the largest in the central
city. However, no litigation ensued, so it is moot
whether the courts would have gone along with this
seemingly high level of variance.

On the matter of protecting incumbents, five were
defeated in the 1982-84 election cycles, and this is

about average. Of the five, only one was confronted
with amarkedly redrawn district; in two others, district
change was moderate, and in the other two it was
minimal. Thus, reapportionment apparently had only
a slight effect on incumbent reelection rates.

Compactness is another major goal of reapportion-
ment, so the author of this essay did a "desktop"
comparison of each district's geographical shape be-
fore and after the 1981 reapportionment; it is clear that
in the aggregate there was considerable improvement.
These evaluations were then grouped, and the tenta-
tive conclusions are as follows: 13 districts were made
more compact; 21 districts were fairly compact both
before and after; ten were quitelackingin compactness
both before and after; and five were less compact than
before. Thus, by about a 2-to-l margin, district com-
pactness improved as a result of the reapportionment.

However, some clear examples of gerrymandered
districts were evident. One outstate county (Hall)
contains a medium-sized city with its own district, but
the rural area around it was divided up among three
other districts. Also perplexing is the belt or "necktie"
link in one district (31); it was crafted to connect two
suburban areas in the Omaha metro region and nar-
rows to territory about ten blocks wide and 20 blocks
long. There is also a "circle the wagons" district (25)
which includes all the smalltown/rural area outside the
city of Lincoln. On the other hand, the legislature did
reduce to a considerable extent the unwieldiness of an
existing Lincoln district (46) which formerly had two
disparate segments laced together by a stretch of
uninhabited railroad track. (See Figures 1 and 2.)

Looking ahead to the 1991 reapportionment cycle,
some features seem likely. Census figures indicate the
state's population is neatly flat (up 0.5 percent) and that
a west-to-east, rural-to-urban drift, which had been
slowed considerably in the 1970s, has surged again.
This should translate into about two state legislative
seats being reallocated or shifted toward the metro-
politan areas, especially Omaha and Lincoln. The 1991
reapportionment bill has been returned to the Govern-
ment Committee, thus ending the jurisdictional aber-
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Figure 1. 1982 State Legislative Districts for
Omaha and Vicinity.

ration which occurred in 1981. Reapportionment
guidelines have been adopted, one of which sets a
maximum deviation of 10 percent between the largest
and smallest state legislative districts. If this degree of
deviation occurs, it would be an improvement over the
1981 record, but still well beyond the court-protected
deviation for U.S. House districts (1 percent), or that
achieved (2.5 percent) in the 1971 state legislative
remapping.

The partisanship factor has continued to change during
the 1980s, and probably will be of greater importance

25 25

25
Figure 2. 1982 State Legislative Districts for the
Lincoln Area.

than in 1981. There has been a steady shift in electoral
fortunes towards the Democratic party, and this was
shown in the 1990 election results when the Demo-
crats picked up two more seats in the legislature (for
a total gain of five since 1981) and recaptured the
governor's office. During organizational proceedings
in the legislature, the Government Committee ended
up with an equal number from each party (four). Thus,
adegreemorepartisanship can be anticipated, since the
Democrats have a more viable base to negotiate from
than was the case in 1981.

Finally, the actual shaping of districts to achieve an
even higher degree of compactness is something the
legislature needs to strive for; this would add to their
record of partial success in this endeavor in 1981.

NOTES
1. The change also included a single-chamber provision,

but unicameralism did not affect the reapportionment
process in any significant way in 1981. Despite an official
nonpartisanelection arrangement, tacit partisans winnearly
all the contests. In 1981-82, the lineup was 32 Republicans,
16 Democrats, and but a single Independent.
2. For a discussion of reapportionment politics in Ne-

braska prior to the 1980s, see Robert Sittig, '̂ Nebraska,"
in Leroy Hardy, Alan Heslop, and Stuart Anderson, eds.,
ReapportionmentPoliticsiTheHistoryofRedistrictingin

the 50 States (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1981), pp.
193-98.
3. The larger cities in Nebraska have had unusually

broad annexation powers since the 1920s; the city councils
annex by ordinance, and no popular vote is conducted.
Lincoln continued to exercise such powers during the
1970s, whereas Omaha was less inclined to do so, and their
populations were affected accordingly.

4. Bill referral is also handled in a nonpartisan fashion;
the collective leadership—eight in number—makes the
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assignment but the choices can be challenged. A handful of state is split into four regions and each is assigned two seats
the 500-700 referrals is challenged each session, but floor per committee; members are then selected by caucuses in
overrides are rarely successful. each region. In this instance, the MSC ended up with six

5. Geography rather than party ratio controls the alloca- nominal "Republicans," whereas the Government Com-
tion of committee seats in the nonpartisan legislature. The mittee had four.



NEVADA

A. COSTANDINA TlTUS AND JERRY L. SlMICH

Nevada, like many western states, had to be dragged,
kicking and screaming, into the modern age oflegisla-
tive reapportionment. While the state's original consti-
tution of 1864 provided that the federal census "shall
serve as the basis of representation in both houses of
the legislature," this was far from the case in practice. *
From the beginning, statutes in direct violation of the
constitution provided for a legislature in which each
county had one senator in the upper house and at least
one assemblyman in the lower. These unconstitutional
arrangements lasted until 1950, when they were finally
formalized through constitutional amendment. The
amendment failed, however, to repeal the clause
requiring apportionmentbypopulation,buttheincom-
patibility of the two provisions did not disturb the
political establishment and went virtually unnoticed by
the public.2

As a result of this system, Nevada was close to the
bottom in terms of representativeness among state
legislatures prior to court-mandated reapportionment.3

A paltry 8 percent of the state's voters could theoreti-
cally elect a majority of the Senate, while it took only
29 percent to control the Assembly. Voters in the small
rural counties had disproportionate power in both
houses; and the Republican party, despite its minority
registration, had a lock on the Senate. Nonetheless,
most residents throughout the state, and incumbent
legislators ofboth parties, held politically conservative
values, including a strong, pervasive bias against
federal intervention in state matters. These predispo-
sitions fueled a tenacious resistance to the population-
based apportionment called for by the U.S. Supreme
Court.

REDISTRICTING IN 1981

In contrast to the earlier redistricting efforts inNevada,
the process in 1981 was relatively free of conflict. The
only major controversy involved drawing the bound-
aries for the new congressional seat Nevada received

due to its growth in population during the previous
decade, up 63.8 percent over 1970, from 488,738 to
800,493. Nevada had been represented by only one
congressman since joining the Union, so the state
legislature was forced to draw congressional district
boundaries for the first time. The debate was over
whether to divide the state with a north-south line
through the two population centers of Reno and Las
Vegas, or with an east-west boundary. Operating on
the "bird in the hand" principle, the Democratically
controlled legislature (15 to 5 in the Senate and 26 to
14 in the Assembly) opted for the latter, giving the
Democrats a guaranteed victory in the southern dis-
trict, where their registration outnumbered Republi-
cans 89,455 to 52,540.

Because of population distribution in the state, the two
resulting districts varied greatly in size and demo-
graphics. District 1, in the south, included most of
Clark County, while District 2 covered the remainder
of the state. The population ofDistrict 1 was 400,636
and of District 2,399,857. District 2 included 63,451
persons from Clark County, which accounted for 15.6
percent, or more than one-sixth, of the total population
of the district. Unfortunately, those residents in the
northeast corner of Clark County, which lies inDistrict
2, have little in common with their fellow constituents
in the northern and rural areas of the state; furthermore,
because of the great size of the district, they often feel
ignored and forgotten by a representative who hails
from, and thereby concentrates on, the north. If the
population boom in the south continues, however, this
balance may shift andNevada could see both represen-
tatives coming out of Clark County.

Within the state legislature itself, protecting incum-
bency was again a major concern. Facing the tremen-
dous population increase, especially in the south (with
Clark County up 69 percent over 1970), the legislature
had to choose between simply redistricting or adding
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Table 1. County Representation in the Nevada Legislature, 1961-81.

COUNTY
Clark
Washoe
Rural

%OF
1961
44
30
26

POPULATION
1971
56
25
19

1981
58
24
18

ASSEMBLY SEATS
1961

12
9
16

1971
22
10
8

1981
24
10
8

SENATE SEATS
1961

1
1

15

1971
11
5
4

1981
12
5
4

% OF SEATS IN
LEGISLATURE

1961
24
19
57

1971
55
25
20

1981
57
24
19

new seats to the body. Dominated by Clark County
with 33 of the 60 seats, the legislature, rather than
redistributing the existing seats, ultimately added one
Senate seat and two Assembly seats in the south. This
served both to accommodate the burgeoning south
and to protect incumbents. Such a scheme worked to
the advantage of the rural counties as well, which were
doomed to lose seats under the simple redistricting
option. As it turned out, Washoe County, whose
numbers did not change, was the relative loser in the
process, "an unusual event in Nevada's political
history," according to Eleanore Bushnell, retired
professor of political science at the University of
Nevada, Reno.4 (See Table 1.)

After the 1981 redistricting process, the ideal Senate
district served 38,056 residentsand the ideal Assembly
district included 19,028, with the largest ratio of
disparity among the Senate districts at 8.5 percent and
at 10.2 percent for the Assembly.5 No lawsuits were
filed following the 1981 redistricting, and Nevada
seemed to have accepted the "one person-one vote"
principle at last. In fact, redistricting was no longer
viewed with political trepidation because during the
two decades since the inception of court-camdated
redistricting, it had wrought few substantive changes
in terms of policy directives emanating from the
legislature.

REDISTRICTING IN 1991

The 1991 redistricting process will again revolve
around accommodation of the significant population
growth which has been occurring since the last census
throughout the state, but especially in the south and the
mining boom areas ofrural Nevada. The dynamics will
be quite different from 1981, however, because al-
though Clark County holds a majority of the seats in

both houses (24 of 42 in the Assembly and 12 of 21 in
the Senate), the seats are split by party (four Republi-
cans and eight Democrats in the Senate and 10
Republicans and 14 Democrats in the Assembly).
While both houses are once again controlled by the
Democrats, the margin is only one vote in the Senate
and two in the Assembly. Furthermore, leadership is
split geographically, with Jack Vergeils of Las Vegas
heading the Senate and Joe Dini of Yerington heading
the Assembly. Combined with the new, extremely
complex, and therefore controversial technology in-
volved in the redistricting process, and the current
demand by the courts for greater accuracy, these
factors portend an exciting redistricting debate in the
1991 session.6

As in 1980, the major question facing the legislature
will be whether to simply redistrict the 63 existing areas
or to reapportion the legislature by adding new seats
to accommodate the population increase. If the state's
head count comes close to the projected 1.24 million,
a 63 -seat legislative arrangement would require a shift
of two Assembly seats and one Senate seat from the
Washoe-Carson area to Clark County, with rural
representation remaining virtually the same. If the
goal, as in the past, is to protect incumbents, however,
it is possible that the legislature will have to increase its
size to 72 or even 75 members, whereby most of the
new seats would go to Clark County with a couple in
the rural area.7

Several factors will have to be taken into account
before a redistricting decision is reached. Of primary
concern to northern legislators will be the possible loss
of representation in certain geographical areas, espe-
cially Reno. Given the south's increasing ability to
dominate statewide races, such as for governor and
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attorney general, Reno's hold on legislative seats will
become more important than ever. Rural delegates will
certainly focus on the immense size of their districts
should lines be redrawn and no new districts added.
The population size of each district will also be a
consideration; for example, even under a 75-member
plan, the number of residents per Assembly district
would increase by approximately 6,000 over 1980,
with Senate districts doubling and quadrupling that
increase, depending upon whether they are single-
member or multimember districts.

Another important factor in fiscally conservative Ne-
vada, where legislators took a beating over a retire-
ment increase voted in 1989, will be the direct and
indirect costs of adding new members. Related to this
financial concern over salaries, postage, staf£ etc., will
be the questions of adequacy of space in the legislative
building and theneedformajorremodelingtomakethe
chambers, which are currently designed for a maxi-
mum of 25 senators and 48 assemblymen, accommo-
date more delegates.

In addition to the state legislative districts, the congres-
sional seats will also have to be addressed. There is
some speculation that Nevada, as the fastest growing
state in the country, will qualify for a third representa-
tive, but this is not likely. Some politicos have also
raised the possibility of revisiting the issue of a north-
south line rather than the current east-west boundary,
but most legislators seem inclined to retain the current
concept. If indeed this is the case, a greater percentage
of Clark County will become part of the "northern"
District 2, up from 15.6 percent in 1981 to at least 24
percent, according to population estimates, in 1991.

In both legislative and congressional redistricting ef-
forts, a goal of the state will be to obtain greater
population equality. In the past this was difficult

because oftheuse oflarge enumeration districts, which
in 1980 ranged from zero to 6,000 persons, in the rural
areas. For 1990, however, the Census Bureau has
block-numbered entire counties, increasing the level of
detailed census data in Nevada from slightly less than
9,000 blocks in 1980 to some 30,000 blocks in 1990.
This information will enhance efforts to reduce popu-
lation disparity among districts and avoid lawsuits.

CONCLUSION

The history of redistricting in Nevada is basically the
story of Clark County's political coming of age. Over
the years, southern legislators who originally resisted
court-mandated arrangements based on population
have come to see the process as one which benefits
their interests. Meanwhile, the northern and rural areas
havebeenforced to accept amajor change in the power
structure which they controlled for over acentury. And
1991 will see this trend continue. With the most
precisely drawn districts ever, regardless of their
number, Clark County will increase its potential power
over the state's affairs. While legislative directives are
not likely to be altered drastically over the next decade,
given the generally conservative nature of the popula-
tion and the increase inRepublican registrationin Clark
County, southern legislators are bound to use their
clout to effect such changes as locating more state
agencies in the south; returning more tax dollars to the
south (where Clark County currently contributes 60
percent of the state's revenues and gets back only 40
percent); and funding more equitably the campuses of
the University at Reno and Las Vegas. The south's
ability to accomplish these shifts will be enhanced by
the weakening of the old Reno-rural coalition; faced
with typical problems of increased urbanization, such
as traffic, crime, and air pollution, Reno is finding that
it has more in common with Las Vegas than with the
"cow counties."

NOTES
1. Nevada Constitution, Article 15, section 13. States (Salt Lake City: University ofUtahPress, 1970),pp.
2. For a detailed history of reapportionment in Nevada 185-205; "Reapportionment and Responsibility," in

prior to 1980, see "Nevada," in Eleanore Bushnell, ed., Eleanore Bushnell, ed., Sagebrush and Neon (Reno: Uni-
Impact of Reapportionment on the Thirteen Western versity of Nevada Press, 1976), pp. 99-116; and Eleanore
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NEW HAMPSHIRE
WILLIAM M. GARDNER

Although the last two times the New Hampshire
legislature was involved in redistricting (1965 and
1971) there was little controversy, the peace and
harmony did not continue when the legislature was
constitutionally mandated to do another redistricting
following the 1980 decennial federal census.] Whereas
during the two previous redistrictings there were no
partisan floor debates, no vetoes, and no court chal-
lenges, the 1982 legislative session had several of all
three. Before it was over there were strident and
sometimes bitter partisan debates, several vetoes, and
three separate court challenges—one in the state
Supreme Court and two in the U.S. District Court.

During the regular 1981 legislative session, the House
and Senate began the redistricting process. The presi-
dent of the Senate and speaker of the House each
appointed special reapportionment committees in their
respective bodies to carry out the constitutional re-
quirement that redistricting be done after each federal
census.2 Since the state's population had increased
19.8 percent since the last redistricting, with most of
the growth concentrated in the towns in the southern
part of the state, there would be, by necessity, substan-
tial change in the legislative districts. Controversy
beganto surface immediately asthenumberofchanges
in legislative districts became more apparent and the
House decided, because of its other workload, to defer
any action on redistricting until a special legislative
session would meet during the next year.

When the legislature reconvened, four separate redis-
tricting bills were introduced: one for the congres-
sional districts, one for the Executive Council districts,
and one each for the House and Senate.3 The congres-
sional districts were almost equal in population already
because the state was roughly cut in half from top to
bottom and the population increase over the ten years
was almost equal in both. Only two towns were
affected, both moving from the 1st or eastern district

to the 2nd or western district. Neither congressman
objected and the redistricting bill passed without
opposition. The same was true for the councilor
districts. There are five executive councilors, each
representing 20 percent of the state, and they were in
agreement with the few changes needed to put their
districts in balance.

By the end of February 1982, only the House and
Senate were left to complete. The Republican leader-
ship of each chamber had an agreement that one body
would not interfere with the legislative redistricting of
the other. Therefore, the House would not make any
changes to the Senate bill and the Senate would not
make any changes to the House bill. The minority
leadership, however, did not agree to this plan. The
House Reapportionment Committee presented its
final proposal for the House redistricting early in
February of 1982, and it consisted of using, for the first
time in New Hampshire, the concept of floterial
districts in some areas of the state. The U.S. Supreme
Court has defined the term floterial district as a

legislative district which includes within its bound-
aries several separate districts or political subdivi-
sions which independently would not be entitled to
additional representation but whose conglomer-
ate population entitled the entire area to another
seat in the particular legislative body being appor-
tioned.4

An example of a floterial district would be as follows—
two towns, A and B, each have one and one-half times
the number of residents for one state representative.
Under the former system, it would be one district and
togetherthey would elect three representatives. Under
the floterial concept, there would be three districts,
with town A electing one representative, town B
electing one representative, and the two together
electing one which would be the floterial district.
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The House redistricting legislation was approved by
the special reapportionment committee on a party-line
vote— 12 Republicans in favor to seven Democrats in
opposition. The minority was not opposed to the
floterial concept per se, but rather to the political
makeup of several districts, and felt the alternative
minority proposal was closer to the one man-one vote
principle. The majority committee position was stated
by its chairman, Russell Chase, who said, "After eight
months of study, the majority position was a most
correct and fair solution."5 In addition, House Speaker
John Tucker sent a letter to all House Republicans on
the morning of the vote, asking for their support:

Today's vote on the unanimous Republican
Committee's position on reapportionment may
well be the most crucial vote you will ever cast
because the result of today' s action will be a matter
oflaw for the next ten years. The Majority Report
ofthe committee reflects a painstaking, thoughtful
deliberation which was conducted over several
months. The Majority Report deserves our united
Republican support. Throughout both the regular
and special session, the overwhelmingly consis-
tent support to the Majority Committee position
has been the key factor in the Republican leader-
ship role in state government. Your past support
has been genuinely appreciated and your contin-
ued support today is more important than ever.

The majority position prevailed on the House floor on
a party-line vote, and six days later the Senate, also
along party lines, voted to approve the House plan.6

The plan consisted of 175 House districts, 15 more
than the previous redistricting, including 53 single-
member districts vs. 33 previously. In addition, there
were 20 floterial districts made up of roughly one-third
ofthe towns and cities ofthe state.

With the final passage ofthe House redistricting bill,
the next battleground became the governor's office.
The House Democratic leadership implored fellow
party member Governor Hugh Gallen to veto the bill,
while the Republicans sought his approval. In the end,
the governor signed the bill but only after he felt there

was an agreement with the speaker to further review
certain districts. According to the speaker, a review
was made, resulting in no changes. As a result, many
Democratic House members, led by their minority
leader, were severely critical of the governor and
refused to work for his reelection. He was defeated in
the general election later that year.

After the governor's signature, when the bill became
law, several minority-party House members joined
with the Democraticstatecommitteechairmaninasuit
filed in the U. S. District Court, challenging the consti-
tutionality ofthe new law.7 Less than a week before the
filing period began on June2,1982, athree-judgepanel
ruled that the House redistricting plan was not uncon-
stitutional and would stand. This decision was upheld
on appeal by U.S. Supreme Court Justice William
Brennan on the day the state filing period began.

The Senate redistricting bill went through an equally
dramatic process. Unlike the House, the Senate has all
single-member districts. The Senate reapportionment
committee voted along party lines, as did the full
Senate, which had three roll call votes before final
passage. When the bill went to the House for its
approval, the Democrats tried to make changes but
were unsuccessful.8 This time the governor did exer-
cise his veto, and it was sustained by a vote of 14-10
in the Senate when the majority failed to get the
necessary two-thirds to override. After the failure to
override, Senate President Robert Monier filed a
request with the New Hampshire Supreme Court,
asking it to implement the provisions of the Senate
redistricting plan, notwithstanding the successful gu-
bernatorial veto, because there were only two weeks
before the filing period for state offices and not enough
time for the legislators to act.9 The Democrats coun-
tered with their own request, filed with the New
Hampshire Supreme Court and with the U. S. District
Court, offering their alternative plan instead and re-
questing that the Senate be required to meet and
resolve the issues before the state filing period began.10

This argument was successful with the state Supreme
Court, and the senators from both parties agreed to
meet and attempt to work out a revised plan that both
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sidescould agree to support. This effort was successful
and, because there was not enough time for enactment
by the legislature before the filing period began, the
new plan was presented to the Court, and the judges
allowed the secretary of state to accept candidate
filings based on the plan as agreed upon by the parties
and the Court. As part of the stipulation, both parties
agreed to enact legislation implementing the senatorial
districts as expeditiously as possible—which they did,
subsequent to the actual filing period.

Although the House and Senate plans were finally in
place, several of the 13 cities had not redistricted their
ward lines, and so legislation calling for local referenda
to change ward lines had to be approved by the House
and Senate. All 13 cities were losing representatives
because they had not shared in the population growth
to the extent the towns had, which added to the
controversy because most Democratic legislators came
from the cities. The new plan reduced the number of
city representatives from 179 to 156. The House and
Senate redistricting bills had used the existing ward
lines for the 1982 election, with the new lines to be
implemented for the 1984 election. Each of the city
bills was debated along party lines, with the majority
Republican position prevailing. But as a result of the
stinging criticism the governor received for his signing
of the House reapportionment plan, he successfully
vetoed every city redistricting bill. Thus the final House
and Senate plans for 1984 and beyond had to wait until
after the election and the next legislative session. With
the governor's defeat for reelection and a new Repub-
lican governor, each of the city redistricting plans was
reintroduced and passed into law during the next
legislative session, in 1983. Thus the Senate and House
plans would be in effect for the 1984 through 1990
elections.

During the many debates over the House and Senate
redistricting proposals, each party claimed it was
defending the one man-one vote principle, and each
accused the other of tilting its proposals in its own
favor. Since the governor was a Democrat and the
Republicans had a majority in the House and Senate
(although not a veto-proof majority), each side was

fairly positioned. When redistricting was finally com-
pleted in 1983 with passage of the city ward plans, the
HouseDemocratic minority leader estimated his party
would lose over 3 0 seats as a result of the new districts.
Unlike what happened after the 1971 redistricting,
when the minority party actually ended up gaining
seats in the House and Senate, the first election
subsequent to this new redistricting was devastating to
the minority party in the House and Senate. In 1984,
the Democrats lost 56House seats, for the biggest loss
this century—far above the 30-seat loss predicted by
the minority leader. Only 103 Democrats were elected
out of 400 House members and only six Democrats
out of 24 senators. Only three Democratic senators
who had a Republican opponent were elected.

Although some will argue the cause of these Demo-
cratic losses was gerrymandering through redistrict-
ing, others will point to factors such as the reduced
number of Democratic legislators from the cities
because of the population changes; or the national
trend withPresident Reagan's popularity and coattails
from the New Hampshire straight-ticket ballot, where
you can vote once at the top of the ballot for all
candidates of the same party. One telling fact, how-
ever, was that the loss of Senate Democrats equaled
that of the House, yet the Senate redistricting was
shared equally by the two parties. In subsequent
elections, however, Democratic party members in-
creased fractionally more in the Senate than in the
House, as shown in Table 1.

Looking ahead to 1991 and the next legislative redis-
tricting, it is likely that the cities will again be the losers
when the population count is completed. Not that their

Table 1. Party Strength in New Hampshire
State Legislature and Congressional

Delegation, 1980-88.

YEAR
1980
1982
1984
1986
1988

HOUSE
240R, 160D

239R, 159D, 21
297R, 103D
267R, 133D
281R, 119D

SENATE
14R# 10D
15R, 9D
18R, 6D
16R, 8D
16R, 8D

U.S. HOUSE
1R, 1D
1Rf 1D
2R, 0D
2Rf OD
2R, 0D
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population figures will be down, but ratherthe increase
will not match those of the smaller towns, particularly
in the southern section of the state.
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1. For a discussion of reapportionment politics in New
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NEW JERSEY
ERNEST C. REOCK, JR.

Prior to 1965, New Jersey's traditional pattern of
legislative representation for more than 70 years was
based on county units. The state Senate consisted of
one senator from each of the 21 counties. The lower
house, known as the General Assembly, included 60
members apportioned among the counties on the basis
of population and elected at large within the counties.
In 1960, the senator from Essex County represented
19 times as many constituents as the senator from Cape
May County. In the General Assembly representation
was more equally apportioned, with a ratio of only
three to one between the largest population per As-
sembly member and the smallest.

CHANGING TOE RULES: THE 1960S AND 1970S

In the early 1960s, the case of Jackman v. Bodine
resulted in state court decisions declaring the tradi-
tional system of representation unconstitutional. This
led ultimately to a limited constitutional convention in
1966 where the apportionment sections of the state
constitution were rewritten. The major elements of the
new system included:

1. A Senate of 40 members, elected in most cases
at large from a variable number of Senate
districts composed of whole counties, with
seats apportioned among the districts by the
method of equal proportions.

2. A General Assembly of 80 members, elected at
large from two-member Assembly districts
drawn within each of the Senate districts.

3. Restrictions in drawing the General Assembly
districts providing that:

a. Districts must be formed of compact, con-
tiguous territory, with no district to have
less than 80 percent nor more than 120

percent of the average statewide population
per member.

b. No county or municipality could be divided
unless it contained at least 1/40 ofthe state's
population.

c. No county or municipality could be divided
amonganumberofAssemblydistrictslarger
than one plus the whole number obtained by
dividing the population of the county or
municipality by 1/40 ofthe state's popula-
tion.

4. Senate terms of four years; General Assembly
terms of two years.

5. A 10-member bipartisan Apportionment Com-
mission, consisting of five members appointed
by the state chairman of each ofthe two major
parties, to draw the districts and carry out the
apportionment. In case of deadlock, the chief
justice of the state Supreme Court would
appoint an eleventh member.

While these provisions continue as a part ofthe state
constitution, litigation following their use in 1967 and
1971 resulted in substantial modification by judicial
interpretation. The bipartisan Apportionment Com-
mission remains, but the pattern of representation
required by the courts now requires division ofthe state
into 40 legislative districts, with one senator and two
members ofthe General Assembly elected from each
district. The 40 percent range of population between
districts permitted by the constitution has been nar-
rowed considerably, with 11.9 percent being consid-
ered too high and 4.24 percent being commended by
the court. Restrictions on the fragmentation of coun-
ties havebeeninvalidated, but the sanctity of municipal
boundaries has been upheld as a check on gerryman-
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dering and to promote municipal relationships with the
state government. The use of contiguous territory
remains as a mandatory requirement, but the courts
have endorsed political balance and the protection of
incumbents as of greater importance than compact-
ness.

The major impact of the changes made during the
1960s and 1970s was to shift the balance of power
from rural to suburban legislators. With the same
districts being used for the Senate and the General
Assembly, there is little difference in the orientation of
the two houses. A second effect of the changes was to
increase the power ofincumbency, with three-quarters
of the incumbents being reelected in the late 1970s.

The districts eventually implemented and in use for
much of the 1970s had a population range from
smallest to largest of 4.24 percent of the ideal district
size, according to the census of 1970. During the
1970s, however, some areas of the state lost popula-
tion, while others gained rapidly. By the end of the
decade some districts were approaching twice the
population of others, and the necessity for revision of
the districts was obvious.1

THE 1981 PROCESS

Democrats controlled the governor's office and both
houses ofthe legislature in 1981. However, the consti-
tutional requirement for a bipartisan Apportionment
Commission effectively wiped out the Democrats'
advantage.

The constitutional process starts with the appoint-
ment, by November 15 ofthe census year, of five
commission members by each state party chairman.
On the Republican side, the 1980-81 delegation con-
sisted of two county party chairmen, two legislators,
and one state party committeeman. For the Demo-
crats, three legislators, the executive director ofthe
state party, and a local county party committee mem-
ber made up the apportionment team.

The New Jersey Constitution specifies that the work
ofthe 10-member commission must be completed by

February 1 ofthe year following the census, or within
30 days after receipt by the governor of official census
results. If this deadline is not met, the chief justice of
the state Supreme Court is to appoint an eleventh
member to the commission. Official census figures
were received in New Jersey on the last day of
February 1981, which gave the original Apportion-
ment Commission only until the end of March to
complete its work.

With the census data finally available, each side con-
centrated on developing its own plan. It was not until
March 24 that the two sides met and exchanged
proposals, and this was not done in open public
session. The New Jersey Open Public Meetings Act
requires that all deliberations involving a majority of
the members of a public body be held in public, with
adequate public notice. To avoid this requirement,
only a minority ofthe members ofthe commission ever
appeared in the room at the same time. During the last
week in March, a number of meetings were held, with
agreement on redistricting some areas ofthe state. In
addition, the Republican delegation agreed to allow
the Democrats to draw the districts in the most urban
areas of northeastern New Jersey in return for a free
hand in designing the suburban and rural districts in the
northwest.

Nevertheless, by March 31, there was no overall
agreement, and Chief Justice Robert N. Wilentz ap-
pointed Donald E. Stokes, dean of the Woodrow
Wilson School of Public and International Affairs at
Princeton University, as the commission's eleventh
member. Stokes formed his own small staff and began
meeting alternately with representatives ofthe two
party delegations.

A new deadline now began to appear. New Jersey
elects its entire legislature in the odd-numbered year
following each decennial census, so 1981 was crucial.
The state holds its primary election on the Tuesday
following the first Monday in June. Counting back
from the primary election date to the deadline for filing
nominating petitions and to the last statutory date by
which the secretary of state must notify local election
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officials of legislative district boundaries, placed the
deadline for final action by the Apportionment Com-
mission at April 13. In the absence of agreement by that
time, substantial changes would have to be made in the
election timetable.

The meeting schedule intensified as the deadline ap-
proached, culminating in an all-day meeting on April
12. Throughout the day, in order to preserve the right
to meet in private, the two delegations never came
face-to-face. During the day, Dean Stokes presented
his own plan, which he considered to be fair and
reasonable, and he challenged the two party delega-
tions either to accept it or to come up with their own
modification. He said that he would vote with the
delegation that came closest to his own plan, so long
as the changes were fair and reasonable. Ultimately,
the Democrats agreed to the Stokes plan with only a
few minor revisions, while the Republicans argued for
more substantial modifications. Stokes then indicated
that he would favor the Democratic alternative.

The final formal meeting of the Apportionment Com-
mission was held in Trenton as a regularly advertised
and constituted public meeting on the morning of April
13. The vote for the plan of districts was six to five,
Stokes voting with the five Democrats and all five
Republicans in opposition.

THE 1981 DISTRICTS

The legislative districts approved by the Apportion-
ment Commissionin April 1981 went into effectforthe
elections of that year. Their populations varied from a
low of 179,376 (-2.6 percent) to a high of 193,539
(+5.1 percent), for a range of 7.7 percent in 1980
population. No municipalities were divided except
Newark and Jersey City, both of which had popula-
tions far exceeding the average size of a district.
However, each of these cities was cut into three
segments, thus violating the letter of the constitutional
restriction which would have imposed a maximum of
two segments in each case. The districts were all
formed of contiguous territory. Although there was a
tendency toward long, narrow districts, often to pro-
tect incumbents, none of the districts appeared to be

obvious distortions of the compactness directive. In
five cases, four incumbents were placed in new districts
having only three legislative seats available.

As might have been expected from an evenly balanced,
politically constituted Apportionment Commission,
there was a strong effort made to draw "safe" legis-
lative districts. Overthe decade of the 1980s, 26 ofthe
40 districts have remained in full control of one party
or the other. Of these, 14 have been Democratic
districts and 12 have been Republican. The remaining
14 districts have either changed their party orientation
or have elected split three-member delegations (one
senator and two Assembly members). There has been
at least one split delegation in every legislature, with the
number peaking at seven after the 1987 elections.

A second characteristic ofthe 1981 legislative districts
has been encouragement ofthe "incumbency factor."
The proportion of incumbents returned to office in
each election had increased during the 1970s to about
three-quarters. This percentage increased further in
several elections ofthe 1980s, as shown in Table 1.
Actually, the percentages shown in the table are an
understatement of the incumbency factor, because
they are based on persons leaving the legislature for any
reason, rather than just those being defeated in a
primary or general election.

With the exception ofthe 1981 General Assembly
election, the districts drawn in that year have always
resulted in a legislative majority for the party which has
gained a majority of the statewide popular vote.
During the deliberations ofthe Apportionment Com-
mission, Dean Stokes introduced a modification of this
comparison, which he called a "fairness test." If the
vote in each legislative district is adjusted for the
statewide trend in that election, so that it simulates a 50
percent-50 percent split ofthe popular vote, then a
truly neutral set of districts should produce an even
split ofthe legislature. For example, if the Democrats
gained 51.1 percent ofthe statewide vote and received
44 seats in the General Assembly, then reducing their
vote in each district by 1.1 percent should result in their
victory in only 40 contests.
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Table I The Incumbency Factor: Incumbent Legislators Reelected to the
New Jersey Legislature, 1981-89.

ELECTION YEAR
1981
1983
1985
1987
1989

SENATORS

REELECTED
23 (63%)
32 (80%)

38 (95%)

LEFT
LEGISLATURE

15
8

2

ASSEMBLY MEMBERS

REELECTED
61 (76%)
71 (89%)
59 (76%)
62 (78%)
71 (89%)

LEFT
LEGISLATURE

19
9
19
17
9

Mote: Totals do not always add up to 40 and 80 seats because of vacancies.

Table2 shows an application ofthis'Taimesstest" to the
elections of the 1980s. The results indicate that the
1981 legislative districts appear to favor the Demo-
crats. The reason for this is readily apparent if voter
registration and turnout are examined. While the
districts must be drawn to attain population equality,
this does not necessarily result in equal numbers of
registered voters or of ballots cast. Democratic party
strength is concentrated in urban legislative districts
which have low registrations and very low turnouts.
For example, the 29th District in Newark, which is the
most Democratic district in the state, in 1988 had only
37.5 percent of its estimated population registered to
vote, compared with a Republican district, the 16th,
which had 62.8 percent registered. Furthermore, only
58.1 percent of the registered voters in the 29th District
actually voted, while 75.1 percent of those in the 16th
District cast their ballots. Given the voting patterns in
New Jersey, if legislative districts are drawn with
reasonably equal total populations, any test which
compares statewide votes cast for aparty' s candidates
to seats won in the legislature will show that the
districts favor the Democrats.

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS

New Jersey reached its peak representation in the
House ofRepresentatives when it was allocated a 15th
seatafterthe 1960 census. Although population growth
continued through the 1960s, it slowed during the next
decade and, in December 1980, the state was notified
that its House delegation would be reduced to 14
members. The party balance in 1981 was eightto seven
infavorofthe Democrats, but oneRepublican member

indicated early on that she intended to vacate her seat
to run for the U.S. Senate.

Even if the state had retained all 15 seats in the House,
it was generally acknowledged that the varying pat-
terns of population growth in different parts of New
Jersey would have required a revision of the congres-
sional districts. The largest district population in 1980
(2nd District, 610,529) exceeded the smallest (10th
District, 426,370) by 37.5 percent of the mean aver-
age. Reduction of the delegation to 14 members
merely complicated the task of redistricting.

No bipartisan Apportionment Commission exists in
New Jersey for the redrawing of congressional dis-
tricts. Instead, the responsibility remains with the
legislature and the governor's office. In 1981, both
were controlled by the Democrats, and the Democrats
were ready to make the most of the opportunity.

With the next congressional election not due until
1982, there was less time pressure than for state
legislative districts. Although various proposals were
introduced by individual legislators, it was not until the
latter part of 1981 that the official Democratic bill was
introduced. By this time action was urgent since,
although the Democrats had retained control of both
houses ofthe legislature in the 1981 elections, they had
lost the governor's office in an extremely close elec-
tion. After some fumbling with districting plans that
had obvious flaws, even from a partisan viewpoint, a
law finally was enacted and signed by outgoing Gov-
ernor Brendan T. Byrne on January 19, 1982, just
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Table 2. The "Fairness Test11: Democratic Statewide Vote for Legislative Candidates, Seats Won in
Legislature, and Number of Seats Won if District Vote Adjusted for Statewide Trend

ELECTION
YEAR
1981
1983
1985
1987
1989

STATE SENATE

DEMOCRATIC
VOTE (%)

50.3
52.3

..

51.5
—

Ĵote: Adjustment made in

DEMOCRATIC
SEATS WON
22 (55.0%)
23 (57.5%)

-

24 (60.0%)
—

DEMOCRATIC SEATS
IF STATEWIDE

50% VOTE
22 (55.0%)
21 (52.5%)

—

22 (55.0%)
—

GENERAL ASSEMBLY

DEMOCRATIC
VOTE (%)

49.7
51.1
42.9
45.4
53.4

statewide percentages for lack of candidates in some

DEMOCRATIC
SEATS WON
43 (53.8%)
44 (55.0%)
30 (37.5%)
38 (47.5%)
44 (55.0%)
districts.

DEMOCRATIC SEATS
IF STATEWIDE

50% VOTE
43 (53.8%)
44 (55.0%)
43 (53.8%)
47 (58.8%)
38 (47.5%)

hours before he was succeeded by Republican Gover-
nor Thomas H. Kean.

The plan of districts adopted by the Democrats had
very low population variations, with the largest district
population exceeding the smallest by only 3,674 per-
sons, or 0.7 percent of the mean district average. What
was most striking to the layman, however, was the
configuration of the districts. One district (the 7th)
came to be known as "the fish hook," and similar
names were applied to other districts. One was de-
scribed by a Democratic staffmember as "contiguous
only because it is connected by a 100-foot-wide beach
peninsula with water on both sides." A spokesman for
Common Cause commented that "Governor Gerry
would be very, very proud." A Republican legislator,
later to become a member of Congress, called the plan
"the most blatant, arrogant gerrymandering I have
ever seen." In two instances, two Republican incum-
bents were placed in the same district, and in another
case a Republican was matched against a popular
Democratic incumbent in a basically Democratic dis-
trict.

Despite the outlandish shapes of many districts, the
plan was not to be struck down on the grounds of
gerrymandering, but rather because other plans which
had earlier been made available to the legislature had
smaller population variations. Soon after the Demo-
cratic districts were approved, a suit challenging the
plan was filed in federal court by a group which
included several Republican members of Congress

(Daggett v. Kimmelman). On February 26, 1982, a
three-member federal district court held a hearing on
the plan and soon thereafter the districts were declared
unconstitutional. The court rejected a defense argu-
ment that the population variations were lower than
the statistical errors contained in the census. The court
held that the population variations in the plan were not
unavoidable. An interesting sidelight was that a por-
tion of the defense of the plan now rested with a
Republican attorney general. The Democrats, how-
ever, provided their own defense representation.

Although the federal district court enjoined any further
primary or general elections using the Democratic
districts, this order was stayed by Justice William
Brennan, pending an appeal to the U.S. Supreme
Court. The districts then were used in the election of
1982. While early speculation had been that the plan
would result in the election of 10 Democrats out of 14
contests, the voters thought otherwise. All but one of
theRepublicanincumbentswerereelected, even though
two of them were not residents of the districts in which
they ran. The Democrats did pick up one seat in
another district to gain a nine-to-five edge, with
redistricting probably having an impact.

The U.S. Supreme Court heard the appeal from the
district court level on March 2, 1983 (Karcher v.
Daggett). In June, the Court made its decision, and by
a five-to-four vote it upheld the lower court, declaring
the Democratic plan of districts to be unconstitutional.
The decision by Justice Brennan called for congres-
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sional districts to be as nearly equal in population as
practicable, with the state required to justify any
deviations from absolute equality as necessary to
achieve some legitimate goal. New Jersey's plan was
not regarded by the Court as a good faith effort to
achieve population equality.

The case then shifted back to the federal district court,
which held additional hearings in early February 1984,
and received proposed new plans of districts. Later
that month it issued its decision, which adopted and
directed the implementation of a districting plan pro-
posed by the Republican plaintiffs. This plan reached
a new level of population equality, with the largest
congressional district differing from the smallest by
only 26 persons, according to the 1980 census. In order
to achieve this degree of equality, the drafters of the
plan divided two medium-sized municipalities be-
tween districts. The impact of this plan, which has been
used since the election of 1984, was an immediate
reduction in Democratic representation from nine to
eight members of Congress, as a long-time Demo-
cratic incumbent was defeated in an overwhelmingly
Republican district. The eight-to-six balance has re-
mained in every subsequent election.

THE 1991 PROCESS

The situation in 1991 will be remarkably similar to that
which prevailed in 1981. Population has continued to
move from the heavily urbanized northeastern part of
the state to the outlying suburban and surburban-rural
areas of central New Jersey. State legislative districts
vary in 1988 estimated population from a low of
176,077 (29th District) to a high of 230,907 (9th
District), for a range of 28.4 percent.

Again, the state is faced with the possible loss of a seat
in the House of Representatives. Recent projections
show that New Jersey will either just retain or just lose
its 14th seat, depending ontheprojectionmethod used.
The present congressional districts vary from an esti-

mated 504,970 in 1988 population (10th District) to
613,410 (4th District), for a range of 19.7 percent. By
1990, these variations will be significantly higher.

The political situation also is similar to that which
existed in 1981. Democrats control both houses of the
state legislature and thegovernor' s office. They almost
certainly will try to capitalize on this when it comes time
to redraw the congressional districts. Whether they
will be able to do this more discreetly and effectively
than they did in the 1980s remains to be seen. The
actual enactment of the districts probably will not come
until 1992, although, if the Republicans win either
house in the legislative elections scheduled for 1991 in
new state districts, there may again be a hurry-up
redistricting by a lame-duck legislature in late 1991 or
the first weeks of 1992.

At the state level, the Apportionment Commission
provides some safeguards against partisan gerryman-
dering. The 10 original members will be appointed by
November 15, 1990. The odds are that an eleventh
member again will be necessary to break a party-line
deadlock and achieve a balanced and fair plan of
legislative districts.

The 1990 election was fought in an atmosphere of tax
revolt, occasioned by the Florio administration's $2.8
billion tax increase of 1990. No state offices were
contested. However, Democratic U.S. Senator Bill
Bradley, expected to win reelection easily against an
unknown candidate, refused to take a position on the
state tax increases, and was barely elected with 51.6
percent of the two-party vote. Several Democratic
members of Congress came very close to defeat, but
managed to survive with reduced majorities. All in-
cumbents were reelected.

The state legislative districts were redrawn in March
1991 by the State Apportionment Commission.

NOTES
1. For a discussion of New Jersey reapportionment tionment Politics: The History ofRedistricting in the 50

before 1980, see Ernest Reock, "New Jersey," in Leroy States (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1981), pp. 216-
Hardy, Alan Heslop, and Stuart Anderson, eds., Reappor- 19.



NEW MEXICO
FERNANDO V. PADILLA

Three issues from the 1970s complicated redistricting
in 1982.1 One, conservative HouseDemocrats in 1978
j oined Republicans to form a cross-party coalition that
dominated House reapportionment processes. Two,
only seven Senate terms ended in 1982. Three, precinct
populations were estimates based on a "votes-cast"
formula that underestimated minorities in low-voter-
turnout precincts and overestimated Anglos in high-
voter-turnout precincts.

CONGRESSIONAL REAPPORTIONMENT

Based on the 1980 census, New Mexico gained a third
seat in Congress. Its two districts were divided north
to south, withBernalillo and most Hispanic counties in
the north and most Native Americans in the south.
Both chambers agreed on a central, four-county dis-
trict based around Albuquerque, with 434,141 people
(within 0.04 percent of the ideal), including2.6 percent
Native Americans, 2.3 percent African Americans,
and 37 percent Hispanics. The House and Senate split
on the makeup of the two other districts. Senate
Republicans wanted north and south districts that
favored reelection ofincumbent Joe Skeen, andDemo-
crats wanted a liberal Democrat. The House coalition
plan divided the state diagonally northeast to south-
west; it split Hispanic northern counties between the
two districts. The northwest district favored an Anglo
conservative Democrat, represented mining and en-
ergy interests, and included most Native Americans. A
conference committee approved the Senate version,
but placed Lincoln County in the southern district and
Hispanic Colfax County in the north. The northern
district was 21 percent Native American, 0.5 percent
African American, and 39 percent Hispanic. The
southern district was 1 percent Native American, 2.8
percent African American, and 3 3.6 percent Hispanic.2

STATE SENATE REDISTTRICTING

Both houses agreed to the same process used in 1972:
regional clustering of contiguous counties, not violat-

ing the boundaries of clusters, and not interfering with
the other chamber's plan. Each cluster had to come
within 5 percent of the population ideal of a whole
number of districts. Lithe Senate, districts ranged from
29,470 persons to 32,572, with anidealsizeof 31,021.
Two factors complicated Senate redistricting. One,
the 1980 election changed the partisan lineup from 32-
10 Democratic to 22-20 Democratic. Democrats
adopted a strategy to accommodate as many incum-
bents as possible. Incumbents chose their own pre-
cincts, but when conflicts aroseDemocrats won. Two,
with only seven Senate terms ending in 1982, the
fragile Democratic majority needed the four votes of
the Democrats with expiring terms to pass a reappor-
tionment bill.

Two controversies involved the northwest cluster:
one, which counties to include; and two, a second
Navajo seat. First, Democrats placed Los Alamos and
Sandoval Counties in the northwest, creating a cluster
with one Democratic and five Republican incumbents.
Second, with 63,981 Native Americans in San Juan
and McKinley Counties, they were entitled to two
Senate districts. Native Americans were over 8 per-
cent of the state's population; however, they held only
one seat in each house, including that of Senator Joe
Pinto, a Navajo. Senator Stoddard's new district ran
from Los Alamos into the heart of the Navajo reserva-
tion. No road ran the length of the district even though
itwasconnectedbycontiguousprecincts. Republicans
urged Democrats to create a second Navajo seat by
giving Senator Stoddard one or two precincts in Rio
Arriba County. Democrats responded that the four
other Republican incumbents had selfishly created
districts to ensure their own reelections.3

STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES REDISTRICTING

House redistricting was dominated by conservative
ideology, not partisanship. The cross-party majority
split the House along traditional New Mexican lines,
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pitting conservative Anglo, Protestant, eastside areas,
which had not grown very much, against the liberal,
Hispanic and Native American, Catholic north, which
grew the most during the 1970s. Furthermore, most
coalition leaders were eastsiders from Otero County.
Although held together by ideology, the coalition was
shaky at best. Coalition leaders did not want their
members to talk to or be seen with loyalists; they feared
losing their majority. A good deal of friction existed
between leaders, with the coalition perhaps "as loose
as personalities." One Republican refused to join the
coalition. He felt that blurring partisan differences
would hurt Republicans.4

In spite of weaknesses, the coalition held together very
well on redistricting. Moreover, its work showed
extensive computer pre-session planning by Republi-
can consultant Dennis Stevens. Democrats appeared
in disarray, demonstrating a lack of advance planning.
They held only one meeting ofBernalillo County's 14
Democrats, in October 1981, withBrian Sanderof£ an
aide to the governor. House districts ranged from
17,682 to 19,544 persons, with an ideal size of 18,613.
The governor played a very limited role in January.
Compared to the Senate's spirit of accommodating
incumbents, the coalition protected its members and
punished its enemies. Since there were northern con-
servative Hispanic Republicans in the coalition, an-
tagonism toward Hispanics was ideological, not racial.
Loyalists individually negotiated district lines with
coalition leaders, further dividing Democrats. The
major issue was which counties to include in each
cluster.

JUDICIAL CHALLENGE

Democrats, Hispanics, and Native Americans chal-
lenged the votes-cast formula and the dilution of
minority voting strength in state and federal courts.
Another suit challenged the extension of the seven
Senate terms.5 In addition, the FBI began probing
precinct and voting records of four populous counties
with large Hispanic and Native American populations
and the U. S. Department of Justice later intervened on
the side of these minorities.

The 1972 election was held under provisional plans,
using a votes-cast formula to estimate precinct popu-
lations. The votes-cast formula underrepresented low-
voter-turnout precincts, but the estimated populations
of all precincts within a county equaled the total county
population. The votes-cast formula for use in 1972
was upheld in state and federal district courts. The
legislature made the "provisional" plans permanent in
1973.6

The head of the Division of Government Research
advised the legislature that a 1982 redistricting plan
based on the votes-cast formula would lose in court.
However, the director of the Legislative Council
Service advised reapportionment committees that the
courts were concerned only with the weight of each
vote, not the number of children, prisoners, or aliens.
Except for congressional districting, the legislature
never seriously considered an alternative to the votes-
cast formula in drawing state legislative district lines.7

Senator Manny Aragon (D-Albuquerque) presented
census-based precinct population estimates which
showed that the votes-cast formula discriminated
against minorities. ThetenBernalillo County precincts
with the highest percentages of Hispanics underesti-
mated their populations by 35 percent and the ten
precincts with the fewest minorities overestimated
their populations by 68 percent. In addition, the votes-
cast populations for Native American reservations at
San Felipe Pueblo and Santo Domingo Pueblo were
260 and 750, respectively, whereas the census figures
were 2,100 and 2,900, respectively.8

On April 5, the three-judge federal district court
prohibited state legislative candidates from filing for
the June 1 primary election, and the following day the
court declared the House and Senate redistricting
plans void. It held that the formula

causes substantial variations between the numbers
derived thereby and United States census figures.
This comes about by reason of the inclusion of the
total vote cast as an element of the formula. These
variations are not constant throughout the coun-
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ties, districts or precincts. With respect to House
districts . . . the maximum deviation of actual
population from the population ideal is 94 percent.
With respect to Senate districts, the maximum
deviation from the population ideal is 83 percent.
The disparities have such consequence that we
conclude that the "votes cast formula" is consti-
tutionally impermissible. [Emphasis in original.]9

The court also voided term extensions for senators and
prohibited the state from holding its primary until the
legislature was redistricted. On appeal, Justice Byron
White restored the June 1 primary for all raw-legisla-
tive races.10

Using census data, New Mexico spent nearly
$2,000,000 to estimate each precinct's population.
The CensusBureau estimated precinct populations for
the seven largest counties representing nearly two-
thirds of the state's inhabitants. Plaintiffs and the state's
demographers estimated the other 26 counties' pre-
cinct populations, with differences resolved by a ref-
eree. Native Americans complained that the census
figures also undercounted their populations. For ex-
ample, the Bureau of Indian Affairs counted 1,826
people at San Juan Pueblo and 3,297 at Isleta Pueblo
while census figures were 1,224 and 2,672.H

STATE SENATE REDISTRICTING

Bipartisan incumbent accommodation continued in
the Senate. The crucial swing votes were the four
Democrats whose terms would expire in 1982 and
Navajo Senator Joe Pinto. Seven Senate terms were
extended to 1984, but a Republican challenge came
within two votes of winning. A Republican amend-
ment to force appointed Democratic Senator Lucy
Brubaker to run in 1982 also barely lost.12

Northwest clusterredistrictinggrewinto adebate over
Navajo representation because greater stress was
placed on ethnic minority communities of interest.
Senate Democrats, over the objections of Senator
Pinto, created a new reservation-based, overwhelm-
ingly Navajo, "exclusively] Indian" district without
an incumbent. Senator Pinto's district was only 51

percent Native American and he was paired with
incumbent Republican Senator W. S. Eoff Senator
Pinto moved to the new district and was easily re-
elected. Republicans favored four districts 51 percent
Native American rather than a safe one. Democrats
replied they could have created two or three safe
Native American districts which would have hurt
Republican incumbents, and they protected three Al-
buquerque Republican incumbents living close to-
gether who could have been placed in one district.

THE JUNE 1982 COURT-ORDERED

REAPPORTIONMENT:

STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

REAPPORTIONMENT

The Senate Republican minority leader stated, "[T]he
plan was molded in a genuine spirit of accommodation
. . . ."13 By comparison, House redistricting politics
was acrimonious. The coalition retaliated against Rep-
resentative AlValdez, aplaintiff, bytryingto move him
out of his district. Senate Democrats drew their own
district lines and let Republicans remap the rest. In the
House, the coalition mapped out all districts. Some
loyal Democrats from smaller counties negotiated
their district lines, but the coalition refused to negotiate
or show their maps to Bernalillo County Democrats.

The first issue was whether the statelegislativeprimaiy
was a separate primary independent of the June elec-
tion or an extension of it. A number oflegislators were
concerned that losing county, state, or congressional
candidates in June would run against them in August
if it was a separate primary. The House decided it was
a separate primary, but few losing candidates ran again.
The second issue was creating districts with near equal
numbers of people. On the basis of census figures,
districts with too many people tended to be working-
class Democratic and minority, and those with too few
people tended to be middle-class Republican and
Anglo. Census-based redistricting was the Achilles
heal of coalition eastsiders, whose area had not kept up
with population increases in the rest of the state. In the
plan finally approved, coalition districts in the southern
cluster had 4 percent fewer people than noncoalition
districts. The third issue defined "communities of
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interest" as racial and ethnic minorities instead of
mining and energy. The two northwestern counties
had a population 46 percent Native American. The
coalition created two safeNavajo seats and a possible
third. Native Americans charged that incumbent pro-
tection denied them at least three safe seats. In January,
Roswell Hispanics were divided among three districts.
In their suit, Hispanic plaintiffs cited Roswell as an
example of "cracking" minority voting strength. In
June, four of the five Hispanic precincts were placed in
one district 50 percent Hispanic, and it did elect a
Hispanic.14

Governor Bruce King was more active in June. The
coalition wanted to draw only ten Democratic districts
inBernalillo County, loyal Democrats wanted 14, and
the governor wanted and got 13. He kept threatening
a veto, and loyal House Democrats demonstrated they
would sustain it. In the end, King signed the bill.

Congressional elections went as expected. The north-
west district elected liberal Hispanic Democrat Bill
Richardson, the southeast reelected Republican Joe
Skeen, and the central district reelected Hispanic
RepublicanManuelLujan. There were no state Senate
elections. Thirteen members of the House retired after
the June reapportionment, including five Republicans
and three loyal Democrats paired with incumbents in
districts more than 50 percent new. Five lost in the
August primary and three more lost in the general
election.15

With 21 new House members, the partisan lineup
changed from 41 Democrats and 29 Republicans in
1982 to 45 Democrats and 25 Republicans in 1983.
Several key coalition leaders were defeated by loyal
Democrats, but both sides claimed 3 5 votes. Governor
Toney Anaya denounced continued dominance by the
coalition. When the 1983 session started, the Demo-
cratic caucus unified to elect loyalist leader Raymond
G. Sanchez as speaker of the House.16

THE 1984 ELECTIONS AND COURT

REAPPORTIONMENT:

THE STATE SENATE

Governor Anaya'snon-consultative style irritated many
senators. In 1984, four Democrats, including two
Hispanicsjoined 19Republicanstoblockthegovernor's
budget. This group dominated the Senate for the
remainder of 1984. Hispanic Senator Ronald Olguin
(D-Albuquerque), who opposed the governor, was
defeated in the primary. The Senate went from 23
Democrats and 19 Republicans in 1984 to 21 members
each in 1985, when four Democrats lost in the general
election. Republicans got two Democratic votes to
control the Senate. Democrat Les Houston was elected
Senate president pro tern, but Republicans took con-
trol of all committees. Democrats regained control
when they won 26 of 42 seats in 1988.17

Minorities challenged the June 1982 redistricting plan
in federal court because the House used "cracking"
and "packing" techniques to dilute minority voting
strength. In June 1984, the federal district court held
that the 1982 plan was "a racially-motivated gerry-
mander" that violated the Voting Rights Act by
fracturing the voting strength of minorities.18 The
court redrew boundaries for 16 districts in 14 counties,
including three new districts with large Native Ameri-
can majorities. In the general election, Native Ameri-
cans won four of the five districts in which they were
a majority. Results of judicial redistricting for Hispan-
ics were more ambiguous. Hispanics decreased in
membership from 21 to 18.

The fragility of the House coalition was demonstrated
by the results of the 1984 election. Although Repub-
lican membership increased by two, former coalition
leadersRepublicanHoytPattison andDemocrat George
Fettinger were defeated for reelection. There was talk
of reviving the coalition but the group lacked leader-
ship. Representative Sanchez was reelected speaker.19

REDISTTRICTING IN THE 90S

In most respects, the 1992 redistricting is expected to
focus on partisan issues. However, one technical issue
remains. As part of the 1984 settlement that found
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New Mexico in violation of the VotingRights Act, the
state signed a consent decree which mandated it
participate in the Census Bureau's block boundary
suggestion program. New Mexico must prove that
precinct boundary lines follow physical features. The
block boundary suggestion program allows a state to
suggest precinct and census block boundary lines that
follow physical features. However, rural township
range boundaries do not follow physical features and

the state has not participated in the block boundary
suggestion program. Moreover, having been found in
violation of the Voting Rights Act, New Mexico is a
preclearance state that must receive approval from the
U.S. Justice Department to change political bound-
aries. To meet preclearance requirements it must
provide a political history of the proposed new pre-
cincts, a history which may not exist.20
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NEW YORK
JEFFREY M. STONECASH

Politicians battle over redistricting as if it matters.
Political parties in particular are very concerned about
theshapeofdistrictmaps. They assume howthey draw
boundaries will have a major impact on their ability to
take control of a house. But how much can they affect
their electoral prospects? New York provides an
important test of the effect they can have. In 1974, due
to Watergate, Democrats gained control of the As-
sembly for one of the few times in the twentieth
century. Since 1900, Democrats had held the Assem-
bly for only 12 years. They were able to retain the
control they gained in 1974 through the 1980 elec-
tions. This represented the first time the Democrats
had a role in the redistricting process in the twentieth
century. Redistricting presented a crucial opportunity
for the Democrats to solidify their position.

The Republicans also faced an important challenge.
The party had been experiencing a long-term slide in
enrollment across the state for the last several de-
cades.1 Republicans had not held the governor's chair
since the 1974 elections. The Senate was the last state
institution under the control of Republicans, and they
had to try to use their current control to make sure they
did not lose the Senate during the 1980s.

The legislature had the legal power to enact a new
districting plan, and the divided control that prevailed
set up the potential for a major battle. The battle was
likely to be particularly focused and intense because of
the tradition of strong parties in the legislature. Parties
and their leaderships completely dominate the legisla-
tive process. That dominance includes the allocation of
resources and the control over legislation within the
houses. Losing control over a house and becoming the
minority party banishes a party to ineffectiveness, a
position neither party wants to experience.

THE GOALS

At its simplest, the goal of each party was to maintain
its number of seats and control in its own house. But
the parties in each house had different challenges. The
Senate Republicans, faced with the prospect of their
electoral base eroding over the 1980s, wanted to
maintain their number of seats, even though their vote
proportion might decline.

For the Democrats, there were multiple and more
ambitious goals. First, they wanted to retain the
incumbents from the seats won in 1980, and they
wanted to make them more electorally secure. They
sought to increase their vote proportion for incum-
bents. Second, they wanted to carve out districts
Democratic candidates might win in 1982 and the
future.2 If the districts were attractive enough to
Democrats, they might even be able to prompt some
Republican incumbents to retire. Even if the Demo-
crats could not force out Republicans in newly drawn
districts, they might create districts in which Republi-
cans might find it difficult to be quite so conservative.
If so, Republicans in these districts might be more
inclined to temper their criticisms of Democratic
programs, such that Democrats would not be subject
to as much intense criticism. These specific goals are
all part of trying to enhance Democratic numbers and
control, and reduce Republican prospects and oppo-
sition.3

THE BATTLE OVER REDISTRICTING IN 1982

In New York, redistricting plans originate in the
legislature. There is not a permanent independent
commission which has authority over redistricting.
Despite this power, the legislature lost control over
redistricting once in the 1960s because the partisan
battles over the issue produced such a stalemate. Fear
of a repeat of that loss of control played a role in the
1982 redistricting. Redistricting in 1982 began with a
recognition that the 1970s had produced population
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shifts. The 1980 census revealed that areas of the state
outside New York City had gained relative to the City,
and New York City would have to lose five Assembly
seats and two Senate seats. The size of the Assembly
was capped bylaw at 150. TheSenatehadbeen capped
at 60, but the Senate expanded to 61 in 1982 due to a
clause in the constitution allowing one more senator to
be added. Because of these caps, population and seat
increases in any area would require reductions in other
areas of the state. The primary population growth had
occurred in the suburbs of Long Island and the areas
north of the City. Coping with these population shifts
affected each house differently. It made the task of
Senate Republicans easier. New York City is heavily
Democratic, and having fewer seats to contest there
could only help Republicans. This made the task of
Assembly Democrats more difficult. They would have
fewer seats to contest in their strongest area. Areas
outside New York City had historically not elected
many Democrats.

The 1982 redistricting began as the 1960s redistricting
had begun. Eachhouseprepared separateand different
district maps for both houses. The SenateRepublicans
proposed a plan which appeared to maximize their
potential seats in both houses. The Assembly Demo-
crats proposed a different plan which looked as if it
would allow them to win more seats in the Assembly,
and would allow Senate Democrats to increase the
number of seats they held.4 Neither house would
accept the plan of the other. As the year progressed, the
courts became involved. The courts soon set deadlines
as to when plans had to be adopted.5 As the deadline
approached, eachhouse held out forks own plan. After
missing several court-ordered deadlines, and faced
with the prospect of losing control of redistricting, the
legislature agreed to follow essentially the same rule as
that used in the 1960s. Each house drew its own
boundaries.6 The parties agreed, in effect, to a tradeoff
in which the majority party in each house could seek to
carve out a ratification of the status quo in each house.7

The "ratification" was not the same in each house,
however. As noted earlier, the Senate was trying to
preserve its dominance.8 The Assembly Democrats, on

Table 1. Senate Seat Changes for Republicans
Before and After Redistricting.

PARAMETER

Republicans

Percent Vote

Percent Seats
Change in % seats from prior
year

1980

55
55

-3

1982

52
57

+ 2

1984

55
59

+2

1986

55
57

-2

the other hand, were presented with a unique oppor-
tunity.9 They could use this power to solidify and
increase their control over the Assembly. The question
is: How successful was each house in achieving its
objectives?

THE CONSEQUENCES: THE SENATE

Prior to the 1982 election, the Senate Republicans had
averaged 52.6 percent of the two-party vote for 1972-
1980, the years the prior redistrictingplan was in effect.
If the unusual year of 1974 (Watergate) is excluded,
the average was 53.5. Table 1 indicates the proportion
of seats won in the elections of 1980-86. If redrawing
boundaries is to have any impact, it should show up in
elections after the new district boundaries go into
effect. In the case of the Senate, at least two changes
are possible. Given their declining proportion of party
enrollment, the Republican party might just be able to
maintain the situation that had prevailed throughout
the 1970s when the Republicans held a continuing 35-
26 edge in the Senate. On the other hand, if the
Republicans wereparticulariy adept at boundary draw-
ing, they might be able to increase the proportion of
votes and seats they received. Apparently the Repub-
licans could achieve only the more modest goal. As
Table 1 indicates, there was no noticeable change after
the 1982 elections. The proportion of votes and seats
remained essentially the same for the three elections of
1982-1986. In the 1982 election Republicans lost one
seat in New York City, but they gained one seat
upstate. The stability of the distribution of seats for the
parties by areas of the state is shown in Table 2. There
was almost no shift in the bases of the parties.

Incumbents played a major role in this stability. In the
1982 elections, 58 of the 60 incumbents ran for office.
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Table 2. Distribution of Seriate Seats by Party and Area, Before
and After Redistricting.

AREA
Long Island
New York
City
Upstate
TOTALS

1980
TOTAL NO.

8

26
26
60

DEM.
0

20
5

25

REPUB.
8

6
21
35

1982
TOTAL NO.

9

25
27
61

DEM.
1

20
5

26

REPUB.
8

5
22
35

No Republican incumbents retired, and only one
incumbent (a Republican) was defeated. The goal of
the Republicans in redrawing the boundaries was to
preserve and strengthen their incumbents. This meant
increasing their proportion of the vote won. Table 3
indicates the vote proportion for incumbents who won
in 1982 for each party. The consequence of redrawing
the boundaries was apparently to "pack" the districts
of each party's incumbents and increase their vote
proportions.10 The effect was greater for Republican
incumbents, as should be expected. Their average
increase in the proportion of the vote was 7.6, while it
was only 1.5 for Democratic incumbents.

Redistricting was a success for Republicans in the
Senate. They preserved their hold on the Senate and
strengthened their incumbents. The status quo pre-
vailed.

THE CONSEQUENCES: THE ASSEMBLY

The Assembly presents a very different situation. The
goal ofDemocrats was to alterthe pro-Republican bias
of the 1970 redistricting pattern. The Democrats had
acquired power in 1974 due to Watergate. TheDemo-
crats experienced a significant increase in the propor-
tion of seats they held after the 1974 elections. The
crucial matter is what they were able to achieve in the
1982 elections with a new redistricting map. Since the
1974 elections the Democrats had experienced stabil-
ity in the proportion of seats held, but they wanted to
increase that proportion. The impact of the new lines
was immediate, and is shown in Table 4. The number
ofDemocrats in the Assembly increased from 88 in
October 1982 to 98 in January 1983.] * The proportion
of seats held increased from 59 to 65 percent and

stayed at 63 percent for the next two elections. The
overall percentage of the vote won by Democrats did
not change as much, however. What the Democrats
were able to accomplish was a substantial increase in
their yield from the votes they received.

The intriguing matter is how this change came about.
What brought about this increase in Democrats? Two
questions are particularly important: Where did the
Democrats pick up seats, and how did margins of
victory of candidates change after redistricting? Table
4 presents the change in seats by party for the three
major areas of the state. The areas are Long Island and
upstate, where the population increased, and New
York City. As a result of redistricting, New York City
lost five seats, while Long Island picked up one and
upstate picked up four. The first two areas had
traditionally elected far more Republicans than Demo-
crats.

Table 3. Vote Proportions for Senate Incumbents
Before and After Redistricting.

PARAMETER

Republicans who:

Continued

Retired in '82
Lost in '82
Began in '82

Democrats who:
Continued

Retired in '82

Lost in '82

Began in '82

NUMBER

32
0
1
1

25

2
0

3

PROPORTION OF VOTE

1980

58.1

58.0

79.4
90.3

1982

65.7

61.0

80.9

74.2
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Table 4. Distribution of Assembly Seats by Party and Area, Before
and After Redistricting.

AREA

Long Island
New York
City
Jostate
TOTALS

1980
TOTAL NO.

21

65
64

150

DEM.

8

58
22
88

REPUB.

13

7
42
62

1982
TOTAL NO.

22

60
68
150

DEM.

9

59
30
98

REPUB.
13

1

38
52

The success of Democrats with this change in district
locations is clear. The shifts are shown in Table 4. In
Long Island the Democrats picked up the new seat for
a net gain of one. In New York City there were seven
Republicans before redistricting. Two retired. Four of
them ran and lost. Only one Republican incumbent ran
and won, and that was in a conservative area of the City
(Staten Island). Even though there were five fewer
seats in New York City, Democrats still picked up one
seat. Upstate they were equally successful. No incum-
bent Democrats lost upstate, while four Republican
incumbents were defeated by Democrats. Of the four
new districts, Democrats picked up two. Finally,
several retiring Republicans were replaced by Demo-
crats. The net shift was a pickup of eight seats for
Democrats. The overall change was from 88 to 98
seats for Democrats.

Table 5. Vote Proportions for Assembly
Incumbents Before and After Redistricting.

PARAMETER

Republicans who:

Continued

Retired in '82

Lost in '82
Began in '82

Democrats who:

Continued

Retired in '82

Lost in '82

Began in '82

NUMBER

41

15

8
11

74

12

0

24

PROPORTION OF VOTE

1980

69.0
65.3

63.6

70.2

79.2

1982

73.2

43.9
58.3

75.0

65.3

Unlike the Senate, significant change occurred in the
Assembly. How did this change come about? Table 5
presents the vote proportions for different categories
of Assembly members. As with the Senate, the focus
is on changes from 1980 to 1982. Assembly members
are grouped according to whether they were incum-
bents who continued from 1982 to 1983, incumbents
who retired, incumbents who were in office in 1982 but
lost in the 1982 elections, or new Assembly members
who took office in 1983. The vote proportions by
group are revealing of what redistricting did in New
York.

A substantial number of incumbents (115 of 150)
continued from 1982 to 1983. The percentage of
incumbents seeking and winning reelection in New
York has been high (averaging about 90 percent) since
the early 1900s, and a high level continued in 1982.12

The voting results suggest again that there was consid-
erable "packing" of districts with voters favorable to
the respective parties. For incumbents ofboth parties,
the proportion of the vote increased from 1980 to
1982. Republican incumbents increased their propor-
tion by 4.2, and Democrats by 4.8.

Interesting changes also occurred in the other catego-
ries. Eight Republicans ran for reelection and lost. On
average, they experienced a drop in their vote propor-
tion of about 20 percentage points. Given the relative
stability of the overall proportion of the vote going to
Republicans across the two elections (50 percent in
1980 and 45 percent in 1982), this drop is unlikely to
reflect a general drop in support for Republicans. It is
more likely to reflect the impact redistricting had in
creating new and inhospitable districts for these incum-
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bents. For Democrats, no incumbents ran and lost, so
there is no change to assess.

The difference between retiring and new legislators is
also revealing. Fifteen incumbent Republicans retired
and 11 new Republicans entered in 1982. Those who
retired averaged 65.3 percent of the vote in 1980, while
newRepublicansaveraged only 58.3 percent. The new
Republicans were clearly less secure than the older
ones. Redistricting had cost Republicans seats, and it
also created new districts which presented some prob-
lems for Republicans.

For Democrats, a similar contrast between old and
new members developed, but for different reasons.
The Democrats replaced 12 retiring members with 24
new ones. Some of these were in New York City, and
they won by large margins. There were 12 new
Democrats in New York City after the 1982 elections,
and their average vote proportion in 1982 was 73.6
percent. But the bulk of gains for Democrats was
outside New York City, in areas where Democrats
historically had not done well. The vote proportions of
these new Assembly members outside New York City
were not large in 1982. Therewere 12 new Democrats
outside the City, and their average proportion of the
vote in 1982 was 56.7. This is why the average vote
proportion of new Democrats was 10 points below
that of continuing Democrats in 1982. In subsequent
years, some of these new members from 1982 in-
creased their vote proportions, but they started rela-
tively low in 1982 because many of them were in new
territory for Democrats.

CONCLUSIONS

The 1982 redistricting established the partisan division
of power in the New York legislature for the 1980s. It
allowed the Republicans to continue to control the
Senate, but consigned them to adiflScult situationinthe
Assembly. It allowed Democrats to gain stronger
control over the Assembly, but left them just out of
reach of controlling the Senate. Redistricting also
established the broad outlines of subsequent policy
debates in the state. During the last decade, Senate
Republicans have consistently taken more conserva-
tive positions in policy debates than Assembly Demo-
crats. The governor's office has been held by Mario
Cuomo, a relatively liberal Democrat, since 1982.
Legislative sessions each year regularly revolve around
conservative and liberal bargaining positions taken by
the Senate and Assembly, respectively. In the case of
New York, at least, this divided control has contrib-
uted to a clear, relatively focused, debate between the
parties.

It is a battle which may not change much with redis-
trictingin 1990. Thelegislativeparties, and particularly
the Republicans, have developed well-financed and
sophi sticated campaign committees which devote their
resources and attention exclusively to legislative elec-
tions.13 They raise large sums of money (two to four
million dollars per legislative party in each house per
election cycle in 1988). They are very effective in
mobilizing resources to concentrate on close races.14

Unless there is a major national event which creates a
general, significant shift in partisan voting (such as
Watergate, or a severe recession), this stability of
divided partisan control may well prevail through the
1990s.
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NORTH CAROLINA

J. OLIVER WILLIAMS

The last quarter-century ofredistricting has been of an
almost revolutionary nature in North Carolina, al-
though it is less than obvious that the partisan effects
have been substantial. Equality in numerical represen-
tation, however, has moved light-years away from the
inequalitiesthat existedpriorto court-induced changes
in the state's legislative districts. And the benefits of
equitable population representation have flowed to the
state's urban citizens, with considerable loss of repre-
sentation in small-town and rural areas.

Until the federal courts entered into North Carolina's
legislative districting, in 1965, the state's legislative
districts had a history of extensive deviation from
numerical equality.1 For two decades prior to the
1960s, the General Assembly made no effort to redis-
trict. When changes were made after the 1960 census,
districts for senators and representatives were left
greatly unbalanced from equal representation stan-
dards. The range of deviation for members of the
House of Representatives was +116.61 percent to
-88.10 percent. A constitutional provision that guaran-
teed at least one representative to each of the state's
one hundred counties, and urban-rural fights over
representation, were the culprits. In the Senate, devia-
tions from fair representational standards were not
nearly as severe as in the House, although they were far
from standards acceptable in later decades.

North Carolina's state legislative districts were de-
clared invalid in Drum v. Sewell2 when the federal
court also declared as violating theFourteenth Amend-
ment the state's constitutional provision guaranteeing
every county at least one representative. The appor-
tionment plans that the General Assembly adopted in
late 1965, in response to the court decision, moved the
state toward the present-day standards of equality of
representation. The range of deviation was less than 15
percent in both House and Senate districts.

Population shifts within the state and increasing stan-
dards of representation, continued to fuel the redis-
tricting tasks of the General Assembly after both the
1970 and 1980 censuses of population. In both de-
cades, adjustments were necessary in the electoral
districts ofboth chambers. By 1980, the legislature was
working with a 5 percent deviation rule, and represen-
tational plans for both chambers were brought suc-
cessfully to within that range. The House deviated
from -4.99 to +4.98, and the Senate from -4.95 to
+4.82.

The politics of redistricting has been dominated by the
Democratic party, which has had firm control of the
legislature throughout the twentieth century. The
party also controlled the executive branch each time
that redistricting occurred, giving the Democratic
party exclusive control of representational policy. The
party's domination of the process ends, however, with
the decade of the eighties. The Republican party now
controls the governorship, and the Democrats will not
have a chance to regain the office before redistricting
is accomplished. The North Carolina governor, how-
ever, has no veto over redistricting or any other
legislation.

Democratic influence in the redistricting process is also
vulnerable to Republican gains in General Assembly
representation in the 1990 elections. The Republican
party has steadily increased its representation in the
legislature, gains obtained mainly from growing Re-
publicanism in the region and the coattail effects from
GOP gubernatorial and presidential voting. From a
low of 15 percent of the seats in the House at the
beginning of the decade, the Republican party was able
to increase its representation to 38 percent at the end
of the 1980s. Additionally, Republican legislators
were able to bankroll their increased representation in
the 1988 General Assembly by gaining a leadership
role with the help of dissident Democrats. Through a
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fusion effort, the GOP played a key role in House
leadership selection and gained significant power on
legislative committees. Fusion politics and continued
electoral success could give the Republican party its
first influence over legislative representation in the
twentieth century. The process, as a result, is likely to
be highly partisan.

RACIAL GERRYMANDER

In achieving the equal population standards that be-
came the norm of the 1970s and '80s, the North
Carolina General Assembly resorted to mixed patterns
of single-member and multimember legislative dis-
tricts, largely as a way to avoid the splitting of counties
among legislative districts. But in devising a plan of
mixed districts, legislators became vulnerableto claims
of vote dilution by racial minorities. In Gingles v.
Ecbnisteri the court considered a claim by African
American citizens that the 1982 redistricting plan
fractured or submerged the strength of minority vot-
ers. Plaintiffs claimed that the North Carolina legisla-
tive districts made use of multimember districts to
submerge the African American vote in areas with
substantial white voting majorities, and utilized single-
member districts to fracture concentrations of nonwhite
voters into separate voting minorities. The suit chal-
lenged one single-member district and six multimember
districts on the grounds that the redistricting plan
impaired African American citizens' ability to elect
representatives of their choice, in violation of Section
2oftheVotingRightsActofl965.Thecourtheldthat,
in light of the lingering effects of official discrimination
and the substantial racial polarization in voting, the
creation of multimember districts resulted in the sub-
mergence of African American voters. Additionally,
the court held that the plan's single-member districts
unlawfully diluted African American voting strength
by fracturing concentrations of African American
voters. The federal district court applied the "totality
of circumstances" test to hold that the North Carolina
redistricting plan violated the Voting Rights Act in all
of the disputed districts. The test of discriminatory
effects used in the North Carolina case includes a
determination that the political processes leading to
nomination or election are not equally open to partici-

pation by members of a protected class; that its
members have less opportunity than others in the
electorate to participate in the political process and
elect representatives of their choice; as well as consid-
eration of the extent to which members of a protected
class have been elected to office in a district. The U. S.
Supreme Court found that all but one of the challenged
1982 multimember districts were characterized by
racially polarized voting; a history of official discrimi-
nation in voting matters as well as housing, education,
and employment; and campaign appeals to racial
prejudice.4 (One district where African-Americans
had enjoyed electoral success failed to meet the "to-
tality of circumstances" test.)

In the Thornburg decision, the Supreme Court devel-
oped a three-part test that a minority group must meet
in order to establish a vote dilution claim under Section
2 of the Voting Rights Act. The test requires that a
minority group provethat:(l)itis sufficiently largeand
geographically compact to constitute a majority of a
single-member district; (2) it is politically cohesive; and
(3) in the absence of any special circumstances, bloc
voting by the white majority usually defeats the
minority's preferred candidate.

The Court endorsed, but did not mandate, several
statistical tests for specifying racially polarized voting,
sometimes referred to as racial bloc voting. Since it is
generallyunknownhowmembersofeachracevotefor
particular candidates, the court relied on statistical
techniques to establish how minorities and whites
voted predominantly in the challenged districts and,
additionally, includedtestimonyfromexpert witnesses
familiar with local politics and voting behavior. One
technique which the Court applied was "homoge-
neous precinct analysis." This technique is used to
identify racially segregated precincts and determine
how the members of the predominant race in each of
these precincts voted. The results are used to estimate
the voting behavior of other members of that race
throughout the challenged district. There are limita-
tions to use of this technique, inasmuch as it depends
on small and potentially unrepresentative precinct
samples and it assumes that white and nonwhite voters
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living in racially mixed (nonhomogeneous) precincts
will vote the same way as members of that race in
homogeneous precincts. In Thornburg, the Court also
used bivariate regression analysis, which examines the
relationship between the racial composition of a pre-
cinct and the percentage of the vote a candidate
receives in that precinct.

As a result of the voter dilution challenge to North
Carolina's 1980s districts, the General Assembly en-
ters the 1990 redistricting with clearer standards of
how issues of minority voting rights are involved in
legislative representation. The Gingles case also iden-
tified for lawmakers the legislative districts where the
Court, in applying its "totality of circumstances" test,
would likely find merit in any further voter dilution
challenges. With racial gerrymandering issues more
clearly decided, redistricting issues in the 1990s are
likely to turn to political gerrymandering. The increas-
ing partisanship in the legislature, and the Court's
finding of political gerrymandering to be justiciable,
raise the spectre of political frays over districting in this
decade.5

CONGRESSIONAL REDISTTRICTING

By shifting and dividing counties, nearly perfect nu-
merical representation was achieved in congressional
districts in the 1980s. In a redistricting plan adopted in
1982, the eleven North Carolina districts deviated by
only 0.3914 percent from the district population norm
and ranged only from -0.9484 to +0.8133. To achieve
this degree of representativeness, the General Assem-

Figure 1. North Carolina Congressional Districts,
Redistricting of 1982.

bly shifted nine counties from the 1970 districts, and
took the unprecedented step of dividing four counties
among districts. The division of counties, which had
never occurred before, resulted in counties being split
along township lines. The division of counties was
used largely to equalize rural districts. Shifting of entire
counties was necessary in the urban Piedmont coun-
ties, with the most radical changes occurring in the 4th
(Raleigh) and 6th (Greensboro) Districts. In the pro-
cess of redrawing the 4th District, the contiguous 2nd
District underwent considerable carving, with the new
2nd District gaining Durham County and the city of
Durham. (See Figure 1.)

If North Carolina gains a twelfth congressional seat
after the 1990 census (which is possible), issues of
preserving incumbent congressmen and creating a
predominantly racial minority district most likely will
emerge. Interest in a district with high minority con-
centration has been fueled by a change in state election
laws (1988) which enables a candidate to capture a
party nomination with a 40 percent plurality in the
primary.
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NORTH DAKOTA

JOHN E. MONZINGO

State legislatures have the responsibility for apportion-
ing congressional districts as well as districts from
which state legislators are elected. Since 1972, North
Dakota has had only one member of the United States
House of Representatives and, therefore, apportion-
ment of congressional districts has not been an issue.
Reapportionment of the state legislature, however, is
a different matter; allocation of representation has been
a continuing problem.1

From 1911 to 1959, only minor changes were made in
the allocation oflegislativerepresentation. In 1959, the
legislature, responding to calls for more equitable
representation for the cities of North Dakota, pro-
posed a constitutional amendment. This amendment
fixed the existing senatorial districts permanently in the
constitution, and provided that each Senate district
have at least one House member and that each county
in multi-county districts have at least one House
member. The remaining House seats were to be
apportioned according to population after each federal
census. The amendment also provided for a commis-
sion made up of the chief justice of the state Supreme
Court, the attorney general, the secretary of state, and
the majority and minority leaders of the House. The
responsibility to reapportion would fall to this commis-
sion if the legislature failed to do it. By a substantial
margin, the people approved this constitutional amend-
ment.2

If the amendment's purpose was to settle the reappor-
tionment argument once and for all, it was a miserable
failure. There followed a period of intense contro-
versy, one in which the major arena of action shifted
from the legislature to the courts. The legislature failed
to reapportion itself in 1961 and 1971, but did adopt
a plan in 1965. This plan was ruled unconstitutional by
the federal district court, which replaced it with a multi-
senator plan for the 1972 election. The legislature
again reapportioned itself in 1973, but the plan was

referred and defeated by a vote of the people. The
district court then reinstated the 1972 plan, which in
turn was ruled unconstitutional, in part because of the
multi-senator districts. Finally, the district court estab-
lished a plan which was used in the elections of 1976
and 1980.3

The district court plan was the starting point for
reapportionment when the legislature met in 1981. It
provided for a Senate of 50 members and a House of
Representatives with a membership of 100. All the
districts were represented by one senator except the
combined District 40-50, which included Minot Air
Force Base and part of the city of Minot. It was
accepted that low voting turnout by transient military
personnel constituted an "important and significant
state consideration" which justified a multi-senator
district.4Based on 1970 census data, the population of
the districts ranged from 3.16 percent above the ideal
district population to 3.10 percent below the ideal
district population.5

The legislature which reapportioned in 1981 was
heavily Republican. Republicans controlled 41 of the
50 seats in the Senate and 73 of the 100 seats in the
House. In addition, the Republican party had been
able, in 1980, to elect its first governor since 1960.

The specific responsibility for reapportioning was in
the hands of the Joint Committee on Reapportion-
ment, made up of six members of the House of
Representatives (five Republicans and one Democrat)
and five members of the Senate (four Republicans and
one Democrat). In drawing up the reapportionment
plan, the committee followed certain guidelines. His-
torically, the area south and west of the Missouri River
has been recognized as a distinct geographical unit.
District lines were not to cross the Missouri ifthis could
be avoided. Population deviation between districts
was to be kept below 10 percent. Districts were to be
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compact and contiguous. Where possible, district lines
were to coincide with political subdivision boundaries.
Also, where possible, existing district boundaries were
to be maintained. Multimember Senate districts were
to be keptto aminimum. Andfinally, theNorthDakota
Constitution limited the size of the Senate to 54
members and the House to 108 members.6

Between the years 1970 and 1980, the population of
North Dakota increased by 34,903, to a total of
652,717. The area southwest of theMissouri increased
by 10,990, the city of Bismarck and its immediate
vicinity increased by 12,127, and Fargo increased by
13,184.7 In order to accommodate these changes with
as little change in other districts as possible, it was
decided to add three new districts, increasing the size
of the Senate to 53 members and the size of the House
to 106.

In drawing the lines of two of the new districts, the
committee followed fairly closely the recommenda-
tions of Floyd Hickok, a geographer from the Univer-
sity of North Dakota who had contracted to present
alternative plans for reapportionment When drawing
the lines for the new District 51 in Fargo, however, the
committee followed none of the recommendations
offered by Hickok.8 The new district was created out
of part ofDistrict 21, which was heavily Democratic,9

and enough ofDistrict 46, which was heavily Repub-
lican, to create what appeared to be a safe Republican
district.

This could be interpreted to be within acceptable range
of practice in reapportioning, but what the committee
then went on to do in Districts 44 and 45 went beyond
what was acceptable. District 44 was a heavily Repub-
lican district; District 45 was a swing district. The
committee shifted 2,482 predominantly Republican
citizens from the north side ofDistrict 44 to District 45,
and shifted 2,468 predominantly Democratic citizens
from the south side ofDistrict 45 to District 44.10 It
does not take much imagination to conclude that the
intention was to make both districts safe for Republi-
can candidates.

Table 1. Party Strength in the North
Dakota Legislature in the 1980s.

ELECTION

1980
1982
1984
1986
1988

SENATE

41R, 9D
32R, 21D
29R, 24D
26R, 27D
21R, 32D

HOUSE

73R, 27D
51R, 55D
65R, 41D
61R, 45D
61R, 45D

The Joint Reapportionment Committee came close to
achieving its goal of creating districts of approximately
the same population. The deviation in population
between the districts was just over 10 percent, with the
largest district having a population of 12,813 and the
smallest district having a population of 11,590."

The outcomes of elections in North Dakota in the
1980s (Table 1) were the result of many factors in
addition to reapportionment in 1981. Superficially, it
might appear that the reapportionment of 1981 al-
lowed the Republican party to retain some ofits power
in the legislature in spite of electoral gains made
elsewhere by Democrats. However, traditions of
nonpartisanship and ticket splitting, as well as gerry-
mandering, could account for the Republicans doing
well in legislative races when the Democrats were
successful in most other races.

Other factors played an important role in the outcome
of elections in North Dakota in the 1980s. The North
Dakota economy is dependent on agriculture and
energy production. During the 1970s, the economy
was strong. Agricultural exports were up and the
energy crisis meant that coal production rose and an oil
exploration boom occurred in the Williston basin.
During the 1980s, agriculture was hit by a strong
dollar, which reduced exports, and then by a drought.
The energy boom ended with the oil glut. North
Dakota in the 1980s fell on hard times.

In 1981, the Republicans had such a large majority in
both houses of the North Dakota legislature that it
would have been surprising if they had been able to
maintain that advantage. In the election of 1982, the
Democrats won a majority in the House ofRepresen-
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tatives. They were in the minority again after the 1984
election, but gained seats in both 1986 and 1988. In the
Senate, the Democrats made gains in the elections of
1982 and 1984, and captured a slim majority of the
seats in the election of 1986. They were able to widen
this majority in 1988.

The most serious obstacle to a smooth reapportion-
ment, however, is the population changes that have
taken place in North Dakota during the 1980s. North
Dakotagainedpopulationduringthe 1970s becauseof
the energy boom, but in the 1980s, low energy prices
and low farm prices caused considerable out-migra-
tion. In addition, there was a movement from the west
and north to the southeast, and a movement from rural
areas to urban areas. As a consequence, there will have
to be major changes in district lines, with rural areas
losing absolute as well as relative representation. The
west river area is especially vulnerable.

The losses and shifts of population, seen in the context
of the political culture of North Dakota, make one
pessimistic about the ability of the legislature to reap-
portion itself at all in 1991. North Dakota has what
political science professor and Lieutenant Governor
Lloyd Omdahl refers to as a "very participatory
political culture." n North Dakota has the highest
proportion of elected officials to population of any
state in the union: ten times greater than the national
average.13 Part of thispolitical cultureis reflected in the
relatively large North Dakota legislature. Rural legis-
lators, reflectingtheir own as well as their constituents'
interests, are going to be reluctant to agree to any
reapportionment which diminishes rural representa-
tion. It has been proposed, as an economy measure,
that the legislature reduce the number of Senate
districts from 53 to 40, the minimum number allowed

Table 2. Party Strength in the North Dakota
Legislature From the Four Largest Urban Areas.

YEAR

1981
1983

1985
1987

1989

REPUBLICAN

33%
40%
39%
41%
41%

DEMOCRATIC
33%
32%
31%
29%
30%

by the constitution.14 While previous efforts to reduce
the number of elected officials in the state have failed,
the fact that such a proposal is being considered may,
at least, prevent the enlargement of the legislature.15

Rivalry between the eastern and western parts of the
state and between urban and rural areas will also add
to the difficulty of reapportionment. Both of these
rivalries are concentrated in the resentment against
Cass County, the southeastern county in which Fargo
is located. Resentment against "Imperial Cass" was
not helped by the fact that Fargo gained population in
the 1980s and the western part of the state, which
suffered disproportionately from the effects of the
slump in oil prices and the drought, lost population.16

The shift in population from rural to urban areas within
the state may give the Republican party an advantage
once the legislature is reapportioned. When one com-
pares the strength of each party in the legislature,
measured by legislators elected from the four largest
cities inNorthDakota (Bismarck, Fargo, GrandForks,
and Minot), the reason becomes apparent. (See Table
2.)

Considering all of these factors, it would not be
surprising ifthe next reapportionment inNorthDakota
is done by the federal courts.
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OHIO
DAVID L. HORN

As Ohio approaches congressional and legislative
redistricting for the fourth time since the "one person-
one vote" court rulings of the 1960s, its population
and demographics show little significant change. The
state grew in population by only 1.3 percent during the
1970s, and preliminary estimates show a small decline
(of 0.4 percent) for the 1980s. This decline, in
conjunction with large population increases projected
for the "Sunbelt" states, has led to a projected loss of
two congressional seats following the 1990 census,
reducing Ohio's delegation from 21 to 19.

The share of the population residing in metropolitan
areas decreased slightly in the 1970s: from 81.7
percent to 80.3 percent. For the 1980s, mid-decade
estimates show population declines in seven of the
state's eight largest counties, the largest being in the
counties of Mahoning (-4.8 percent), Cuyahoga (-3.5
percent), and Summit (-3.2 percent). The exception is
Franklin County, a center of "white collar industry,"
where a 4.4 percent population increase is projected.
The African American percentage of Ohio's popula-
tion, which increased from 9.1 to 10.0 percent during
the 1970s, appears to have remained static during the
1980s.

The national decline in partisan allegiances, docu-
mented by the Center for Political Studies,1 continues
to be well demonstrated in Ohio, with residual party
loyalties based more upon ethnic and social origins
than upon ideology or issues. This dealignment of the
electorate hasbeen matched by a continued blurring of
the ideological/issue distinctions between Democratic
and Republican politicians. This blurring was evi-
denced in the Ohio General Assembly during the late
1970s and 1980s, by cross-partisan alignments on
issues such as lobbyist disclosure, mandatory beverage
container deposits, capital punishment, horse racing
tax breaks, congressional redistricting, legislative pay
raises, and abortion. Giventhisfiizziness overwhatthe

major parties stand for, it is hardly surprising that the
Ohio electorate has continued its independent ways.

In the 1981 vo\\jmeReapportiomientPolitics,Y&Meen
Barber traced the history of Ohio apportionment and
districting to the eve of the 1981 struggle.2Reactionto
the Democrats' 1971 legislative districting plan, and to
their attempted congressional districting gerrymander
of 1975, gave critical impetus to a small but persistent
reform effort. The reformers' proposal was for the
state to define the "best plan" in terms of objective,
quantifiable criteria, and to mandate that whatever plan
best met such criteria must be adopted. In September
1978, this proposal was introduced in the Ohio House
by Democratic Representative Dale Locker and bipar-
tisan cosponsors. In November, Democrats won con-
trol of the Apportionment Board, so they stonewalled
Locker.

The Republicans, facing another Democratic party
gerrymander in 1981, took Locker's proposal, made
changes in it (the most important being an "escape
clause"), organized a front group called the Commit-
tee for Fair and Impartial Redistricting (FAIR), and
tried, in 1979, to qualify the measure, by initiative
petition, for the statewide ballot. The Republicans
resumed their effort in 1980, but technical defects in
their petitions stymied them a second time.

THE FAIR m CAMPAIGN

The debacle over the 1980 FAIR petitions caused
some bitter feelings in Republican circles as they
geared up for a third attempt in 1981. Joan W.
Lawrence, former state president of the League of
Women Voters, and one of the reformers' inner circle,
became FAIR's vice-chairperson. Governor James A.
Rhodes, who had remained aloof from the previous
FAIR efforts, now lent active support. At news con-
ferences around the state on April 27, FAIR spokes-
persons, with representatives of the Ohio Council of
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Churches, the League ofWomen Voters, and the Farm
Bureau, launched their third drive. They hired a public
relations firm to collect the required signatures at 25
cents each.

Now, however, a new and very serious problem
loomed: time. Had FAIR passed in 1979 or 1980 there
would have been no problem; but were it to pass in
1981, a districting database would have to beprepared
by the secretary of state in just 42 days. The entire
procedure could be sabotaged if the secretary of state
dragged his feet. As it happened, the secretary of state
was Democrat Tony Celebrezze, who had ample
incentive to drag his feet. To avoid this threat, the
crafters ofF AIR HI had to assign the task of preparing
a database to someone who would have incentive to
expedite it: theonlystatewideRepublicanofficeholder,
Governor Tim Rhodes. It was a fateful decision.

Distrust of Governor Rhodes was high among many
Ohioans. Democrats asserted without evidence that he
would be able to manipulate the districting outcome by
the way he prepared the database. The Democrats had
gerrymandered the lone African American Republican
out of his Ohio House seat in 1971, so all African
American legislators were now Democrats. These
legislators charged that FAIR would "adversely af-
fect" African American representation in the Ohio
legislature.

The Democrats' first and second lines of attack upon
FAIR were race and Governor Rhodes. These issues
led to the Ohio Council of Churches switching its stand
on FAIR from support to opposition, and the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) switching from
support to neutrality. Democrats were then given
opportunity for a third line of attack. The Locker
proposal had contained no provision inhibiting split-
ting of counties. Its crafters could see no way to
maximize compactness and minimize splitting of coun-
ties and cities at the same time. This deficiency was
carried over into the FAIR amendment. It was de-
tected and seized upon by the Democratic party
leadership. Disregarding the fact that Ohio's counties
and cities had been split willy-nilly in the 1971 legisla-

tive and congressional districting plans which they had
prepared and/or voted for, Democrats hammered
away at this aspect ofF AIR and produced hypothetical
maps depicting square districts cutting counties and
cities to pieces.3

Despite these setbacks, FAIR was leading in the polls
and enjoying nearly unanimous support from the
state's editorial writers. Then the influential Cleveland
PlainDealer broke ranks. OnMay 26 it said, "FAIR'S
method is a wholesome alternative to the backroom
bargaining that is now the rule." On October 21,
however, it came out with an editorial headed "NO on
State Issue 2." This editorial cited the lack of time to
draw new districts before January 15, 1982, and the
lack of a provision inhibiting division of counties and
cities. It also saw merit in "preserving the seats of some
of Ohio' s most senior congressional representatives,"
which was an issue that should not "be casually tossed
into a free-for-all redistricting scheme."

With a $300,000 TV budget, FAIR was airing three
ads throughout the state. One showed a group of
politicians in a smoke-filled room cutting up a map of
the state; a second showed the League of Women
Voters president in front of the statehouse endorsing
the issue; a third featured a sequence of endorsements
from leading newspapers in the state. The cash-
strapped Democrats apparently lacked the resources
to fight back. Then, four days before the election, their
counterattack appeared in the form of ads on TV
stations in major urban areas. The ads said:

Major utilities, big oil companies, and insurance
companies are spending a million dollars in corpo-
rate profits to change how we traditionally elect
our congressmen and legislators.
Why? To gain more influence for themselves.
Wonder what big business expects in return? How
about higher utility bills, higher gasoline prices,
higher interest rates and corporate tax breaks paid
for by higher property taxes.
Aren't we already paying too much? Vote no on
State Issue 2.4
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In the final weeks before the balloting, the rhetoric
intensified and the charges got wilder. Senate Demo-
cratic leader Harry Meshel charged that FAIR'S sup-
porters' tactics "are the most hypocritical, deceitful,
disgusting abuse of the electoral process I have ever
seea"5 Meanwhile, state Democratic party Chairman
Paul Tipps charged thatFAIR"is specifically targeted
to removeethnic and African American representation
from the Ohio General Assembly and the U.S. Con-
gress." 6

On Tuesday, November 3,1981, Ohio voters rejected
FAIR (Issue 2) by 58.3 percent to 41.7 percent. Many
factors contributed to the measure's defeat; but the
deciding one could have been the presence of another
initiated proposal on the ballot (Issue 1), a measure to
permit private insurance companies to sell workers
compensation, that went down by the biggest margin
of defeat of any ballot issue in Ohio history (79.1
percent to 20.9 percent). The morning after the elec-
tion, Ohio Republican party chairman Earl Barnes
said, "I was given poll information late Monday night
that showed we were up by five points.... But in the
same poll there was great concern there would be some
slopover because of the [predicted] massive defeat of
Issue 1 . . . . Well, there sure was."7

THE 1981 LEGISLATIVE DISTRICTING PLAN

Meanwhile, the Democratic party had been pursuing
the elusive goal of successfully redrawing state legis-
lative districts. In February, Tipps sent a letter to party
contributors asking for $3 50,000 to pay for computer
time and other technical services required to create the
new districting plan. Thetaskwas less challenging than
the one the Democrats had faced in 1971. In that year,
they needed to pick up five seats to control the House
and four to take over the Senate. Now they were six
seats over a majority in the House, but needed to pick
up two seats to regain control of the Senate.

The other factor making the job easier was the relaxed
population standard the courts were now applying to
legislative districting in the wake ofMahanv, Howell8

In 1971 the Democrats were operating under the
assumption, in the wake oiKirkpatrick v. Preisler,9
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Figure J. Ohio House District 37.

that they should have all districts within a population
variance of ±1 percent. In their House plan, this led
them to split 30 counties, in addition to the 16 that had
to be split because they were larger than a House
district. Now the Democrats had only to satisfy the
Ohio Constitution requirement of a +5 percent vari-
ance, and they ultimately produced apian that split only
seven counties beyond the 18 that were larger than a
House district.

To maintain control of the 99-member House, all the
Democrats had to do was protect the 56 incumbents
the party already had. With support of about 50 percent
of the state's electorate, there was a limit to how thinly
the party could spread its strength, and it had pretty
well achieved that with its 1971 plan. As one Repub-
lican put it, "You can only put so much water in a
glass."10 Control was the object, and you don't have
any more control with 70 seats than you do with 60.
Therefore, Democratic House incumbents were sim-
ply asked (with apparently one exception) what they
wanted to have in their districts, and the party tried to
give it to them. Sometimes this did require strangely
shaped districts. Figure 1, for example, shows a
Montgomery County district apparently tailored to
further the reelection prospects of Representative
Edward Orlett, a legislator close to House Speaker
VernRiffe.11 Another such district, shown in Figure 2,
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Figure 2. Ohio House District 30 (Numbers Are of
Columbus City Wards).

was good news to Representative Mike Stinziano,
another legislator in the favor of his party's leaders.12

The Democrats' plan for the Ohio House paired
Republican incumbents in five districts. Four other
Republican incumbents were paired with Democratic
incumbents in districts advantageous to the Democrat.
Eight of these nine cases occurred in the large urban
counties. There was just one case where Democratic
House incumbents were paired, and that took place in
HD 15, dominated by the white liberal community of
Cleveland Heights. A segment of Cleveland's African
American community, containing the residence of
incumbent minority Democrat ThomasBell, was grafted

onto this district. IfBell ran again, he would likely lose
the primary to Representative Mary Boyle or another
white liberal. In the 1971 plan, Cuyahoga County had
16 districts, held by nine white Democrats, four
African American Democrats, and three Republicans.
Apopulationlossof223,000duringthel970sreduced
the county's delegation by two seats. But despite this
overall loss, thecounty's African American population
increased by 40,000. When the 1982 elections were
over, the county's new delegation consisted often
white Democrats, three minority Democrats, and one
Republican.

The Senate presented a bigger problem for the Demo-
crats. Five Republican senators were put in districts
with each other. Three others were put in Democratic-
oriented districts. Election outcomes are determined
by other factors besides the way district lines are
drawn. Table 1, however, suggests a consistent advan-
tage to the party in control of districting. Table 1 also
showsthatuncontested seatsareat aminimumfollow-
ingredistricting, but rise sharply as thedecade progresses
and the futility of challenging incumbents becomes
manifest. The opposite trend applies to open seats,
which are most numerous following redistricting but
diminish as the decade progresses.

Table 2 shows some of the reasons for the frustration
Democrats have experienced in retaining control of the
Senate, even with control over districting. Seat/vote
tabulations are of much less value in Senate elections
due to the fact that, with four-year staggered terms,
only half of the Senate is elected in any one election.

Table 1. Election Outcomes Under the Democrats' 1981 Districting Plan for the Ohio House.

YEAR

1982
1984

1986

1988
1990

PARTY SPLIT,
DEM/REPUB

62/37

59/40

60/39
59/40

61/38

%DEM
VOTES

56.2
51.0

55.4

54.6
53.7

% DEM
SEATS

62.6
59.6

60.6
59.6
61.6

UNCONTESTED
SEATS, DEM/REPUB

1/1
1/6

2/17

5/20
2/0

OPEN
SEATS

25
10

14

5
8

INCUMBENTS
REELECTED/RUNNING

66/75
86/89

84/87

92/94

87/91

% INCUMBENTS

REELECTED
88.0
96.6

96.6

97.9
95.6
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Table 2. Election Outcomes Under the Democrats' 1981 Districting Plan for the Ohio Senate.

YEAR

1982

1984

1986

1988

1990

THIS ELECTION:

PARTY SPLIT,

DEM/REPUB

11/6

4/12

11/6

3/13

9/8

% DEM

VOTES

56.6

46.4

55.7

43.2

50.1

% DEM

SEATS

64.7

25.0

64.7

18.8

52.9

MAKEUP OF SENATE

FOLLOWING ELECTION,

DEM/REPUB*

17/16

15/18

15/18

14/19

12/21

UNCONTESTED

SEATS, DEM/REPUB

0/0

0/0

1/2

0/0

0/1

OPEN

SEATS

5

5

4

2

3

INCUMBENTS

REELECTED/RUNNING

12/12

8/11

12/13

13/14

13/14

% INCUMBENTS

REELECTED

100

72.2

92.3

92.9

92.9

'Includes holdover senators.

THE LEGAL BATTLE

Their experience in 1971 taught Republicans a painful
lesson about the importance of venue to legal strategy.
On September 10, 1981, they filed suit in federal
district court in Columbus, with JoanLawrence as first
plaintiff and Governor Rhodes and the other four
members of the Apportionment Board as defendants.13

The Republicans believed they would be most fairly
treated in the U. S. district court in Columbus (the Ohio
Supreme Court was under Democratic control), and
that they were now protected against a repeat of the
1971 scenario. They complained of a "deliberate and
premeditated violation... of plaintiffs' rights" under
the 14th Amendment, and asked that the court issue
mandatory guidelines—those guidelines being those
outlined in the FAIR amendment. In early 1982 the
district court's Judge Kinneary met with the opposing
lawyers and announced that he would not grant the
defendants' motion to dismiss, and that he was pre-
pared to ask the Sixth Circuit for a three-judge panel
to hear the case. The Republicans, having run out of
money, had to decline the invitation and the case was
dismissed.14

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTING

While the new legislative districting plan had to be
promulgated by October 5,1981, a new congressional
districting plan was not absolutely necessary until
March 25, 1982—the filing deadline for the June 8
primary. Passing a congressional districting bill is a
trauma for most legislatures, especially when the
number of districts has to be reduced. Ohio is no
exception.

The parameters of the situation were these: The
existing 23-member delegation consisted of 13 Re-
publicans and 10 Democrats. This delegation had to be
reduced to 21 members. Two Republicans were going
to retire, but all 10 Democrats wanted to stay in
Congress. The 18-15 division in the Senate was close
enough so that just two recalcitrant Republicans could
block an arrangement made by their party leaders that
was not to their liking.

As the filing deadline neared, two Republican party
leaders filed suit in federal court (Flanaganv. Gillmor),
asking the court to draw new boundaries if the legis-
lature failed to pass the congressional districting bill
(H.B. 20) in time.15 Intense negotiations on the night
ofMarch 22-23 produced a compromise that accepted
the Democrats' plan for Cleveland, while giving the
Republicans pretty much what they wanted every-
where else.

Two Democratic constituencies were sufficiently up-
set with H.B. 20 to continue the fight: the powerful
Communications Workers of America (CWA) union
and central Ohio African Americans. BefbreFlanagan
v. Gillmor could be set aside, they intervened in the suit
and converted its original Republican plaintiffs into
defendants. On March 26 they alleged that (1) the new
congressional districts were sufficiently unequal in
population as to violate the one person-one vote
standard, and that (2) the districts "purposely diluted
and denied the voting rights of Ohio's African Ameri-
can citizens" by splitting the Columbus African Ameri-
can community between Districts 12 and 15. Also on
March 26, a separate suit was filed by Cuyahoga
County residents (the "Starr plaintiffs") who dial-
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lenged the "crazy quilt" districts in the county and the
fragmenting of political subdivisions.16 On April 9
supporters of the county' s congressman, Louis Stokes,
moved to join the Republicans as defendants. On April
13, the two cases were consolidated in the Southern
District, and a trial took place on April 19-21.

On May 25 the court issued an opinion and order
stating that the plaintiffs had failed to prove purposeful
race discrimination in the drawing of the districts; and
that it would hold in abeyance a ruling on the popula-
tion equality question until it "had the benefit of the
Supreme Court's final decision" in a relevant New
Jersey case that was now pending. The 1982 elections
could proceed under the plan. Those elections pro-
duced a new delegation lineup of 11 Republicans and
10 Democrats.

The New Jersey case whose ruling was awaited was
Karcher v. Daggett}1 The Supreme Court's June 22,
1983 ruling set in motion a new round of litigation. In
September and October, 1983, briefs were submitted
arguing whether Flanagan was analogous to Karcher.
The ACLU amicus curiae brief included a plan show-
ing how much narrower population variances could be
obtained while splitting fewer counties and achieving
more compactness. The court heard oral argument on
December 21 and took the case under advisement. On
January 3 0,1984, it ruled in favor of plaintiffs, *8 saying
that Ohio, like New Jersey, had failed to demonstrate
that its population variances, small though they may be
(the population difference between the largest and
smallest districts was 3,161 persons, or 0.62 percent;
the New Jersey variance was 0.69 percent.), could not
have been even smaller; and that no legitimate state
interest would have to be sacrificed to make them so.
The court ordered the legislature to come up with a
new plan within 45 days.

The state appealed to the Supreme Court, obtaining a
stay of the order. On June 4, the high court summarily
affirmed the trial court. Then the state argued that there
was no time to pass a new plan and have it in place in
time for the November 6 election. On August 11, the
court agreed with the state that the November 6

election would have to go ahead under the current
plan, despite arguments pointing out that the state had
had since January 3 0 to draw a new plan and had failed
to act.19

The second Reagan landslide swept four Democratic
senators out of office, and the Republicans regained
control of that chamber despite the Democrats' best
cartographic efforts in 1981. Now the only chance to
get a new map advantageous to Democrats would be
during the post-election meeting of the legislature in
November and December. Time ran out.

When the 116th General Assembly convened in Janu-
ary 1985, the Senate was again under Republican
control. The plan mandated by the court's new April
15 deadline would have to reaffirm the political status
quo, with minor adjustments to bring population
variances as close as possible to zero. As introduced in
January, thebilldescribingthenew districts (H.B. 160)
featured a population spread of 1,641 persons. How-
ever, it was not referred to a standing committee. On
March 12 it was suddenly referred to the House
Elections Committee, which held a hearing on March
13 and approved it 9-1.20 The bill voted by the
committee had a population spread of 12 persons and
split26 counties—fourmorethanH.B. 20. The House
passed the bill, 88-10, a week later, and sent it to the
Senate. On March 26, the Senate Ways and Means
Committee held a hearing, and unanimously approved
the bill after hearing opposing testimony from the
ACLU's Benson Wolman. The full Senate approved
H.B. 160 by a vote of 28-4.21 The elections of 1986,
1988, and 1990 were held under the K B . 160 districts.

ANOTHER REFORM EFFORT

The reformers learned some things from the FAIR
debacle. One was that they would have to revise their
proposal to include an inhibition against splitting
counties and cities. Their solution was to establish a
minimum value of compactness and then choose
whatever plan above that threshold created the fewest
county fragments; if a tie resulted, they would choose
the plan with the fewest city fragments; if atie persisted,
choose the plan with the highest minimum compact-
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ness. These revisions were incorporated in a resolution
that maintained the existing 33 Senate and 99 House
districts.

The new resolution (S.J.R. 30) was sponsored by
Democratic Senator Gene Branstool and Republican
Senator Robert Ney, chairman of the Senate Elections
Committee. The resolution was introduced in the
Senate on October 29, 1985. It was heard by the
elections committee in November and then referred to
a subcommittee, where it spent the winter and early
spring. On May 20,1986, the foil committee marked
up the bill and voted 5-4, along party lines, to recom-
mend passage.22 But a floor vote promised for May 22
did not happen. The Senate returned on June 1 for a
final day's work before summer recess. No vote
occurred on that day, either. The Senate returned in
Novemberforfurtherfloorsessions.Novoteoccurred
at that time, either.

PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE

Reform resolutions were reintroduced in 1987 and
1989, bringing to seven the number of consecutive
sessions of the Ohio House in which districting reform
measures had been introduced and stonewalled. Un-
like the 1970s, when the election determining control
of the 1981 apportionment board occurred three years
prior to the drawing of new districts, the apportion-
ment board election for 1991 occurs in 1990—just one
year prior to redistricting. This rules out the option of
the losers trying to reform the system by another
initiated ballot proposal. The compressed time frame
contributed to the defeat of FAIR, and it would do
likewise even for a much sounder proposal in 1991.
The next realistic opportunity for this option will occur
in 1999, when once again the reformers and apportion-
ment board losers will have three years' time.

Both party leaderships were confident they would
control the board after the 1990 elections; neither was

interested in reform. As the election unfolded, Demo-
crat Tom Ferguson consistently led in the race for
auditor, while Republican George Voinovich led in the
race for governor. The race for secretary of state
between incumbent Democrat Sherrod Brown and
Republican Bob Taft was close, but on November 6
Taft emerged the winner—giving his party control of
the apportionment board for the first time in 20 years.

Republicans controlled the Ohio Supreme Court 4-to-
3, but both justices up for reelection in 1990 were
Republicans. Both won, so Republicans maintain
control of that body. Democrats are still firmly in
control of the Ohio House and Republicans in control
of the Senate. Even during the Reagan landslides of
1980 and 1984, House Democrats lost only six and
three seats, respectively. This year (1990) they gained
two. Eleven ofthe 17 Senate seats up for election were
held by Democrats, and they had little prospect of
unseating any ofthe six Republicans. Their two most
vulnerable seats were on the block. They lost one of
them, as well as a supposedly safe seat in Cleveland, so
their numbers have declined to 12. Divided control of
the legislature means that the 1991-92 congressional
districting struggle will result in another bipartisan deal
over whichDemocrats and whichRepublicansget safe
districts, and which two incumbents are eliminated (if
there are no retirements).

Judicial relief from gerrymandering will probably be
sought by the losers ofthe districtingbattles. Bandemer
has given them some hope, but not much. The fact that
the Supreme Court let stand the district court's ruling
in Badham v. En23 should give more cause for pessi-
mism. But the history ofthe struggle over districting
has featured so many unexpected turns of events, so
many new opportunities for the reformers to advance
another step or two, that it is safe to predict they will
not give up and go away.
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OKLAHOMA

FRED R. MABBUTT

The subject of representation is a core issue of democ-
racy, and the problem of legislative redistricting has
been a recurrent challenge to democracy's well-being.
In this respect, the history of redistricting in Oklahoma
represents an important case study of how effectively
recent line-drawing is doing in terms of holding the
public trust.

The Oklahoma Constitution, drafted and adopted in
1907, is one of the most detailed and lengthy of all state
constitutions, going so far as to provide a specific
description of the boundaries of each of the state's 77
counties.1

In the Oklahoma Constitution, provisions dealing with
the legislature are found in Article V. Sections 9
through 16 of that article deal with the manner and
methods of apportionment.2 Several features of this
system are important to understand. The provisions
for the apportionment of the state Senate are separate
and distinct from requirements regarding the House of
Representatives.

Under the state constitution, representation in
Oklahoma's House of Representatives was based on
a ratio formula, computed by dividing the state's total
population by 100 (the number of seats in the House),
and assigning representatives to counties in accor-
dance with that ratio. The constitution allowed coun-
ties to be combined to meet the ratio standard, but
limited any one county to a maximum of seven repre-
sentatives.

Historically, after each census, an apportionment act
was passed by Oklahoma's House ofRepresentatives.
Beginning with the 1931 apportionment, however, the
redistricting laws provided at least one seat to each of
the state's 77 counties, even though the populations of
many of them fell below half the ratio prescribed by
Section 10(h) of the Oklahoma Constitution. The

result was that, numerically, the rural citizens of
Oklahoma had more representation in their legislative
bodies than their urban counterparts.

A number of court challenges to Oklahoma's redis-
tricting processes, beginning in 1944, were denied by
the Oklahoma state Supreme Court on the grounds
that an individual citizen had no standing to sue in such
cases.3 Frustrated by the judges, advocates of
Oklahoma's Section 9(a) egalitarian promise turned
to the initiative process of the Oklahoma Constitution
in 1961. Their proposal for a Legislative Apportion-
ment Commission was defeated, however, by nearly a
2-1 margin. America's classic urban/rural schism al-
lowed Oklahoma to have a rural senatorial district
which had as few as 13,125 voters, compared to an
urban district which had as many as 346,03 8 voters. In
other words, conservative, rural regions, compared to
urban centers, were overrepresented by a factor of
about 25-1 in Oklahoma.4

THE IMPACT OF THE REAPPORTIONMENT DECISIONS

IN OKLAHOMA

Lawmakers in both chambers of the Oklahoma legis-
lature represent single or multi-county districts. The
size of both houses has varied over time: the Senate
began with 44 members and increased to 48 in 1965,
after court-ordered reapportionment; the House be-
gan with 109 representatives in 1907, increased to a
high of 123 in 1953, and then reached its present level
of 101 members following the 1971 reapportionment.
Like most states, Oklahoma found that it was in
violation of the Supreme Court's mandate of "one
man-one vote." What followed was a period of
intense litigation. After reviewing the reapportion-
ment decisions, the circuit court finally adopted the
"Model C" plan put forward by the Bureau of
GovemmentResearch at the University ofOklahoma.5
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The attorney general's acceptance of the circuit court's
plan significantly redrewthe political legislative map of
Oklahoma. The greatest changes took place in Okla-
homa and Tulsa Counties. Rather than seven House
members, the two had now reached 19 and 15,
respectively. Various multi-county House districts
disappeared as county lines were breached in the
drawing of new district lines.

Reapportionment in conformity with the reapportion-
ment decisions began in a timely fashion in the 1970s.
Both House and Senate districts relied on computer
programming to design new districts as nearly equal in
population as possible. Both sets of districts came
close to the "ideal," with population variance of only
±0.5 percent. In spite of that, the 1971 apportionment
acts did not go unchallenged, as the National Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Colored People argued
that minorities were gerrymandered out of their fair
representation by the Oklahoma legislature's use of
gross population data, rather than concern for the
racial distribution of the population. In dismissing the
suit, the U. S. District Court applied the principle that:

Color-conscious approach to districting if de-
signed to aid the African Americans is constitu-
tionally permissible and if designed to harm Afri-
can Americans is impermissible, but a color-
conscious approach is never mandated.6

The three most recent decennial census reports for
Oklahoma show a substantial gain in population for all
urban counties but a decrease for some rural counties.
This recent trend toward urban and metropolitan
growth and rural outmigration has had visible impact
on the composition of the Oklahoma legislature,
especially for the Republican party. The majority of
Senate Republicans during the 1970s were elected
from metropolitan or urban districts; indeed, by 1975,
all of them came from districts with at least one city
over 10,000 in population.7 In addition, the minority
groups of women (three) and African Americans
(four) in the 34th legislature came entirely from met-
ropolitan districts.

REAPPORTIONMENT IN THE 1980S

During the 1980s, Oklahoma might have been classi-
fied as a modified one-party Democratic state.8 The
1990 census has stirred a new battle to win control of
the lawmaking bodies in Oklahoma. Although still in
a minority, Republicans hope to increase their ranks in
the Oklahoma legislature; indeed, the GOP national
chairman has put a top priority on state campaigns. On
the other hand, national Democrats have been so
confident about Oklahoma that their campaigns tradi-
tionally have skipped the state in order to focus on big
states like Texas and California. The Democratic
"Project 500" for the state, nonetheless, will need to
take the redistricting campaign seriously because the
GOP lost six of the legislative seats in Oaklahoma by
a total of 500 votes, and one by only 20 votes.9

The Oklahoma House presently has 70 Democrats
and 31 Republicans; the state Senate favors theDemo-
cratsbyamarginof 35-15. The new district alignments
will help determine whether the partisan balance in the
congressional delegation remains at four Democrats
and two Republicans. Moreover, the 1990 Oklahoma
census comes at a time when there is occurring a heavy
shift of the state's population to the south and west, but
not to the boom-bust oil country.

No matter what the population trends may be, gerry-
mander is the name of the game. While Democrats
controlled the legislature, Republicans were counting
on an executive veto which would throw the matter
into the hands of the courts. That hope evaporated in
November 1990, when the Republican incumbent
governor was defeated by Democrat David Walters.
After the head counters, statisticians, and the politi-
cians do their number on redesigning the legislative
districts, the lawyers will take over. Indeed, Oklahoma
Republicans see this as a crucial ingredient in their
effort to become competitive with the Democrats in
Oklahoma.10

Another Republican effort to wrest control of
Oklahoma's state legislature from the Democrats
occurred in September 1990, when Oklahomans ap-
proved by a 2-1 margin a measure that would limit
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legislative service in the state to 12 years. It was a
warning shot heard around the nation, and given
support several months later when California voters
approved a similar measure. The measures in both
states are being challenged regarding their constitu-
tionality. The grounds for the challenges in both states
are that the initiatives violate constitutional prohibi-
tions against dealing with more than one subject in an
initiative. A second grounds for challenge concerns the
voters' right to vote for the legislators of their choice.

OKLAHOMA REDISTRICTING IN THE 1990S:

CONCLUSIONS

The Supreme Court requirement of "one man-one
vote" has not been changed since it was applied to all
of our states a generation ago, but gerrymandering has

weakened the effort to make American legislatures
more representative. Rather than radically redrawing
district lines, the Oklahoma legislature as a rule has
attempted to preserve the status quo. Despite Repub-
lican cries of "gerrymander," the Democratically
dominated legislature has redrawn lines in the past to
favor incumbents irrespective of party.

If the Oklahoma term limitation initiative meets the
test of constitutionality, both parties may begin to feel
that they have little to lose by taking plans seriously
which advocate utilizing "natural community bor-
ders" created by freeways and computer program-
ming to make legislative districts more representa-
tive.11
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OREGON
WILLIAM M. LUNCH

Oregon has a national reputation for political icono-
clasm, and generally has lived up to this reputation in
recent redistricting. Redistricting following the 1980
census was not free of conflict, but the level of
controversy was much lower than in most other
states.1 In part, the relative calm in Salem was a
function of moderation in both political parties, but it
was also aided by population growth patterns which
did not require radical surgery on state legislative
districts. Even the creation of a new congressional
district—the fifth one for the state—proved fairly
easy. But those involved in Oregon politics are not sure
that a similar experience following the 1990 census can
be expected.

BACKGROUND: FROM STATEHOOD TO

ONE PERSON-ONE VOTE

Reapportionment has not always been a non-
controversial topic in Oregon. During the postwar
period, as the state became much more urbanized,
substantial political conflict was focused on redistrict-
ing plans. In 1950, a serious effort was made to redress
malapportionment through an initiative, but the mea-
sure failed at the polls. In 1952, with the results of the
1950 census available, it had become clear that
malapportionment was substantial. The Young Re-
publican and Young Democratic organizations joined
with the League of Women Voters to propose a
reapportionment initiative. With broad support, the
measure passed easily. The initiative provided that the
legislature should be required to reapportion itself
(and congressional districts) by July 1 of the year
following the census. If the legislature failed to reap-
portion—or if the legislative plan was faulty—respon-
sibility would shift to the secretary of state. The state
Supreme Court was given original jurisdiction over
any challenges; challenges were made likely because
standing to sue was given to any qualified voter. An
additional measure was referred to the voters in 1954,
allowing the division of large counties.

These postwar changes served the state well in later
years. Oregon was the only state in which redistricting
was not required in the aftermath of Baker v. Can and
subsequent cases. Because of the upheaval during the
early fifties, adjustment to the "one person-one vote"
standard was less traumatic in Oregon than in perhaps
any other state during the sixties.2

That does not mean redistricting was easy. For ex-
ample, in 1971, a number of state constitutional
requirements and long-standing political customs were
effectively nullified by federal judicial requirements,
enforced by the Oregon state Supreme Court.3

CONTEMPORARY REAPPORTIONMENT AND

REGIONALISM

The most recent redistricting, of course, followed the
1980 census. As a result of rapid population growth,
Oregon gained a seat in the U. S. House of Represen-
tatives. Changes in congressional delegations, either
additions or deletions, are often the raw material for
particularly nasty battles over apportionment, but in
this instance, the process was relatively smooth. But to
understand what happened in 1981 (and to anticipate
1991), it is helpful to have the outline of regional
differences in the state.

Recognizing that there are localized differences which
can be very significant, it is still possible to distinguish
four regions within Oregon politics. These are: (1) the
Portland metropolitan area; (2) the Willamette Valley;
(3) the Oregon coast; and (4) central, eastern, and
southern Oregon. (See Figure 1.)

Plans for redistricting, to the extent that they cross
intra-state regional lines, will result in districts which
are politically more heterogeneous than districts con-
tained within one region. Because of a provision in the
state constitution, there had been a rule prohibiting the
division of counties in legislative districts. This rule
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1 Portland Metro Area
2 Willamette Valley

3 Coastal Oregon
4 Central, Eastern & Southern Oregon

Figure 1. Regionalism in Oregon.

was voided, as a practical matter, by the cases starting
withBakerv. Can. Since the mid-sixties, then, citizens
in many Oregon districts have had less and less in
common with others in their districts except for their
shared legislators. This is, of course, a national pattern
and an outgrowth of the need to meet exacting
standards for population parity under the one person-
one vote standard.

(1) The Portland Metropolitan Area: The Portland
metro area extends into three counties: Multnomah,
the largest county (by population) in the state; Wash-
ington County, just west ofMultnomah and the fastest
growing during the decade of the eighties; and
Clackamas County, south and east of Multnomah
County. Although central Portland, like most other
American inner cities, has been declining in population
for many years, the metropolitan area has been grow-
ing. Indeed, at times in the late seventies and late
eighties, the strains associated with fast growth be-
came political issues as growth limits were debated in
the metro area and more generally throughout the
state. During the early eighties, however, Oregon
suffered from a very severe recession and the public
image of growth became largely positive for a time.

The Portland metro area contains roughly 40 percent
of Oregon's population. With the establishment of the
one person-one vote standard, Portland and its sub-

urbs weighed very heavily in both houses of the state
legislature. One possibility which did not materialize in
the redistricting process in 1971 or 1981, but which
could appear in 1991, is a Democratic plan for pie-
shaped state Senate or (more likely) U.S. House
districts which would maximize the influence of the
metro area. The city ofPortland is heavily Democratic,
so redrawing lines to move even a few urban neighbor-
hoods could have substantial political impact. This did
not happen, according to those involved in the 1980-
81 redistricting, in no small measure because of the
political culture of restraint which characterizes much
of Oregon state politics.4

(2) The Willamette Valley: South from the Portland
metro area, on both sides of the Willamette River, lies
the Willamette Valley. It is still a rich agricultural area,
but its politics are dominated by numerous small- to
medium-sized towns and cities which are scattered
throughout the valley. Near the southern end is Eu-
gene-Springfield, the state's second largest metropoli-
tan area, with about 125,000 residents. The combina-
tion of the University of Oregon faculty and students
with many blue-collar lumber-mill workers makes the
area strongly Democratic. About 40 miles north of
Eugene is Corvallis, where Oregon State University is
located. Corvallis is mildly Democratic, but can and
does swing to the Republicans at times. Another 40
miles north and somewhat east is Salem, site of the
state capitol. The city of Salem leans Democratic, but
the surrounding Marion County is strongly Republi-
can. This type of urban-rural division is routine up and
down the Willamette Valley. North from Salem there
are a number of small towns and, as one approaches
Portland, exurban residential areas multiply until they
merge imperceptibly into the metropolitan area.

Historically, the Willamette Valley was the area which
drew migrants from New England and the Middle
West to Oregon during the nineteenth century. At that
time, the valley contained most of Oregon's popula-
tion. Today, the valley (south of the metro area) has
about one quarter of the state's population. Tradition-
ally, the valley was heavily Republican. The ancestral
Republicanism of the area began to recede during the
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postwar period. During the sixties and seventies, the
valley shifted towards the Democrats. During the
decade of the eighties, the Republican party has come
back somewhat, particularly in the state House. These
shifts are reflective of state politics in general, as can be
seen in the partisan balance in the state House since the
mid-sixties.

3) The Oregon Coast: The coastal area in Oregon is
small in population, but distinctive politically. Partially
as a result of a history of intense labor-management
conflict, including armed clashes, the coast has had a
strong tradition of class politics. This has usually
helped the Democratic party. In redistricting politics,
the regional distinctiveness of the coast has been
important at times, but because the population is
relatively small—little more than200,000—even some
state Senate districts on the coast must extend quite far
inland.

(4) Central, Eastern, and Southern Oregon: The area
east of the Cascades and south oftheWillamette Valley
is still heavily dominated by natural-resource industries
such as timber and agriculture. Thisisthe area included
in the 2nd Congressional District in Oregon, which is
geographically huge but sparsely populated. The en-
tire area—larger than a number of states—contains
only about half a million people. The rise of the
environmental movement has helped Democrats west
of the mountains, but in eastern and southern Oregon
environmentaiism has had the opposite effect. Just as
mountain states such as Idaho and Colorado have
moved toward the Republicans, so have eastern and
southern Oregon. For purposes of redistricting, this
area constitutes a community of interest, despite its
huge size. It is likely to be kept together within one
congressional district.

1981 AND THE PROSPECTS FOR 1991

Redistricting in Oregon in 1981 was almost unnatu-
rally easy, as noted earlier in this chapter. One reason
may have been that while Democrats controlled both
houses of the state legislature, the governor and the
secretary of state were both Republicans. If the legis-
lature failed to redistrict itself, the task would move,

under the 1952 provisions, to the secretary of state. On
the Republican side, the secretary of state and the
governor did not want to be seen as "playing politics"
with redistricting. So the norms of fair play, which have
been quite real in the informal rules of the political game
in Salem, were reinforced by practical political consid-
erations on both sides.5

In 1979, there was a statutory change, specifying
informal norms widely accepted among legislators,
such as equal population among districts, contiguous-
ness, and that communities of interest should not be
divided.6 In 1981, following these guidelines, it was
decided to proceed with state legislative, specifically
state House, reapportionment first, state Senate dis-
tricts second, and the new congressional districts last.
Geographic divisionsparallel to those described above
were established, with an additional division of south-
ern Oregon (Jackson, Josephine, Curry, and Coos
Counties, and most of Douglas County) as distinct
from eastern Oregon.

The 1980 census data were not available until April 1,
1981, and the redistricting task had to be completed by
July 1, so time was very short. State House districts
were determined, largely by consensus, until 59 (out of
60) had been drawn. The last seat was essentially a
remainder left over in the Willamette Valley. It was in
an agricultural area and so a community of interest
could be perceived, but there were few links between
the small towns in the district, and perhaps most
notably, it would be very difficult to get from one part
of this district to another on the existing road system.
As a result of this, it was dubbed the "helicopter
district," meaning that the legislator elected there
would almost need a helicopter to see his constituents
conveniently.

Once the House districts had been drawn, the state
Senate districts followed rather easily, because each
Senate district consists of two House districts. The
new 5th Congressional District was essentially drawn
by taking excess population from the margins of the
adjoining districts in the mid-Willamette Valley. Early
in the process there was a proposal to create a
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congressional district anchored on the coast, but this
was seen as a personal effort by a coastal legislator to
create a district from which he could run for Congress,
and the idea was dropped. As eventually drawn, the
new district ran from the southern Portland suburbs
south through the valley to Lane County and east in
Clackamas and Marion Counties to the Cascades.
Though registration in the new district slightly favored
the Democrats, in practical terms it was a marginally
Republican district.

Near the end of the reapportionment process, there
were two serious controversies. In northeastPortland,
there is an African American community. In 1971, this
area was divided among four state House districts.
Leaders in the area objected in 1981, and after some
dispute between the state House and the Senate, an
African American-majority House district was cre-
ated by a conference committee. A more difficult
problem was that the relative shrinkage of population
in the urban core of Portland meant that one state
Senate seat needed to be moved to one of the suburban
counties (Washington or Clackamas). The simplest
solution, to shift an existing Senate district to the
suburbs, was stopped because the governor objected.
Governor Vic Atiyeh, a Republican, wanted a genu-
inely new—and thus open—seat created in the sub-
urbs because he believed it would betaken by the GOP.
The resulting dispute almost produced a stalemate that
would have sent the plan to the secretary of state, but
at the last moment a Portland senator volunteered to
change the date of his election. Though the practical
effect of this was to leave one state Senate district
without representation for two years, the compromise
paved the way for the legislature to pass and the
governor to sign the redistricting bill.

One effect of the bill, leaving a Senate district without
representation for two years, became the prime basis
for five legal challenges to the bill. The state Supreme
Court agreed that the hiatus in representation was
impermissible and, in late September, sent the task of
redistricting to the secretary of state, Norma Paulus.
She had only a week to produce a plan to meet state
constitutional requirements and so, except for small

alterations to meet the Court's objections, Paulus
essentially reproduced the legislative plan. The Paulus
plan was also attacked in court, but this time the
Supreme Court accepted the plan as revised.7

The time constraints in 1981 were so severe that the
legislature crafted (and in 1986 the voters approved)
a revision in the state constitution. It gave the Secretary
of State and the state Supreme Court a few more
weeks in the event of challenges to the legislative
redistricting plan in 1991.

A number of participants and close observers doubt
that redistricting in 1991 will go as smoothly in Oregon
as in 1981. For the first time in 20 years, the GOP
gained control of a house in the state legislature. In the
1990 elections, the Republicans gained control of the
state House of Representatives, 32 to 28. The state
Senate moved in the opposite direction, Democratic
control being increased by one seat to 20 to 10.

As the redistricting process starts, Oregon has a new
governor, but she is of the same party as the previous
chief executive. The incumbent Democratic governor,
Neil Goldschmidt, withdrew from the race rather
unexpectedly in February 1990. Democrats quickly
united behind Barbara Roberts, the secretary of state,
but she was given little chance against the moderate
Republican attorney general, Dave Frohnmayer. In
late spring, however, following the primaries, an
"independent" candidacy was announced by anti-
abortion activists associated with the religious right.
They were angry with Frohnmayer's pro-choice posi-
tion. The practical effect of the independent candidacy
was to split the Republican vote. In November, a
Libertarian candidate drew 2 percent of the vote, the
independent candidate 13 percent, Frohnmayer 39
percent, and Roberts 46 percent.

Down the ballot, however, the impact of the anti-
abortion candidacy in most districts was to increase the
GOP vote. So, ironically, on election day, the angry
independents had the effect of strengthening their
mainstream GOP adversaries, notably in the state
House. These changes are likely to contribute to a
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stalemate concerning redistricting. It seems unlikely
that either party will be capable of pushing through a
partisan map. Moreover, thedataneededfor redistrict-
ing will not arrive from the Census Bureau until April,
and the deadline for the legislature is July 1. That gives
the legislature only three months. If the legislature
fails, redistricting falls to the secretary of state. After
Barbara Roberts was elected governor, she named a
young Portland legislator, Phil Keisling, to be her
successor as secretary of state. Keisling was widely
regarded as one of the brightest freshman legislators
during his first term in 1989. Some observers in Salem
believe that Keisling was selected from a list of
potential appointees in large measure because of the
intellectual power he could bring to redistricting.

More generally, partisan divisions in Oregon have
been growing during this decade, in part because
urban-rural differences have become more pronounced
in the state. Campaign spending is higher in state
legislative races than in earlier years and many legisla-
tors are now essentially professionals, though many
are reluctant to admit it. Polarization along ideological
lines seems more intense than in the past, though the
state is still rather innocent in this regard compared to
many others. Nonetheless, it is quite possible that the
largely consensual redistricting of 1981 could be
replaced in 1991 by a tougher, more partisan ap-
proach, albeit tempered by the state's informal but real
norms of fair play in politics.

NOTES
1. See Bob Benenson, "House of the Future at Stake in
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November^ 1989, p. 3002.

2. The unusual prophylactic effects of the reapportion-
ment battles in Oregon during the fifties are discussed by
Ward E.Y. Elliot, The Rise of Guardian Democracy
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1974), chapter 7
and pp. 361-66.

3. For a history of redistricting in Oregon before 1980,
see Donald G. Balmer, "Oregon," in Leroy Hardy, Alan
Heslop, and Stuart Anderson, eds., Reapportionment
Politics: The History of Redistricting in the 50 States
(Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1981), pp. 271-75.

4. See, for example, Pam Ferrara and David Buchanan,
The Almanac of Oregon Politics, 1989 (Corvallis: Postal
Instant Press, 1989), which includes a description of the
1981 reapportionment on pages 2-4. For specific refer-
ences, see their entry for each district.

5. Interview with state Rep. Tony Van Vliet, May 30,
1990. More generally, see Balmer, "Oregon".
6. See Ken Elverum, Recent Reapportionment Efforts in

Oregon (Salem: Legislative Research, 1987), p. 9. (This
is a document published to provide background for state
legislators on reapportionment.)
7. This description of the "end game" in reapportion-
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PENNSYLVANIA

HARRY BASEHART

Unlike most states, Pennsylvania does not give a
constitutional role in formulating or approving state
legislative district lines to its General Assembly. The
1968 Constitution of the Commonwealth of Pennsyl-
vaniaestablishesaLegislativeReapportionment Com-
mission to draw new lines, after each federal decennial
census, for the state's 50 senatorial and 203 represen-
tative districts. The commission approach, as it mani-
fests itself in Pennsylvania, prevents the legislature
from being consumed with the politics of redistricting
and makes it unlikely that one party can control where
all the new lines will be drawn. Nevertheless, the
realities of the process in 1971 and 1981 indicate that
political factors still play a dominant role.1

Because the Legislative Reapportionment Commis-
sion was used to redistrict in both 1971 and 1981, and
will be used in 1991, its membership and operating
procedures will be described here in some detail. The
commission consists of five members. The first four
are the majority and minority leaders ofboth the Senate
and House ofRepresentatives, or designees appointed
by each of them. These four members select the fifth
member, who also serves as chairman. The chairman
cannot be a local, state, or federal official holding an
office for which compensation is received. If a fifth
member cannot be agreed upon within 45 days, the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court is authorized to make
the appointment.

Once the commission has been certified and the
population data as determined by the federal census are
available, the commission has 90 days to complete a
preliminary redistricting plan and file it with the secre-
tary of the Commonwealth. The commission then has
30 days to correct its plan. During the same 30-day
period, "any person aggrieved" by this plan may file
"exceptions" with the commission. If there are excep-
tions, the commission has another 30 days from when
the exceptions are filed to revise its preliminary plan

and file a final plan. After the final plan is announced,
appeals maybe filed, within 3 0 days, with the Supreme
Court. If there are no appeals, the plan becomes law
at the end of 3 0 days. Otherwise, the planbecomes law
when the Court has decided the appeals. If the Court
decides to rule in favor of an appellant, the Court is
required to issue an order directing the commission to
redraw the lines so they are consistent with the Court's
decision.2

Finally, the state constitution requires single-member
districts that are to be as nearly equal in population as
is practicable and composed of compact and contigu-
ous territory. In addition, boundaries of political sub-
divisions should not be broken unless it is absolutely
necessary.3

THE 1980S

The census of 1980 revealed that 44 percent of the
Senate districts deviated from the new ideal popula-
tion for each district (237,334) by at least 10 percent.
The smallest district was 22.1 percent under the ideal
and the largest was 20.3 percent above. The figures for
the House revealed even larger disparities: the smallest
district was 30.6 percent under the ideal (58,456) and
the largest was 46.7 above. And, 51.7 percent of the
districts deviated from the ideal by 10 percent or
greater. According to the 1980 census, the city of
Philadelphia's population dropped by 14 percent and
the city of Pittsburgh had approximately a 10 percent
drop. Delaware County, outside of Philadelphia, also
lost population. The big gainers were Bucks County,
located northeast of Philadelphia, and the counties of
Chester, Lancaster, York, and Cumber, all located in
a line west of Delaware County and south of the state
capital of Harrisburg.

The Legislative Reapportionment Commission was
constituted in January and February of 1981. The
legislative members selected the Dean of the Univer-
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sity ofPennsylvania School of Law, James Freedman,
as the chairman.4

A rather loose "sunshine law" allowed the commis-
sion to conduct much of its deliberations behind closed
doors, as had been done in 1971,5 but a general outline
of how the commission worked can be pieced to-
gether. First, the chairman of the commission wanted
a plan that emphasized population equality, with
district deviations close to 1 percent. Second, there
was to be no decrease of African American represen-
tation in the legislature. Third, input for the plan might
come from individual legislators and county party
chairmen, but the greatest influence would be exerted
by the legislative party leaders on the commission and
their staffs. Fourth, when the party leaders went head-
to-head, the chair would resolve the conflict. Fifth, the
process should involve cooperation and give-and-
take. (For example, becauseofpopulationlosses, eight
House seats were lost in the heavily Democratic areas
of Philadelphia and Allegheny County, but the Repub-
licans absorbed two of these losses even though they
could have insisted that all of the losses be Demo-
cratic.) Finally, incumbent legislators were to be pro-
tected.

In announcing the final redistricting plan, which was
approved unanimously by the commission, the com-
mission chairman said, "I believe this is the closest any
state in the nation has ever come to absolute equality
in the reapportionment process."6 Indeed, the figures
are amazing: the total range of deviation of the highest
and lowest district from the ideal district in the Senate
was only 1.93 percent, and in the House it was 2.81
percent.

One Senate seat in Philadelphia was eliminated and a
new seat was carved out of Lancaster and Chester
Counties. No Senate incumbents were pitted against
each other and no other area of the state lost a Senate
seat. Interestingly, Philadelphia's lost Senate seat was
vacant because the incumbent had resigned his seat to
run in a special congressional election, which he won.

Philadelphia lost five House seats and Allegheny
County, three. This meant that 16 incumbent represen-
tatives were placed in districts with other incumbents.
Pittsburgh and Allegheny County did not fare as well
as they had in the Senate; adjacent Westmoreland
County picked up a new seat, and two other districts
reached farther into Allegheny County than under the
previous plan.

It is clear that suburban and rural areas gained repre-
sentation and big-city areas lost, continuing a trend in
the shift of population that had started in the 1950s and
and had continued in the 1960s. Residents of Philadel-
phia, for example, found that under the new plan they
now had fewer representatives in both chambers than
the four surrounding suburban counties. There was
also the expectation that the Republican party would
benefit, because its strength was greatest in the areas
that gained additional legislative seats.

The most striking manifestation of gerrymandering is
the degree to which incumbent legislators were pro-
tected. Not only were very few incumbents placed in
the same districts (6.3 percent), but most lines were
drawn to help incumbents win reelection. Evidence for
this can be found by looking at changes in the shape of
districts and at the success rate of incumbents in the
1982 general election (which will be discussed later).

One of the more interesting changes in a district's
shape occurred in Senate District 2 (Frank Lynch, D)
in Philadelphia, where the newly created district was
described as resembling an arrow. The tail of the arrow
was located in the "lower Northeast, the shaft through
a part of North Philadelphia and the point in center
city"7 Basically, the area of "South Philly," with
portions of North Philadelphia and the center city,
made up the old district. (See Figure 1.)

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICTS IN THE 1980S

Between 1950 and 1980, Pennsylvania lost nine con-
gressional seats: three after the 1950 census, two after
1960, two after 1970, and two more after 1980. The
1980 census found that the state's population rate of
growth was only 0.2 percent, compared to an 11.4
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Figure L Philadelphia Senatorial Districts Under
the 1981 Redistricting Plan.

percent rate nationwide. Pennsylvania now has 23
members of the U.S. House of Representatives. The
drawing of congressional districts is controlled by the
governor and the legislature, and both were in Repub-
lican hands when new congressional districts were
drawn in 1981.

Redistricting efforts started in the legislature as soon as
the new census data were available in April 1981,
continued past the primary filing deadline of February
16, 1982, and resulted in a plan being enacted, under
the threat of a federal court-ordered plan, in March
1982. The Republicans, enjoying majority control of
both the state House and the Senate, did not have an
easy time drawing new congressional districts. The
problem was particularly acute in the Senate, where
Democrats were able to present a united front against
Republican plans; and Republicans were consistently
faced with a couple of members who would not
support various plans that were considered because of
the way they would affect local politics or interests.8 In
the election of 1982, the Democrats held on to 13

seats, the same number they had had before redistrict-
ing; Republicans dropped from controlling 12 seats to
controlling 10.

THE COMMISSION'S PLAN IN THE COURTS

Two legal challenges to the commission's redistricting
plan developed. One, InreReapportionmentPlanfor
the Pennsylvania General Assembly? consisted of a
number ofappealsto thePennsylvania Supreme Court
that objected to the final reapportionment plan adopted
by the commission. The second challenge, Hispanic
Coalition on Reapportionment v. Legislative Reap-
portionment Commission™ centered on theallegation
that the plan diluted the influence ofHispanic voters in
Philadelphia.

The dominant concern in the appeals made to the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court was that the integrity of
local governmental units had been ignored by the
numerous splittings of political subdivision boundaries
that occurred during the process of drawing new
district lines. As noted earlier, this is a criterion that is
recognized in the state constitution.

The brief submitted to the Court by Common Cause
of Pennsylvania noted that 235 political subdivisions
were split into two or more House districts, an increase
of 39 percent when compared to the 1971 plan; splits
to form Senate districts numbered 45, anincreaseof 19
percent.11 Common Cause argued that there were
good reasons to avoid splitting political subdivisions,
because people living within a local political jurisdic-
tion possessed common interests.

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court, however, ruled in
favor of the commission's plan by a vote of 4-3. The
Court argued that the overriding criterion was popu-
lation equality: "the clear constitutional directive is
that reapportionment shall strive to create districts as
equal, not as unequal, as possible."12 The majority
noted that the Senate plan preserved the boundaries of
41 of the 67 counties and all but two municipalities.
The House plan preserved the boundaries of 19
counties and all but 87 municipalities.13 The Court also
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noted that it was not going to substitute its judgment
for the commission's when it was apparent to the
majority that the plan had met constitutional require-
ments.

Each of the dissenting justices submitted a separate
opinion, but the theme was common, and was ex-
pressed best by Justice Larsen, who said that the
commission and the Court majority had elevated
population equality "to the sole consideration of
reapportionment, and have wholly ignored the facts
alleged by the various petitioners in this case."14

The drawing oflines in the city of Philadelphia was the
focus of the case brought by the Hispanic Coalition on
Reapportionment and decided by the U.S. District
Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania in April
1982. Although unsuccessful in convincing the court
that intentional vote dilution had occurred, this case is
important to discuss because it reveals some of the
politics involved in the process of developing new
district lines. The background for the allegation of
vote dilution is that the Hispanic population of Phila-
delphia had increased from approximately 25,000 in
1970 to approximately 63,000 in 1980. This was more
than an adequate number of people for aHouse district.
Furthermore, the Hispanic population was concen-
trated in the north-central area of Philadelphia, which
would make it easy to create a Hispanic-majority
district.

At the time that the Hispanic Coalition brought its suit,
it was necessary to have evidence of intent to discrimi-
nate in order to win a favorable decision. The closest
the coalition could come to proving intent was to cite
the suggestions on how the lines in Philadelphia should
be changed that were made by David Glancey, chair-
man of the Democratic Party City Committee. Ac-
cording to Glancey, the splitting of the Hispanic
community was part of a strategy that envisioned an
outcry from that community that would force the
commission to make adjustments in the lines so as to
create an Hispanic district. The ripple effect of this, it
was hoped, would result in more district lines being
drawn that favored the Democratic party.15

The court ruled against the plaintiffs and concluded
that the commission had actually tried to accommo-
date the interests of the Hispanic community by
creating a district with a 40 percent Hispanic popula-
tion. The court's view is captured in this statement:
"the usual mark of success in reapportionment is that
no interested group is completely happy with the
result."16

THE IMPACT OF REAPPORTIONMENT ON LEGISLATIVE

ELECTIONS

For the 1982 and subsequent elections, the overall
distribution of Democratic and Republican legislators
in the House of Representatives and the Senate was
about as close to even as it was possible to achieve.
(See Table 1.) It appears that the commission process
of drawing lines in Pennsylvania has not seriously
handicapped either party. In fact, a bipartisan reappor-
tionment commission has created, at least in the 1980s,
bipartisan control ofthe legislature, with aDemocratic
majority in the House and aRepublican majority in the
Senate.

Although the parties are very competitive in terms of
gaining control of the two legislative houses, compe-
tition between the parties at the legislative district level
is not nearly as keen. The large number of safe districts
is the most prominent feature of legislature races in
Pennsylvania. Table 2 shows a decrease in the number
of competitive districts and an increase in the number
of safe districts after redistricting. During the last three
elections, in both houses, at least 80 percent ofthe
districts have been classified as safe.

The finding of Table 3 is apparent: incumbents who are
candidates in the general election rarely lose. In 1988,
no incumbent lost in the Senate and only three incum-
bents lost in the House. (Incidentally, a large propor-
tion ofincumbents did run in the 1988 general election:
18 of 25 Senate incumbents [72 percent], and 177 of
203 House incumbents [87.2 percent].) The reelection
success ofincumbents in Pennsylvania compares very
favorably to that ofthe U. S. House of Representatives,
where incumbents have dominated postwar elections
at usually the 90 percent level.17
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Table 1. Party Representation in the
Pennsylvania Legislature and Congressional

Delegation, 1980-88.

Table 2. Competitiveness of Pennsylvania
Legislative Districts, 1980-88.

YEAR

1980

1982

1984

1986

1988

LOWER

HOUSE

103R, 100D

100R, 103D

100R, 103D

100R, 103D

99R, 104D

UPPER

HOUSE

25R, 25D

27R, 23D

27R, 23D

27R, 23D

27R, 23D

CONGRESSIONAL

DISTRICTS

12R, 13D

10R, 13D

10R, 13D

11R, 12D

11R, 12D

In summary, a vast majority of the legislative districts
created in 1981 are safe, with the candidate of the
winning party receiving 60 percent or more of the vote.
However, when individual races are aggregated to the
state level, each party ends up controlling one house of
the legislature by a very slim, but extremely stable,
margin. It seems reasonable to conclude that a bipar-
tisan commission, with the tie-breaker selected by the
partisan members, may encourage the creation of safe
districts. Why create competitive districts where nei-
ther party is sure who will win? Additionally, an equal
number of representatives of both parties drawing the
lines makes it difficult for one party to create a
substantial majority of districts inclined to elect its
representatives.

THE 1990S

If one thing seems certain about redistricting in the
1990s, it is that the controversy surrounding the use of
criteria in drawing new district lines will not abate.
Objections to the 1981 plan centered almost exclu-
sively on the belief that the commission, in its pursuit
of population equality, neglected other requirements
in the Pennsylvania Constitution. It is conceivable that
the Supreme Court' s minority view, which argues that
more attention should be paid to the additional criteria,
could become the majority view. It is also possible that
the members of the 1991 commission will decide to
give greater weight to these criteria. If requirements in
the state' snew"sunshine law" apply to the Legislative
Reapportionment Commission—and that is not clear
at this time—the commission will have to hold more

YEAR

1980
1982

1984

1986

1988

PERCENTAGE OF SEATS WON WITH
MAJORITY

50-55%, 55-60%, OR

UPPER HOUSE

50-55%

16
24
4
4
4

55-60%

28
4
16
16
16

>60%

56
72
80
80
80

VOTES OF
GREATER THAN 60%

LOWER HOUSE

50-55%

15
10
8
5
6

55-60%

13
15
10
8
8

>60%
72
75
82
87
86

Table 3. Incumbent Reelection Success Rate in
the Pennsylvania Legislature, 1980-88.

YEAR

1980
1982
1984
1986
1988

INCUMBENTS REELECTED (%)

UPPER HOUSE

84

94

100

100

100

LOWER HOUSE

96
97
99
100
98

open meetings. And, more open meetings would
require the commission to explain more fully the
criteria used in its decisions. If this happens, a reason-
ably good process of redistricting the state legislature
would be made better.

/ wish to express my appreciation to the many fine
people inHarrisburg, Pennsylvania, who shared their
insights on reapportionment and provided me with
information on the Pennsylvania General Assembly.
The Pennsylvania State Archives provided access to
materials collected by the 1981 Reapportionment
Commission Finally, I wish to acknowledge Janice
French's valuable assistance in analyzing election
returns that were obtainedfrom the State Legislative
Electoral Data Project, Interuniversity Consortium
for Political andSocialResearch, University ofMichi-
gan.
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RHODE ISLAND
MAUREEN MOAKLEY

"Rhode Island still perseveres in that impolitic, unjust,
. . . and scandalous conduct, which seems to have
marked all her public counsels . . . " So said George
Washington at the Constitutional Convention, after
the state declined to send a delegate.1

Washington's comments remain an apt characteriza-
tion of the politics of Rhode Island today, and the
reapportionment controversies of the early 1980s
were no exception. Indeed, these battles were fairly
typical in a state where issues of representation have a
long, contentious history. This essay will explore the
issues of the 1980s and then consider the prospects for
the 1992 plan.2

REDISTRICTING IN THE 1980S

The Rhode Island Assembly, which is directed by the
state constitution to redistrict itself, is a governing
body wherein decisions are highly political and reflect
the priorities of the leadership of each house. The
governor is institutionally weak; thus, most governors
of either party steer clear of redistricting debates,
regarding them as no-win situations. (The exception
was during the 1960 debates, when the governor took
a strong stand in favor of town-based apportionment.)

In addition, since the Democrats first took control of
both houses in 1958, they have retained overwhelming
majorities in both houses. (See Table 1.) The GOP
made some meager gains in the early 1970s, but these
appeared to erode after the Watergate scandal. Since
that time, the Republican party has put so little effort
into recruiting candidates for legislative seats that it is
routinely the case that over 50 percent of state legisla-
tive elections are uncontested.

In this context, the "politics of accommodation" tends
to characterize the redistrictingprocess. Forthe Demo-
crats, this means that legislators who work with the
leadership are usually protected. In tight situations,

leaders ask for voluntary retirements or offer govern-
ment jobs to legislators whose districts have to be
redrawn. (One should note that since legislative pay is
under $400 annually, this option is often well re-
ceived.) However, mavericks who buckthe leadership
are likely to suffer the adverse effects of redistricting.
For Republicans, accommodation means going along
with the leadership. Since their first priority usually is
to retain their own seats, they are not inclined to press
for more equitable representation for their party, lest
they find their own districts more competitive. Forthe
leadership, the dynamics of the process encourage a
tendency to be blatantly political.

All of these factors were apparent in the events
surrounding the redistricting of the 1980s. In the lower
house, the essential dilemma was how to protect the
seats in the older cities, especially Providence, which
had lost population over the past decade to the more
rural and Republican parts of the state. Here the
leadership was able to use the court ruling in Sweeny
v. Notte, which struck down a strict town-based
apportionment system, and carefiilly cull sufficient
representation fromthe surroundingDemocratictowns
to keep most of the party's districts. While this highly
political plan was challenged in court, the assembly
leadership prudently took great pains to retain an
expert defense team, and in Holms v. Farmer (1984)

Table 1. Partisan Divisions in the
Rhode Island Legislature and

Congressional Delegation, 1980-88.

YEAR

1980
1982
1984

1986

1988

SENATE
43D, 7R

29D, 21R
38D, 12R
38D, 12R

41D, 9R

HOUSE
82D, 18R
85D, 15R

77D,22R*
80D, 20R
85D,20R

U.S. HOUSE
1Df 1R
1D, 1R
1D, 1R
1D, 1R

0D# 2R
*One legislator elected with no ties to
either major party
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the Rhode Island Supreme Court ruled that the House
plan violated neither the one person- one vote rule nor
the compactness requirement.

Events in the Senate were more contentious. Faced
with the necessity of eliminating one Senate district in
the city of Providence, majority leader Rocco
Quattrocchi decided to place two mavericks in the
same Senate district. One, a Democrat, was from an
old political family and was an outspoken opponent of
the existing Senate leadership. The other was the
Republican minority leader who represented a visible
and vocal reform constituency. Both were influential
Jewish residents ofProvidence'sEast Side, a wealthy
bastion of the Old Guard, who continually challenged
the more parochial orientations of most members of
the legislature.

Both legislators challenged the Senate plan. JnLichtv.
Quattrocchi (1982), theRhode Island Supreme Court
invalidated the plan on the grounds that it violated the
one person-one vote requirement of the federal Con-
stitution and the compactness requirement of the
Rhode Island Constitution, and invidiously discrimi-
nated against a recognizable racial group. Moreover,
as a result of the suit, Senate elections were enjoined
until July of 1983. As a result of the publicity
surrounding the case, the press dubbed the sitting
senators "Rocco' s Robots" for going along with such
an obviously political plan. The voters, in turn, took the
Democrats to task by voting Republican. In that
election, the number of Republicans in the Senate went
from 7 to 21. Since that time, however, Republican
gains have eroded to more normal levels; in 1990 the
GOP held only 5 of 50 seats in the upper house. (See
Table 1.)

Astate constitutional convention in 1986 amended the
constitution to reflect previous court rulings on com-
pactness and the one person-one vote requirement. At
that convention, the leadership of the Assembly en-
joyed considerable indirect influence, and several pro-
posals which would have shifted the responsibility for
redistricting from the legislature to appointed biparti-

san groups or the state board of elections were all
defeated.

ISSUES IN THE 1990S

While the Democrats still hold an overwhelming
majority in the Assembly, the leadership of both
houses is in a severely weakened position. Beyond the
normal parochial character of legislative politics (to
which Rhode Islanders appear to be inured), scandals
of major proportions have had voters' attention since
early 1991. One scandal concerns the failure of the
state's credit unions while a second involves revela-
tions of gross abuses of the state's pension system. As
the investigations unfold, members of the legislature
and the leadership ofboth houses are involved at every
juncture.

In this climate, plans for redistricting are likely to
proceed cautiously, with the legislators avoiding any
appearance of impropriety. The 1992 plan will not
require any reduction of the number of districts in
Providence but will require some adjustment to pro-
tect smaller Democratic cities around the state which
have lost population to outlying areas. Given the weak
position of the Republicans in the legislature and the
GOP's general disregard for legislative seats, if the
leadership proceeds prudently, a serious partisan chal-
lenge is unlikely.

A more likely arena of contention is racial. The results
of the 1990 census revealed that Hispanicsarenowthe
largest minority in the state—outnumbering African
Americans in the state and the city of Providence.
While African Americans have acquired representa-
tion in the legislature, an Hispanic has yet to be elected.
At the present time, this group lacks any visible and
unified leadership and has yet to mount a campaign for
representation. But given the attention the issue of
African American and Hispanic representation has
received nationally since the U.S. census data were
released, this issue has the potential to pose significant
problems for a beleaguered Democratic leadership.

Congressional redistricting will require only minor
changes, since population shifts will not affect the
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state's two federal districts, which are essentially
divided on a north-south axis through the city of
Providence. There are plans to draw the new line in
such a way as to place state Representative Patrick
Kennedy, who is the son of U.S. Senator Edward
Kennedy, in a congressional district now held by a
Republican. The hope is that Kennedy, who is a vocal
outsider in the state legislature, will move "up and
out" to the U.S. Congress.

Under these circumstances, reform groups like Com-
mon Cause have gained considerable visibility in the
press, renewing efforts to secure reform of the existing
redistricting system. The Assembly leadership has
refused to consider various proposals, arguing that

without another constitutional convention, any change
in the redistricting procedure would violate the state
constitution. Reform groups are not likely to be
successful because, perversely, the problems in the
credit unions and the pension systems (as well as huge
budget shortfalls) are so immediate that, in the whole
scheme of things, political elites and voters are unlikely
to give much consideration to an issue like redistrict-
ing.

Thus it appears that, at least into the 1990s, political
gerrymandering will continue to be a fact of political
life, and George Washington's characterization of
Rhode Island politics will remain a fairly apt descrip-
tion of politics in the Ocean State.

NOTES
1. Cited in Darrell West, "Stalled Realignment: Party

Change in Rhode Island," in Party Realignment in the
American States (forthcoming, Ohio State University
Press).

2. For a discussion of redistricting in Rhode Island prior
to the 1980s, see William Leiter, "Rhode Island," in Leroy

Hardy, Alan Heslop, and Stuart Anderson, eds., Reappor-
tionmentPolitics: The History of Redistricting in the 50
States (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1981), pp. 285-
92.





SOUTH CAROLINA
DAVID S. MANN

Several profound ironies characterize South Carolina
redistricting in the 1900s and are likely to resurface in
the 1990s. Some aspects are conventional tales of
party and power politics, but others are unanticipated
consequences of civil rightslegislationfrom the 1960s.
There are several fascinating stories here, perhaps the
most significant of which is that for the first time, the
Senate in South Carolina reapportioned to a system of
single-member districts.1

THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT OF 1965-1982
While the 1965 Voting Rights Act was initially de-
signed to remedy obvious discrepancies between Af-
rican American and whitevoterregistrationin targeted
southern states, the 1982 revisions of the act ended
those original provisions, including the requirement
that states covered by provisions of the act submit all
proposed laws covering voting to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice for approval. South Carolina always
has been "covered by the provisions of the act," with
the General Assembly and other elected leaders in the
state on record as reluctant to comply.2

States may comply with the Voting Rights Act through
alternative routes. Most commonly, when changes in
state laws respecting voting are passed, the Justice
Department is notified. On matters regarding redis-
tricting and reapportionment, simply reporting to the
JusticeDepartment is not enough. Seekingpreclearance
for redistricting plans that have passed the legislature
is the most common approach. If the Justice Depart-
ment, underpreclearance, rules the plannotto be valid,
it can sue or it can simply ask the state to submit a new
plan. A state may sue at that point.

The alternative route is for the state to go directly to a
three-judge district court in the District of Columbia
circuit. There the state can seek declaratory judgment,
arguing that a legislature-approved plan conforms
with the Voting Rights Act. The standards ostensibly

are the same for the three-judge district court and for
the JusticeDepartment.3 If the state loses, the state may
appeal directly to the United States Supreme Court.

For the 1980s, the three redistricting actions taken by
the General Assembly and the state of South Carolina
were met with, in the words of the late United States
Supreme Court Justice Stone, "exacting judicial scru-
tiny" 4 by the Justice Department and the three-judge
district court for the District of Columbia circuit.

REDISTRICTING THE HOUSE

The South Carolina lower house has 124 seats. Single-
member districts were devised for this body in the
1970s, but the integrity of county boundaries has
almost always been sacred. The current speaker of the
House, Robert J. Sheheen, was chair of the House
Judiciary Committee in 1980-81. His description of
the process follows:

The first priority.. .istofindamajority—you have
to haveamajorityto vote forthe plan.... Secondly,
you have to be very cognizant of the racial factor
and what impact that would have on South Caro-
lina. So not only do you have to have two-thirds,
but you also have to be able to handle any floor
amendments that will ultimately come up. . . .
Testing the plan would include not only the pre-
election review [of the district] but also the post-
election review. . . . Thirdly, there [are] the
geographical locations. In some areas there might
be a dramatic effect in joining two areas together.
This is due to the changing makeup of the popu-
lations. Fourthly, someconsiderationmustbepaid
to the tradition of geographic locations.5

The planning stages included local meetings with
legislativedelegations and their constituents, and county
meetings, with time given to respond to tentative plans.
Some counties sent representatives to the state capitol
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Table 1. Makeup of the South Carolina House of Representatives, 1981-90,

YEARS
1981-82
1983-84

1985-86
1989-90

DEMOCRATS
106
104
95*
84

*One vacancy, a black
the state Senate.

REPUBLICANS
18
20
28

4 0 * *

WHITES
109
104

100
108

Democratic member having

AFRICAN
AMERICANS

15
20
16
16

I been elected

WOMEN
9
9
7
13

REELECTED
100
99
96
99

in a special election to

**Shortly after the session started in 1989# four Democrats announced they were
switchingI party preference to Republican.

in Columbia. Though everyone knew that the Voting
Rights Act would be coming up for reconsideration in
the U.S. Congress in 1981-82, the assumption that
prevailed in the House was that the Voting Rights Act
would be reenacted. The plan passed both houses of
the General Assembly and went to the Justice Depart-
ment, where the plan was given preclearance.

The electoral consequences of House reapportion-
ment are shown in Table 1. Republican party strength
increased in the 1980s, perhaps because of—certainly
notinspiteof—thefact that politicalpartywasnot seen
to be a criterion for drawing district lines in the House.
Republican party strength in the House virtually
doubled. However, part of that growth has resulted
from party switches—announced after the 1988 elec-
tion—by four incumbent Democratic House mem-
bers. That notwithstanding, Republicans numerically
held a "veto-proof" number in the House in 1990,
where that notion would have been unheard of a
decade ago. In the words of Bobby Bowers, the
director of the Division of Research and Statistical
Services for the State Budget and Control Board, and
the state's demographer:

I don't really think it [political party] was a
criterion. Itmay be inherently there, but itneverhas
really reared its head.... [The] Republican party
was interested in protecting Republicans, as was
the Democratic party interested in protecting
Democrats.6

Very little change occurred in the way of African
American representation in the House after the 1981-
82 reapportionment. After the first post-redistricting
election, as Table 1 shows, four additional African
Americans were elected. However, after the next
election, in the fall of 1984, the number dropped to just
about what it had been before redistricting.

Other comparisons are worth noting briefly. The
seniority system is not a factor in the South Carolina
House. Committee members, but not committee chairs,
areappointedbyHouseleaders. The three most recent
speakers of the House have appeared to recognize
competence rather than seniority as a significant crite-
rion for legislative leadership.

Turnover appears to be consistent in the House for the
1980s. About 25 or so new members appear for each
two-year session. So, with the caveat that some House
members in South Carolina run for the Senate, and
bearing in mind that for so long the Palmetto State was
one-party Democratic dominant, the House (and, to a
lesser extent, the Senate) has a more stable member-
ship than the average for the 50 states.

The number of lawyers in the House has remained
about the same. That is significant because of the
widely held perception among House members that
lawyers are, with rare exceptions, the key legislators.
Interestingly, the number of retired persons and the
number of women holding House seats has increased.
The increase in the number of retirees "is paralleled in
almost all states as the nation acquires an increasingly
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large and active population of retirees. The trend is
more evident in South Carolina because of the dra-
matic increase in retirees moving into the state."7

REDISTTRICTING THE SENATE

The biggest story about reapportionment in the 1980s
in South Carolina was the switch from multimember
districts which maintained county integrity to single-
member districts. There are 46 Senate seats, the
constitutional origins being the state's 46 counties.
This design was a classic "little federal plan," which
was overruled by Reynolds v. Sims in 1964. All who
were interviewed for this essay stated that the conver-
sion to single-member districts was the "most dra-
matic occurrence" in the 1980s. Then-Senator Tom
Smith was the unofficial floor leader for the Senate
plan. According to Smith, after the decision was made
to change to single-member districts, "The first prior-
ity was to get a plan that you could pass, with as many
people who were happy with the plan as possible."8

There was intense pressure to create districts where
African Americans could be elected as senators. There
had not been an African American senator in South
Carolinasincetheend of Reconstruction. TheNAACP
had proposed a plan to create 13 African American-
majority districts, but eventually it adopted a different
plan with nine African American-majority districts,
seven of which had African American populations of
59 percent or more.

Bobby M. Bowers, the state demographer, stated:

Wehadformalizedanumberof[criteria]: contigu-
ousness, compactness, communities of interests,
but the overriding [criteria] are the constitutional-
ity of one person-one vote and the section [of the
Voting Rights Act] not diluting African American
voting strength. Protection of incumbents is per-
missible provided that it does not violate the
constitutionality of the other voting rights require-
ments.9

As with the House, political party was not relevant to
Senate redistricting. There were only six Republicans

in the Senate in 1983 out of the 46 seats. There were
some who believed that the House could hold the
Senate hostage because some House members were
not-so-secretly interested in Senate seats. However,
no senator was interested in running for a House seat.
The main component in everyone's mind, other than
protecting incumbents, was generating African Ameri-
can districts. "[T]he rivers of change thought it was
important to increase minority representation"10

The Senate agreed on a single-member district plan
only after a special session was called in the fall of 1983.
The legislation passed through a conference commit-
tee and was signed by GovernorDickRiley onNovem-
ber 14, 1983.

As stated above, there are two strategies available to
comply with the Voting Rights Act: preclearance from
the Justice Department or declaratory judgment from
athree-judgeDistrict Court in theDistrict of Columbia
circuit. The Senate Subcommittee on Reapportion-
ment instructed Mr. Terrill Glenn, who was retained as
the chief litigator, to seek declaratory judgment
through the three-judge district court. Justice Depart-
ment lawyers, withintervenerNAACP lawyers, worked
with the Genn team for months. Over 100 depositions
from state and local officials and interest groups were
obtained. The Justice Department opposed the motion
for summary judgment. Accordingto Professor Butler
and Mr. Glenn, the case should have been very easy to
decide. The Senate had gone from multimember to
single-member districts; the plan called for nine Afri-
can American-majority districts where there had been
none before.

The motion for summary judgment was denied in a
surprising fashion. Less than an hour after oral argu-
ment, the three-judge district court issued a 15-page
written opinion, which indicated to some, including
Professor Butler, that the court simply was not going
to allow the plan to pass. "The pressure finally got to
people in a position to make a decision about this case
[and] they finally [decided to settle] [T]here were
not any changes that resulted in any additional African
American elected officials." n The General Assembly
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Table 2. Makeup of the South Carolina Senate, 1981-90.

YEARS
1981-82
1983-84
1985-86
1989-90

DEMOCRATS
41
40
36
34

REPUBLICANS
5
6
10
12

WHITES
46
46
42
41

AFRICAN
AMERICANS

0
0
4
5

WOMEN
2
3
2
2

REELECTED
35
33
29
38

ratified the agreement in time for elections to proceed
as planned in 1984.12

The South Carolina voter registration system does not
include political party designation. The primaries are
run by the parties, notthe state. By voting in a primary,
one implicitly swears an oath that he or she will not
participate in the other party's primary, which may or
may not be on the same day.

We could take the two primaries' data, but that
really wouldn't give you any indication of party
strength We do have registration by race
[Governor] Campbell a shoo-in in 1988 [sic:
1986] in some areas, [President] Bush even more
so,butthentheDemocraticHousememberwould
clean the clock of his opponent.... You can take
the primary results and look at certain precincts to
see if they are Democrat or Republican, but as far
as whether rights are being violated, you would
have a very difficult time looking at registration

13

Table 2 displays the results of Senate redistricting.
More surprising than the fact that there are now five
African American senators is the fact that there are 12
Republicans where there had been only six prior to
reapportionment. Perhaps the two sets of changes are
related. African Americans may have a better chance
of winning election through single-member districts
than with an at-large district-wide election scheme.

It would appear that African American Senate districts
were deliberately drawn with high enough percentages
of African American population to have elected as
many as nine African American senators—although
they eventually produced only five. The big winners in

the neighboring districts were Republicans. A case
could be made for the following statement: for every
African American senator there is a new Republican
senator where there had been none before. Again, a
partial explanation rests with the difference between
single-member and multimember districts, where can-
didates in the latter are chosen at-large. The data are
very clear but are difficult to visualize, because the
districts were county-contiguous in the multimember
scheme and are not now.

Other patterns are worth noting briefly. First of all, the
seniority system is alive but not well in the South
Carolina Senate. The decade of the eighties saw three
of the four most senior senators depart the scene.
Closely related to seniority is turnover. There is little
doubt that single-member districts help explain the
larger-than-average turnover in the Senate for the
1984 election. Some of the turnover was at or near the
top, but was as a result of aging rather than redistrict-
ing. One cannot help but observe that in the most recent
election, 38 senators were returned to office, the
highest number in the 1980s. So the fact thatthere were
10 new senators in 1985 may have been a temporary
anomaly. Perhaps the difficulties facing Senate leader-
ship now stem from the fact that the results of both
aging and single-member districts occurred simulta-
neously.

Predictably, the number of lawyers in the Senate has
slightly declined since 1980. There were 26 then, there
are 23 now. Still, with 50 percent of the body's
members in the legal profession, one cannot argue
about lawyers dominating debate and influence. In the
early 1980s, lawyerswere perceived bythat body to be
the most respected legislators in the upper house.
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To summarize briefly the Senate's reapportionment
story in the 1980s is not easy. The effects are profound
and have yet to achieve their full impact.

REDISTTRICTING CONGRESS

Congressional redistricting in South Carolina faces the
same Voting Rights Act hurdles as does redistricting
of the General Assembly. Observers have noted that
this reapportionment was not as difficult as that of the
Senate but was more difficult than that of the House.

Speaker Sheheen directed a plan of congressional
redistricting through the House:

All you have to do is read case law and realize that
an approved plan is going to have to meet math-
ematical certainty The House adopted a plan
that was as close to mathematical certainty as
possible. We had to split counties, even though the
original plan did not.14

The consequence of congressional redistricting in
1981 was insignificant. The census data provided the
same number of seats for South Carolina as in the past,
and with only minor changes in population, mostly in
the coastal areas, the district shapes changed only
slightly.

PREDICTIONS FOR THE 1990S

One of the three redistricting predictions for the 1990s
is easy; the other two are more problematic but are
worthy of extensive discussion. The House will be
relatively easy, Senate reapportionment and congres-
sional redistricting will be much more difficult.

HOUSE

Said Robert J. Sheheen in March 1990:

If I am reelected [note: he was] and if I am
reelected as speaker, I will play apredominant role
for two reasons. One, unless something changes,
the chair of House Judiciary will be a Republican,
David Wilkins. He has no experience in doing
redistricting. Second, I have done it before, and I

think I have established some credibility, and the
House will look to me as a leader there.15

In 1981, one of the first actions taken by Mr. Sheheen
wasto control the flow ofinformation about remapping
through the Judiciary Committee. The same process is
likely to occur in 1991 if Sheheen is in control. Though
he carefully and modestly hedges his future, it will be
a real surprise to everyone if Sheheen is not speaker in
1991. Of thethreeredistrictingprocessesinthe 1980s,
the House was the easiest to accomplish; it will also be
the easiest to accomplish in 1991.

SENATE

In some sense, this redistricting will be easier than it
was in the 1980s, because the Senate now is in single-
member districts where it was not before. Perhaps the
Senate should consider expanding the number of seats
in that body to 48 or 50, which was an idea posed in a
conversation the author had withformer Senator Tom
Smith. However, that would require a constitutional
change, which is not likely to be forthcoming.

One issue may be whether there will be a push for more
African American-majority Senate districts. Senator
Kay Patterson chairs the Legislative African American
Caucus. She says, "We have districts now where
African Americans are not elected, s o . . . I don't want
to spend all my time creating African American dis-
tricts where we aren't electing the ones we already
have."16

There are philosophical aspects to this policy predic-
tion. First, when federal courts become involved in
redistricting, their views are more strict in terms of
population variance than if there is no litigation. In
other words, if a plan preclears through the Justice
Department, there is more leeway for population
variance than if the federal courts are ruling on a plan.
However, because the Justice Department is not a
judicial body per se, it has more flexibility to approve
(or to deny approval of) any redistricting plan.

As was discussed earlier, and with some supporting
empirical evidence, the more African American dis-
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tricts and the larger the African American majority in
a district, the more total number ofRepublican districts
there are likely to be. Redistricting in South Carolina,
at first glance, is an African American and white issue.
Behind the scenes, however, it may be viewed as a
Democratic and Republican issue.

The first aspect of this issue relates to the federal
government and the Justice Department. That any
executive-branch institution would function to assist
others of similar party or philosophic persuasion is not
news. In some sense, this is like affirmative action
gerrymandering. One source for this essay indicated
on sound authority that the Justice Department will
"put everything else secondary to creating more and
African Americaner districts."17

The Justice Department would be expected to inter-
pret the Voting Rights Act in the direction of propor-
tional representation, because the eventual outcome
would be to increase the number ofRepublican dis-
tricts. Couple that with the history of party politics in
South Carolina, which is beyond the scope of this
essay, and the consequences follow directly.

As African Americans come to dominate Democratic
politics in the state, there will be more defections of
white Democrats to the Republican party. Some
members of the General Assembly have switched
already, as was noted earlier. There have been no
switches to the Democratic party among the seated
members of the General Assembly. What some fear,
confidentially, is that the Democratic party will be-
come a party largely of African Americans and the
Republican party will become a party solely of whites.
Some whites might feel quite ideologically comfort-
able there because they were more like old Dixiecrats
anyway.

CONGRESSIONAL

The same pattern holds here as for the Senate. There
is already a public push by the Legislative African
American Caucus and the NAACP to press for an
African American-majority congressional district in
1991. ThecoastalandPeeDeeregionsarethosewhere
African American populations are largest. Those popu-
lation centers are the likely targets for an African
American congressional district. Philosophically, and
consistent with the Voting Rights Act in addition to
retrogression, is the notion of maintaining constituent
consistency. This criterion was emphasized by several
of those interviewed. It would appear that creating an
African American congressional district might delete-
riously affect that criterion. In the past, instances of
blatant party-based gerrymandering have been chal-
lenged in court. Nevertheless, an African American-
majority congressional district will be drawn in South
Carolina. This will result in some radically different-
looking districts from those of the previous decade.

One might conclude by pausing to reflect on the
dissenting opinion of Justice Frankfurter in the first
reapportionment case the Supreme Court addressed,
Baker v. Carr. The judge was suggesting that the
issues of redistricting were political, and not rightfully
able to be resolved by the judiciary:

The Court's authority—possessed of neither the
purse nor the sword—ultimately rests on sustained
public confidence in its moral sanction. Such
feeling must be nourished by the Court's complete
detachment, in fact and in appearance, from politi-
cal entanglements and by abstentionfrom injecting
itself into the clash of political forces in political
settlements... .In effect, today's decision empow-
ers the courts of the country to devise what should
constitute the proper composition of the legisla-
tures of the fifty States... ,18

NOTES
1. For a fuller discussion of reapportionment in South History of Redistricting in the 50 States (Beverly Hills:

Carolina prior to the 1980s, see Robert H. Stoudemire, Sage Publications, 1981), pp. 293-98.
"South Carolina," in Leroy Hardy, Alan Heslop, and 2. The apparent reality, at least as it affects South
Stuart Anderson, eds., Reapportionment Politics: The Carolina, is that different standards apply. One beliefisthat
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SOUTH DAKOTA

ALAN L.CLEM

South Dakota's relatively low population entitles it to
but one seat in the U.S. House of Representatives,
which means that its state legislature need not worry
about redrawing the boundaries of congressional dis-
tricts for the 1990s. But the legislature does have to
redistrict itself.

The state's constitution has, since long before the
Baker v. Can decision of 1962, stipulated that popu-
lation is to be the basis of apportioning seats in both
chambers of the state legislature. By statute, the
legislature in redistricting itself operates on the basis of
several districting principles.1 Of fundamental signifi-
cance are: (1) adherence to standards of population
deviance as established by judicial precedent; (2)
preservation of existing county, township, and munici-
pal boundaries; (3) protection of minority voting rights
as provided in the Voting Rights Act of 1965; and (4)
compactness and contiguity of territory. Consider-
ations of lesser significance are preservation of histori-
cal districting patterns, equalization of size (area), and
"socioeconomic considerations."

In recent decades, South Dakota has made several
significant adjustments in state legislative apportion-
ment.2 In 1965, after Baker v. Can and several related
decisions had come down from the U.S. Supreme
Court, the South Dakota state legislature redrew the
boundaries of Senate and House districts to comply
with the equal-population criterion. The state contin-
ued to have 35 senators and 75 representatives, and
continued the practice of using a number of
multimember legislative districts. In the 1971 redis-
tricting act, the state legislature reduced the number of
representatives from 75 to 70, so that there would be
two representatives for each senator.

In the 1982 general election, South Dakota voters
approved a constitutional amendment which required
that each of the state's 3 5 state senators be elected from

a single-member district, and also provided that the
legislature could determine whether the representa-
tives were to be elected from single-member or dual-
member districts. Since that time, the dual-member
system has been used for the House of Representa-
tives. In the wake of the 1982 constitutional change,
the legislature made a new apportionment, which still
exists at this writing. The only differences inthe present
system, compared to that existing in 1982, are the
breakups of the former multimember districts in the
three most populous counties(Minnehaha, Pennington,
and Brown).

The present apportionment places 25 of the 3 5 districts
to the east of the Missouri River and 10 districts in the
West River area. Only eight of the state's 66 counties
are divided into more than one district. Looking at the
present apportionment from another perspective, three
categories of districts can be identified: (1) 11 districts
are less than one full county in extent; (2) 11 districts
are composed of complete counties, from as few as one
county to as many as five counties; and (3) 13 districts
are combinations of full counties and parts of other
counties (the largest district, the 27th, encompasses six
complete West River counties and part of a seventh
county).

In the summer of 1990, a seven-member interim
legislative leadership committee was to prepare the
groundwork for 1991 redistricting legislation by con-
sidering general questions of apportionment theory
and strategy. The committee commenced dialogue
with Indian tribes with an eye to addressing the
representational concerns of this minority group,
which constitutes somethinglessthan 10 percent of the
state's population. The tribes may be expected to look
favorably on the single-member district system, since
a system based on districts containing 10,000 inhabit-
ants would be likely to produce more seats for a
concentrated minority than one with districts of 20,000
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inhabitants. Many Indians do not live on reservations,
but it is in the reservation counties where Indian
concentrations are most likely to receive legislative
representation.

The state constitution commands that reapportion-
ment legislation be passed prior to December 1 of the
year following the decennial federal census, which in
the present case means December 1,1991.Failingthis,
redistricting would be worked out by the state's
Supreme Court. It is likely, then, that after the 1991
legislative session, which will end inMarchbefore final
census data are expected to be available for use in
redistricting the state, the executive board of the
Legislative Research Council will appoint an interim
committee to recommend a redistricting plan. Then a
special legislative session would be called for Novem-
ber 1991, to consider the interim committee's recom-
mendation and, hopefully, complete action on a new
apportionment law before the December 1 constitu-
tional deadline.

There is a proposal that in the new apportionment the
3 5 Senate districts should be divided into two separate
House districts, so that the entire legislature would be
based for the first time on single-member districts
exclusively. With the 1990 census expected to report
a SouthDakotapopulation somewhat above 700,000,
the typical state senator would have a constituency of
about 20,500 and the typical state representative a
constituency of about 10,250.

With single-member representative districts, there
would be the likelihood of one Democrat running
against one Republican for each seat, rather than the
present arrangement of having two Democrats run-
ning against two Republicans for two seats. The

present dual-member system makes it unclear who is
running against whom and reduces the sense of a one-
on-one relationship between a particular member and
a particular constituency, as with U. S. representatives
across the nation. South Dakota's present dual-mem-
ber House districts encourage strange and incongru-
ous political games and strategies. In the past, candi-
dates have had cause to wonder whether it is prudent
to urge their backers to vote for the other candidate of
the same party—their fellow Democrat or Republican
might win the last seat and leave them out in the cold.

A straightforward single-member district system would
simplify and clarify legislative contests and would
make it likelier that political party leaders and members
would back all the party's candidates. It is also worth
noting that single-member districts are preferredby the
courts because multimember districts can dilute mi-
nority representation and are thus suspect from a
constitutional point of view. The state'sNative Ameri-
can population has been particularly sensitive to this
matter.

It seems appropriate to express the hope that partisan
considerations will be downplayed in legislative redis-
tricting, with no attempts to pack or crack the voters
of the opposing party. The political party caucuses, the
press, and the courts all have roles to play in maintain-
ing an equitable and workable apportionment system.

The author wishes to thank William O. Farber,
professor emeritus of political science at the Univer-
sity of SouthDakota, andTerry Anderson, director of
the South Dakota Legislative Research Council, for
their thoughtful and knowledgeable help in the prepa-
ration of this essay.
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priortothe 1980s, seeAlanL. Clem, "SouthDakota,"in 299-301.
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TENNESSEE

STEPHANIE BELLAR

The decade of the 1980s was both more and less
conflictual in Tennessee redistricting than the 1970s.
On the one hand, there was the addition of a new
congressional district which sparked partisan debate;
on the other hand, the major object of the General
Assembly was to protect incumbent legislators, which
mitigated some of the partisan politics. The balancing
act necessary to accomplish partisan gain at the con-
gressional level and accommodate the, then, current
configuration of power was complicated by a divided
party in government.

REDISTRICTING IN THE 1980S

The political context for the 1981 redistricting was as
it had been during the 1972-73 reapportionment
battles: the Republicans controlled the executive while
the Democrats controlled the legislature.l The Demo-
cratic party5 s dominance of the legislature was an issue
inthe 1980 electionevidencedby Governor Alexander's
attempt to target certain members of the legislature in
the hopes of gaining Republican party control over at
least one of the two chambers.

Governor Alexander's efforts were largely unsuccess-
ful. There was no change in the partisan composition
of the state Senate. In the state House, there was a
marginal effect. Democrats lost two seats but the gain
was split between the Republicans and the Indepen-
dents.

Alexander's victory, limited as it was, was also short-
lived. In 1982, the Democrats recaptured the two lost
seats, thus returning the House to the 1978 balance of
partisan power. More importantly, the Democrats
made gains in the Senate, where they captured two
additional seats. This election brought the Democratic
control of the Senate close to what it had been in 1976,
the last year of a Democratic party surge in Tennessee.

Democrats who had been comfortable in their control
of the legislature in 1980 were even better situated to
control the business of the state in 1982. They did their
job well.

The battle over reapportioning the congressional dis-
tricts, while intense, was settled early in the process.
Essentially, the prize was the new congressional seat.
When the plan was developed, it was not fully clearthat
the Democrats would emerge with six of the nine seats.
Indeed, there was speculation that the Republican
governor failed to veto the plan because state GOP
strategists saw some potential for the Republicans to
capture seven of the nine seats. That potential never
materialized and Democrats dominated the congres-
sional delegation throughout the decade of the eight-
ies.

Turning attention to the state chambers redistricting
plan, the battle was just as intense as the congressional
districting plan and much longer in duration. More-
over, the issues were further complicated by the shift
in population throughout the state. The population
growth that necessitated a new congressional seat
was, in some ways, a double-edged sword. This was
because the growth occurred in the middle and eastern
parts of the state. Furthermore, the western part of the
state, which was Democratic, lost representation as
state residents moved eastward to follow economic
opportunity. The challenge to the Democratic leader-
ship was to devise a plan which would protect incum-
bents, protect the party, and mitigate the effects of the
population boom in the solidly Republican east and the
Republican-leaning middle part of the state. The
Democrats' task was formidable and only partially
successful.

The first state redistricting plan was finished by July of
1981. This plan clearly was negotiated by the leader-
ship to protect incumbents. The plan was a combina-
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tion of concentration of'them" with some elements of
concentration of "us." Thisplan was also successfully
challenged; Chancellor Robert S. Brandt ordered the
legislature to redraw the 1981 apportionment plan. In
his ruling, Chancellor Brandt argued that the one man-
one vote federal requirement must be balanced with
the state constitutional provision of not sp lifting
counties.2 The 1981 plan had eliminated the only
Independent senator's district in western Tennessee,
split Washington County in eastern Tennessee, and
crossed the county lines of Davidson County more
than once. The effect of these lines undoubtedly w as
to protect partisan incumbents.

In the House, the situation was even more telling.
Here, legislators had split 53 of the state's 95 counties;
again, they concentrated current partisan voters to
protect incumbents.

The state Supreme Court upheld Chancellor Brandt
and ordered reapportionment for the 1984 elections.
In the ruling3 the bench suggested that it would tolerate
population deviations up to 14 percent. The Court
further specified that no urban county could be joined
to a neighboring county. The Court was seeking to
prohibit an obvious gerrymander such that suburban
areas would be placed in the district of a rural county.
What the Court did, regardless of its intentions, was
to protect the political strength of rural counties.

The representatives quickly went to work on the new
plan. By early summer, both chambers had developed
the court-ordered plan. Republicans opposed the plan,
particularly in the Senate, where only two Republicans
voted forthe proposal. There was good reasonfortheir
opposition, as the plan was a clear example of a
dispersal-form of gerrymander. A Republican leader
of the Senate was forced out by redistricting him into
another GOP district.

In the House, the plan was so divisive that over one-
half (57 of 99) ofthe membership sued to have the plan
overturned. That a majority ofthe membership would
seek a judicial remedy of a plan approved less than a
month previously was unusual, and points to the

confusion surroundingthe 1984 apportionment. While
it is impossible to discern the motives of all the
plaintiffs, the suit was generally based on the argument
that the apportionment too severely violated the fed-
eral bench mandate of one man-one vote. The plan,
which was signed by the governor, allowed for an
overall population variance of 14 percent.

The federal court of appeals rejected the challenge.
The bench accepted the 1984 plan, arguing that the
guidelines established by the state Supreme Court had
been followed. In fact, the court of appeals suggested
that the plan was in accordance with the state consti-
tution and reflected rational state policy.

This ruling was surprising for two reasons. First, the
population variance was very large. However, the
federal bench has accepted even larger dispersion in
other states. Secondly, and perhaps more telling for
Tennessee politics, this was the first Tennessee House
reapportionment plan to be upheld by a federal court
in almost 30 years.

The immediate partisan effect ofthe ruling was negli-
gible. Examination of Table 1 shows there was no
partisan change in either chamber for the 1986 term.
However, as can be seen for 1988, Republican party
strength in the lower chamber grew. The redistricting
plan, coupled with the shift in population, was in some
part responsible for the House Republican showing.
What cannot be seen in Table 1 is that there was more
turnover than is suggested by the absolute increase in
the number of Republican representatives. Indeed,
while Republicans won some previously Democrati-
cally controlled seats, they also lost some seats to
Democrats. This is not to suggest that elections have
become more competitive. In 1988, over 60 members
ofthe House ran without partisan opponents (as had
been the case also in 1986).

Previously in this essay, the shift in population was
emphasized. The importance of this shift is shown in
the 1988 elections. Gains by the Republicans were
made in two places: middle Tennessee and the suburbs
of Memphis. Middle Tennessee is the growth area in
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Table 1. Party Representation in the Tennessee Leg-
islature and Congressional Delegation, 1980-88.

YEAR

1980
1982

1984
1986
1988

HOUSE
REPUB

39
38
37
37

40

DEM

58
60

62
62
55

IND
2
1
--

-
--

SENATE
REPUB

12
11

10
10
11

DEM

20
22
23
23

22

IND
1
-

-

-

U.S. HOUSE
REPUB

3
3
3
3

3

DEM

5
6
6
6
6

this state. Traditionally, the middle part of the state had
been supportive of the Democratic party. But the
Democrats' support iswaning. It appears that the same
phenomenon is happening in Shelby County. That is,
thosewho can are moving outward fromNashville into
surrounding counties in the middle part of the state,
and out of the city of Memphis into greater Shelby
County; and these voters appear to lean Republican.

The courts' insistence that counties not be unnecessar-
ily divided, and that urban areas not be apportioned for
a dilution of minority representation, prohibited bla-
tant examples of gerrymandering. Indeed, the courts
were so forceful in their language that the General
Assembly had to be attentive to the state constitution
as well as the mandates from the federal bench.
Moreover, in the court rulings there is a foretelling of
the reapportionment issues for the 1990s.

REDISTTRICTING IN THE 1990S

In Tennessee, as across this nation, redistricting for the
1990s will be clouded by and fought over due to the
problems with the census. The stakes are high.

First, there is the partisan issue. Democrats are likely
to control both the executive and legislative branches.
And, since Democrats dominate the congressional
delegation an elementary understanding of politics
tellsus that they will seek an apportionment plan which
strengthens their position. Their problem is that Re-
publican partisan identification is increasing; it is now
close to 40 percent of the Tennessee population. It will
takemore thana simple division of voters into carefully
crafted districts to guarantee the Democrats safe
districts in Tennessee.

As it is unlikely that the Republicans can capture the
governor's seat in 1990, their strategy seems to be to
concentrate on the gains made in 1988. This will be a
difficult task, as they do not have the presidential
election to politicize voters. Whatthey do have, to their
benefit, is scandal at the congressional level and state
level. Congressman Harold Ford, a Democrat out of
Memphis, is under investigation for bank loans made
to him over the past several years. At the state level, the
GOP has the opportunity to capitalize on the Rocky
Top scandal. Briefly, this is a situation involving
prominent Democratic legislators who are under in-
vestigation for accepting bribes and kickbacks from
bingo operations, an activity declared illegal in Tennes-
see.

Second, there is the rural-urban issue. In many ways
the state misidentifies itself as a largely rural, agrarian
state. This misperception, tacitly accepted in the 1984
apportionment plan, stems from the dominance of
rural political representation in Tennessee. To the
extent that the Democratic party draws a substantial
portion of its strength from rural areas, it perpetuates
some of this myth. Furthermore, the Republicans have
their rural faction which has been abedrock of strength
for them. They, too, have reason to continue to talk
about and treat Tennessee as rural and traditional.
Finally, there is the role of the courts in applying the
standards of the state constitution. All of these factors
work towards the protection of the political integrity
of counties. This suggests that the 1991 apportion-
ment plan for the state chambers will depart from the
one man-one vote ideal.

It is impossible to predict what effect the numerical
dispersion will have on minority representation. Cur-
rently, representation in the General Assembly is
proportional to the state population. The courts have
shown sensitivity to the importance of not diluting the
voting strength of the African American population.
As of now, there is reason to believe that the 1991 plan
will include political representation for the state's
major minority group.
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In short, it appears that the 1991 plan will have to are corrected, it is doubtful that there will be a close
grapple with the institutional arrangements that favor approximation of the one man-one vote principle in
rural areas of the state. Until those institutional barriers Tennessee.

NOTES
1. For a fuller discussion of reapportionment in Tennes- tricting in the 50 States (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications,

see prior to the 1980s, see Richard L. Wilson, 'Tennes- 1981), pp. 302-310.
see," in Leroy Hardy, Alan Heslop, and Stuart Anderson, 2. News Free Press, September9, 1982, p. B-3.
eds., Reapportionment Politics: The History ofRedis- 3. 656 S.W. 2d 836 (Tenn. 1983).



TEXAS

DONALD D. GREGORY

The early reapportionment-redistricting struggle in
Texas exhibited classic characteristics of "silent
gerrymandering" through both constitutional restric-
tions and legislative inaction.1

REDISTTRICTING IN THE 1980S

The redistricting struggle in the Texas legislature was
best described by one haggard House member during
an eight-hour debate which finally ended at 4:30 A.M.,
when he said that this was a time of "self-preserva-
tion." When the 140-day session began in January, the
Democrats outnumbered the Republicans 114-36 in
the House and 24-7 in the Senate. However, for the
first time since the Reconstruction era, a Republican,
William P. Clements, sat in the governor's office. A
coalition of conservative Democrats and Republicans
had begun to play an influential role in maj or legislative
issues during the 1970s, and their goals were likely to
clash with the moderate-liberal wing of the Demo-
cratic party and the aspirations of minority group
members. In addition, the conservative Democratic
speaker of the House, Billy Clayton, was accused of
being too accommodating to the GOP on policy

The boundaries of three state
Senate districts converge in
Montgomery County.

Figure L Montgomery County Senate Districts.

issues, and his critics feared that he would sell out to
the Republicans.

"Team players" were appointed by the leadership to
the House and Senate redistricting committees. By
tradition, each house of the legislature would devise
its own map for its members, and there would be only
tokenopposition when therespectoveredistricting bills
reached the other body. Also, the bills were held in
committee until late in the session in order to avoid
open warfare among the members. The self-preserva-
tion issue was evidenced by the fact that the Harris
County delegation initially split into four factions on
the redistricting issue: white Democrats, Republicans,
Hispanics, and African Americans.

With about one week remaining in the session, the
Texas Senate plan emerged from committee with a
design which was generally favorable to incumbent
Democrats. Two Republican incumbents were paired
in Dallas County, and a special seat for African
Americans was crafted in Harris County ("concentra-
tions-of-them-and-us"). "Dispersal-of-them" took
place when a Republican area, fast-growing Mont-
gomery County north of Houston, was divided among
three rural Senate districts held by incumbent Demo-
crats. (See Figure 1.) Similar "cracking" of urban
counties to increase population in rural Senate districts
took place throughout the state.

The House battle pitted a conservative Democratic-
Republican coalition against the moderate-liberal-
minority factions. The initial committee plan favored
the Republicans with as many as 10 pairings of
incumbent Democrats from rural districts. Speaker
Clayton, backing the committee plan, hinted that
anyone who voted against his plan would not be
appointed to the important conference committee.
One rural Democrat who lost his district lamented that
he should have used his seniority to get on the
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redistricting committee instead of appropriations.
Both the House and Senate bills passed on the last day
of the session.

Meanwhile, a parallel struggle erupted over congres-
sional lines, because the state had gained three addi-
tional seats to raise its apportionment to 27. Each party
proposed self-serving packages, with a Republican
plan for a 1 OR-17D division and aDemocratic plan for
a 6R-2 ID division. Acompromisewasreachedtogive
the Republicans eight seats and retain 19 for the
Democrats. Fourteen of the 24 incumbents had served
in the legislature, and most of them traveled frequently
to Austin to attempt to influence the lines and their
political futures.

Sweetheart gerrymandering took place to insure that
incumbents were protected and not paired. One ex-
ample of elongated gerrymandering was District 6, a
north-south, narrow, over-200-mile-long district run-
ning from Tarrant County (Ft. Worth) in the north to
Montgomery County in the south. (See Figure 2.) It
was said that if the veteran incumbent congressman
drove through his district with both car doors open, he
would probably kill all his constituents. Montgomery
County, north of Houston, had been added to rural
East Texas District 2 in 1971 to raise its population up
to acceptable numbers. With the district's incumbent
congressman heading for prison following a bribery
conviction, the incumbent Texas senator for East
Texas made sure that the 1971 congressional map
reflected a "projection gerrymander," and he cap-
tured the congressional seat in 1972. The growing
RepublicanpopulationinMontgomery County during
the 1970s resulted in a "dispersal gerrymander" in
1981, and the county was divided among three con-
gressional districts.

As the session came to an end, the main stumbling
block was a veto threat by Governor Clements. The
question was whether Dallas County would continue
to have two Democratic districts held by whites with
a large minority influence in both districts, as proposed
by the legislature, or would have one solidly African
American district with a Republican likely to gain the

Figure 2. Congressional District 6.

other seat, as advocated by Clements. The conference
committee could not reach a compromise, and the
legislature adjourned without passing a congressional
plan.

The legislature passed a new congressional district bill
during a July special session, and it was signed by the
governor in August. A lawsuit in federal court chal-
lenged the plan concerning discriminatory districting.2

After the Justice Department raised objections to the
composition of two South Texas districts for packing
a huge percentage of Hispanics into one district (80.4
percent) with only 52.9 percent in an adjoining district,
the court altered boundaries in these two districts and
also made changes in two Dallas County districts. The
legislature had opted to continue with two minority-
influenced districts and rejected the governor's pro-
posal. However, the judges rejected the legislature's
lines and created a predominantly African American
district, much to the delight of the Republicans. On
appeal, the U.S. Supreme Court held that the Dallas
changes were not justified, and the Democrats were
able to retain their districts.3 In 1983, the legislature
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adopted a plan with modifications in the Dallas-Ft.
Worth and South Texas areas which passed review by
the federal courts and the Justice Department.

Redistricting of the legislature was more complicated.
After adjournment on June 1, 1981, the governor
signed the House redistricting bill, but vetoed the
Senate plan for allegedly gerrymandering urban areas
to hurt Republicans and deny a predominantly African
American district for Dallas County. This action trig-
gered the formation of the Legislative Redistricting
Board (LRB). Meanwhile, several members of the
legislature filed suit charging that the plan cut the
boundaries of 34 counties, 24 with surplus popula-
tion.4 For example, Nueces County (Corpus Christi),
with a high Hispanic population, was entitled to 2.82
representative districts but was given only one district
wholly within the county, and the surplus population
was divided between two neighboring counties.

In the fall of 1981, the five-member Legislative Redis-
tricting Board, consisting ex ojficio of the lieutenant
governor, attorney general, speaker of the House,
comptroller of public accounts, and commissioner of
the general land office, convened to draw lines for both
the House and Senate. Much of the deliberation took
place in the absence of ComptrollerBob Bullock, who
was undergoing treatment in California for alcohol
abuse. The Senateplan, sponsoredbyLt. Gov. William
P. Hobby, contained major alterations to the original
plan vetoed by Clements. Minorities fared better
because it retained a newly created African American-
majority seat in Harris County and increased the
percentages of minority population in a number of
other districts. No incumbent senators were paired, but
gerrymandering was evident in urban districts such as
Harris County. Under the previous plan, the county
had six districts—four wholly within the county and
two crossing lines into surrounding counties. The new
plan gave it eight districts, but only two were totally
within the county and six overlapped (three were
dominated by Harris County and three were not).
Speaker Clayton sponsored the House plan, and the
Redistricting Board adopted a plan with significant

reductions in the number of House districts crossing
county lines.

The Senate plan was immediately challenged by the
Republican party, which claimed that (1) "qualified
electors" instead of population should have been used
for calculations, and (2) population growth patterns
should have been taken into consideration when draw-
ing lines. A state district judge, however, rejected both
claims.5 Another challenge was made in federal court
by Republicans, local governments, and minority
groups against both LRB plans, for allegedly violating
the Fourteenth andFifteenth Amendments.6MALDEF,
the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education
Fund, also intervened in the litigation. While the suit
was in progress, the Justice Department found both
plans in violation of the Voting Rights Act. Because of
an impending filing deadline for the primaries, the
court adopted the Senate plan without changes and
modified the House boundaries in El Paso and Bexar
Counties for the 1982 House elections only.

The legislature met in regular session in 1983 and
adopted the temporary House plan as the permanent
plan for the decade. The Senate passed a simple
resolution rather than a bill in order to avoid new
elections for all senators. MALDEF-negotiated changes
were adopted in eight districts in Harris and Bexar
Counties. All these changes were acceptable to the
Justice Department and the courts.

The final 150 House districts varied in population
between 90,147 and 99,589, for an overall deviation
range of 9.95 percent. The 31 Senate districts ranged
from 459,006 to 454,848, for an overall deviation of
1.78 percent. Congressional districts ranged from
527,805 to 526,333, for an overall range of deviation
of only 0.28 percent.7

THE 1990S: A LOOK AHEAD

From 1981 to 1989, the composition of the Texas
legislature continued to change. Female membership
rose from 13 to 19. Hispanics increased from 17 to 25,
and African Americans rose by one from 14 to 15.
Republicans gained greater voting power as their
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numbers increased from 43 to 65. The GOP believed
it had been gerrymandered unfairly in 1981, so when
Governor Clements won reelection in 1986, his party
moved forward with a plan to win at least one house
of the legislature by 1990. However, after the 1988
election, the Democrats in the Senate held a 23-to-
eight majority, with only half of the seats up in 1990.
Despite a $750,000 commitment by GOP-oriented
political action committees in the final weeks of the
1988 races, the Republicans gained only two House
seats. Their numbers later rose to 60 in the lower house
because of two special election victories and one party
switch, but they will need to gain 16 more seats in 1990
to gain control. The one-third-plus Republican House
membership allowed Clements to wield an effective
veto threat during the regular and special sessions of
1989 and 1990, but this should not be a factor in 1991
because the legislature usually passes the redistricting
bill on the last day of the regular session.

Democratic House Speaker Gib Lewis of Ft. Worth
has tried to operate the House on a nonpartisan basis
by appointing Republicans to key committees and to
chairmanships, but the GOP still made a strong but
unsuccessful bid to unseat him in his home district in
1990—so he may be less accommodating to the
Republicans if he is reelected as speaker in 1991. Lt.
Gov. Hobby retired after 18 years in that post, and his
successor is former Comptroller Bob Bullock, a sea-

soned veteran Democrat. In the governor's race,
Secretary of the Treasury Ann Richards defeated
newcomer Republican Clayton Williams, so all five
members of the Legislative Redistricting Board will
beDemocrats. Therefore, theDemocraticparty should
be in the driver's seat during the 1991 redistricting
battles.

Congressional changes will likely benefit the Republi-
cans. The state is expected to gain three new seats,
raising the Texas delegation count to 30. Most of the
faster growing districts in the state are held by Repub-
lican incumbents, with District 26 in the Dallas-Ft.
Worth area being one of the fastest growing in the
nation. Of the six congressional districts with more
than 5 0 percent combined African American-Hispanic
minority population, two have not grown at the
national average and will need additional minority
population in order to retain minority members.

Finally, the involvement of the Justice Department in
preclearance should increase the legislature's sensitiv-
ity to minority claims for more representation. How-
ever, the party most likely to have the last word on the
issue of redistricting will be the judiciary. A trip to the
courthouse has become an accepted practice in the
volatile arena of Texas redistricting politics, and 1991
should be no exception.
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UTAH

In the 1980 elections, Utah voters reaffirmed their
affinity for the Republican party. Ronald Reagan
received 73 percent of the state's vote, while the
Republicans achieved their goal of a "veto-proof
legislature." The lone exception was again the
governor's office: Democrat Scott Matheson was
reelected to his second term with 55 percent of the
vote.1

Seeking to avoid political oblivion on the redistricting
issue, Matheson issued an executive order to create a
Utah Advisory Commission on Reapportionment.
The seven-member panel issued a 90-page report.
While a number of the commission's suggestions were
not adopted, and some state legislators complained of
the commission's "intrusion" on the issue, the com-
mission did provide a high-profile alternative with
which to help judge the legislature's efforts.2

The redistricting process displayed three different
cleavages in 1981: urban versus rural, executive versus
legislative, and, at the very last stage, a cleavage
between the state House and Senate.

DYNAMICS OF THE PROCESS

The governor had earlier indicated he would not veto
a redistricting plan for "political" reasons, but only if
it flagrantly violated court standards. The vote for the
redistricting plan put forward by the Republicans was
50-21 in theHouse and 20-8 inthe Senate. Democratic
opponents were joinedbyafewruralRepublicans who
again argued that the southern rural interests had been
submerged in a congressional districting plan that gave
the Wasatch Front population centers control of all
three congressional districts.

When the measure reached the governor's desk, he
vetoed the reapportionment plan for the state House,
while the Senate and congressional redistricting plans

passed into law without his signature. In general, the
governor objected to the generous protection of in-
cumbents. The co-chairs of the Reapportionment
Committee responded that retaining incumbents from
both parties is critical to the legislative process, and is
a valid concern in reapportionment.3 A specific guber-
natorial objection was to a 300-mile, seven-county-
long district created by the House (which will be
discussed in a subsequent section).

Governor Matheson's action contained the potential
for splitting House and Senate Republicans. A call for
party unity and an override of the veto would exacer-
bate tensionsbetween the two chambers. Some Senate
Republicans were hesitant to support the governor,
believing that an override would provide ammunition
for a likely court suit, particularly if such items as the
300-mile district remained in the bill. On the other
hand, the GOP had previously agreed that each cham-
ber of the legislature would be allowed to reapportion
itself; non-support on a veto override could be viewed
as party disloyalty.

Republicans, through a form of political jiujitsu, found
a way to shift the political burden backto the governor.
Senators agreed to support the veto override on a 21 -
6 vote, but only if the House then passed a revised
reapportionment plan that dealt with such items as the
300-mile district. The House did enact a revised plan
on a 46-17 vote, which created a somewhat more
compact five-county district. The Senate agreed to the
measure by a 17-6 margin. To lay a trap for the
governor, the measure stipulated that if a veto of the
second measure occurred, the original measure which
had incurred the governor's wrath would remain the
law, forced into effect by the legislative veto override.4

In this way the House GOP would save face, and the
Senate would obtain abetter bill than the one originally
passed by the House.
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Democratic legislators encouraged Matheson to veto
the second House redistricting bill as well, arguing that
if the original version went to court, the 300-mile-long
district would stand a greater chance of being over-
turned. The governor permitted the second House bill
to become law without his signature. While he would
not comment about whether the GOP trap affected his
decision, his executive assistant indicated it was a
concern.5

In 1970 three special sessions were required to com-
plete the reapportionment task. By contrast, the 1980
redistricting session was one of the shortest on record,
leading one observer to comment, "Sometimes a
dictatorship can be a good thing."6 One means of
determining whether the "dictatorship" produced a
worthy product is to examine the design of the
districts.

DESIGN OF THE DISTRICTS

For 1982, in order to meet the "one person-one vote"
standard, the Legislative Reapportionment Commit-
tee adopted a policy that each legislative district must
be within 4 percent above or below the ideal popula-
tion. The ideal population for a Senate district was
50,381. The population deviation ranged from -3.08
percent to +2.15 percent, for an overall range of 5.41
percent. For the House, the figure for an ideal district
population was 19,480, with deviations ranging from
-3.93 percent to +3.87 percent, for an overall range of
7.80 percent.

In determining the districts, legislators faced a growth
pattern similar to that of other urban areas in recent
years: declining central city population, and burgeon-
ing growth in the suburbs.

Any evaluation of who benefited from the design
would find three major winners: urban legislators,
incumbents, and Republicans. Urban legislators were
able to derail the push by rural legislators to decrease
the size of the state House from 75 to 69.

Incumbents in the state legislature also benefited. A
major issue was whether senators who were elected in

1980 to a four-year term would have to run again in
1982. The 1971 redistricting did require incumbents to
run again because their districts had changed. The plan
adopted in 1981 allowed such incumbents to retain
their seats except for those who ended up in a district
with another incumbent.

Republicans also stood to gain from the design of the
districts. In the House, 18 members ended up in
districts with another incumbent. Ten out of 58
Republicans (15 percent) were in this category; con-
versely, 17 Democrats (47 percent) faced this chal-
lenge. The design of the districts had the potential of
pushing the Democrats further towards endangered
species status.

THE GERRYMANDERING GAME

With Republicans holding 77 percent of the House
seats and 76 percent of the Senate seats in 1981,
further diminution of the Democrats through gerry-
mandering would require an extra dimension of cre-
ativity. The Republican party, however, proved to be
adequate to the task.

As illustrations, an urban and a rural gerrymander will
be examined. As previously noted, due to population
trends, the redrawing of state Senate districts in Salt
Lake County required two Senate districts to be shifted
from Salt Lake City and given to southern suburban
areas in the county. Such demographic changes al-
lowed Republicans in Salt Lake City to disperse
Democratic strength by extending eastern Republican
strongholds into central-city areas, while maintaining
GOP strength in the newly created suburban districts.7

Specifically, in the 1 st Senate District the opportunity
arose for a two-for-the-price-of-one gerrymander: a
"concentration-of-them" and an "elimination" ger-
rymander. Figure 1 shows the redrawing of the 1 st and
2nd Senate Districts. The political purpose is clear: in
the 1980 election Democrats were elected to the 1st,
2nd, and 5th Senate Districts by electoral margins of
58,54, and 56percent, respectively. Afterthe reappor-
tionment, the 5th District was absorbed by the 1 st and
2nd Districts, effectively concentrating Democrats.
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• ^ Extension of District
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Figure I. Gerrymandered Senate Districts.

(SeeFigure 1.) The remainder of the Democrats living
in the eastern portion of the old 1 st District (termed the
"Avenues") were effectively dispersed to the 3rd
District, a "safe" Republican district, where the GOP
incumbent won with 56 per cent of the vote.

The skillful drawing of the 1 st District lines also shows
evidence of an elimination gerrymander. The purpose
of combining the 1st and 5th Senate Districts was to
knock out one incumbent. The 1 st District incumbent,
Frances Farley (one of the few women in the legisla-
ture), normally wouldnotbeup for electionuntil 1984.
By elongating this district, and having abarely discern-
ible "jog" of three blocks (at "A" onFigure 1), Farley
was put in the same district with another Democrat.8

Contesting a fellow incumbent was one of the reasons
Farley resigned her seat to run for Congress.9

A rural gerrymander was attempted in the House
which, if enacted, would be a strong candidate for the
Guinness Book of World Records. The intended
gerrymander was so clear that it became a common
joke in the legislature. For House District 73, Repub-
licans originally enacted a 300-mile-long district
stretchingfromCarbonCounty in theeastto Washing-
ton County in the west. The incumbent, John Garr (D-
East Carbon) estimated it would be a 1,000-mile round
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Figure 2. The "Gear Shaft."

trip for him to visit Washington County. Thus, within
the legislature, the district was commonly known as
the "Garr Shaft " (See Figure 2.) Garr's colleague,
Senator Omar Bunnell (D-Price), minced few words:
"This bill just makes me absolutely sick . . . classic
gerrymandering istoo mild a term.. .it is irresponsible,
ridiculous, incredible, unconscionable, and inthe words
of a Republican senator, asinine "10 Several Senate
Republicans conceded the district violated compact-
ness standards, but went along with it because of the
previously discussed agreement allowing each cham-
ber sovereignty in reapportionment matters.

Congressional redistricting is briefly worth noting, as
the state had to determine how to carve out the newly
allocated third congressional seat. The two key dimen-
sions dividing legislators were region and political
party. Regional issues came to the forefront when rural
legislators proposed a new district formed entirely of
southern counties, repeatingthe familiar argument that
their interests had been submerged for years by the
major population areas of the Wasatch Front. More-
over, rural interests claimed a Congress member from
southern Utah could best weigh the conflicting de-
mands inherent in the national parks, as well as the
mineral and tourist industries prominent in the region.
This proposal could be implemented only by dividing
Salt Lake County nearly in half for the two remaining
districts.
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While most of Salt Lake County would comprise the
2nd Congressional District, apart ofthe county would
have to be detached in order to meet population
standards. The Legislative Reapportionment Com-
mittee proposed linking the southwestern part of Salt
Lake County with the eastern 3rd Congressional
District. Democrats objected strenuously, fearing
Republicanswouldaccomplisha"dispersal-of-them"
gerrymander if the 100,000 residents living in West
Jordan and surrounding areas were dispersed into the
heavily Republican 3rd District. Democratic dispersal
would further help incumbent Dan Marriott in Salt
Lake City's 2nd District. Commenting upon the Re-
publican proposal, one Democratic senator said, "We
call it the Marriott Line—something like the Maginot
Line." n When the Republican proposal was easily
adopted, Democrats predicted all three congressional
districts would remain in the hands ofthe GOP for the
foreseeable future.

THE AFTERMATH OF REAPPORTIONMENT

Following the redistricting, no major court suits were
filed by the Democratic party. One suit was filed by a
group consisting primarily of Democrats from the
Ogden area, but it did not directly challenge the
drawing of district lines. Instead, the suit objected to
the provision that senators who had been elected in
1980 should be allowed to serve a four-year term if
their districts had not changed substantially, or if they
had not been placed in a district with another incum-
bent. The suit was withdrawn before the 1982 elec-

Table 1. Party Balance in the Utah Legislature and
Congressional Delegation.

12tion.

In political terms, reapportionment did not dramati-
cally increase the number ofRepublican legislators, or
bring about the "gloom and doom" scenario pre-
dicted by Democrats. As Table 1 indicates, Republi-
cans controlled 77 percent of state House and 76
percent of state Senate seats in 1980. The primary
impact of redistricting was to institutionalize gains
won at the ballot box in the late 1970s, as well to
marginally increase the number of GOP state Senate
seats at the 1982 election. (The GOP picked up two
seats.)By the 1990 election Republican majorities had

YEAR

1980
1982
1984
1986
1988
1990

LOWER HOUSE
DEM.

17
17
14
27
28
31

REPUB.

58
58
61
48
47
44

UPPER HOUSE
DEM.

7
5
6
8
7
10

REPUB.

22
24
23
21
22
19

CONGRESSIONAL
DEM.

0
0
0
1
1
2

REPUB.

2
3
3
2
2
1

decreased to 59 percent ofthe House seats and 65
percent ofthe Senate seats.

A mixed pattern is evident regarding the degree of
competition in elections following redistricting. At the
congressional level, the 1st and 3rd Districts were
among the most Republican in the nation in the 1980s,
with reelection margins usually ranging from 67 per-
cent to 75 percent.13 The fears ofDemocrats of being
noncompetitive in all three districts have not been
realized. In the 2nd Congressional District, the
"Marriott Line" did not prove to be impregnable. Dan
Marriott prevailed with 54 percent of the vote in 1982,
but the GOP successor to Marriott in 1984 won by
about 500 votes ofthe 210,000 cast. The swing nature
ofthe 2nd District is made evident by the 55 percent of
the vote garnered by Wayne Owens in 1986.

Perhaps the most surprising element in 1990 was the
election of Democrat Bill Orton in the 3rd District,
presumably the "most Republican district in the na-
tion." Orton benefited from a vicious Republican
primary battle, and a negative campaign effort by his
opponent which backfired. In regard to redistricting,
Republicans may be deterred from transferring GOP
districts to the 2nd District by the need to regain
control ofthe 3rd District.

1991 AND BEYOND

Two ofthe issues which have already emerged are
nonpartisan redistricting and an attempt at early redis-
tricting. As 17 states are now using some form of
commission to perform redistricting, Democrats and a
few Republicans have once again proposed the ap-
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pointment of a bipartisan reapportionment commis-
sion; but final approval would still reside with the
legislature. Republicans swiftly dismissed the notion of
a non-legislator apportionment commission. Utah
House Majority Leader Craig Moody commented:
"There's never been a non-partisan group that met on
reapportionment, and there's not going to be. There's
no such thing."14

At the congressional level, the first redistricting trial
balloon was floated with such a degree of entrepre-
neurship, and has been shot down with such a degree
of enmity, that it has earned the WallStreet JournaTs
designation as a prime example of the "national
disgrace of redistricting." In June of 1989, Rep. Jim
Hansen met with Governor Bangerter and legislative
leaders to discuss a plan (reportedly from the Repub-
lican National Committee) to conduct early redistrict-
ing of boundaries in 1990, using annual estimates of

population supplied by the Census Bureau. The ratio-
nale was to draw the congressional lines while Repub-
licans were in firm control of both houses.

While some Republican leaders were leery of early
redistricting, the coup de grace to the plan was
delivered by the Republican National Committee. A
letter sent to the media by the committee stressed that
it had not drawn any redistricting maps for the state of
Utah, and called the redistricting proposal a gross
gerrymander drawn to eliminate a specific candidate,
which was "counter to the RNC' s policy on redistrict-
ing." 15 When presented with the letter, Rep. Hansen
then indicated that 20 to 30 people in Utah and
Washington had come up with the plan, but that he
would serve as the "fall guy." While the early redis-
tricting never materialized, with this beginning, Utah
appears ready to provide another enlightening chapter
in the saga of representative government.
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VERMONT
LAURA JEAN KESSINGER

Some things about Vermont remain immutable. Ver-
mont is the least populous state in the Northeast and
the third smallest in the nation and yet its scenic beauty
remains largely unchanged. However, a growth spurt
of more than 35 percent since 1960 has driven
Vermont's population to 563,000.] This growth has
had major effects on both the demographics and
politics of the state.

Much of the population increase was caused by young
urbanites who left behind the hassles of the Boston-
New York megalopolis, but brought their liberal
politics with them. Theseemigres pulled the stateto the
left while the rest of the nation appeared to be moving
right.2

This trend shattered Vermont's reputation as the
sturdiest bastion of Yankee Republicanism.3 Demo-
cratic Senator Patrick J. Leahy, the first Democrat
ever elected to a high office, is now serving his third
term.4 Democrat Madeleine M. Kunin served from
1985 to 1991, after which she decided not to run for
reelection. In 1991, Republican Richard A. Snelling
was elected to the governorship.

An even stronger signal of the state's shift to the left
was the 1990 House election of independent former
Burlington Mayor Bernard Sanders, a self-described
socialist.5 The swing has also reinforced the dominance
of moderate-to-liberal leaders in the state Republican
party. Moderate Representative James M. Jeffords
won in 1988 to succeed like-minded Republican
Robert T. Stafford in the Senate.6

REDISTRICTING FOR THE VERMONT STATE SENATE

AND HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Vermont's population merits only one U. S. represen-
tative, elected on an at-large basis. Redistricting of the
state is therefore a matter only of redrawing the lines
of the state legislative districts. Vermont has a Senate

consisting of 30 members and a House of Represen-
tatives consisting of 150 members.7 The Senate is
reapportioned on the basis of population and the
House on the basis of registered voter counts after
every second presidential election.8

In 1965, Vermont created a Legislative Apportion-
mentBoardto handle the redrawing of the stateHouse
and Senate lines.9 There are six members on the board:
one special master appointed by the Vermont Supreme
Court's chief justice; two freemen (residents of Ver-
mont for at least five years) representing each political
party, appointed by the governor; two persons ap-
pointed by the state committees of each of the major
parties; and the secretary of state, who sits as an ex-
officio member.10 The Legislative Reapportionment
Board meets in the odd-number year after the census
and, by May 15th of that year, the board must submit
a plan, as a bill, to the legislature. The bill is then voted
on by January of the next year.11

VERMONT STATE SENATE

In 1981, the Legislative Reapportionment Board sub-
mitted three Senate plans to the legislature. Of the
three plans, the one that the board most strongly
recommended was the plan that called for the use of
single-member districts. The board contended that
multimember districts in the Senate had tended to
disenfranchise citizens of small towns who are mem-
bers of multimember districts within which is located
a large population center.12 Prime examples were the
Chittenden County Senate district and the Rutland
County Senate district. "In the case of the sixteen
towns in the Chittenden County District, five of the six
senators reside in the City of Burlington."13

The other two plans, Vermont Senate Alternatives 1
and 2, drew district lines on a multimember basis. The
plan that was accepted was Vermont Senate Alterna-
tive 2. (See Figure 1.)
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Vermont's Senate district lines are drawn as close as
possible to Vermont's county lines. Vermont's coun-
ties are divided into 13 Senate districts by combining
Orleans and Essex Counties into one district. Each
county is guaranteed at least one state senator, the
larger counties elect a number of senators on a
multimember basis. Chittenden County elects six sena-
tors; Rutland, Windsor, and Washington Counties
elect three senators; Bennington, Windham, Addison,
Caledonia, Franklin, and Orleans/Essex Counties elect
two senators each; and Lamoille and Grand Isle elect
only one senator each.14 Based on 1980 population
figures, this equals one senator for every 17,000
persons; for 1990 that number changed to one senator
for every 19,000 persons.15 According toEllen Tofferi,
Vermont Director of Elections, "[I]n order for the
counties to retain the minimum population figures
needed to qualify for one senator, the smaller counties
are having to borrow towns from the surrounding,
more populous counties."16 Of the 13 Senate districts,
only four—Bennington, Windham, Windsor, and
Washington—are complete counties. Grand Isle
County borrows the town of Colechester from
Chittenden County, Orleans and Essex Counties bor-
row the town of Richford from Franklin County,
Addison County borrows the town of Brandon from
Rutland County, and Caledonia County borrows one
town from Lamoille County and three towns from
Orange County.

VERMONT STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

In early January 1981, the Legislative Reapportion-
ment Board produced a final draft of the proposed
House districts. Vermont's central unit of apportion-
ment is the town. The proposed plan divided the state
into 69 districts: 34 single-member districts, and 35
multimember districts. Once again the board made a
strong recommendation to move to single-member
districts based upon towns and cities which are kept
intact.17 The second recommendation the board made
was to have apportionment by population rather than
by registered voters.

While the board agrees that using population
would eliminate much of the controversy regard-

Figure L Vermont Semite Alternative 2.

ing the accuracy of checklist, which itself would be
worthwhile, the overall representation would not
be significantly changed, even though many dis-
trict lines would probably be changed. An analysis
by county shows that Chittenden county would
lose 1.58 representatives, the biggest change in
numbers, but that is only 4.45 percent, consider-
ably less than the 8.2 percent we are currently
allowing. Further the absolute total difference is
only 16.74 percent, similartothe 16.4 percent now
being used. The maximum gain would be 0.72
members in Orleans County, but since county lines
are rarely considered in the House districting, the
gain could actually occur in another county.18

The plan that was approved had 106 districts: 62
single-member districts and 44 multimember districts.
The populations varied from 3,087 to 3,746 in the
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single-member districts and from 6,167 to 7,474 in the
multimember districts.19 (See Figure 2.)

EFFECTS OF REAPPORTIONMENT

One effect is, in muttimember districts, that the cities
have been consistently over-represented and the out-
lying rural areas have been under-represented. Since
Democrats tend to be more heavily concentrated in the
larger cities and the Republicans in the rural areas, this
leads to more Democrats being elected to office. Still,
from 1982 to 1985, the Republicans outnumbered the
Democratsin both the Senate and theHouse. Not until
the 1986 elections did the Democrats begin to gain. In
the Senate, the Democrats gained five seats, moving
their numbers to 18 seats and leaving the Republicans
with 12 seats. In the House, the Democrats gained
seven seats, moving their numbers to 72 seats and
leavingtheRepublicanswith78 seats. The Democrats'
gain seems to be related more to Vermont's population
growth than the location of district lines.

After the 1990 elections, the Senate is equally divided
between the Republicans and the Democrats and the
House has 73 Democrats, 75 Republicans, and two
Independents. This has had the effect of strengthening
the governor's pull in legislative matters. The election
of Republican Governor Richard A. Snelling in 1990
ended almost a decade of Democratic control of the
governorship. This put the Republicans in a favorable
position for 1990 redistricting, but on August 14,
1991, Governor Snelling died. Later that day Demo-
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Figure 2. Vermont Representative Districts.

cratic Lieutenant Governor Howard B. Dean was
sworn in as governor, shifting the balance in favor of
the Democrats.20
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VIRGINIA
THOMAS R. MORRIS

Redistricting in Virginia is the prerogative of the
Democratically controlled state legislature, as it has
been throughout this century. The Virginia Constitu-
tion of 1971 requires electoral districtstobe "contigu-
ous and compact... and. . . so constituted as to give,
as nearly as is practicable, representation in proportion
to the population of the district" (Article n , Section 6).
According to the state constitution, redistricting is to
take place in the year following the census count.
Beginning in 1971, the Privileges and Elections Com-
mittee of each house of the legislature undertook the
task of reviewing population changes and making
recommendations to the General Assembly. Prior to
1970, the legislature in most years appointed a redis-
tricting study commission from among its member-
ship.

CHALLENGES TO REDISTRICTING

Virginia will begin the decennial process of legislative
redistricting as soon as the census data becomes
available. Elections for all seats in the state legislature
take place in 1991. In the past, prompt redistricting
action by the legislature has meant early review by the
Justice Department under Section 5 of the Voting
Rights Act and, following the last three census counts,
federal court litigation.

REDISTRICTING IN THE EIGHTIES

State legislative redistricting following the 1980 cen-
sus was not one ofVirginia' s finer moments.] In 1981 -
82 there were some 14 legislative sessions, six redis-
tricting plans, a ruling of unconstitutional population
disparities by a three-judge federal court panel, a
gubernatorial veto, and objections to plans for both
houses by the Department of Justice. The legislature
ended up sharing its power to redraw district lines with
lobbyists for the ACLU and the NAACP and was
required to hold House of Delegates elections one year
after the 1981 elections, because the districts had been
declared unconstitutional.

In its first round of redistricting prior to the 1981
elections, the legislaturemade minimal changes. Fairfax
County continued to be the only locality divided, and
the number of multimember districts actually increased
from 28 to 31. In the 1981 elections, the Republicans
picked up a net gain of eight House seats, to increase
the party's representation to a modern-era high of 33
seats in the lower house. Republican candidates were
aided by redistricting in a number of contests, picking
up five seats where population shifts created districts
without incumbents. GOP candidates also ran well in
many suburban communities, including a sweep of
three seats in a district around the Southside city of
Danville.2

Less than a month after the elections, the General
Assembly was back in session to draw up a new
redistricting plan to replace the one invalidated by the
federal district court. Thenewplanhad34 multimember
districts and a population deviation of 12.5 percent. It
never reached the federal courts because the Republi-
can chief executive vetoed it. Governor John Dalton
urged the legislature to draft a plan with all single-
member districts.3 Only 44 delegates voted to override
the governor's veto. Significantly, the frustration of
Democrats over the state's redistricting woes was
manifested by the 27 Democrats who joined 21 Re-
publicans to sustain the veto. Two days before Christ-
mas, 1981, the legislature passed yet another plan, this
time with only eight multimember districts. Governor
Dalton returned the plan with objections to the remain-
ing multimember districts and the configuration of
districts which placed Republican incumbents in iden-
tical districts in Lynchburg and Chesterfield. The
legislative leadership agreed to a compromise which
left the Lynchburg situation unchanged, but only
Norfolk with a multimember district. A Justice De-
partment objection to the Norfolk district led to the
adoption ofthefinalredistrictingplanon April 1,1982.
The district population deviation was reduced to 5.1
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percent in the all-single-member-district plan in which
41 localities were divided in order to compose the
legislative districts.4

It had been widely assumed that Republicans and
African Americans would benefit from the single-
member district plan. In fact, increased representation
was slow in coming for both minority groups. To the
surprise of bothRepublicans and Democrats, the GOP
share of seats increased by only one (to 34 of 100) as
a result of the special elections mandated in 1982 due
to the unconstitutionally of the redistricting plan
under which the delegates were elected in 1981. Three
incumbents were defeated in the primaries; two of the
defeats were unavoidable, since two Republicans in
Lynchburg and two Democrats in Norfolk were run-
ning in the same districts. Eight incumbents were
defeated in the general election: four Democrats and
four Republicans. The high success rate of incumbents
following redistricting, especially after the shift to all
single-member districts, in the opinion of one noted
political analyst, could "be construed as a measure of
the skill with which the legislators drew their new
district lines."5

The 1982 redistricting plan included nine majority-
African American districts in the House of Delegates.
No additional minority members were elected in the
Houseasaresultofthe 1982 elections, but by the 1985
elections, African American Democratic legislators
represented the seven House districts with 59 percent
or greater minority population; the two districts with
smaller minority majorities elected white Democrats.6

The 1987 election of an African American delegate to
a predominantly minority Senate district in Norfolk
brought African American representation to 10 mem-
bers (three in the Senate and seven in the House), or
twice the number at the end of the decade that had been
inoflBceforredistrictingin 1981. It is significant to note
that all the newly elected African American legislators
in the eighties won their seats when incumbents retired
or won other offices (except for the Portsmouth seat).
Kenneth R. Melvin, a minority lawyer, defeated a
veteran white legislator in 1985 slated to chair the

powerful House Appropriations Committee in the
next session of the legislature.

Increased representation came even more slowly for
the Republicans. Four elections after the 1981 elec-
tions (when Republican representation increased by
eight seats to 33 members), GOP representation was
still only at 35. Not until 1989, when the Republicans
lost all three statewide offices for the third consecutive
election, were Republican aspirations realized in the
legislature, with a gain of four House seats, to boost
GOP representation in the lower house to a century-
high total of 39members. The Republican shareof the
vote in party-contested districts in 1989 was 49.3
percent, by far the best showing of the century.7

Despite the gains in 1989, troubling signs remained for
the Republicans. Democrats controlled the governor's
office for the first redistricting session since the sixties.
GOP representation in the 40-member state Senate
had increased by only one, to 10 members, since 1979.
Moreover, in the most recent election of all members
to the General Assembly (1987), 92.4 percent of the
incumbents running for reelection won, a figure con-
sistent with the average reelection rate since 1979.8

One of the reasons for the high reelection rate is the
absence of party competition in legislative races.
Almost two-thirds of the members elected to the
legislature in 1987 had no significant opposition from
the other major party. Republicans, in fact, nominated
candidates in only slightly over half (76) of the 140
races.9 Republicans obviously cannot challenge the
Democrats for control of either house of the legisla-
ture until they run greater numbers of legislative
candidates.

One of Virginia's two traditional criteria for redistrict-
ing—the maintenance of city and county bound-
aries—has been rejected along with multimember
districts. The other traditional criterion—incumbency
protection—was challenged by a critic of the 1981
redistricting as an impermissiblejustification for popu-
lation disparities:
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Maintaining existing districts to preserve the re-
election chances of incumbents is a form of pur-
poseful political gerrymandering designed to shut
out new candidates with new ideas, minority
parties, and other unrepresented or
underrepresented groups from the political pro-
cess.10

As a result of the 1981-82 redistricting, the majority
party is denied the use of multimember districts to
submerge the voting strength of racial and partisan
minorities. Incumbency protection is also less attrac-
tive as an operating principle, especially in the House
of Delegates, where the number of Republicans in-
creased from 25 in 1980 to 39 in 1990.

Redistricting in Virginia in 1991 will mark the begin-
ning of a new era in Virginia legislative politics. Unlike
in past years, the legislature will approach redistricting
with all single-member districts in both houses. With
numerous localities already divided as a consequence
of the 1981-82 redistricting, the Virginia legislature
will have more flexibility to redraw district lines than
has ever existed in the modern era. TheDemocratically
controlled legislature no longer needs to apply the
principle of preserving local governmental units intact,
sincethiscriterionhasbeenrejected at the insistence of
the Justice Department and aRepublican governor. In
1991, partisan gerrymandering of legislative district
lines to the advantage of Democratic incumbents and
candidates is likely to reach a new high.

The process of redrawing district lines will be firmly
in the control of the Democratic party. The Privileges
and Elections Committees responsible for redistricting
are dominated by Democrats: the Senate committee
has 13 Democrats and two Republicans, while the
House committee has 14 Democrats, five Republi-
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cans, and one Independent.* * The 10 African American
incumbents, all Democrats, can look to the majority
party for protection of their districts, and the Depart-
ment of Justice will monitor attempts to dilute the
African American vote in other areas of the state.
Meanwhile, Republicans cannotturn to the governor's
office for assistance with a threatened or actual veto of
a redistricting plan unfair to GOP candidates.

CONGRESSIONAL REDISTRICTING

No challenges were made to the reapportionment of
Virginia's 10 congressional seats in 1981. In 1980, the
Republicans won nine of the state's 10 congressional
districts, but by 1988 Democrats controlled half the
seats. About two-thirds of the new population growth
has been in northern Virginia, where Democrats were
shut out of the area's two congressional districts
during the decade of the eighties. In 1990, however,
the mayor of Alexandria, James P. Moran, Jr., upset
one of two Republican incumbents from the area,
givingtheDemocratsamajorityofthestate'scongres-
sional delegation for the first time since 1966.

Virginia will receive an additional congressional seat in
the nineties. There will be pressure on the legislature,
and most likely litigation, if it does not respond, to
draw a majority-African American congressional dis-
trict. The political drama surrounding Virginia's con-
gressional redistricting is heightened by the service of
the nation's first elected African American governor.
To draw a district in the Tidewater/Southside Virginia
area with a minority maj ority would mo st likely disrupt
the existing districts of two white Democratic incum-
bents whose respective constituencies are made up of
21 percent and 37 percent minority populations. In
other words, the price of a majority African American
district could very well be a Republican advantage in
the contests for control of the surrounding districts.
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WASHINGTON

RICHARD MORRILL

Washington has long been and remains a closely
balanced state politically.1 In the 1960s, the state's
congressional and legislative districts were not as
unequal in population as the districts in many other
states, but the main problem was that the legislature
didn't wantto redistrict at all.2 Throughout most ofthe
1970s, the Democrats did rather well under the 1972
federal court redistricting, but in 1980 Washington
shared in the "Reagan revolution" and Republicans
gained control of both houses of the legislature as well
as the governorship. Not surprisingly, they decided to
take advantage the unusual opportunity to design a
plan favorable to long-term Republican aspirations.
Most important to the party was an assurance of
gaining Washington's new (eighth) congressional dis-
trict.

THE 1980S REDISTRICTING

Washington gained population rapidly in the 1970s
and was allocated a new congressional seat. Although
the population gains were quite widely distributed
across the state, local differences in relative gains and
losses required some fairly drastic readjustments to
both congressional and legislative districts. In the
legislature, the most "hurtful" was the loss of repre-
sentation for the city of Seattle, and the necessary shift
of seats to the suburbs. For Congress, the only plau-
sible location for the new district was broadly in the
suburbs of greater Seattle. On the face of it, the
redistribution of population, as was the case nation-
ally, appeared to favor Republicans significantly.

The Republican redistricting task force, led by state
Representative Bob Eberle, decided to automate the
redistricting processby purchasing aHewlett-Packard
computer andthe software system devisedby the Rose
Institute of State and Local Government, Claremont
McKenna College, California. The legislature had
authorized the Secretary of State's office to prepare a
correspondence table from census figures to electoral

precincts, but since Washington was not one ofthe
states that had contracted with the Census Bureau for
precinct data, the taskproved quite formidable, andthe
automated system was evidently not as useful as had
been hoped. As a consequence, part of the actual
redistricting was done via more old-fashioned tech-
niques.

The process was classically partisan—that is, the
Republican task force did the work secretly, with
limited, pro forma hearings, and without release of
detailed maps or district composition until the con-
gressional and legislativeplanswereready to be passed
and sent to Governor Spellman for his signature.

The Republican strategy for the legislature reflected
the party's buoyant optimism that the country was
entering a new "conservative age." The goal was to
ensure a long-term Republican majority, and the de-
vice was to packDemocrats in unnecessarily safe seats
and design a large majority of relatively competitive
districts, with smallish Republican majorities, which
the GOP was confident of carrying.

Although the legislative plan was criticized for its
obvious gerrymandering, its gross political unfairness,
and its unnecessary disruption of traditional districts,
it was not seriously challenged, because it met equal
population criteria explicitly and carefully. The plan
did split Seattle's African American community, which
might have been cause for suit, but in the subsequent
election these legislators survived and the threat was
dropped.

The legislative plan reveals a few blatant and scores of
more subtle gerrymanders. The main purpose was to
draw boundaries deliberately so as to create moderate
Republican margins, often by splitting smaller cities
that were strongholds of Democratic voting, and by
concentrating Democratic votes in extremely safe,
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large-city districts. For example, Districts 8 and 16
were oddly intermeshed to weaken the incumbent
Democratic senator in the 8th, while Districts 20 and
22 were realigned to improve Republican chances in
the 20th. An entirely new, rather illogical, and too-safe
Democratic District 35 was carved out, with the GOP
hoping to make the neighboring districts marginally
Republican. In Seattle, Democrats were packed into
District 32 so that the neighboring Districts 34 and 46
might be restored to the Republican column. District
1 was drawn with but one block crossing the county
line, to pickup the incumbent Republican senator; this
came to be called "Kiskaddon's pimple."

Democratic voters were packed into Spokane's 3rd
District, to make probable three suburban Republican
districts. Democratic voters were similarly packed into
Tacoma' s 27th and 29th Districts, to improve Repub-
lican chances in the suburban 2nd and 26th Districts.
Likewise, Democrats were loaded into Everett's 3 8th
District, to help bring about Republican victories in
suburban Snohomish County's 39th and 44th Dis-
tricts.

But the most ingenious and diabolical strategy was to
placemorethanadozenincumbentDemocratsintothe
same districts, and not a single Republican! Several
Democratic incumbents retired rather than fight it out
in radically altered and often renumbered districts. For
example, four leading Democratic senators were put
into just two Seattle districts. Most clever of all was
placement of Democratic and Republican senators in
the same district, but choosing the Republican's dis-
trict number, thereby instantly displacing the Demo-
crat.

All of this ought to have worked. The Republicans
looked forward to a decade of domination. As to types
of gerrymander, Representative Eberle employed
multiple methods, even for the same districts. Perhaps
most important were: (1) "concentration-of-us" to
assure reelection of some incumbents; (2) "concentra-
tion-of-them" by packing Democrats and piecing
together territory to make marginally "Republican"

districts; and (3) splitting of Democratic voting com-
munities.

The Republican strategy for the congressional seats
also showed some classic intrigue. The initial congres-
sional plan was incredibly disruptive of existing pat-
terns, because the Republicans viewed 1970s districts
as fundamentally biased toward Democrats. The new
scheme was obviously and extremely gerrymandered.
The 1st District, which risked becoming Democratic,
was gerrymandered to add large numbers ofRepubli-
can-leaning suburban voters, in part by leaping across
Puget Sound to the northern part of Kitsap County.
Tom Foley' s 5 th District was drastically altered to split
his home base of Spokane and include the Republican
Tri-Cities, in an attempt to defeat him, since eastern
Washington was traditionally Republican, and only
incumbent loyalty might save him. Lowry's 7th Dis-
trict was vastly changed and his tenure threatened by
adding large suburban tracts. And, finally, Represen-
tative Eberle carved out a new Republican-oriented
8th District from the Seattle and Tacoma suburbs,
which was actually designed for himself. Eberle stated
that he thought it possible that Republicans could win
in all eight districts!

Perhaps Eberle underestimated the power of members
of Congress, but in any event, several were outraged
at the proposed plan. To the legislative Republicans'
surprise and dismay, their own Republican governor
vetoed the plan—possibly because he recognized the
importance of Tom Foley in the state congressional
delegation. The plan was revised to make quite logical
districts for eastern Washington, and was duly signed.
In the new plan, Lowry's 7th District was made very
safe for Democrats, and the new 8th District was made
more Republican. These changes, however, also
caused the 1 st District to shift northward and to disrupt
the historic core of the 2nd District, the city ofEverett.
This set the stage for a lawsuit on grounds of violation
of community of interest.

REFORM

The redistricting process was so secretive and suspect,
and the products were viewed as so unsatisfactory, that
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even the Republican leadership, urged on by criticism
from the Democrats and from the media, joined the
growing movement for redistricting reform. Redis-
tricting commission bills were reintroduced in the
legislature, at the same time as the 1980s round of
redistricting was being done in the traditional way.
(Commission bills had been introduced in the 1978
session, but got nowhere). In his testimony, the author
of this essay urged that the process be made open,
bipartisan, and independent of the legislature, but also
that political fairness be explicitly recognized. A con-
stitutional amendment and statutory provisions were
passed by the legislature in 1982, and the amendment
was approved by the voters in November 1982.

Perhaps another reason that reform was possible was
that deep down, everybody knew that the voters of
Washington were so volatile that it was not really
possible to guarantee partisan success via gerryman-
dering. For example, it is quite common that voters of
the state will give substantial majorities to Democrats
and Republicans for different offices. In over one-third
of legislative districts, the same voters will routinely
split between Republicans and Democrats as between
Senate and House, or between the two House mem-
bers elected at large from the same district!

The reform legislation proved to be quite good, and
immediately made Washington the largest state with a
strong and independent commission mechanism. The
basic provision, and an ingenious one, is that the
commission has only four voting members, one named
by each party's caucus for each house—thereby rec-
ognizing that redistricting is inescapably a political
process. They must select a non-voting "facilitating"
chair, but the final plan must have the approval of three
out of four "partisan" members, and therefore of both
parties. The legislation includes the usual "good
government" criteria for redistricting—equal popula-
tion; racial and ethnic fairness; respect for political
boundaries and communities of interest; convenience,
compactness, and contiguity. (Experience in other
states indicates that there is no guarantee that these
criteria will be followed very faithfully.) Most impor-
tant, there is an explicit criterion for "fair and effec-

tive" representation and the encouragement of com-
petition, and exclusion of discrimination against the
political power of any group. Another positive provi-
sion is for the process to be clearly and visibly open and
public. Remarkably, this latter provision applies to all
levels of redistricting, to counties, cities, and even
school districts.

The commission may, if it wishes (and it probably will),
hire a consultant to prepare redistricting plans. The
state is required to provide a high level of assistance,
in the form of population data and maps, and redistrict-
ing hardware, software, and expertise. The commis-
sion must submit one plan to the legislature. While it
can modify the plan—and no more than 2 percent of
the population of any district can be moved—a
supermajority of two-thirds of each house is required
for the passage of a plan, and no tampering with the
commission's work is expected. If the commission,
which has until January 1,1992, to complete the job,
is unable to do so, the state Supreme Court will do so.

WHAT HAPPENED AS A RESULT OF THE

REDISTRICTING?

As to the congressional plan, a suit was filed in the
summer of 1982 on behalf of the city of Everett,
essentially on grounds of violation of its community
of interest with the creation of the 2nd Congressional
District. The author of this essay supplied testimony
supporting the suit, and provided alternative plans.
The court agreed that the congressional plan could not
be allowed to stand, but did so, not surprisingly, on
narrower population-inequality grounds, and in early
1983 the court sent the congressional redistricting plan
back to the state legislature. The court specifically
commented that the submitted plan had achieved a
"better" population spread of only 0.97 percent
compared to the legislature's "worse" 1.38 percent.
While the difference is trivial, this small victory was
appreciated. By now power was split, and the provi-
sions of the redistricting commission had come into
force. The commission was quickly established and,
under the able chairmanship of the University Law
School Dean, Luverne Rieke, the commission was
able to revise the congressional plan to satisfy the
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Congress members. As a result of the commission's
unexpected eariy success, students of government are
remarkably optimistic about the redistricting process
for the 1990s.

DID THE GERRYMANDERING WORK?

Since the Republican gerrymandering strategy was
based on election results from 1978 and 1980, which
were unusually Republican years, the GOP's redis-
tricting plan fell victim to the nationwide off-year
electoral swing to the Democrats. The Republican
plan also tended to ignore the inherent volatility of
Washington state politics, and the lack of party loyalty.
As a result, Democrats took control of both houses of
the legislature in the 1982 elections and, with the
benefit of incumbency, maintained legislative control
for most of the 1980s. Possibly the Democratic shift
would have been even greater in the absence of the
Republican gerrymander, but that is doubtful. Repre-
sentative Eberle did believe in competitiveness, and in
that respect the plan was an outstanding success, since
the results did reveal great voter independence and
selectivity. In the end, all those marginally "Republi-
can" districts proved to be marginally Democratic.
(See Table 1.)

Meanwhile, despite Republican efforts, the congres-
sional delegation remained unchanged at five Demo-
crats and three Republicans, although the Republicans
did get and keep the new 8th District.

REDISTRICTING IN THE 1990S

The mood is rather different from a decade ago. It is
true that power is now divided, with the governor and
the House of Representatives Democratic and the
Senate Republican; but, more importantly, all know
that redistricting will now be done by the commission.
By January 1990, the office of the secretary of state
was busy with the task of precinct and census geogra-
phy correspondence. The legislature had created a
bipartisanredistrictingtaskforce and hired a redistrict-
ing manager to serve the commission. This writer
suspects that the greatest risk for the 1990s redistrict-
ing in Washington will not be partisan gerrymandering,

Table L Party Composition in the Washington
Legislature, 1980-88.

YEAR

1980
1982
1984
1986
1988

SENATE
25R, 24D
23R, 26D
22R, 27D
24R, 25D
25R, 24D

HOUSE
56R, 42D
44R, 54D
45R, 53D
37R, 61D
35R, 63D

but a tendency to seek greater population equality than
may be necessary or desirable.

During the 1980s, the Washington population grew
moderately, but again concentrated as it had in the
1960s, in the suburban zones of central Puget Sound,
from Olympia in the south to Everett in the north. As
a result, eastern Washington must lose one legislative
seat to the metropolitan core, and the city of Seattle
will also lose a seat. The state seems likely to add a ninth
congressional district, somewhere in the metropolitan
suburbs. The voter volatility and lack of partisan
loyalty continued throughout the 1980s, but in addi-
tion there are signs of fundamental and unexpected
realignments that make the results of any redistricting
even more unpredictable. For example, partly as a
result of a large increase in the Hispanic-origin popu-
lation of eastern Washington, and of changes in agri-
culture and some population rejuvenation, tradition-
ally Republican areas of eastern Washington are be-
coming more and more likely to vote Democratic.
Conversely, some traditionally Democraticbastions in
western Washington, including blue-collar areas of
forest-product industries in rural and small-town ar-
eas, and some blue-collar and socially conservative
industrial areas in the cities, are beginning to vote
Republican on occasion. Voters in the burgeoning
suburbs, while still leaning Republican, are increas-
ingly professional, educated, and Democratic—virtu-
ally a flip-flop of traditional patterns of the 1960s.

The partisan redistricting of the 1980s proved to be
very important, not in its ability to alter the Washington
political map in any significant way, but because it was
the platform from which the state moved to an inde-
pendent redistricting commission.
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WEST VIRGINIA
DAVID M. HEDGE AND KATRINA L. SCHOCHET

Historically, districting and apportionment in West
Virginia have been concerned as much with protecting
the political integrity of the state's 5 5 counties as they
have in achieving any additional partisan advantage for
the dominant Democratic party. West Virginia's con-
stitution mandates that districts be "compact, formed
of contiguous territory, bounded by county lines and
as nearly as practicable, equal in population." This
combination of constitutional and political practice
has produced a mixture of both single-member and
multimember districts in the House of Delegates that
has lasted to this day.1

APPORTIONMENT IN THE 1980S

Redistricting should have been easy in the eighties; the
Democrats controlled both houses of the state legis-
lature and the governorship, less than a third of the
state's voters were Republicans, and the Republican
vote was scattered across the state. However, redis-
tricting in the early 1980s proved every bit as conten-
tious as it was earlier. Yet, the main stories remained
the same. The drive for equality in district population
grew more important in the U. S. House of Represen-
tatives and in the House of Delegates as court
challenges continued to be the norm. Senate districting
remained largely unchanged (and unchallenged). Leg-
islators attempted partisan gerrymandering in both the
House of Delegates and the U. S. House ofRepresen-
tatives, but in the face of court challenges those efforts
proved unsuccessful.

The 1980 redistricting plan for the U.S. House of
Representatives was blatant in its attempt at partisan
gerrymandering. In the earliest redistricting scheme,
committee members placed three incumbents—two
Republicans and one Democrat—in the same pre-
dominantly Democratic congressional district. In a
subsequent version, legislators packed Republican
counties, taken from the congressional district of one
of the state's two RepublicanHouse members, into the

remaining Republican's congressional district and re-
placed these counties with a very large and heavily
Democratic county. The plan was enacted but, given
the 13 percent variation in population between the
largest and smallest districts, was successfully chal-
lenged in federal court.

The final redistricting plan was considerably more
benign in effect. Only three counties were moved out
of their original districts, and this occurred only as a
result of population shifts. In addition, the new scheme
contained just a 0.05 percent population variation
between the smallest and largest districts. Moreover,
while West Virginia lost its two Republican congress-
men in the 1982 election, it is unlikely that the new
districting scheme had any effect on either contest.
Both Republican incumbents had been swept into
office in 1980 in normally Democratic districts on the
coattails of the Reagan landslide and, in one case, the
incumbent had resigned his House seat to run in 1982
(unsuccessfully) for the U.S. Senate.

Initial redistricting plans for the House of Delegates
evidenced similar kinds of partisan mischief. At one
point, the Republican minority leader claimed that the
chair of the committee on redistricting "could add two
other professions to his biography: a surgeon because
some districts were drawn with the precision of a
surgeon's knife and the operator of a slaughter house
because other districts had a meat axe taken to them."2

Under the original plan, Preston and Upshur Coun-
ties—two of the seven predominantly Republican
counties in the state—were to be divided three ways.
In another instance, sections of one county were added
to another county to ensure that the state' stwo African
American delegates would retain their seats. Even
though the redistricting plan cut across several county
lines, the scheme had a population variation of more
than 13 percent between the largest and smallest
districts.
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Even before the new House plan had been signed into
law, three residents of Jefferson County challenged the
proposed redistricting in federal court and asked the
court to impose single-member districts. The panel of
federal judges quickly advised legislative leaders that
the House redistricting plan was unacceptable and
urged thelegislaturetocomeupwithaplanthatdidnot
have a variation of more than 10 percent. U.S Circuit
Judge James Sprose informed the state's lawyers that,
"In order to justify a variation of greater than 10
percent, it is necessary to show a good faith effort.
Good faith does not mean protecting someone's seat
but what is good for the voters."3 Once the plan was
foundunacceptable, Governor Jay Rockefellerandthe
leaders of theHouse of Delegates began trading barbs,
and the governor refused to sign the original redistrict-
ing plan into law.

Over the next two weeks, the House of Delegates
considered several alternative plans, including schemes
that would include only single-member districts and a
number of plans that would have either increased or
decreased the size of theHouse. In the end, none of the
proposed measures passed. Instead, the legislature
chose to modify slightly the existing delegate districting
plan, so that the maximum population variation be-
tween districts fell belowthe 10 percentlimit mandated
by the panel of federal judges. The final bill shifted only
a few counties, and apparently none in a partisan
fashion. The plan was approved by the federal judicial
panel in late March.

Redistricting in the Senate was a quieter, more last-
minute affair which involved little controversy. In-
deed, the Senate seemed more inclined to redo the
House of Delegate's redistricting plan than anything
else. In any event, the new Senate plan left existing
districts largely intact. Ironically, the Senate plan
allowed for a maximum population deviation between
districts of 12.5 percent, and yet was approved by the
federal court—probably on grounds that the plan
allowed the large population variations in order to
protect county integrity.

Table L Election Results for West Virginia
Legislature and Congressional Delegation.

YEAR
1980
1982
1984

1986
1988
1990

HOUSE OF
DELEGATES

78D, 22R
88D, 12R
76D, 24R
78Df 22R
79D, 21R

Not available

SENATE
27D, 7R
31D, 3R
29D, 5R
27D, 7R
30D, 4R

Not available

U.S. HOUSE
2D, 2R

4D
4D
4D
4D
4D

A cursory analysis of the state's Senate and House
districts reveals little blatant gerrymandering. How-
ever, in a sense no blatant gerrymandering is really
necessary, given the state's reliance on multimember
districts for both legislative chambers. Although Re-
publican voters represent roughly a third of all regis-
tered voters in the state, in 1988 Republicans held just
21 percent and 12 percent of the House and Senate
seats, respectively. At the district level, the vote-to-
seat distortion is clear. In Kanawha County, for in-
stance, approximately onevoterinthreeisRepublican,
yet the GOP captured only two of the county's 12
delegates in 1986. That example repeats itself through-
out the state. The results of the six elections, 1980-
1990, are shown in Table 1.

THE 1990S

Redistricting politics in the 1990s should be much the
same as those in the 1980s. The Democrats control
both houses of the state legislature as well as the
governorship. The most difficult task, politically, may
entail redrawing the state's congressional districts.
Followingthe 1990census, West Virginia willloseone
of its four seats in the U. S. House ofRepresentatives.
Currently, all four incumbents appear inclined to seek
reelection. Assuming that is the case, the legislature
will have to decide which pair of incumbents will face
each other in the 1992 Democratic primary, and
whether that election will take place in a newly config-
ured, somewhat neutral district, or in one that is
essentially the home base for one of the incumbents.

As in the past, districting politics should be most
dramatic in the House ofDelegates. Several issues will
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receive attention as theHouse debates various districting
plans. First, legislators will once again have to decide
whether to abolish multimember districts. Although
efforts to employ single-member districts failed in the
1980s, multimember districts are likely to be chal-
lenged by reform-minded people inboth the legislature
and the courts. Second, given the advances in com-
puter-assisted districting technologies (legislators will
now have precinct-level voting and census information
at their disposal), there are likely to be strong pressures
to create districts with considerably less than the 10

percent population variation allowed in the 1980s.
(Successful gerrymandering may rest with those able
to master the new technologies of districting.) Third,
House Democrats are likely to look closely at how
districtsareapportionedamongthehigh-growth coun-
ties in the eastern panhandle—areas that are more
responsive to Republican politics and politicians. Re-
districting in the Senate, if the past is any guide, is likely
to cause less conflict, and the changes that do take
place should be minimal and should reflect population
movements within the state.

NOTES
1. For a discussion of redistrictingin West Virginia prior in the 50 States (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 1981),

tothe 1980s, see Kathleen M.Arnold, "West Virginia," in pp. 344-47.
Leroy Hardy, Alan Heslop, and Stuart Anderson, eds., 2. Charleston Gazette, February 2, 1982, p. 8A.
Reapportionment Politics: The History of Redistricting 3. Ibid., March 9, 1982, p. IB.





WISCONSIN
DAVID G. WEGGE

Redistricting in Wisconsin following the 1980 census
was one of the most tumultuous and conflictual
reapportionment battles in recent decades. It involved
conflict among the state legislature, the governor, and
the federal courts. In the end, the redistricting battle
was not settled until 1984.

In many ways, Wisconsin redistricting conflicts are not
much different than the battles that are fought in other
states. Naturally, conflicts emerge between Demo-
crats and Republicans, urban and rural areas, minority
and majority groups, and among various interest
groups. If there have been focuses of conflict over the
years, these have probably been the conflict between
the parties and the conflict between the urban and rural
areas of the state.

BACKGROUND

Wisconsin's reapportionment guidelines are presented
in Sections 3,4, and 5 of Article IV of the Wisconsin
Constitution, which emphasizes the following criteria
for redistricting: apportionment based upon the num-
ber of inhabitants, contiguous territory, compactness,
and maintenance of political subdivisions. Wisconsin
was a leader in accepting and implementing the "one
person-one vote" standard in theUnited States, which
it did as early as 1892.

REDISTRICTING IN THE 1980S

Reapportionment issues which emerged in the 1900-
to-1970 time frame have been well documented in
previous analyses.1 This analysis will focus on the
redistricting of the 1980s. Currently, the responsibility
for redistricting falls to the state legislature under its
regular lawmaking function. Therefore, both the leg-
islature and the governor (the latter through the power
to sign or veto legislation) are, at least initially, the key
formal decision-makers in legislative redistricting. In
redistricting, the highest priority is on achieving popu-
lation equality among the districts. To the degree that

this is not attainable, the reapportionment plan must
reflect agood-faith effort to "apportionthe legislature
giving due consideration to the need for contiguity and
compactness of area, the maintenance of the integrity
of political subdivisions and of communities of
interest, and competitive legislative districts."2 In
Wisconsin, the state Senate consists of 33 legislators
elected for four-year terms, with 16 seats filled in one
election year and the remaining 17 filled in the next
election. Each Senate district consists of three state
Assembly districts wholly contained within that Senate
district.

Based upon the 1980 census, the state of Wisconsin
was certifiedtohavean official populationof 4,705,521.
In line with that figure, the state Senate districts should
each have had 142,591 residents and the state Assem-
bly districts should each have had 47,531 residents. By
1980, there naturally had been some shifts in popula-
tion within the state, so that the Senate districts ranged
from27.3 percent abovetheidealnormto 22.5 percent
below the ideal norm. In the Assembly, the districts
ranged from 29.0 percent above the ideal to 33.4
percent below the ideal. Overall, the total number of
people "misrepresented," that fell either above or
below the ideal norm in all of the districts, was
514,686, or 10.9 percent of the 1980 population.
There was indeed need for considerable redistricting.

The political context for this period was a partisan mix.
The state legislature was controlled by the Democratic
party and had been for a number of years. The
Democrats controlled the Senate 19 to 14 and the
Assembly 59 to 40. The governor's office was held by
Republican Lee Dreyfus. Dreyfus was a maverick
populist politician who surprised everyone in 1978 by
defeating the Republican party-endorsed gubernato-
rial candidate, Robert Kasten, in the Republican pri-
mary. Dreyfus then went on to defeat Acting Gover-
nor Martin Schreiberin the general election. Governor
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Dreyfus was not a highly "party-oriented" politician
and seemed to have little patience for some of the
games of politics.

Following the 1980 census, the state legislature and the
governor were unable to come to an agreement over
a new redistricting plan. This led to a court case filed
in the U.S. federal district court of Judge Terence T.
Evans on February 2, 1982 (Wisconsin State AFL-
CIO et ah v. Elections Board et al.\ on behalf of
several candidates who wanted to start campaigning
forthe 1982 electionsbut couldn't without knowledge
of where the district boundaries would be drawn. On
February 8,1982, Chief Judge Walter J. Cummings of
the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals named a three-
judge panel to hear the case.

On February 22,1982, the three-judge panel declared
the existing reapportionment scheme (i.e., the 1970
plan) to be unconstitutional and enjoined the state
Elections Board from administering any elections
using the existing Senate and Assembly districts. On
April 21, the three-judge panel entertained oral argu-
ments, and on April 23 it issued an order indicating that
the judges were reluctant to act until they were
convinced that all reasonable efforts to establish an
acceptable plan had been exhausted by the state
legislature and the governor. The judges gave the
legislature and governor until May 4 to come up with
a plan.3 When there still was no agreement, the three-
judge panel indicated that it might move forward with
a court plan that included reducing the 132 legislative
seats to 80, 60 Assembly seats and 20 Senate seats.
Although many felt this was simply a "bluff' on the
part of the court, it did stimulate a new attempt to reach
agreement. The threat of a seat reduction by the court
was also not dismissed by the governor, but rather the
governor stated, "Reducing the Legislature appeals to
me considerably." This clearly indicates the kind of
contentiousness that existed between the governor
and the state legislature.4

On May 20, a new redistricting plan was approved by
the state legislature and sent to the governor. Although
the legislature felt that it was likely the governor would

veto the plan, the legislators believed they had a good
chance of overriding his veto. Four days later, the
governor vetoed the plan because he felt it was
designed primarily to protect the interests of the
incumbent members of the legislature and not the
interests of the public. The legislature was not able to
muster the necessary two-thirds vote to override, and
once again redistricting was dead in the water. This
same redistricting plan was also submitted to the three-
judge panel for consideration, but was sharply criti-
cized by thepanelasbeing". ... one ofthe worst efforts
beforeus.. .the plan.. .has no redeeming value."5 The
most significant criticism raised against the plan was
the fact that it did a poor job of maintaining the integrity
of political subdivisions.

On June 9, 1982, the three-judge panel put forth its
redistricting plan. It had not reduced the number of
seats, but it did redraw the district lines in such a way
that numerous incumbents were either going to have
to run against each other or move into new districts.
The court plan also created five Senate districts that
had no incumbents and, because they were even-
numbered districts, would not hold elections until
1984. This essentially left the constituents in question
without representation in the Senate for two years.

In mid-June, the three-judge panel altered its plan by
renumbering the questionable Senate seats so that
elections would be held in 1982. Based on the court's
redistricting plan, the average deviation from the ideal
norm in the state Assembly was ±188 individuals, or
±0.40 percent, and in the state Senate it was ±369, or
±0.26 percent. Although the court case was essentially
initiated by the Democratic party, the court-ordered
redistricting plan ended up pleasing many Republi-
cans, since it improved Republican chances for victory
in several districts.

It was this plan that was in effect forthe 1982 elections.
The 1982 elections produced Democratic Governor
Tony Earl, and theDemocrats maintained their control
of the state Senate and state Assembly. The court plan
was not particularly well received by the Democrats,
however, and hence they sought to change the plan in
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Table 1. Makeup of the Wisconsin State Legislature in the 1980s.

YEAR

1981
1983
1985
1987

1989
Change:
1981-89

ASSEMBLY
REPUBLICANS

39
40
47

45
43

+ 4

DEMOCRATS
59*
59
52
54

56

-3

SENATE
REPUBLICANS

14
14
14
11

13

-1

DEMOCRATS
19

17*

19
19
20

+ 1
*Seat vacancies existed

the 1983 legislative session. TheDemocrats also knew
that if they were going to recommend such a change,
their "new" plan would have to demonstrate some
tangible improvement as regards the issue of equal
representation. Only if this occurred would they be
able to sell the plan to the public using the "high
ground."

In the spring of 1983, a new plan was developed by
Representative David Travis and introduced as an
amendment to the 1983-85 budget bill without public
hearing. The new plan was quickly attacked by the
Republican party, Common Cause, and the League of
Women Voters as being blatantly partisan and as
having passed with little or no public discussion. When
the budget bill arrived on Governor Earl's desk, he
item-vetoed the plan even though he indicated that he
generally supported it. According to Earl, adding
redistricting to the budget bill might "taint" the budget
process, and hence the redistricting plan should be
considered in a separate special session of the legisla-
ture.6

A special legislative session was called in July of 1983
to deal with the redistricting plan. The new plan was
significantly differentfromtheplanpromulgatedbythe
federal district court in 1982. TheDemocrats argued
that the court plan had split too many municipalities
and that their plan not only remedied this problem but
also provided for more equal representation. In fact,
while equal representation was "improved," it was
only very slightly improved. The new legislative plan
had an average deviation from the ideal population

norm in the Assembly of ±190, or +0.40 percent, and
in the Senate of ±340, or ±0.24 percent.

The new legislative redistricting plan was challenged
inthecourtsbytheRepublicanparty, andtheGOP was
successful in obtaining a ruling that the new plan was
unconstitutional. This case was then appealed to the
U.S. Supreme Court, which stayed the lower-court
ruling, and the legislative redistricting plan of 1983
then went into effect.

State legislative elections in the 1980s reveal that the
two redistricting plans may have had somewhat differ-
ent effects on the elections. It is difficult to determine
whether or not changes in the outcome of elections
have been due to redistricting or to the many other
factors that can affect the outcome of elections (e.g.,
incumbency, issues, the nature of candidates, cam-
paign spending, etc.). The makeup of the Wisconsin
state legislature in the 1980s is shown in Table 1.
Overall in the 1980s, the Republican party gained four
seats in the Assembly and lost one seat in the Senate.
Hence the decade saw them make a net gain in
legislative seats. The redistricting in the state legisla-
ture may have provided more security for Democrats
in the Senate, while it lost them some support in the
Assembly districts.

Another way of examining the effects of the two
redistricting plans is to analyze the Senate districts
which held elections in 1978,1982, and 1986, to see
if the percentage of votes for the Democrats, who
controlled the redistricting in 1983, changed. The
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Table 2. 1984 Election Results in the Assembly Districts
Making up the 27th Senate District.

ASSEMBLY DISTRICT
79th
80th
81st

Average

DEMOCRATIC VOTE
71% (15,823)
55% (11,541)
67% (14,865)
65% (14, 076)

REPUBLICAN VOTE
29% (6,346)
45% (9,481)
33% (7,175)
35% (7,667)

results reveal, when comparing the election results of
1978 and 1982, that the Democrats had an average
decrease in their vote of 1.75 percent in the 12 districts
that were contested and could be compared over this
period. Recall that the 1982 elections were run using
the court redistricting plan. When the election results
of 1982 and 1986 are compared, there was an average
vote gain of 1.64 percent per Senate district for the
Democrats. The 1986 election was held utilizing the
redistricting plan passed by the state legislature in July
1983, when both the legislature and the governor's
office were controlled by the Democrats.

The 27th Senate District looked much different under
the state legislative redistricting plan of 1983, and the
election results reflected these differences. The results
from the 1984 election are shown in Table 2. The
change in the redistrictingplan (that is, shiftingfrom the
court plan of 1982 to the legislative plan in 1984)
dramatically changed the competitive nature of the
27th Senate district.

In the state legislative plan, the 92nd District was
slightly altered and renumbered as the 80th Assembly
District, while the boundaries of the 93rd District were

adjusted somewhat and the district was renumbered as
the 81st Assembly District. Both of these Assembly
districts had stronger Democratic majorities in 1984.
The most significant change was that the legislative
plan dropped the 91 st Assembly District, which voted
54 percent Republican in the 1982 Assembly election,
and replaced it with the 79th Assembly District, which
voted 71 percent Democratic in the 1984 Assembly
election.

Hence, a Senate district in which the Republican
incumbent was not challenged in 1978, and in which
the Democrat won by 30 votes in 1982, was trans-
formed into a relatively safe Democratic Senate district
by 1984. (See Figures 1 and 2.)

Figure L The 27th Senate District Under the Court
Plan of 1982.

Figure 2. The 27th Senate District Under the
Legislative Plan of 1984.
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Using analyses both of districts and of votes, it would
be difficult to argue that there were substantial changes
which benefited the controlling party in the legislature
as a whole. It is possible to isolate some districts, like
the 27th Senate District, and see that redistricting did
have significant effects at the district level. As with
most modem redistricting plans, the changes that
occurred tended to be very complex and often subtle.

What will the redistricting efforts of the 1990s pro-
duce? It is always difficult to make this type of
prediction. However, given the current political cir-
cumstances, we might anticipate the following: The
state legislature continues to be controlled by the
Democrats, who have fairly substantial majorities in
both the Assembly and the Senate. The current gover-
nor is a Republican who served in the state legislature
for a number of years. There is a generally good
working relationship between the governor and the
legislature, and this may help avoid some of the

conflicts that have been encountered in recent years of
divided government. The governor has also been quite
popular, and hence has had substantial public support
for many of his positions. Recent legislative scandals
involving the use of interest-group money for private
purposes have diminished the public's view of the
legislature, and may also strengthen the hand of the
governor in redistricting efforts.

At the congressional level, there may also be some
changes. During the 1980 redistricting efforts, the
congressional delegation was made up of five Demo-
crats and four Republicans, and the redistricting plan
was basically a compromise worked out by the con-
gressional delegation, and then passed in the state
legislature. The 1990 elections, however, changed the
balance of power in the congressional delegation so
that there are now five Republicans and four Demo-
crats. This may have an impact on how the new
congressional district lines will be drawn in Wisconsin.
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WYOMING
JANET CLARK

At the start of the 1990s, Wyomingites faced a
different situation from that of the early 1980s.1 The
state's economic condition had deteriorated drasti-
cally during the decade, presenting the legislature with
afar different problemregardingredistrictingfromthat
often years earlier. While the state's population had
grown about 41 percent during the 1970s, the bust
cycle was accompanied by significant outmigration.
The population of the state had dropped 4 percent by
1990. The populations of some of the energy-rich
counties, many of which had doubled in the 1970s, had
dropped around 10 percent over the decade of the
eighties. At the same time, state revenues had fallen
severely.

Legislative districts for both houses in Wyoming are
based onthe23 counties. Accordingtothetermsof the
1889 Wyoming Constitution, representation is based
on population but each county is guaranteed at least
one representative in each house. Larger counties have
multiple seats, with all legislators elected at large from
the whole county. Moreover, the size of the House
mustbeatleasttwicebutnotmorethanthreetimesthat
of the Senate.

The rapid population growth of the 1970s created new
problems for redistricting in Wyoming. While the state
as a whole grew in population by nearly 41 percent, the
growth was unevenly distributed. The range in the
growth rate was from 0 percent inNiobrara County to
136.9 percent in neighboring Converse County, one of
the major energy-producing counties. Twelve of the
23 counties were energy-impacted counties which
seemed to leave the others far behind in terms of
growth. Laramie County, home of the capital city,
Cheyenne, and historically the county with the largest
population in the state, was outstripped by Natrona
County.

Again, the legislature faced the problem of providing
equal representation while honoringthe constitutional
mandate that each county have at least one seat in the
House of Representatives. The state had refurbished
its 1890 capitol, which could not accommodate enough
desks to meet the constitutional requirement and the
spirit of Reynolds v. Sims. The major redistricting
proposal decided in favor of the Supreme Court
decision by maintaining the five combined-county
districts in the Senate and by creating the first com-
bined district for the House. However, opposition
from residents of Niobrara County (which was to be
combined with Goshen County) stalled the proposal.
A conference committee finally compromised by ap-
portioning seats among the counties as nearly equally
as possible while adding one seat to accommodate
Niobrara County. The larger counties, with the more
stable populations, lost seats to the rapidly growing
counties.

Partisan cleavages over the redistricting plan were
interesting. Initially, Democrats in the House formed
the core of opposition to eliminating Niobrara's seat,
while most of the dissenters to the Senate's plan for
givingNiobraraback its House seat wereRepublicans.
When the Senate's plan returned to the House, how-
ever, many Democrats joined the opposition to it, and
Democrats cast most of the "no" votes against the
conference committee version. The Republicans from
the larger counties switched from their opposition to
Niobrara's representation. Perhaps, as members of the
majorityparty,someoftheHouseRepublicansfeltthat
they could be generous to the small but highly Repub-
lican county.

The new plan, of course, was distinctly in violation of
Reynolds v. Sims. The variation between the represen-
tation of Washakie County and that of Niobrara
County was 86 percent, and the average variation
between the representation of the counties was 16
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percent. In anticipation of a legal challenge, the legis-
lature had established a contingency clause should the
plan be struck down, along with a lengthy justification
of itsaction. TheWyomingLeagueof Women Voters
brought suit in the federal district court, in the case of
Brown v. Thomson. In 1982, a three-judge federal
panel upheld the redistricting plan. In 1983, the Su-
preme Court again upheld the plan.

The surprising decision rested to a large degree on the
narrowness of the League challenge. Rather than
requesting the Supreme Court "to decide whether
Wyoming's nondiscriminatory adherence to county
boundaries justified the population deviations that
exist throughout Wyoming's representative districts
. . . . Appellants deliberately have limited their chal-
lenge. . . ."2 The majority of the Court upheld the
district court ruling that Wyoming's policy of preserv-
ing county boundaries for representative districts
showed no evidence of bias favoring particular politi-
cal interests or geographic areas. Further, the improve-
ment of the appellants' votingpower by the elimination
of Niobrara's seat in the legislature would be "de
minimis." Considerable population variations would
have remained, with the average deviation remaining
at 13 percent and the maximum at 66 percent. Clearly,
the failure of the League to challenge the entire
redistricting plan led to the League's defeat in the
Supreme Court. The highly divided Court was reluc-
tant to set aside the state's "longstanding and legiti-
mate policy of preserving county boundaries . . .
particularly where there is no taint of arbitrariness or
discrimination...."3

The impact of the 1981 redistricting plan upon the
makeup of the Wyoming legislature was slight. The
Republican party continued to dominate both houses
following each election of the decade. Although the
Democrats did well in electing popular candidates to
statewide executive offices, the Republicans contin-
ued to hold strong majorities in the Senate and House.
While party registrations in the decade have been 56
percent Republican to 3 5 percent Democratic, Repub-
licans have had approximately a 2-to-l edge in the
legislature. Democratic gains of seats in the more

liberal counties in the southern part of the state were
compensated for by additional Republican seats in the
conservative northeastern counties.

Agricultural, business, and professional interests con-
tinued to be overrepresented in the Wyoming legisla-
ture. The major downturn in the economy of the state
lent legitimacy to conservative demands to control
spending. The general activity of the decade has been
to adjust the budget downward to compensate for
declining revenues from mineral royalties and sever-
ance taxes.

The 1990 session of the Wyoming legislature was a
budget session wherein most of the 20 days were
devoted to efforts to balance the budget while main-
taining state service levels, particularly in education.
Redistricting was definitely on the back burner; how-
ever, the Corporations, Elections & Political Subdivi-
sions Committees of both houses began working on
redistricting plans during the interim before the 1991
session. The legislature faced problems similar to
those of 1981. It is virtually impossible to satisfy both
the Wyoming constitutional requirement of at least
one representative for each county and the spirit of
Reynolds v. Sims.

Three approaches to redistricting have emerged from
committee hearings held throughout the state. First,
conservatives believe that the present system can
continue, with each county having its own representa-
tive while the more populous countries have multiple
seats. Under this approach, only small adjustments in
the number of seats allocated to the larger counties
would be needed. The plan is rooted in the assumption
that the Brown v. Thomson decision shows that the
Supreme Court accepts Wyoming's county system.

A second approach recognizes that the 83 percent
deviation in representation in the House that will result
from preserving the seat for Niobrara County will
surely not pass a thorough test before the Supreme
Court. Therefore, advocates of this second approach
are calling for districts combining a few counties in the
House as well as in the Senate. The problem is to find
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a means of combining counties in such a way as to
preserve contiguity and common interests while re-
ducing the amount of deviation in population to less
than 20 percent.

The third approach, advocated by liberal Democrats,
is to scrap the use of counties as legislative districts and
to create single-member districts throughout the state.
This approach will allow for a minimum of deviation

in population size per district. However, many Repub-
lican legislators, who outnumber the Democrats by
42-to-22 in the House and by 20-to-10 in Senate, are
opposed to this plan. They argue that drawing new
district lines will lead to gerrymandering.4 It appears
that no matter which of the three approaches is
adopted, there will be a court challenge to test its
legality.
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